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The Bohol Sea in the Philippines has a high biodiversity of large marine vertebrates.  It is 
also one of the primary fishing grounds in the Central Visayas.  This is a study of the history 
of interactions of the fishers of the Bohol Sea with the ‘big fishes’ living within it.  These 
‘big fishes’ are the large marine vertebrates, namely whales, dolphins, whale sharks and 
manta rays. It is the story of the changes in the Bohol Sea and how the communities who 
depended on it affected these changes.  Similarly, it discusses how the Bohol Sea and the 
large marine vertebrates shaped the lives of the coastal peoples living around it.  This study 
aims to determine the extent of the fisheries for whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta 
rays in the Bohol Sea from the 19
th
 century to recent times.  It focuses on the fishing 
communities of southern Bohol, Camiguin and Southern Leyte in the Central Visayas, who 
are known to hunt these large marine vertebrates, and aims to describe the characteristics and 
trace the evolution of these fisheries. Through a multidisciplinary approach, this study uses a 
combination of ethnographic and historical research methods, together with biological data, 
from published and unpublished sources.  The study aims to determine if the abundance and 
distribution of large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea changed in the long-term.  It also 
examines how the fishing communities adapted to the ecological, socio-economic and 
political changes over time. 
From its beginnings in the late nineteenth century, the hunting of whales, dolphins, 
whale sharks and manta rays, in the different communities around the Bohol Sea underwent 
very similar and, for some, identical technological developments.  These fishing 
technologies and patterns were adapted to the nature of their target species. By the late 
twentieth century, with increasing population, worsening economic conditions, and declining 
fish stocks in the country, the Bohol Sea fishing communities’ dependence on the fisheries 
for large marine vertebrates also increased. Likewise, fishery policies and legislative 
frameworks were also evolving with a more protectionist and conservationist stance. The 
implementation of fishery bans in the 1990s compelled most fishers to comply and adapt, 
however others resisted.  Communities who lived in an environment endowed with more 
diverse and abundant resources proved to be more resilient.  While those who heavily 
depended on the fishery and had little else to turn to have continued to hunt up to the present 
day.  Despite continuing protests and public clamour for a total ban on hunting for all other 
species of rays in the Philippines, the ray fishery in the Bohol Sea continues. 
This study demonstrates how state efforts to conserve whales, dolphins, whale 
sharks and manta rays in the Philippines have been ineffective.  This is primarily because of 
the lack of legitimacy of these fishery policies in the eyes of the communities.  This study 
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also highlights the importance of using multiple and non-traditional data sources in 
evaluating fisheries that are data deficient.  The study shows how it is important to examine 
the historical context of ecological and social systems in order to understand the causes of 
contemporary resource management problems. 
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SEAFDEC Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center  
SU-IEMS Silliman University Institute of Environmental and Marine Sciences 
SWFSC Southwest Fisheries Science Center 
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TEK  Traditional Ecological Knowledge 
UNCED United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
UNEP  United Nations Environment Programme 
UPMSI  University of the Philippines Marine Science Institute 
WWF-Philippines World Wide Fund for Nature - Philippines
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Glossary of Terms and Selected Filipino and Visayan Words 
English terms are in ordinary font while Filipino terms are in italics with the dialect and/or 
locality in brackets. 
Abaca or abaka  hemp fiber  
 
ambuhutan  baleen whale [Visayan; in Limasawa]; also a term for sperm whale 
in other regions of the Philippines. 
 
Amihan   northeast monsoon 
 
anad   tame [Visayan] 
 
asero  steel {etymology: Spanish: acero: steel} 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=asero&
Search=Search accessed 19 Jan. 12) 
 
baklad    fish corral 
 
balat    sea cucumber [Visayan] 
 
balikbayan  returning residents; usually refers to Filipino residents who have 
worked overseas; term used to refer to Filipinos returning to the 
Philippine after having lived or worked overseas for a long time; 
literally means “returning to country” 
(http://tagaloglang.com/Search.html?ordering=&searchphrase=all&
searchword=balikbayan, accessed 30 April 2013) 
 
balilan    whale shark [Visayan; in Bohol] 
 
baluarte or balwarte bulwark; bastion; an embankment built around a space for defensive 
purposes 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=balwart
e&Search=Search accessed 19 Jan. 12) 
 
balyena   common local term for whale [Tagalog, Visayan] 
 
banca or bangka a general term for a boat [Tagalog]; motorized or non-motorized 
 
bangaw rainbow [Cebuano] 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=english&word=rainbow
&Search=Search accessed 23 Jan. 12) 
 
bangsi or bangse  vernacular term for flying fish [Visayan] 
 
bañera or banyera  wide aluminium pail or tub; relatively large open container that is 
filled with water to use to wash the body 
 
barangay the smallest administrative division in the Philippines; the Filipino 
term for a village, district or ward; municipalities and cities are 
composed of barangays; abbreviated as brgy. 
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baroto non-motorized outrigger boat, usually carved out from a tree trunk 
[Visayan] 
 
barrio  a ward, quarter, or district of a town or city; in the Philippines, the 
term may refer to a rural village and is spelled baryo in Filipino 
 
batoid refers to a group of cartilaginous fish more commonly called rays 
and skates under the superorder Batoidea. 
 
baybayon   coastline; seashore;  shoreline [Visayan] 
 
baybay beach; seaboard; seaside; shore [Cebuano] 
(http://www.binisaya.com/cebuano/baybayon accessed 23 Jan. 12) 
 
bongkaras  Bryde’s whale [Visayan; in Lila, Bohol] 
 
brasas   fathom; one fathom is equivalent to 1.8288 meters. 
 
budlis vernacular term for skipjack tuna, which belongs to the family 
Scombridae together with mackerels and bonitos. 
 
bugangsisu  common term for a baleen whale in other regions in the Philippines 
 
bugsay   paddle; to row 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=bugsay
&Search=Search accessed 27 Jan. 12) 
 
buhot puff (v.); whiff (v.); a short light gust of air 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=buhot&
Search=Search accessed 30 Jan 2012) 
 
buot volition; will; consciousness; the capability of conscious choice and 
decision and intention [Visayan] 
 
butanding  whale shark [Tagalog] 
 
bycatch animals that are caught accidentally in fishing operations; the 
capture of animals that are not the target species of the fishery 
 
calamay   made from finely ground glutinous rice, coconut milk and sugar. 
 
calf refers to the young of a marine mammal that is dependent on its 
mother 
 
camote    sweet potato  
 
canter boat refers to a particular boat with a Mitsubishi Canter engine.  This is 
usually a 4DR5 engine used in trucks. 
 
capiz also known as the windowpane oyster is a bivalve marine mollusk, 
Placuna placenta; its shell is used in window panes in the 
Philippines.  
 
carabeef meat from the domestic Asian water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) 




cephalic lobes   broad, fleshy lobes located on the head of a mobulid; these are 
usually rolled and pointed forward giving the appearance of horns; 
also called cephalic fins. 
 
cetaceans a group of marine mammals under the Order Cetacea, which are 
commonly called whales, dolphins, and porpoises. 
 
chicharon  a common dish in the Philippines made from fried pork skin or rind. 
 
circumglobal  distributed around the world within a range of latitudes. 
 
cosmopolitan   cosmopolitan distribution; found in most parts of the world 
 
dagko or dako  big; large [Visayan] 
 
dorsal fin  a fin located on the backs of various marine and freshwater 
vertebrates; cetacean species only have one , or some species have 
none. 
 
dupa a linear unit of measurement equal to 6 feet or 1.8288 meters; also 
equivalent to 1 fathom when used as a unit of measuring depth of 
water; originally based on the distance between the fingertips of a 
man’s outstretched arms or a handspan; fathom 
(http://www.binisaya.com/cebuano/dupa; 
http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=dupa&S
earch=Search accessed 19 Jan. 12) 
 
duyung Dugong; a marine mammal of the Order Sirenia; [Visayan]; in 
Tagalog called dugong. 
 
fiesta celebration that commemorates the feast day of the patron saint of a 
barangay (village) or municipality (town). 
 
five-six  a money lending system wherein a moneylender charges an interest 
of 20% over an agreed period of time (Kondo 2003). 
 
flipper   also referred to as pectoral fin 
 
fluke   tail 
 
gangso   gaff hook [Cebuano] 
 
gantang a unit of dry measure equivalent roughly to a gallon [Visayan] 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=gantang
&Search=Search accessed 27 August 2012). 
 
gestation pregnancy; period of development in the uterus from conception 
until birth. 
 
gill rakers also called branchial filaments; bony or cartilaginous processes that 
project from the branchial arch and are involved with filter feeding. 
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gleaning gathering of shells and other aquatic organisms at low tide in the 
coastal areas. An activity mostly engaged in by women and 
children; maninghas in Visayan. 
 
Habagat  southwest monsoon 
 
humay   unpolished rice or grain [Visayan]; palay inTagalog 
 
iho   shark [Cebuano] 
 
ilustrados term used to refer to the Filipino educated class during the Spanish 
colonial period in the late nineteenth century {etymology: Spanish: 
ilustrado: learned; enlightened one} 
 
insurrectos rebels [Spanish] 
 
isda   fish [Visayan, Tagalog] 
 
 
isi   harpoon [Visayan, in Bohol] 
 
jeepney a 16 to 18-passenger seater vehicle; most common mode of public 
transport in the Philippines. 
 
jigger or squid jig jigger is a gear used to catch squid and cuttlefish which resembles 
an inverted umbrella skeleton with sharp tips;  made up of a lead 
stalk about 3-6 inches in length with an attached multiple-hook 
device arranged in a circular manner.  Squid jig is an innovation of 
the jigger; made of carved wood that resembles a lobster or a crab 
painted in bright colors with lead or sinker fixed at the bottom; 
stainless steel sheets dangle at the sides and multiple hooks are 
embedded at the lower tail end; commonly catches cuttlefish, 
octopus, squid and even yellowfin tuna. (Dugan et al. 2003) 
 
kabilya steel rod {etymology: Spanish: cabilla: steel rod} 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=kabilya
&Search=Search accessed 19 Jan. 12) 
 
kamalig  a wooden nipa-roofed shed [Visayan] 
 
kapitan   captain  
 
kinilaw   sashimi or raw fish 
 
kilaw eat as raw 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=kinilaw
&Search=Search , accessed 25 January 2012) 
 
koralon the type of thick nylon rope material used to make fishing nets 
[Visayan] 
 
krudo   diesel fuel 
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labasera or labasero term for a fresh fish buyer in the Visayas ( ‘-a’ for female; ‘-o’ for 
male)[Visayan] 
 
langyaw abroad (adj.); foreign (adj.); alien(n.); immigrant(n.); foreigner(n); 
migrate (v.) [Visayan] 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=langya
w&Search=Search accessed 30 Jan. 12) 
 
lanot hemp [Visayan] 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=lanot&
Search=Search accessed 23 Jan. 12) 
 
lantay   bamboo bed [Visayan] 
 
lanzones  a tropical fruit, Lansium domesticum. 
 
likum a general Visayan or Cebuano term for a commercial fishing boat.  
It is also referred to as a ring net, a rectangular-shaped net used to 
encircle a shoal of fish (Dugan 2003, 10-17). [Visayan] 
 
lumba-lumba  a common term for dolphin in Tagalog (and in other regions in the 
Philippines) 
 
lumod or lumud  a common term for dolphin [Visayan] 
 
malaki   big; large  
 
mananagat  fisher [Visayan] 
 
mangko frigate tuna; vernacular name for fishes belonging to the family 
Scombridae such as mackerel, tuna and bonito. 
 
Manong or Manang   title for an elder man (manong) or woman (manang); a man or 
woman who is the senior member of a group 
 
marginal sea refers to a “partially inclosed sea adjacent to, widely open to and 
connected to the oceans at the waters’ surface but bounded below by 
submarine ridges” (Glossary of the mapping sciences. ASCE 
Publications, page 469. Accessed 21 March 2013) 
 
mesh two loops of twine which are joined together with knots to form a 
diamond shape (Dugan et al. 2003) 
 
mesh size the dimension of a mesh form the center of one knot to the center of 
the next diagonally opposite knot (Dugan et al. 2003) 
 
mobulid   a term for elasmobranchs belonging to the Family Mobulidae; these 
are the two species of manta rays (Manta spp). and nine recognized 
species of devil rays (Mobula spp.) 
 
multi-cab  is a small truck, originally designed by Suzuki and distributed as 
Suzuki Carry;  it is smaller than a jeepney and may come in van or 
pickup truck body styles. 
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muro-ami “is a type of drive-in net fishing technique whereby a line of 
fishermen in the water use scare-lines (typically a line with pieces of 
sheet or plastic tied off at regular intervals, with a weight on the 
end) to drive fish down a reef towards a bag net.” (Pet-Soede and 
Erdmann 1998, 32) 
 
nipa  this is a large palm commonly found in the Philippines. The leaves 
are used for thatching roofs. 
 
neritic zone  coastal waters or the sublittoral zone 
 
page or pagi  generic term for rays or members of the Subfamily Mobulidae  
 
palanggana   washbasin 
 
palay   unhusked rice 
 
pamo   a type of gillnet commonly used in the Philippines. 
 
pamilakan boat used to hunt whales, whale sharks and manta rays in Camiguin; 
boat used to hunt manta rays in Jagna.[Visayan] 
 
panglahos set longline [Visayan] (Dugan et al. 2003, 6-19) 
 
pantihan  a term for Mobula spp. [Visayan, in Bohol] 
 
pasalubong a homecoming gift, treat or souvenir. It is expected for Filipinos 
who go on a trip that they bring back gifts for friends and relatives 




pawikan  common name for marine turtle  
 
payag a term often used to refer to a shed used for shelter or storage with a 
roof made of nipa (palm). [Visayan] 
 
pedicab is a manually-powered form of transport in the Philippines which is 
usually used to travel for short distances such as within villages or 
subdivisions in urban communities.  In Visayan it is referred to as 
traysikad or sikad (http://philippinetransport.ph/Transport-etc.htm 
accessed on 14 March 2013). 
 
pidaso a cut piece of manta ray meat [Visayan, in Bohol] 
 
pilak   a term for a large hook [Visayan, in Bohol] 
 
pilang non-motorized boat used to hunt for whale, whale sharks and manta 
rays in Lila, Bohol. [Visayan] 
 
piliw surf zone; breaker zone; nearshore [Visayan]; related words 
baybayon. 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=piliw&
Search=Search accessed 23 Jan. 12) 




pilong   sickelfin devil ray [Visayan, in Pamilacan] 
 
piye or pi foot [etymology: Spanish: pie: foot] 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=piye&S
earch=Search accessed 19 Jan. 12) 
 
poblacion   a center of a municipality which is usually the barrio that gives the 
municipality its name (http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/poblaci%C3%B3n, accessed 14 Aug 2013) 
 
pueblo   town 
 
pukot   net 
 
pulutan finger food or appetizers eaten when drinking alcohol 
(http://tagaloglang.com/Tagalog-English-Dictionary/English-
Translation-of-Tagalog-Word/pulutan.html, accessed 30 April 
2013) 
 
pumpboat  is an outrigger canoe powered by a small gasoline or diesel engine. 
 
pundok   pile [Visayan] 
 
pup   refers to the young of a ray or shark 
 
puthaw iron; metal [Visayan] 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=puthaw
&Search=Search accessed 19 Jan. 12) 
 
remo or rimo scull (n.);  a scull is a long oar that is mounted at the stern of a boat 
and moved left and right to propel the boat forward;  an oar is an 
implement used to propel or steer a boat [Visayan] 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=taga+re
mo&Search=Search accessed 12 Sep. 12) 
 




salindangan  a term for sickle fin devil ray [Visayan; in Jagna, Bohol] 
 
sanga a term for Manta spp. [Visayan; in Bohol and several other Visayan 
provinces] 
 
saranga a term for Manta spp. [Visayan; in Southern Leyte, Samar and 
Surigao] 
 
saranggat jiggers [Visayan] (Dugan et al. 2003, 6-9) 
 
sari ring net [Visayan] (Dugan et al. 2003, 6-9) 
 
sari-sari store is a small convenience store which is usually privately owned and 
set-up adjacent to the storekeeper’s house and operated from inside 
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it;  sari-sari means variety which refers to the items for sale in the 
store. 
 
seamounts are mountains rising at least 1,000 meters from the ocean seafloor 
that do not reach the water’s surface. 
 
sawali refers to a material made of woven split bamboo mats which are 
commonly used to construct walls of nipa huts in the Philippines. 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sawali accessed 30 Apr 2014) 
 
siesta   a nap taken usually at noon. 
 
sill   “an underwater ridge that separates ocean areas” 
 
sima   barb [Cebuano] 
 
sinamay a stiff coarse open textile woven chiefly from abaca 
(http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sinamay accessed 30 
Apr 2014) 
 
sitio   a hamlet 
 
subid   troll line [Visayan] (Dugan et al. 2003, 6-9) 
 
suki   a term for a regular or favoured client or buyer. 
 
sundang  a long knife [Visayan] 
 
squalene a hydrocarbon that can be isolated from shark liver oil; a natural 
organic compound obtained for commercial purposes primarily 
from shark liver oil.  (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Squalene 
accessed 28 Jan 2012) 
 
tableja made from ground cacao seeds and is made into a hot chocolate 
drink called sikwate or tsokolate.[Visayan] 
 
tabuan   a term for market day [Visayan] 
 
taga   a term for a large hook [Visayan] 
 
takot   seamount [Visayan] 
 
taro large tin can {etymology: Spanish: tarro: container} [Visayan] 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=taro&S
earch=Search, accessed 19 Jan. 12); estimated to be equivalent to 20 
liters by volume (according to informants). 
 
tapa or tinapa thinly sliced meat or beef; smoked fish 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=tapahan
&Search=Search accessed 25 Jan. 12) 
 
tawiki local term for whale shark [Visayan; in Camiguin and other regions 
in the Visayas] 
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tikumsi   local term for sperm whale [Visayan; in Limasawa] 
 
timon helm [etymology: Spanish: timon: helm, steering wheel]; steering 
mechanism for a vessel; a mechanical device by which a vessel is 
steered [Visayan] 
(http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=timon&
Search=Search accessed 27 Jan. 12) 
 
toki-toki whale shark [Visayan; in Lila, Bohol] 
 
tuba   coconut wine [Visayan] (http://www.binisaya.com/cebuano/tuba) 
 
tuhog a long pin for holding meat in position while it is being roasted; a 
skewer for holding meat over a fire; probably derived from the 
practice of putting a string or strip of bamboo or slender wood 
through a hole in a piece of fresh meat to carry it. 
 
tulingan vernacular term for fish belonging to the Scombridae family such as 
bullet tuna, frigate tuna or mackerel. 
 
uyabang  krill [Cebuano] 
 
walis tingting is a broom made of dried midribs of palm leaves bundled together 
(http://tagaloglang.com/Search.html?ordering=&searchphrase=all&
searchword=walis+tingting) 
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Whales, dolphins, whale sharks and rays have been captured by coastal peoples of the Bohol 
Sea in the Philippines for food for centuries. These large marine vertebrates are commonly 
referred to by fishers as “big fish” or “malaking isda” in Tagalog and “dagkong isda” in 
Visayan.   The first time I heard this term used was during a conversation with a Visayan 
fisherman years ago. I asked him if he had ever seen a whale or “balyena”. After a few 
minutes of giving me a puzzled look, and a few gestures describing tail slapping and water 
coming out of my back, he said, with a surprised tone, as if saying: “why didn’t you say so 
in the first place?” – “ah, kanang dagkong isda!” (“Ah, the big fish!”).  Since then I have 
heard the word isda (fish) used by fishers from other regions in the country to refer to not 
just whales but also other large marine animals like dolphins, sharks and rays. 
This thesis is a study of the interactions between the fishers of the Bohol Sea and the 
large marine vertebrates living within it.  It is a history of the sea hunters of the Bohol Sea 
and their pursuit of the “big fish” from the nineteenth century to recent times.   It is the 
history of how the “big fishes” shaped the lives of the coastal peoples living around it and 
how both the marine environment and people continue to interact and change each other.  
 
Nature of the thesis 
This thesis is a work in marine environmental history. As a sub-field of environmental 
history, marine environmental history can be defined by first describing environmental 
history. Probably the most widely accepted definition of this relatively new discipline is: 
“environmental history is studying the interaction between humans and the environment in 
the past” (Oosthoek 2005, sec. 2, par. 1). It is the study of the interactions of humans with 
nature through time, or as some would put it, the study of the “interaction between culture 
and nature” (Ibid.). Environmental history is “the history of reciprocal relations between 
society and environment” (McNeill 2001, xiii).  Worster (1993, viii) defines it as “the 
interdisciplinary study of the relations of culture, technology, and nature through time.” R.I. 
Moore describes it as a “pedigree” and goes on by saying that: 
Like all complex relationships, that between humanity and the planet which it inhabits must 
be understood both as a system functioning now, and, from its beginning, as the product of 
development over time; both as what is observed and as what the observer constructs; both 
with passionate sympathy and with cool and sceptical detachment (Simmons 1993, ix).  
 
Underlying these definitions is the idea that humans and nature have been “engaged in 





The discipline emerged in the 1960’s and 1970’s, as a result of the increasing 
awareness and concern for global environmental problems (Oosthoek 2005, sec. 1, par. 1). 
Similarly, the sub-field of marine environmental history stemmed from the mounting crisis 
in the world’s oceans with marine ecosystems degradations such as depletion of fish stocks, 
decreasing biomass of target species, biological invasions and marine species extinction 
happening at a rate and extent previously unrecorded or, at least unnoticed (Bolster 2006). 
The environmental history of the oceans has been ignored for a long time primarily because 
the sea has always been thought of as separate from nature (Bolster 2006, 572).  The ocean 
was believed to be timeless, unchangeable, immortal and distinct from the rest of creation 
(Ibid., 572-573). This myth of the timeless ocean has been perpetuated until even recent 
times (Ibid., 577).  
In this interdisciplinary sub-field where “history meets marine science” (Starkey et 
al. 2008, p. 2) the approaches of ecological science and maritime history are combined 
(Holm et al. 2001, xiii). It includes examination of the history of climate, weather, currents, 
and human exploitation of the marine environment such as whaling, commercial fishing, and 
artisanal fishing.  Completed studies include the history of the collapse of the cod fishery 
(Kurlansky 1997, Rose 2008), of decimation of species of whales from centuries of whaling 
(Whitehead et al. 1997), of marine mammal exploitations (Romero et al. 2002, Reeves et al. 
2001, Reeves 2002) and other marine megafaunal population declines in different parts of 
the world (Lotze and Worm 2009). At the same time, more and more research is being done 
to investigate the ecosystem effects of overfishing (Jackson et al. 2001, Essington 2006, 
Trites et al. 2006) and the cascade of complex interdependent effects in the marine 
ecosystem that the massive removal of whales within a short span of time have caused 
(Bolster 2006, Estes 2006, Croll et al. 2006). However, being a multi-faceted history, a 
history that looks into various aspects of a place or a people in a particular period of time, 
marine environmental history can offer more than just the classic story of overfishing and 
marine species extinctions. 
This study unlike other works in marine environmental history where people are the 
main focus, takes the standpoint from the perspective of the sea, and the large marine 
vertebrates, looking back to the people to show how the characteristics of these animals 
greatly influenced people’s adaptations. Coastal peoples of the Bohol Sea were connected to 
each other by the “big fishes”.  The sea is not treated merely as a stage where events occur or 
a backdrop for humans in transition. Nor does it just serve to connect or facilitate 
movements or circulation of people.  In this respect, this thesis is different from Pearson’s 
(2003, 27) treatment of the Indian Ocean where he considers people, and not water, to have 




are both active and strong forces in the creation of the Bohol Sea.  This gives the thesis a 
more biological science perspective compared to other works in marine environmental 
history.  
 
Where have all the fish gone? : Statement of the problems 
Humans have harvested the coasts, rivers and oceans of the world for millenia. As 
hunter-gatherers, people have combed the shallows, reef flats and strand for molluscs, 
crustaceans and scooped fish for food. By learning to hunt with more efficient tools like nets, 
traps, paddle boats, sails, hook and lines, people ventured slowly further away from the 
shores. Sea fishing arose in medieval times, sweeping across Europe and intensified as the 
demand for marine fish grew (Roberts 2007). By the late fifteenth century Europeans began 
a transatlantic fisheries commerce when new abundant fishing grounds were discovered 
(Ibid., 31). The first written record of whaling was in the ninth century but the practice can 
be traced from as far back as 6000 to 1000 BC from rock art in Korea (Lee and Robineau 
2004 in Roberts 2007, 85). Basque whaling was well underway in the tenth century (Ibid.).  
The early practice of whaling was conducted from shore wherein men went out on small 
boats in pursuit of whales spotted from lookouts (Ibid., 86). As whale numbers near shore 
dwindled an offshore fishery was developed which soon spread farther to new grounds in the 
17
th
 century (Ibid., 89). By the early 18
th
 century American whalers were in pursuit of the 
great whales in the southern regions (Ibid., 92; Reeves and Smith 2006, 91) and by this time 
it was not primarily only for food on their tables but to light the streets and make fashionable 
clothes and accessories. Whaling persisted well into the 20
th
 century using lethal technology 
such as bomb-lances, powerful harpoons and floating factory ships.  Technological advances 
allowed the fishery to expand while keeping prices down to sustain a market until whale 
stocks became depleted (Allsopp et al. 2009, 46).  Beginning with the largest species, the 
blue whale, operations depleted stocks in the northern seas and moved to the Antarctic until 
they became scarce there too (Ibid.).  Fin whales were then targeted until the 1950s, 
followed by the Sei and minke whales in the 1960s and 1970s, respectively (Ibid.). 
However, for various social, cultural and economic reasons peoples’ perceptions of 
the environment and nature have changed (Bankoff 1993, 2). With growing concerns about 
how human beings are increasingly disrupting the natural processes of the environment, in 
particular exploiting resources at a rate faster than nature can recover science has been called 
upon to find solutions (Oosthoek 2005, sec. 1, par. 1; Bolster 2006).  With observed declines 
in fish stocks across Europe and America, the need for fisheries management and fisheries 




the problem (Roberts 2007, Taylor 1999). Several international and regional management 
schemes and fisheries governing bodies were formed that were later also applied to fisheries 
for larger marine animals occurring beyond any nations’ exclusive economic zones including 
whaling.  The regulation of whaling was first attempted at an international scale through the 
creation of the International Whaling Commission (IWC) in 1946 and the “sustainable 
extractive use” of whale resources to “develop and maintain an extractive industry” were 
“cultural values” expressed in its creation (Orbach 2006, 374).  
From the late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century, increased awareness 
of the demise of large mammals and other species in North America and Europe fuelled 
conservationist thought and led to a number of state and national regulatory acts in these first 
world countries, making the hunting for these large mammals illegal (Ibid., Petersen 1999, 
467-469).  Pushing forward this conservation agenda in the international arena, international 
regulating bodies and conventions such as the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) and the IWC now try to influence all 
signatory countries to abide by the same principles.  By the late twentieth century, these 
international laws and species conservation ideas slowly took form in national laws in some 
developing countries like the Philippines.   
The protection of “charismatic megafauna”
1
, a concept relatively new in the country 
in the late twentieth century, permeated the agenda of environmental conservation circles in 
the Philippines. Between 1992 and 1998, laws that prohibit the hunting of whales, dolphins, 
whale sharks and manta rays in the Philippines were enacted (Dolar 1994, 362; Dolar 1995, 
19; Barut and Zartiga 2002, 129).  The laws were created based on the premise that the 
populations of these species were in decline and threatened by extinction due to intense 
fishing pressure by the locals (Dolar 1995, 20; Alava et al. 2002, 147).  It must be noted, 
however, that before and at the time of enactment there were no population or stock 
estimates available for most (if not all) of these species in the country. Thus there were no 
baselines to serve as reference points for decline. In addition, the population biology and 
ecology of most of these species, and the taxonomy of some are still insufficiently known or 
understood today to provide clear guidelines as to the threat of extinction to the populations. 
There is little (if at all) baseline data on past (historic) occurrence and abundance of these 
species and what is known about them is not sufficient to enable informed management 
decisions.   Similarly, and equally significant, socio-economic data on fishing communities 
                                                   
1 Charismatic megafauna refer to large mammals that are often used as flagship species (Leader-
Williams and Dublin 2000, 54).  The term flagship species refers to an animal that “promotes 
conservation in a general or regional sense” (Ibid., 55).  These are species that are “popular, 
charismatic…that serve as symbols and rallying points to stimulate conservation awareness and 




are lacking, so policy makers and fisheries managers cannot accurately assess the effects of 
regulatory schemes on these communities.  The Philippines is not unique in facing these 
problems.  This thesis works with underlying concepts that are continually discussed in 
conservation circles:  the problem of overfishing, fishing down the marine food web, the 
shifting baseline syndrome, the role of traditional ecological knowledge, resilience, 
adaptation and the value of applying ecosystem-based management and social-ecological 
systems approaches.  
Centuries of harvesting for whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays have 
inevitably caused changes in their populations and the marine ecosystem. The mass-scale 
removal of species in upper-trophic-levels with large biomass and long-life spans within a 
short span of time can trigger a web of changes in the ecosystem that affects its stability 
(Gambell 2003, Bolster 2006, Estes 2006). In addition to these changes that may not be 
readily observable and even more difficult to measure, in the case of the Bohol Sea there is 
concern about the potential collapse of the fisheries, particularly for the rays.  Fisheries 
experts have warned about the downward trend in the fisheries in the Bohol Sea (and 
elsewhere in the country) (Dalzell and Ganaden 1987; Green et al. 2002; Green et al. 2004, 
105; Stobutzki et al. 2006a, Stobutzki et al. 2006b).  Similarly evidence on the trend of 
fishing down the marine food web has recently come to light with the reported 
disappearances of larger, slow-growing fish species and the consequent increase in lower 
trophic level species (Pauly 1998, Lavides et al. 2010, Green et al. 2002).   
Compounding these problems is the lack of long-term scientific and historical data 
on fish stocks and catches.  Each generation of fisheries scientists and managers are left to 
base decisions on data from their own lifetimes or careers perceiving these baseline 
conditions as normal. Hence, when comparing subsequent changes against these baselines it 
masks the real extent of marine environmental degradation (Roberts 2007). This gradual 
shift in baselines allows for the slow disappearance of species and stocks without being 
noticed and leads to the use of inappropriate reference points against which evaluations of 
economic losses from overfishing or management targets are made (Pauly 1995). This 
phenomenon is called the “shifting baseline syndrome” (Ibid., Sheppard 1995).  
In this thesis I argue that traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) is of great value in 
complementing scientific knowledge in order to understand changes in the marine ecosystem 
particularly in fisheries where historical scientific data are lacking or absent (Pauly 1995).  
Traditional ecological knowledge can be defined as  
a cumulative body of knowledge, practice, and belief, evolving by adaptive processes and 
handed down through generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living 





It is the system of knowledge and beliefs of local or indigenous peoples of plants, animals 
and natural phenomena which includes “the development and use of appropriate 
technologies for hunting, fishing, trapping, agriculture, and forestry”(Rinkevich 2008, 19) .  
The recognition of the usefulness of TEK in marine conservation is growing and it has been 
applied in recent fisheries research in various regions including the Philippines (Drew 2005, 
Lavides et al. 2010, Stacey et al. 2012).  
Lastly, the use of ecosystem-based fisheries management (EBFM) and fisheries co-
management approaches is recognized in this study as possible ways to manage the large 
marine vertebrate fisheries problems in the Bohol Sea.  Although these approaches are not 
explored in this thesis it is mentioned to acknowledge its possible application for future 
research.  EBFM,  coined as the new approach to fisheries management (Pikitch 2004, 346), 
takes its roots from ecosystem-based management (EBM) which  integrates social, economic 
and ecological goals and by recognising “humans as key components of the ecosystem” 
(Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM) Tools Network 2010). EBFM uses the same basic 
principles and applies it to fisheries management (Christie et al. 2007, Pitcher et al. 2009).  
EBFM’s overall objective is “to sustain healthy marine ecosystems and the fisheries they 
support” (Pikitch 2004, 346)  and it is believed to be the best management approach to 
tackling the problem of “impacts of fisheries on endangered and protected species, including 
ecological processes that are essential for their recovery”(Ibid.) . There have been several 
EBFM initiatives on-going in the Philippines for some years now but it is still wrought with 
challenges (Christie et al. 2007, Armada et al, 2009, Pomeroy et al. 2010).    
Another alternative management approach that has emerged for fisheries 
management is the co-management approach (Pomeroy and Rivera-Guieb 2005, 3). This 
approach emerged from the recognition of the need for a broader approach in fisheries 
governance that allows “fishers’ participation, local stewardship and shared decision-making 
in the management of fisheries” (Ibid.).  “Fisheries comanagement” as defined by Berkes et 
al. (2001, 202) is: 
…a partnership in which government, the community of local resource users (fishers), 
external agents (non-governmental organizations, academic, and research institutions), and 
other fisheries and coastal resource stakeholders (boat owners, fish traders, money lenders, 
tourism establishments, etc.) share the responsibility and authority for making decisions 
about the management of a fishery. 
 
With its roots from the community development tradition (Wilson 2003, 17), the fisheries 
co-management approach has been applied in many programmes in the Philippines where 
there has been widespread establishment of community-based coastal resource management 
(CBCRM) projects since the 1980s (Pomeroy and Viswanathan 2003, 102). 




Framing of the study: the Bohol Sea across time and space 
This study is framed within a specific geographical space and environmental ecology, as 
well as culture.  The Bohol Sea, also known as the Mindanao Sea, is located between the 
Visayas and the greater island of Mindanao in the southern Philippines (Map A).  What 
makes the Bohol Sea unique and an ideal setting for this kind of investigation is the high 
diversity and occurrence of species of large marine vertebrates within it compared to other 
seas in the Philippines (Conservation International-Philippines 2008).  Although the practice 
of hunting for these large marine vertebrates is not unique to the Bohol Sea, owing to its 
unique ecology, these practices have a longer history entrenched deep within the fishing 
culture of the communities living around it hence making its regulation more problematic. 
 
Map A. The Bohol Sea in Central Visayas, Philippines. 
 
A favoured fishing ground for many coastal communities, the Bohol Sea is 
frequented by hunters of these large marine vertebrates. Fishers from Bohol, Camiguin, and 
Misamis Oriental provinces have been engaged in hunting for these species for at least a 
century, and have depended on seasonal and opportunistic catches as a means of livelihood 
(Dolar et al. 1994, Alava et al. 2002, Reeves 2002). Based on available evidence and oral 
history, the whaling in Lila, Bohol, began in the late 1800s and ended in 1986,  while the 




from about 1939 until 1997  (Acebes 2009). The whaling in Sagay, Camiguin was most 
likely derived from the Bohol fishery in the early 1900s and ended in 1997 (Ibid.). The 
whaling in Salay, Misamis Oriental may have also been derived from Bohol but its 
beginnings are still unclear. The fishery also ended around 1997.  The whaling practices in 
Camiguin and Misamis Oriental is believed to have originated from the manta ray fishery in 
Jagna (Ibid.). It is also possible that the Jagna fishery developed on its own. The hunting for 
whale sharks in the region is believed by some to have been derived from the whaling 
practice in Bohol. However, due to the lack of certain sources a definitive assessment could 
not be made.  
Aside from these communities mentioned, there are other places in the archipelago 





accounts of the Philippines describing the history, geography, natural resources, customs and 
industries of the archipelago mention the fishing and consumption of these marine animals. 
The work of Francisco Ignacio Alcina (Kobak and Gutierrez 2004) in his second volume of 
the History of the Bisayan People in the Philippine Islands provides probably the most 
comprehensive and detailed description of all living creatures (both land and sea) around the 
Visayas in the 17
th
 century. Alcina describes how dolphins (“lumud”), mantas (“saranga”), 
and dugongs (“duyung”) were caught and quite relished by Filipinos (Ibid., 299, 329).  
Although he does not account for hunting or eating of baleen whales (“bugansisu”), he does 
tell of one instance when a large whale (most likely a sperm whale) was found beached on 
the shore after a storm and people cut it up and ate it (Ibid., 297). The Philippines’ trade with 
the Chinese in marine resources from Sulu such as tortoise shells, shark fins and rays has 
been documented in the eighteenth and nineteenth century (Tagliacozzo 2011, 437; 
Santillan-Castrence 1983, 480; Warren 1981, 8, 60-65). Ambergris was mentioned too.  
Furthermore, candles made from spermaceti and umbrellas from whalebone were listed as 
merchandise exported out of the country (Santillan-Castrence 1983). Harpooning of rays 
appear to have been practiced across the Visayas and Sulu archipelago (Sather 1997, 96; 
Kobak and Gutierrez 2004, 329-333).  The same is true for the hunting for dolphins (Kobak 
and Gutierrez 2004, 329). Whale sharks have been taken from many coastal areas in the 
Philippines, from Sulu, all around the Visayas, Albay, to Batangas in Luzon, primarily 
through fish traps and fish corrals (Herre 1942, 154-155).  
Coastal peoples and sea nomads or Bajaus in Indonesia and Malaysia are also known 
to have hunted these animals (Sopher 1965, Sather 1997, Barnes 1996, Butcher 2004, Stacey 
2007, Stacey et al. 2012). The Bajau Laut in Sabah hunted dolphins, porpoises and giant 




Lembata in eastern Indonesia, hunted whales, dolphins, manta rays and sharks (Barnes 
1996).  
Larger scale fisheries for these “big fishes” occurred in Philippine waters too. Dating 
as far back as the 19th century, American and English whaling fleets plied these waters 
alongside local small-scale coastal whaling (Acebes 2009). The “Sooloo”, “Mindoro” and 
the “Celebes” seas were one of the most commonly known  American and British sperm-
whaling grounds in the Pacific (Nautical Journal 1858
2
, Clark 1887, Townsend 1935, 
Scammon 1969, Mawer 1999).  
In framing my thesis within a particular period of time, I believe it was necessary to 
have a broad temporal scope because major changes took place across time. Much 
environmental change takes centuries to play out (McNeill 2001, xiv).  I have pushed the 
time period as far back as possible and extended the temporal span of analysis up to recent 
times.  Unlike Butcher (2004, 26) who in his pioneering work The Closing of the Frontier, 
chose a specific beginning and end point (1850-2000) to investigate the history of marine 
fisheries in Southeast Asia because he believes the most significant changes began in the late 
19
th
 century, and, because “sources on fishing before the middle of the 19
th
 century are both 
more sparse and more difficult to interpret”, I believe it is important to try to push the 
investigation further back in time because changes in the marine ecosystem were well under 
way before the era of recorded fisheries in the Philippines. This task may seem daunting 
because of the broad time scale but unlike Butcher who was looking at large-scale fisheries 
in general, this study focuses on a specific type of fishery, the fisheries for whales, dolphins, 
whale sharks and rays.   
The fisheries for large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea began as a subsistence fishery 
(Acebes 2005, Reeves 2002). Defining its exact beginnings is almost impossible and will 
probably remain a mystery. Tracing impacts as the fishery evolved is also challenging. Yet, 
difficult as it may be to find sources, references to it, although scant and scattered, are 
available. This is where a multi-source, multi-disciplinary approach is necessary.  As for the 
end point, the more large-scale ecosystem impacts of fisheries were felt more recently (and 
are still being felt) and some effects are only just being recognized as more scientific 
evidence becomes available, for example, the direct effects of fisheries on population size 
and demographics of target species and indirect effects on predation and competition (Goni 
1998).  Furthermore, there is now increased media attention on these fisheries because of the 
changing climate of environmental consciousness in the country and the world - awareness 
                                                   
2 From Rhys Richards to Acebes in an email, he noted that in “Whaling and Whaling Grounds” in the 
Nautical Journal (London) of 1858 on page 605, it was written that “March to July good grounds for 




about the need for biodiversity conservation, significance of keystone species
3
, and attitudes 
towards charismatic megafauna. In a way, this current attention also means more research 
has been done recently and results are just coming out. Hence, the importance to extend the 
end point so as to be able to include as much of the recent findings as possible. The end 
point of this thesis is December 2011 with some references to significant events at the 
beginning of 2012. 
 
Aims and research questions 
The study aims to determine the extent of fishing for whales, dolphins, whale sharks and 
manta rays in the Bohol Sea primarily from the 19th century to recent times. By focusing on 
communities known to hunt these large marine vertebrate species, the study aims to 
investigate the history, evolution and characteristics of the fisheries. It aims to show how the 
nature of the animals and the ecology of the Bohol Sea influenced the fishing practices of 
these communities and how they lived.  At the same time, the study will trace changes in the 
socio-economic status of the fishing communities over time, examine how these changes 
have affected the interactions of people with marine resources, and the tensions that have 
developed between such communities and regulatory bodies. It aims to unravel how 
communities responded and adapted to these changes.  
 
The study aims to answer the following questions:  
 How did large marine vertebrates affect the fishing practices of the people in the 
Bohol Sea region? 
 Have the stocks of large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea changed in the long-
term?  
 Did the fisheries for large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea cause these changes?  
 How did the fishing communities respond to the ecological, socio-economic and 
political changes in the Bohol Sea over time?  
 Were state efforts to conserve whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays in the 
Philippines in the late 20
th
 century effective?  
 
My main hypothesis is that the changes in the ecology of the Bohol Sea, specifically 
changes in the distribution and abundance of large marine vertebrates were primarily caused 
by the transformations in the fisheries. I also argue that the development of the fisheries 
                                                   
3 A keystone species is a species that exert a disproportionately large effect or influence on its 




which led to more efficient fishing technologies was driven primarily by changes in the 
economy in conjunction with changes in the social values of the communities involved in the 
fishing of these animals, as well as inter-connected environmental changes in the Bohol Sea 
region.  These changes occurred amidst the backdrop of globalization of fisheries and trade, 
and, evolving perceptions and attitudes towards the environment around the world (Taylor et 
al. 2007).  Fishery regulatory frameworks in the Philippines, particularly those aimed at 
protecting these large marine vertebrates are analysed and I argue that these laws failed in 
some communities but succeeded in others.  The focus of the study will be on how the 
biology of the large marine vertebrates and the ecology of the sea shaped the fishing 
practices of the people and how fishing communities played their role as a catalyst in the 
transformations of the Bohol Sea. I examine the relevant changes in the communities to put 
into context their role in these ecosystem changes.  The focus is on socio-economic changes 
directly relating to or influencing the fisheries in terms of how efficiently they were 
catching, processing and marketing these large marine vertebrates. For example, I emphasise  
the importance of technological changes in fisheries affecting efficiency of fishing, 
improved transportation and communication leading to more efficient distribution and 
expanding markets driving the desire to catch more and faster; and policy changes affecting 
fishing activities, specifically prohibitive laws.  This thesis shows how changes in the 
ecosystem, the species and laws, affected the fishing communities, such as a decline in 
catches driving people to either find more efficient ways to look for and hunt them or, led to 
a shift of target species or eventually stopping fishing altogether and finding other means of 
livelihood. The latter two changes could also be consequences of the implementation of 
fishing bans. 
 
Significance of this study 
This study provides a significant contribution to the field of marine environmental history, 
marine conservation and policy development in the Philippines by providing baseline 
information on the extent of the fishery for large marine vertebrates such as whales, 
dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays, in the Philippines. It hopes to contribute to the 
knowledge of the Philippine marine environment by applying new evidence on stocks of 
large marine vertebrate species, fishing effort and/or the relationship between these two 
variables. By providing the historical context to this fishery, it  contributes to understanding 
the setting in which events or activities took place and the anthropogenic factors and/or 
natural forces that influenced or compelled individuals and societies to decide to behave the 




expected to contribute to the History of Marine Animal Populations (HMAP) project, the 
historical component of a ten-year initiative, the Census of Marine Life (CoML). This 
international cross-disciplinary initiative is “designed to assess and explain the diversity, 
distribution and abundance of marine life in the oceans – past, present and future” (Ibid., 1). 
Although this initiative ended in 2010 this study works under the same concepts and ideas 
and therefore extends that Project.  More specifically, this study sits within the framework of 
the HMAP Asia project which focuses on the Southeast Asian and Australian regions. 
Furthermore, the study is useful in reviewing existing fishery management policies. An 
improved understanding of socio-economic change in the Bohol Sea area can assist with the 
development of improved conservation and management policies designed to better 
safeguard the integrity of the marine ecosystem and the welfare of maritime coastal 
communities. The study is also expected to cast light on the causes and outcomes of tensions 
between fishing communities and regulatory bodies and foster understanding of how 
practices of resource-use evolve over time, in relation to socio-economic and environmental 
factors. The documentation and assessment of all impacts of fisheries-related activities, not 
just the environmental impacts but also the overall social and economic outcomes generated 
by these activities, are increasingly recognized as fundamental inputs to management 
decisions. It is also hoped that this study, by using methods of historical ethnography in 
examining the establishment and development of fishing communities in the Bohol Sea will 
contribute to the wider field of knowledge concerned with maritime communities in the 
Southeast Asian region.  It has been recognized that very little has been done in the 
Philippines so this study will contribute to filling a gap in Asian-Pacific environmental 
history (McNeill 2001, xxiii).  Specifically, this study will contribute to knowledge on the 
history of whaling, fishing and exploitation of other marine animals. 
 
“Big fish” and the Fisheries 
There are a few population studies that have been conducted on whales, dolphins, whale 
sharks and manta rays in the Philippines, but catch studies are scant or even absent for these 
species. The lack of documentary evidence prior to the late twentieth century on the 
occurrence of and fisheries for these large marine vertebrates could be interpreted as a 
general disinterest by the colonial governments during that period on this type of marine 
economy.  Even sperm whaling in the Philippines was left largely undocumented by the 
Spanish while the Americans and the British were plying these waters in the late nineteenth 
century.  It was only in 1946 that fisheries statistics began to be collected (Dalzell 1988, 2).  




fisheries for species that were not considered of high commercial value during that time 
were largely ignored.  Available data on large marine vertebrate fisheries are not species 
specific, fairly recent and historical baselines are almost non-existent, making historical 
population assessments difficult. Nevertheless, there has been increasing concern about the 
status of particular species due to observed decline in catch numbers (Alava et al. 2002, 
Barut and Zartiga 2002) and persistent reports of catches despite laws protecting them. The 
fisheries are said to be driven mainly by outside market forces and this is particularly true for 
sharks and ray species where there is an increasing demand for shark fins for Chinese 
restaurants and ray gill rakers for medicinal purposes (Alava et al. 2002, Barut and Zartiga 
2002, Heinrichs et al. 2011, Rose 1996). In the case of dolphins and whales, demand was 
driven for the former by the use of their meat for shark and nautilus
4
 fisheries, and to a lesser 
degree as an additional source of protein in local communities for the latter (Dolar 1994). 
Without the necessary baselines, however, it is difficult to understand, predict and mitigate 
the possible impending collapse of these fisheries, which will not only have significant 
effects on the marine ecosystem but also affect the livelihood of coastal communities 
dependent on the marine environment.  
In order to establish approximate baselines, we need to calculate historical stock 
abundances and this is impossible without an account of the historical context of the 
fisheries, that is, an understanding of the social, economic and technological setting of the 
fishery (Poulsen 2007, 18). Hence it is important to look at the past interactions of coastal 
communities, their fishing activities, and their target species in order to determine the 
“historical driving forces” (Ibid.).  Unfortunately, if little is known about the population of 
these large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea and their fisheries, equally little or even less 
so, is known about the people who hunt them. So far no ethno-historical study on fishers in 
the Visayas or northern Mindanao regions has been conducted. There is limited historical 
written source material on the coastal communities of the Bohol Sea, let alone on their 
fishing practices.  This striking inattention to maritime communities of chroniclers and 
missionaries during Spanish colonization of the Philippines could be attributed to their focus 
on Christianization, re-settlement, re-organization and distractions due to revolts and Moro 
raids predominant at particular periods of time.  The period of American occupation 
similarly were wrought with issues post-Spanish-American war, the Philippine-American 
war, rebuilding and later on the Second World War.    
It is apparent that works similar to Firth’s (1975), Fraser’s (1960)  and Alexander’s 
(1982) on Malay and Sri Lankan fishing communities respectively need to be done in the 
                                                   
4 The chambered nautilus (Nautilus pompilus) is one of the most well-known species of nautilus, a 




Philippines. These detailed works on the economic and social organization of fishing 
describe not only the communities’ demography, occupational distribution, gender division 
of labour, kinship, income, and expenditure but also the technical processes of the fisheries, 
roles of fishing experts and crew, the relationships within and between experts and groups, 
distribution and marketing systems of the catch. 
Firth’s (1975) meticulous data gathering method helped me prepare for my field 
work particularly in framing questions and keeping a lookout for features of the fishing 
communities in order to describe the technical processes in the current ray fishery, roles of 
the crew, methods of distribution, and systems of bargaining.  Drawing on Thomas Fraser’s 
(1970) work  on a Malay community in Southern Thailand, Rusembilan, I applied his 
informal method of gathering data through conversations with men and women as they went 
about their daily activities or in their homes and by listening to them talk and asking them 
questions.   
One of the significant features of the ethno-historical works mentioned above is their 
common references to how certain key events and changes within localities and the wider 
region affected the shaping of communities and the fisheries. For example, in his account of 
the history of the Perupok community, Firth (1975) also notes how the unsettled conditions 
in the east coast in the middle of the 19
th
 century were caused by the slave raiding from 
Johore. This is similar to the case of the intensified slave raiding of the Iranun and 
Balangingi of the Sulu Zone terrorizing the coastal villages of the Visayas (Warren 1997; 
Warren 2002). Such is also the case of the Second World War traumatizing the Malay 
fishermen in the east coast (Firth 1975).  In Sri Lanka, the introduction of mechanized craft 
negatively affected the fishing village economy . In Rusembilan, the Second World War was 
also one of the key events that triggered changes in their economy and society (Fraser 1960) 
. Such significant events are noted in this thesis and information gathered from oral and 
documentary sources is analysed against these surrounding events in order to understand 
their influence on the communities. 
By far, the most comprehensive account of the history of fisheries in the Philippines 
is found in Butcher’s (2004) work on the history of the marine fisheries of Southeast Asia. 
He focuses almost entirely on capture fisheries and in terms of the fishers, he does not focus 
much on the category of fishers termed “small-scale” fishers which he defined as:  
those belonging to a category that came into existence after World War II to refer to fishers 
who did not take part in the emerging technologically advanced, capital-intensive sector 





Although he gives a good overview of the history of the expansion of the fisheries in the 
Philippines, he does not tackle whaling in much detail and the fishery of other large marine 
vertebrates such as whale sharks and manta rays. 
Another exemplary work is Spoehr’s  (1980) Protein from the Sea. Here he 
describes the various aspects of technological changes in the Visayan capture fisheries using 
an anthropological perspective. He points out how technological, social and economic 
factors are parts of a complex system which interact with the environment (Ibid., 1). His 
description of the different levels of technology employed in contemporary Philippine 
capture fisheries using socio-economic criteria, namely: small scale fisheries, middle scale 
fisheries and large scale fisheries before discussing the types of fishing communities in 
Bohol, Cebu, Negros Occidental province and Iloilo Province, is a useful reference for this 
study. His treatment of the historical development of the Philippine fisheries such as boat 
design, fishing gears, population increase and settlement pattern and urbanization is concise 
and informative and was useful in understanding the changes in the Bohol Sea fisheries. It is 
probably noteworthy to point out that although his treatment of the topic was anthropological 
in orientation he concludes his work by emphasizing that regardless of the technological 
level of the fisheries, they all depend on the marine resource.  This finite resource is the 
“main economic common denominator of all fisheries” (Spoehr 1980, 196). Furthermore he 
states:  
If a fishery is conceived as a socioeconomic-technological system in interaction with a 
marine ecosystem, then the first need in Philippine fisheries research is a better 
understanding of the ecosystem (Ibid., 196-197).   
 
Here, Spoehr validates the need for further studies to better assess the current state of fish 
stocks, the interrelationships of different marine species in the ecosystem and the ecosystem 
effects of fishing.  
  Moving back closer to the focus of this study, it must be pointed out that neither has 
anyone done work similar to Barnes’ (1996) Sea Hunters of Indonesia. His work is an 
important source of reference and point of comparison because of the similarity of 
Lamalera’s target species, techniques and tools in hunting with the fishers of the Bohol 
region.  His findings are compared with this study in several chapters in this thesis. 
This study takes Butcher’s (2004, 25-26) definition of small scale fishery, as the 
type of fishery that is not capital intensive and does not employ technologically advanced 
methods and expands it using technological and economic criteria as Szanton (1971, 37-38) 
did to distinguish subsistence from commercial fishing in Estancia, Panay in the Philippines 
(Spoehr 1980, 8). Small-scale fishery is the practice of “subsistence fishing” which involves 





small-scale production of marine resources, largely for home consumption, but also for sale 
or exchange in small quantities in nearby households or markets, again for immediate home 
consumption (Szanton 1971, 37).  
 
Again, similar to Szanton (1971, 38) and unlike Spoehr (1980, 8), in this study a fishery is 
considered as subsistence even though the fisher enters a cash economy and exchanges some 
or all of his catch for a monetary price.  With the exception of using the term “subsistence” 
in defining small-scale fishery, throughout this study the term small-scale fishery still falls 
under the same level based on Spoehr’s (1980, 9) technological and socio-economic criteria. 
He described small scale fisheries as: 
These are conducted by a single fisherman, sometimes assisted by a helper, or by a small 
group working together on an informal basis and sharing the returns. A variety of techniques 
are used involving either sailing or motorized outrigger canoes, lines, nets, and traps. The 
capital investment is small, US$1,000 or less per fishing unit. The organization of production 
is simple. Fishermen do not fish far from base and fishing is confined to inshore, reef, or 
littoral areas.  In the central and western Visayas the fishermen are mainly, although not 
always, members of a community specialized to fishing. (Ibid) 
 
The term small-scale is often equated to artisanal. The Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO) of the United Nations defines artisanal fisheries as follows: 
Traditional fisheries involving fishing households (as opposed to commercial companies), 
using relatively small amount of capital and energy, relatively small fishing vessels (if any), 
making short trips, close to shore, mainly for local consumption. In practice, definition varies 
between countries, e.g. from gleaning or a one-man canoe in poor developing countries, to 
more than 20-m. trawlers, seiners, or long-liners in developed ones. Artisanal fisheries can be 
subsistence or commercial fisheries, providing for local consumption or export. They are 
sometimes referred to as small-scale fisheries”5. 
 
In this study, small-scale and artisanal fishery are treated as the same, considering the size of 
the boats, the low level of technology, and the relatively small amount of capital used and 
the mainly local consumption of the fishery products.  Furthermore, in the Philippines, 
small-scale fishery is synonymous to municipal fishery (Barut et al. 1997, 65)
6
 which refers 
to fishing within municipal waters using vessels of three gross tons (GT) or less, or fishing 
without the use of fishing vessels (RA 8550, Chap. 1, Sec. 4, No. 57)
7
. 
                                                   
5 FAO. ©2005-2013. Fisheries and Aquaculture topics. Small-scale and artisanal fisheries. Topics 
Fact Sheets. Text by Jan Johnson. In: FAO Fisheries and Aquaculture Department [online]. Rome. 
Updated 27 May 2005. [Cited 22 May 2013]. http://www.fao.org/fishery/topic/14753/en  
6 Based on the Philippine Fisheries Code of 1998 (RA 8550), marine fisheries are subdivided into 
municipal or small-scale and commercial fisheries on the basis of vessel gross tonnage.  Commercial 
fisheries refer to capture fishing operations using vessels of 3 GT and above. 
7 Republic Act No. 8550, The Philippine Fisheries Code of 1998, “An Act providing for the 
development, management and conservation of the Fisheries and Aquatic Resources, integrating all 





The term medium-scale fishery is also used in this study when referring to the 
fishery that developed in the late twentieth century.  It refers to the arrangement wherein the 
vessel and gear owner does not engage in the actual fishing, as defined by Spoehr (1980, 9):  
…conducted by fishing outfits, consisting of a crew of fishermen working under the direction 
of a master fisherman, employed by an owner-operator. The owner-operator is an 
entrepreneur who usually does not himself engage in the actual fishing. He usually owns the 
vessel and gear. These fishing outfits characteristically use a single technique…capital costs 
are higher, from about US$1,000 to US$10,000 per fishing unit. Work organization is more 
complex. Returns are shared by the owner-operator and crew members according to an 
agreed-upon allocation of shares. 
 
This is distinguished from the common usage of the term “medium-scale” in Philippine 
marine fisheries wherein it is based on the vessel gross tonnage and refers to a type of 
commercial fishing wherein passive or active gears are used with vessels of 20.1 up to 150 
gross tons (GT) (RA 8550, Chap. 1, Sec. 4, No. 10-2)
8
.   
Methodology 
Approaches of the study 
 Being nested within the discipline of marine environmental history, this study takes 
on the challenge of applying a multidisciplinary approach. Whilst acknowledging the gaps in 
ethnographic studies on fishing communities in the Philippines, and although aspects of this 
research employs certain methods of ethnography, conducting a detailed ethnography of the 
Bohol Sea fishing communities is beyond the scope of this study. Given my background in 
biology and marine conservation, I approach this thesis predominantly from such perspective 
while being aware of the limitations and strengths of a regionally-based ethnohistorical 
approach.  This explains my emphasis in initially examining biological details on the 
species, as well as the conservation issues raised. 
Taking primarily a regional approach, similar to McEvoy’s (1986) The Fisherman’s 
Problem where he described the destruction of the California fisheries from 1850 to 1980, 
rather than a single-species approach (Bolster 2006), this study  focuses on the fisheries 
occurring within the Bohol Sea. The Bohol Sea as a region can be described as ecologically 
important owing to its rich and unique biodiversity and, culturally and economically 
significant, as it is (and has been) an important highway for the movement of peoples and 
                                                                                                                                                
 
8 Republic Act No. 8550, The Philippine Fisheries Code of 1998, “An Act providing for the 
development, management and conservation of the Fisheries and Aquatic Resources, integrating all 
laws pertinent thereto, and for other purposes.” According to RA 8550, commercial fishing is further 





products (marine and agricultural).  Within this region in the Philippines, the study hopes to 
unravel a story of various groups of fishing communities that although separated by land and 
sea are entwined with each other not only through their complex relationships with the 
Bohol sea and the animals within it but also by the governing laws, market forces and 
economic, cultural and kinship relations.  
 Although this can be considered as a regional approach given the defined 
geographical focus, the study also looks into the fisheries of a distinct group of marine 
animals – the large, marine vertebrates, specifically, whales, dolphins, whale sharks and 
manta rays. Hence, this makes the study species group-focused in approach. Large marine 
vertebrates or marine megafauna such as the aforementioned species are particularly prone 
to overexploitation because of their peculiar life histories – long lifespans, slow to mature 
and low reproductive rate (Lewison et al. 2004, 599), traits that make them what is often  
referred to commonly as “K-selected” species (MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Parry 1981).  
The fisheries for these species are connected because one species may either be a target of 
one fishery or a by-catch of another or, one fishery may have targeted one species then 
shifted to another after the stocks of the former collapsed or declined. Furthermore, one 
community may have simply targeted all the species of concern for this study.  
A combination of what Butcher (2004, 4) refers to as the thematic and chronological 
approach were used.  The different aspects of this story were tackled by themes.  The major 
themes are the type of fishery based on target species, namely: whaling and dolphin hunting, 
whale shark fishery and manta ray fishery.  Whaling and dolphin hunting were tackled 
together simply because the target animals are of the same group - cetaceans.  Consequently, 
the fishing for these animals is usually done together but with different intensities.  Within 
each major theme, the techniques or technology used, the fishing effort, the organization of 
the fishing, distribution and marketing system, and the changes that occurred through time 
will be described. Other themes discussed are marine environmental and fisheries laws, the 
social and economic changes in communities, and tensions within and between stakeholder 
groups. Under each theme, events and changes are presented chronologically. 
 This fishing narrative can be considered as Cronon (1992, 1352) calls it as 
“declensionist” or “tragic”, wherein the story’s ending is more negative or worse than how it 
began. Yet, I believe not all fishing narratives in the Bohol Sea region should be seen as 
tragic. As some stories are still unfolding, I hope to be able to show how a community was 
able to adapt to environmental change and submit themselves to the law leading to what 
seems to be a better or “progressive” ending (Cronon 1992, 1352). It is in this context of 
how different communities adapt to changes that the concept of resilience (Berkes et al. 




where the people continue to struggle against environmental changes, forces of the law and 
market economics. 
 
Methods and Data sources 
Utilizing the multidisciplinary approach of marine environmental history, this thesis 
combines data obtained from ethno-historical research with biological data from published 
and unpublished sources (i.e. unpublished scientific reports).  There is also an attempt to use 
social and economic evaluation methods in examining the system of distribution of earnings 
in one village.  However, due to the lack of available data and given the sensitivities of the 
community regarding their fisheries, there was limited success in getting details of their 
income and expenditure.  Given the sensitive nature of some of the aspects of this research, I 
obtained human research ethics approval from the Murdoch University Human Research 
Ethics Committee prior to the conduct of the research on 2 February 2010 (Project No. 
2010/011).  
Limited historical source material available in archives and libraries led me to 
reconstruct the history of these fishing practices and the issues surrounding it by combining 
oral history, fragmented archival and government records, published travel narratives, 
missionaries’ accounts, several NGO reports, web and print news articles.   I also consulted 
national and local fisheries records, census data and municipal profiles when available for 
demographic, economic and fish catch data. However, catch records for large marine 
vertebrates in the Philippines were either recorded late or not all.  This makes it difficult to 
make proper assessments of the trends in the fisheries for these species through time. To 
base management decisions on incomplete or unverifiable data collected within a relatively 
short period and in recent time, runs the risk of falling into the trap of the “shifting baseline 
syndrome”.  This is when the use of oral history and anecdotal information can help fill in 
gaps in data in order to give a better picture of the state of the fisheries. 
To discuss themes that emerged in more recent years, I have combined information 
derived from key informant interviews, popular sources, like newspapers, websites, blogs, 
and brochures with books, official documentation and reports of NGOs, government 
agencies and municipal records offices. 
In order to describe the dynamics in the current fisheries for rays and understand the 
daily activities of the fishing communities, I spent months observing and talking to people 
not just during the fishing season but also during the intervening periods within  one year. 
Through participant observation, I gathered information and engaged with community 




participating in village events (e.g. fiesta). I gained valuable insight from people through 
long conversations with them in the evenings in their homes, at midday on the beach, while 
sharing a meal and a drink under their payag
9
, or by listening to their banter regarding the 
latest town news and attending village meetings, or through silent observations of women 
playing cards and children playing on the beach.  In writing up my observations, I adopted a 
writing style that would enable the reader to share the experience of the ethnographic context 
through a kind of “ethnographic presence”
10
, wherein the reader accompanies me in my 
fieldwork at that particular moment in time (Chapter 3).   
I took detailed notes, measurements and photographs whenever possible of the 
fishing gears used (past and present) and boats (present).  Although it is not the aim of this 
thesis to calculate the catch per unit effort (CPUE) of the ray fishery in the Bohol Sea, 
certain details regarding the fishery had to be collected in order to understand and compare it 
with past fishing activities.  The landings of ray catches were monitored on the fishing 
village of Jagna for at least three consecutive days during months possible within the fishing 
season
11
. The number of boats that went out and the number of catches of each were noted 
whenever possible.  In determining the number of different species landed per day, it was 
only possible to record up to the genus level (Manta sp. and Mobula sp.) because of the 
limitation in time in examining each animal
12
. In order to verify the species of rays targeted 
or incidentally caught by the fishery, photographs of some of the catches were taken noting 
distinguishing features of the animals.  Any unusual morphological characteristics were 
noted and the species identification was verified using a field guide book on sharks and 
rays
13
.  The sex of the rays landed were also noted whenever possible
14
.  Taking 
                                                   
9 Payag is a term often used to refer to a shed used for shelter or storage with a roof made of nipa. 
10 Dr. Carol Warren to Acebes on 30 May 2013. 
11 Catch landing monitoring could not be done continuously (everyday) for the entire fishing season 
(November or December to May or June) because I had to conduct participant observation and key 
informant interviews during the season). 
12 For some species of Mobula such as M. thurstoni and M. japanica it is necessary to examine the 
animal closely to see distinguishing characteristics in order to differentiate them from each other.  
This was a difficult task for one person monitoring the entire stretch of beach of the village because 
boats normally arrived simultaneously along the beach and the time between landing the catches and 
processing or transport was a matter of minutes.   
13 Two main references were used for verification of species:  Last and Stevens (2009) “Sharks and 
rays of Australia” and White et al. (2006), “Economically important sharks and rays of Indonesia”. 
14 Fishers often cut off the base of the tail of the ray before landing or soon after landing on the beach.  
In order to determine the gender of the ray, it is necessary to see the external genitals located at the 
base of the tail.  With the base cut-off together with these structures, it is not possible to determine the 




measurements was even more challenging because it meant interfering and delaying with the 
processing of the catch, hence, only estimates of wingspans were taken and verified with the 
buyer’s or fisher’s own estimates.  The different species caught were also verified through 
interviews with key informant fishers and buyers. They were asked to describe the different 
species that they hunted or saw and their local names for each.  Whenever possible, 
respondents were asked to draw on a piece of paper. In order to verify the species 
photographs of the different species of rays, sharks, as well as whales and dolphins from 
guidebooks were shown to respondents and they were asked to point which ones they 
referred to.  It was necessary to identify the different species caught by the fishing 
communities because one of the arguments of my thesis is that the nature and characteristics 
of the large marine vertebrates shaped the fisheries in the Bohol Sea.  Furthermore, the 
biological characteristics of the large marine vertebrates make them prone to 
overexploitation. Hence in writing certain sections of Chapter one, I adopted a style that was 
more akin to the biological sciences in so far as describing species based on their 
distinguishing physical characteristics and specific ecologies.   
Several attempts were made to join fishing trips, however, in the beginning of the 
study most boat owners refused out of concern for my safety and comfort. They were 
concerned that being a female I would not be able to “handle” being out at sea overnight.  
However, twice I was able to convince a boat owner to allow me to join a trip but bad 
weather prevented us from going out.  Information on fishing grounds was obtained through 
key informant interviews wherein fishers (older hunters and current fishers) were asked to 
mark on a map their fishing grounds.  In order to get a more accurate record of the location 
of their fishing grounds and travel route, a handheld GPS was given to a fisher in 2010 and 
2011.   
This thesis relies heavily on oral narratives due to the scarce written documentation 
of the past as well as recent fisheries practices targeting large marine vertebrates in the 
Philippines.  Using oral history has proven beneficial in providing essential data about these 
fisheries in the Bohol Region. Oral history made it possible to obtain a better understanding 
of how it was like in the past, how the ecology and the people changed and where their lives 
and work are at now. Here, I took advantage of the strengths of oral history:  
its descriptive power, its focus on individual experience, its evocation of time, place and 
atmosphere, its concentration on perception of events rather than their objective reality, its 
provision of vivid and suggestive detail, the representativeness of which is not always 
demonstrable (Douglas 1988, 31).  
 
It is however, methodologically wrought with challenges as well, with “the problems of bias, 
distortion and memory” of oral sources (Ibid., 21).  In order to overcome these I made use of 




issues surrounding it and conducted prior research on the profiles of the towns I visited in 
order to prepare for the interviews.  I had a list of guide questions (see Appendix 1) which I 
used to determine the pattern of the interview however, I did not adhere to these in a strict 
sequential fashion but instead adopted a more free-flowing conversation technique allowing 
my respondents to digress from the topic, when necessary.  Having the list of questions in 
front of me helped me direct the course of the interviews but gave the respondents plenty of 
leeway for a more spontaneous discussion.  At times, this led to the respondents asking me 
questions about my life and my work which I believe helped in building rapport with them.  
I also found it necessary to ask probing questions to verify and clarify some testimonies 
particularly about details on the system of distribution, dates of events, prices and incomes. 
In some cases, I had to re-interview my respondents two or three times.  I found that my 
older respondents’ abilities to recall the past were less reliable when it came to specific dates 
or numbers. In this case, I had to cross-check with other sources when available.  I 
transcribed my interviews after my first long stretch of fieldwork and after analysing them I 
decided to go back to some of my respondents to validate information or sort out 
contradictions. 
Most of my interviews and conversations were conducted in Cebuano
15
. The 
exception was when I conducted interviews in Manila where we used Tagalog and English. 
Almost all of my interviews, conversations and observations were documented using a 
digital recorder combined with note-taking whenever possible and a digital camera.  A few 
of my interviews with former whalers were recorded with a digital video-camera in order to 
document their demonstration of the hunt.   Since some of the practices I present here are 
now considered illegal, I used pseudonyms for my respondents from the fishing villages to 
protect their identity.  Photographs of the current fishery presented in this thesis were taken 
with extreme discretion so as not to reveal the identities of people involved.  For some 
respondents, I followed-up interviews through email correspondence to verify their 
statements.   
 
Choosing and meeting respondents 
The process of selection of respondents and conduct of interviews was reasonably 
straightforward for several reasons.  As a native Filipina, whose father is from Jagna, Bohol, 
my knowledge of cultural norms and the Visayan language, Cebuano, allowed me to interact 
and connect with the locals with great ease. Since I have spent years in the Bohol Sea region 
                                                   
15 Cebuano or Visayan is the most commonly spoken language by people in the Central Visayas and 






, most of the informants were already known to me and 
identifying new informants was obtained through recommendations from previous 
informants. Similarly, having worked for non-governmental organizations, namely, WWF-
Philippines and Conservation International – Philippines, I was able to tap these networks to 
gain access to both data and informants, several of whom I have known for years.   
However, in Jagna and Pamilacan, I encountered initial apprehension from some 
members of the fishing community.  The apprehension was not rooted on my ethnicity or the 
method of research but it was because of the topic of my study.  The contentious nature of 
the current ray fishery and the illegality of some of their activities meant that people were 
weary of being observed or interviewed regarding it.  I overcame this by explaining to them 
carefully the aims of my study and clarifying that I have no intention of reporting them to 
authorities.  This is the primary reason for using pseudonyms for most of my informants.  In 
this manner, people from the media or environmentalist groups would not be able to identify 
them.  In one site, informants were even worried that my visit there will spur the influx of 
divers and tourists hence, risk revealing their fishing activities.  However, I could not change 
the name of the island without compromising the geographical framing of my study so 
instead I kept the village name anonymous. 
The coastal communities were selected based on previously known history of 
hunting for whales, dolphins, whale sharks and rays.  Participants from my previous research 
on historical whaling in the Philippines (Acebes 2006, Acebes 2009) were interviewed again 
for follow-up questions
17
.  In addition, other participants were recruited through snowball 
sampling (Newing 2010) and recommendations from third parties such as local government 
offices, barangay
18
 (village) captains, agencies, institutions and other fishers. Participants 
were selected based on knowledge on the topic acquired through the nature of their current 
or past occupation or affiliation (i.e. former whaler, current fisher, boat owner, fisheries 
officer, NGO worker), their expertise (i.e. historian, biologist, fisheries expert), their ethnic 
origin (i.e. long-time resident, elder) and kinship with key informants (i.e. wife of a 
fisherman).  Weeks before I commenced my field research, I sent letters to the different local 
                                                   
16 Research on the history of whaling in the Philippines was conducted in 2005 as part of my masters 
dissertation (Acebes 2005) and in 2006 as part of a research project funded by Conservation 
International-Philippines’ Sulu-Sulawesi Seascape Project (Acebes 2006). 
17 Interview respondents from previous research conducted in 2005 and 2006 were re-interviewed and 
asked additional questions based on the guide questions for this research in order to verify information 
provided previously and to obtain new information (See Appendix 1). 
18 A barangay is the smallest administrative division in the Philippines. It is the Filipino term for a 
village, district or ward.  Municipalities or towns and cities are composed of barangays. Each 




government offices, institutions and agencies to explain my project.  Whenever possible I 
met with the municipal mayors and barangay captains to explain the project in person.  I 
personally met with potential respondents to introduce my project and sought either written 
or verbal consent.  Similarly, consent was sought first before recording interviews or 
photographing. 
  
Field work and research sites 
My field work spanned about 14 months but this was not spent entirely in the Philippines.  I 
spent most of my time in the Philippines dividing my time between conducting interviews 
and participant observation in selected study sites and archival research in libraries and 
archives.  Between November and December 2010, I spent two weeks in Spain to conduct 
archival research at the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid and Archivo de Indias in Sevilla and 
another two weeks at Washington DC, in the United States at the National Archives II at 
College Park. 
In Manila I conducted research at the Philippine National Archives, the Philippine 
National Library, the Filipinas Heritage Library, and the Archivo Recolletos. Several visits to 
these archives and libraries were taken at intermittent periods in between my trips to Bohol 
and Manila. Other libraries visited were the Silliman University Marine Lab Library at 
Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental and the University of San Carlos libraries at Cebu City 
and Talamban campus, Cebu Province.  
My main field work sites were located at the southern coast of the Province of Bohol 
in the municipality of Jagna, Lila and Baclayon (Map B).  In Jagna, I focused on barangay 
Bunga Mar; in Lila I focused on Taug; while in Baclayon I focused on the island barangay 
of Pamilacan.  Other sites that I visited were the municipalities of Sagay, Catarman and 
Guinsiliban in Camiguin Island Province and the island municipality of Limasawa in the 
Southern Leyte Province. One site in Surigao del Norte was also visited in June 2010 where 
I spent 5 days in the island village to conduct interviews.  Other fishing villages identified by 
Alava et al. (2002) as having a ray fishery in 1997-1998 were not visited in order to focus on 
key sites previously identified as having a longer history of hunting
19
. 
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 The other ray and whale shark fishing villages identified by Alava et al. (2002) were mostly located 
in Mindanao (Misamis Occidental, Misamis Oriental and Davao Oriental) and were either recent or 
inactive.  For those that were identified as “traditional and still continuing” (Ibid., 134), it was 
difficult to visit the sites without compromising missing the ray fishing season in the key site (Jagna, 
Bohol).  Field work was divided between participant observations and interviews during and after the 





Map B.  Field site locations in the Bohol Sea 
 
In the abovementioned sites I conducted key informant interviews with municipal 
fisheries officers, barangay captains, boat owners, buyers, fishers, former hunters, and 
current fishers, processors and other community members involved in the fisheries.  I also 
interviewed NGO staff working in the Bohol Province, members of the academe in the 
province and members of community cooperatives including a woman who leads a women’s 
group of a village.  A total of 55 informants were interviewed. 
I lived in Jagna, Bohol from April to August 2010 where I conducted participant 
observations mainly during the catch landing periods in the morning until noon and in the 
early afternoon when boats depart for the next fishing trip. Key informant interviews were 
conducted during the intervening hours or on days when no boats go out.  I took twice-a-
week visits to the local market mainly for purchase of my own food supplies but also to 
survey availability of fresh and dried ray meat and their prices.  During the off-fishing 




the municipal and provincial libraries and the Bohol Chronicle Office.  More interviews and 
participant observations were conducted at Jagna upon my subsequent trips/stays in Bohol 
from October to November 2010, January to February 2011 and April to June 2011. My last 
trip to Bohol was in November 2011 when I stayed for three weeks.  I also spent a couple of 
weeks at a time at Pamilacan Island on June 2010, May and June 2011.   On October and 
November 2010, I visited Camiguin and Limasawa Islands, respectively to conduct key 
informant interviews for several days. 
I interviewed key players in the creation of the Fisheries Administrative Order 
(FAO) Nos. 185, 185-1 and 193. They were members of the Inter-Agency Task Force for 
Marine Mammal Conservation (IATFMMC) which was instrumental in the pushing for the 
ban on whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays.  I interviewed the Bureau of Fisheries 
and Aquatic Resources (BFAR) staff member who drafted FAO 185-1 and 193.  I 
interviewed the former project manager of the Pamilacan Project of WWF-Philippines, one 
of their Vice-Presidents, as well as the current CEO of WWF-Philippines.  I interviewed Dr. 
Louella Dolar whose research on the directed and by-catch of cetaceans in the Central 
Visayas became the primary source of data for these fisheries and was the basis for the 
demand for the creation of the bans. 
I visited the Pasil market in Cebu on May 2011 to observe what different types of 
large marine vertebrates they had and to find out where the supplies were coming from by 
talking to vendors. I also asked pedicab
20
 drivers where the food stalls that serve large 
marine vertebrates were located and the best times to visit. 
 
Data analysis 
Through document or contents analysis, the history and evolution of the fishery, 
socio-economic changes in the communities, as well as development of regulatory 
frameworks for the fishery are constructed. This involves qualitative analysis of relevant 
documents in order to create a timeline of events from different perspectives and coding data 
into different themes or categories (Vieira et al. 2009).  Relevant fishery policies were 
examined, tabulated with brief descriptions, and presented in a timeline format (see Figure 
5.1).  This is combined with qualitative interviews that are semi-structured.  Data from key-
informant interviews are important in describing the characteristics of the fishery and tracing 
the history and development of the fishery when data from documents may be insufficient or 
                                                   
20 A pedicab is a manually-powered form of transport in the Philippines which is usually used to 
travel for short distances such as within villages or subdivisions in urban communities.  In Visayan it 





missing. Qualitative analysis of primary data (i.e. interviews) was presented through 
transcriptions of interviews which were also summarized as profiles of key informants (see 
Appendix 2). Each interview was coded according to date, using the year-month-day format, 
with information on interview number, the place of interview, and name or pseudonym of 
the respondent (e.g. Interview, 101106_002, Manong Pedro, Limasawa). Answers to 
questions from key informant interviews were compared across participants in order to 
create a timeline of events.  Some citations from different respondents were qualitatively 
compared through the transcripts.  Contradictory statements or views were explicitly 
mentioned in the text.  Quantitative analysis of citations regarding perceptions was presented 
in terms of percentages of interviewees that mentioned a given answer to asked questions as 
described in Silvano and Begossi (2005) (see Appendix 3), and quantitative descriptors such 
as “several”, “one”, “all” or “none” were also used whenever possible.  I used information 
gathered from anecdotes and memories of old fishermen and other key informants, travel 
narratives, naturalists’ journals, personal diaries and other old documents to construct the 
history of the Bohol Sea and its exploited species (Sáenz-Arroyo et al. 2005, 130). These 
historical sources and methods have been used to assess the conservation status of a marine 
species vulnerable to overexploitation (Ibid.).  
 
Structure of the Thesis 
The structure of this thesis is chronological with each chapter having a thematic focus.  
Chapter 1 sets the background by showing the Bohol Sea as a dynamic, living space where 
marine organisms and other elements are constantly moving and are intricately linked to 
each other. Weather, currents, temperature influence the movements and productivity of the 
large marine vertebrates.  The biology, ecology and status of Sperm whales, Bryde’s and 
Omura’s whales, dolphins, whale sharks and rays are described.   This chapter also defines 
the physical and political boundaries of the Bohol Sea. It describes the general history of the 
people living around the Bohol Sea with particular focus on the case study sites: Bohol (Lila, 
Pamilacan, Jagna), Camiguin (Sagay, Guinsiliban), and Limasawa.  The chapter also 
describes the diversity of people living around and depending on the Bohol Sea resources for 
their livelihood.  By describing the different actors or elements in the thesis and the setting 
wherein the interactions take place, the chapter begins to answer the first research question: 
how did large marine vertebrates affect the fishing practices of the people in the Bohol Sea? 





 centuries as described by whalers, missionaries, and travellers.  The chapter presents the 




to mechanization of the fisheries based on oral history and published accounts.  This chapter 
provides the baseline from which the answer to the second research question can be drawn:  
have the stocks of large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea changed in the long-term? It 
also links to Chapter 1 in order to explain how the biology and ecology of the different target 
species influenced the techniques of hunting. 
Chapter 3 describes and analyses the technological changes that took place in the 
fisheries for large marine vertebrates.  By analysing the technological changes, the chapter 
begins to address the question of whether the fisheries caused the changes in the stocks of 
large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea.  It describes the different fisheries for each group 
of target species from the period of motorization of the fisheries, which began in the late 
1950s, throughout its evolution until 2011, where the respective fisheries stand today.  It also 
describes the state of livelihoods of the various fishing communities in recent time (2011) in 
order to address the research question on how they responded to the ecological, socio-
economic and political changes in the Bohol Sea.  This chapter is subdivided into three parts 
to tackle the different target species:  the ray fishery in Bohol, Surigao, and Camiguin; the 
hunting for Bryde’s whales in Bohol and Camiguin; and the hunting for whale sharks in 
Bohol and Camiguin.   
Chapter 4 describes the hunting for large marine vertebrates in Limasawa.  It focuses 
on the previously undocumented local sperm whaling on the Island and the little-known 
manta ray fishery.  By analysing the similarities and differences of these two fisheries 
compared with that of the fisheries in Bohol and Camiguin, it further contributes to 
answering the first research question on how the different large marine vertebrates affect the 
fishing practice of the people in the Bohol Sea region.  It concludes by establishing the 
connections between the coastal peoples of the Bohol Sea as they pursued the “big fishes”. 
Chapter 5 describes the development of environmental laws, particularly fisheries 
laws in the Philippines. Government fisheries programs from the 1930s-70s focused on the 
development of the unexploited fisheries in the country. Policies evolved into a more 
protectionist stance and were aimed at sustainable fishing practices. A brief history of how 
the laws prohibiting the hunting for the large marine vertebrate species in focus developed is 
discussed. The chapter also describes the rising environmental movement in the country in 
the 1990s. Socio-economic changes within the communities in the Bohol Sea region are also 
described, while identifying primary drivers to the fisheries.  Chapter 5 provides the bases to 
address the third and fourth research questions on whether the fisheries caused the changes 
in the stocks of the large marine vertebrates and how did the fishing communities respond to 




Chapter 6 describes how the changes in the perceptions of the sea and the large 
marine vertebrates influenced policies creating tensions between fishing communities, 
scientists, NGO workers and the government.  Conflicts arose creating divisions within some 
communities while other communities adapted to a new way of life.  This chapter 
investigates how each community reacted or adapted to these changes. 
Chapter 7 describes the current state of the fisheries for large marine vertebrates. It 
investigates why the policies are effectively implemented in some communities but not in 
others. It addresses the last research question on the effectivity of state efforts to conserve 
whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays in the late twentieth century.  The chapter 
focuses on the ray fishery with some accounts of the cases of dolphin by-catches and whale 
shark capture. Views of fishers on the policies and their reasons for persisting to hunt are 
presented. 
The final chapter presents the conclusions of the thesis. It shows how the nature of 
the Bohol Sea and the ecology of the large marine vertebrates within it influenced the fishing 
practices of the people and consequently affected the way they lived.  Drawing from themes 
presented in the different chapters it describes how the long history of the dynamic and 
changing set of interactions between the people and the environment led to the dilemmas 






The Bohol Sea: the place, the people and the ecosystem 
This chapter presents the Bohol Sea as a dynamic ecological place, comprised of coastal 
maritime peoples, and large marine animals.  It describes the Bohol Sea, the people and 
marine animals living within and around it. It also describes the different actors or elements 
in the thesis and how they interact with one another. I argue that it is important to understand 
the biology and ecology of the different species within an ecosystem in order to explain the 
interactions and changes that occur within that ecosystem and the extrinsic factors that 
influence those changes.  Similarly, it is important to know who or what the principal drivers 
of change are in order to understand the nature and extent of the interactions and how they 
can be managed. 
The chapter begins with the Bohol Sea as a physical place – a geographical location 
with physical features such as varying bathymetry, complex topography, bounded by islands 
separating it from the rest of the Central Visayas but connected to the Pacific and the Sulu 
Sea through narrow and deep straits which distinguishes it from the rest of the Philippines.  
From there the marine life within the Bohol Sea is described.  Emphasis is placed on the 
different species found in the Bohol Sea that are relevant to this thesis.  Each is described 
and distinguished from the other, beginning with the largest, the sperm whale then the 
Bryde’s whale, the different dolphin species before discussing the whale shark, and finally 
the ray species.  Certain physical and ecological characteristics are discussed in detail 
because they are aspects of the species important to both fishers and managers.  These are 
characteristics that fishers used to determine which species to catch and how to do so. 
Likewise, fishery managers and conservationists used these characteristics to determine 
which species had to be managed and how or which species needed protection and why.  By 
knowing what animals were or are being taken and understanding the nature of the animals, 
one will be able to understand what factors have affected them and how in both the past and 
present. There are however, enormous data gaps on the biology and ecology of these large 
marine vertebrates in the Philippines. Hence, the challenge was combining scientific data 
gathered from sparse, recent studies conducted in-country and elsewhere, and historical 
records, with local ecological knowledge. 
The people living around the Bohol Sea are the primary actors in this environmental 
history. Different people respond differently to their environments and different people see 




these varying responses and perceptions when he talked about the Salmon fishery in the 
Pacific northwest of America:  
How people respond to declining runs depends on who they are, where they live, what they 
do for a living, and how they think it happened. How people remember the past, and the 
stories they tell about that past, are inextricably linked to identity and interest.  
 
The people of the Bohol Sea also tend to describe themselves in terms of their histories and 
their current socio-economic status. Similar to the marine animals of the Bohol Sea, 
knowledge about the histories of the coastal peoples in the region is fragmented.  This is 
where from a methodological standpoint oral histories from key respondents were used in an 
attempt to fill in the gaps.  Since Bohol plays such a significant role in this study, the chapter 
begins in this Philippine Province.  It then moves south to Camiguin and then to Limasawa 
in Southern Leyte.  Misamis Oriental and Surigao del Norte, although described, will not be 
discussed in as much detail as the other areas because the roles they played in the history of 
hunting for large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea were relatively minor.  The chapter 
ends by discussing the roles of the actors in spreading certain fisheries to other communities, 
and how each interconnects with the other. 
1.1 The Bohol Sea  
The Bohol Sea is located at approximately 9˚N 124˚E between the Visayas and Mindanao 
Islands in the Philippines. It covers 29,000 sq km of waters fronting the southern part of 
Bohol Island, western Surigao del Norte, northern Mindanao and eastern Siquijor (Map 1.1) 
(Indab & Suarez-Aspilla 2004, 5). It measures about 270 km (170 miles) east-west (Green et 
al. 2004, 21). The Sea connects to the Sulu Sea in the west through the strait between Negros 
and Zamboanga Peninsula, to the Philippine Sea in the east through Surigao Strait, and to the 
Camotes Sea through Canigao Channel and Cebu Strait.  Partially enclosed by the 
surrounding islands of Leyte, Mindanao, Negros and Cebu from the adjacent open ocean of 
the Pacific but bounded by submarine ridges, the Bohol Sea is one of the marginal seas
21
 in 
the Philippines (Cabrera et al. 2011, 131). The varying bottom topography of the Bohol Sea, 
with steep slopes, deep trenches close to shore, seamounts, coral reefs, shallow seagrass beds 
and mangrove forests supports an enormous diversity of marine animals. 
                                                   
21 Marginal sea refers to a “partially inclosed sea adjacent to, widely open to and connected to the 
oceans at the waters’ surface but bounded below by submarine ridges.”(Glossary of the mapping 





Map 1.1 The Bohol Sea showing adjacent Sulu Sea and the Philippine Sea 
 
The Bohol Sea receives waters from the deep Pacific Ocean through the Surigao 
Strait to the east and from the relatively large and deep Sulu Sea through the Dipolog Strait 
to the west.  These connections with deep basins give the Bohol Sea “its unique circulation 
and physicochemical properties” (Cabrera et al. 2011, 131).  The movements - sea surface 
currents, formation of eddies, and entrainments causing upwellings bring seasonal variations 
in productivity in the Bohol Sea, food supply and therefore fish abundance which are also 
influenced by the northeast and southwest monsoons (Cabrera et al. 2011, Gordon et al. 
2011). 
This complex and dynamic ecosystem sustains an array of diverse marine organisms 
which includes some of the biggest and some of the least known large marine vertebrates of 
the world. With depths of up to 2000m found less than eight kilometers offshore, certain 
cetacean species that are typically oceanic can be found relatively near shore in the Bohol 
Sea. To date 25 species of cetaceans
22
 are confirmed to occur in the Philippines (Alava et al. 
2012, Heaney et al. 2010) and 18 of these are reported to be found in the Bohol Sea (See 
                                                   
22 The most recently confirmed cetacean species is the Gingko-toothed beaked whale (Mesoplodon 




Table 1.1) (Ponzo et al. 2011 ). Species found here includes the threatened blue and sperm 
whales and the little known Bryde’s and Omura’s whales. The high cetacean diversity in the 
Bohol Sea compared to other areas in the Philippines can be attributed to its large size, 
variety of habitat types and wide range of available prey species.   
Other large marine vertebrates also inhabit the Bohol Sea including whale sharks 
(Rhincodon typus), manta rays (Manta birostris), several other species of mobulids (Mobula 
spp.) and sea turtles (CI-Philippines 2008; Green et al. 2004, 21).  It is one of the priority 
conservation areas (PCA) for sharks as well as for corals and mangroves in the Philippines 
(Green et al. 2004, 21; DA-BFAR NFRDI 2009, 14). Furthermore, the Bohol Sea’s open-
water ecosystem is home to several species of pelagic fishes and squid (Green et al. 2002, 
29). 
The Bohol Sea’s rich marine biodiversity makes it one of the marine key 
biodiversity areas (mKBA
23
) in the country (CI-Philippines 2008).  With this high level of 
biodiversity comes a long history of extraction and the gamut of threats that developed 












                                                   
23 Key Biodiversity Areas (KBAs) are sites of global significance for biodiversity conservation 
identified using globally standard criteria and thresholds, based on the needs of biodiversity requiring 
protection at the site scale (Eken et al. 2004, Langhammer et al. 2007). Areas are identified based on 
species that require site-level conservation and is applicable in terrestrial, freshwater and marine 
realms (Ibid.). 
24 Biodiversity hotspot is a concept defined by Norman Myers in 1988. It refers to areas of high 




Table 1.1 Cetacean species occurring in the Bohol Sea. 
Species Common Name 
Balaenoptera edeni Bryde’s whale 
Balaenoptera omurai Omura’s whale 
Balaenoptera musculus Blue whale 
Feresa attenuata Pygmy killer whale 
Globicephala macrorhynchus Short-finned pilot whale 
Grampus griseus Risso’s dolphin 
Kogia breviceps Pygmy sperm whale 
Kogia sima Dwarf sperm whale 
Lagenodelphis hosei Fraser’s dolphin 
Mesoplodon densirostris Blainville’s beaked whale 
Orcinus orca Killer whale 
Peponocephala electra Melon-headed whale 
Physeter macrocephalus Sperm whale 
Pseudorca crassidens False killer whale 
Stenella attenuata Pantropical spotted dolphin 
Stenella longirostris Spinner dolphin 
Steno bredanensis Rough-toothed dolphin 
Tursiops truncatus Common bottlenose dolphin 
   Source: Ponzo et al. 2011 
 
Since the 1980s, the Bohol Sea has played a significant role as a major fish supplier 
in the Central Visayas
25
 (Green et al. 2004, 34) and it is the main fishing ground of fishers 
from the southern municipalities of Bohol as well as the eastern and southern municipalities 
of Siquijor (Ibid., 52).  Commercial and other municipal fisheries from the southern regions 
also share the resources of the Bohol Sea.  
                                                   
25 According to Green et al. (2004, 34), before the 1980s, fish catch records were only from the Bohol 
Strait and none from the Bohol Sea while from the 1980s onwards, only catches from the Bohol Sea 
appeared in fisheries statistics. However upon closer examination of the reported fishing grounds, he 
concluded that the reported fish catches and landings may have been coming from these adjoining 




1.2 The Large Marine Vertebrates of the Bohol Sea 
Amidst the great diversity of large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea, this study focuses 
only on three main groups: the cetaceans or whales and dolphins, the whale shark and the 
rays, all of which were (or still are) hunted in the Bohol Sea. Within these groups the study 
gives particular attention to four species: the sperm whale, the Bryde’s whale or Omura’s 
whale, the whale shark and the Giant manta ray.  Since the taxonomy and nomenclature for 
the Bryde’s and Omura’s whales are still unclear and they are difficult to distinguish from 
each other especially out at sea, they will be treated here as one. Although several dolphin 
species were being taken by local fishers there did not appear to be a specific target species 
that could be classified as a specific hunt similar to the aforementioned four species.  Hence, 
only the species commonly reported as taken will be described here. In the case of the other 
species of rays or mobulids, however, because three species have in the past three decades 
become an off-shoot of the manta ray fishery, an attempt will be made also to describe the 
three mobulids based on a combination of published literature and field observations. 
1.2.1 The Whales and Dolphins 
Whales and dolphins belong to a group of marine mammals called cetaceans. Under the 
order Cetacea, they are further subdivided into two suborders: Odontoceti or toothed 
whales
26
 and Mysticeti or baleen whales
27
. In the Philippines, there are several local names 
for whales and dolphins, depending on the region and in some localities people either lump 
them together based on similar features or have specific names for each species.   Balyena is 
the most commonly used local name for a whale. In the Central Visayas however, 
particularly in Bohol, balyena is used to refer to a large toothed whale or the sperm whale.  
The name bongkaras for the Bryde’s whale or Omura’s whale appears to be unique to Lila 
and Pamilacan in Bohol.  In Limasawa on the other hand, they use the name tikumsi
28
 to 
refer to the sperm whale and differentiate it from a baleen whale which they call 
ambuhutan
29
.  In other regions, bugangsisu
30
 is the name for a baleen whale.  Biological and 
ecological information relevant to the conservation of large whales and small cetaceans are 
summarized in Table 1.2 and 1.3. 
                                                   
26 Species under suborder Odontoceti are also referred to as odontocetes. 
27 Species under suborder Mysticeti are also referred to as mysticetes. 
28 Interview, 101105_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa; Interview, 101106_001, Manong Tonio, 
Limasawa. 
29 Interview, 101105_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 
30 According to Alcina “bungansisu” is what Bisayans called the large whales while the little whales 
































































































































































Local names for dolphins are as diverse as the species.  The most common name for dolphin 
is lumba-lumba.  In the Visayas in general, they are referred to as lumod or lumud
31
 or 
lumba.  In some villages and islands in the Bohol Sea, dolphins are grouped based on their 
general physical features like those with no or short snouts and those with long snouts, 
referring to them as “mubo sungo” (short snout) and “sunghan” (with snout) respectively
32
.   







 (carabao-like), and “magkabaw”
36
(looks 
like a carabao) which they consider as the largest of the dolphins
37
. A few are distinguished 
for their behaviour, in particular their ferocity such as a dolphin commonly referred to by 





The sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) is one of the most iconic whale species in the 
world (Plate 1.1). Referred to as the cachalot, the sperm whale has been immortalized by 
stories of American whalers, like Herman Melville’s Moby Dick and even depicted in the 
Bible as the great whale that swallowed Jonah
39
.  It is the largest of the toothed whales, with 
a male reaching a maximum length of 18.3 meters (Jefferson et al. 2008, 75). It is one of the 
largest of all whale species, ranking 3
rd
 from the blue whale. It is unlikely to be mistaken for 
any other species with its distinct appearance. Named from the oil-filled structure found in 
its head, the spermaceti organ, it has a huge, squarish head that makes up about one-third of 
its total length (Ibid., 74; Whitehead 2009, 1091).  It has an underslung lower jaw that is 
narrower than its upper jaw.  It has 40-52 conical teeth (20-26 on each side) (Ibid.) present 
only on the lower jaw and these fit into sockets on the upper jaw. Just like other toothed 
whales it has only one blowhole.  This s-shaped blowhole is set at the front of the head 
                                                   
31 In Alcina’s Historia de las Islas e indios de Bisayas…1668, he refers to “lumud” as “those which 
are called in Spain ‘bufeos’ and ‘toninas’” (Kobak and Gutiérrez 2004, 279). 
32 Interview, 101107_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 
33 Interview, 101101_001, Jose Abadis, Catarman, Camiguin 
34 Interview, 101101_001, Jose Abadis, Catarman, Camiguin 
35 Interview, 101101_001, Jose Abadis, Catarman, Camiguin 
36 ‘Kabaw’ is the Cebuano for carabao. 
37 Interview, 101107_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 
38 Interview, 101107_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 




slightly to the left side (Jefferson et al. 2008, 74). This offset position of the blowhole creates 
a rather distinct angle to its blow
40
 unlike other large whales.  The flippers are short and 
spatula or paddle-shaped (Whitehead 2009, 1092) and it has a low, rounded dorsal hump 
unlike the dorsal fins of other cetaceans. The surface of its body appears wrinkled and 
coloured predominantly black to brownish-gray (Jefferson et al. 2008, 74) giving it the 
appearance of a log when lying still on the surface of the water.  This is commonly described 
by Filipino fishers as “mukhang troso” (Tagalog) or “murag troso” (Cebuano), which means 
“looks like a log.” 
 
Plate 1.1 Sperm whales in the Bohol Sea (Photo by ER Sabater) 
 
Male sperm whales or bulls can sometimes be seen alone but sperm whales often come in 
groups from 20 to up to 50 animals (Jefferson et al. 2008, 76; Whitehead 2009, 1093).    
Sperm whales are slow maturing and have low reproductive rates (Ibid.,77; Ibid., 1094). An 
adult female sperm whale almost always gives birth to only one calf
41
 after a 14-16-month 
gestation, about once every five years (Whitehead 2009, 1094).   Sperm whales are widely 
distributed. They are deep divers and typically inhabit oceanic waters deeper than 1,000m 
and continental shelves but some can come closer to shore where there are submarine 
canyons or areas with deep waters close to shore (Jefferson et al. 2008, 76). Male and female 
sperm whales have very different distributions (Whitehead et al. 2009, 1093).  Sperm whale 
                                                   
40
 A blow refers to a “cloud of vapour and sea water mixed with air that is exhaled by cetaceans.” 
("Glossary,"  in Encyclopedia of Marine Mammals, ed. William F. Perrin, Bernd Wursig, and J.G.M. 
Thewissen (Academic Press, 2009). 







 and abundance in the Philippines is not known however evidence from 
American whaling records in the 19
th
 century demonstrates the species occurred in great 
numbers around the archipelago, including the Bohol Sea (Acebes 2009, 18).  Sightings out 
at sea while travelling on inter-island ferries is quite common and numerous strandings have 
been reported around the country. The species has been encountered during surveys in the 
Bohol, Sulu and Sulawesi Seas and off Sarangani Bay (Heaney et al. 2010, Leatherwood et 
al. 1992) as well in the Visayan Sea, Philippine Sea, South China Sea and around the 
Babuyan Islands (Acebes and Lesaca 2003, Heaney et al. 2010, Tan 1995). 
Bryde’s and Omura’s whales 
It is still unclear how many species of Bryde’s-whale-like species exist and the nomenclature 
remains unresolved (Jefferson et al. 2008, Kato & Perrin 2009, Sasaki et al. 2006, Wada et 
al. 2003) hence, the Philippine Bryde’s-like whales
43
 will be referred to here as simply 
members of the Bryde’s whale complex and follow the International Whaling Commission’s 
usage of Balaenoptera edeni (Plate 1.2). Boholano fishers recognize only one Bryde’s-
whale-like species which they refer to as bongkaras.  This medium-sized baleen whale has a 
streamlined body shape, a rather pointed head and has parallel ridges on the rostrum which is 
the characteristic best used to identify the species (Jefferson et al. 2008, 54-55). However, 
these ridges may not be well-developed in some whales or difficult to see especially out at 
sea so other features must be considered when attempting to identify the species.  Its dorsal 
fin is tall and falcate which rises rather abruptly from its dark gray-coloured back (Ibid.).    
                                                   
42 According to fishers from Limasawa, in the past schools of sperm whales could be seen off their 
coasts in the eastern part of the Bohol Sea from the month of December until May (Interview, 
101105_001, Manong Ben, Limasawa; Interview, 101106_001, Manong Tony, Limasawa). 
43 Recently however, research indicates that there are possibly two species occurring in the 
Philippines. Yamada et al. (2008) refer to both the Indo-Pacific Bryde’s whale (B. edeni) and the new 
Omura’s whale (B. omurai) (Wada et al. 2003).  Yamada’s (2008) examination of bones stored in the 
Silliman University Marine Laboratory at Dumaguete City led him to conclude that the majority were 
from Omura’s whale and only four out of 24 whales represented were Indo-Pacific Bryde’s. The 
bones were collected from whale catch landing stations which operated in the Bohol Sea in the 1990s 





Plate 1.2. Bryde’s whale in the Bohol Sea (Photo by A Ponzo) 
 
Although the nomenclature for the Bryde’s whale, including Omura’s whale is still 
unresolved there are some ideas on how to differentiate the Omura’s from other members of 
the Bryde’s whale complex hence, it is worth mentioning here. The Omura’s whale 
apparently only has one prominent ridge on the rostrum compared to three in most Bryde’s 
whales (Jefferson et al. 2008, 57).  Although it was suspected in the past that the shape of the 
dorsal fin is tall and falcate similar to that of Bryde’s and sei whales (Ibid.) recent evidence 
suggests that it is “relatively small, low and strongly falcate” (Yamada 2009, 799).  
Although the color pattern is not completely known it is said to be similar to the fin whale in 
having an asymmetrical lower jaw with white on the right and dark on the left (Ibid.; 
Jefferson et al. 2008, 57).  Some animals are also known to have “light streaks and blazes 
that extend up from the light ventral side onto the darker black” while the flippers have 
white anterior edges and inner surfaces (Jefferson et al. 2008, 57). Omura’s whales are also 
slightly smaller than the Bryde’s whale (Yamada 2009, 799). 
Little is known about these whales’ ecology and behavior.  Generally, Bryde’s and 
Omura’s whales are seen alone or in pairs but they are known to aggregate in groups of 10-
20 in feeding grounds (Jefferson et al. 2008, 56).  Their reproductive biology is unknown 
and the whales are believed to have non-distinct breeding seasons hence, births can occur 
throughout the year (Ibid.).  The distribution of Bryde’s whales is circumglobal
44
 but they 
are mostly found in tropical and subtropical zones (Ibid., 55).  In many areas they can be 
                                                   






found offshore or along the coasts and they are generally not known to undergo extensive 
north/south migrations (Ibid., 55-56).  Omura’s whales on the other hand are believed to be 
restricted to the western Pacific and eastern Indian Oceans (Ibid. 58).   
The Bryde’s whale is one of the baleen species that Slijper et al. (1964) noted to 
occur around the Philippine archipelago based on observations gathered from Dutch ships 
within the period 1954-56. Until the mid-1980s, these whales were found in relative 
abundance occurring seasonally along the southern coasts of Bohol and off the shores of 
Camiguin and Misamis Oriental (Acebes 2009, 19) where they were hunted from the months 
of March to May.  Except for a few recent chance sightings of these species around the 
archipelago by tourists and scientists, virtually nothing is known about their distribution, 
abundance and genetic identity.  In the Bohol Sea, there have been several encounters of 
Bryde’s-like whales in 2011 and 2012 which have been tentatively identified as 
Balaenoptera edeni (Ponzo et al. 2011). 
 
Dolphins 
Although there are 14 other smaller cetacean species occurring in the Bohol Sea, only eight 
are known to be caught directly or indirectly (Dolar et al. 1994, Dolar 1994) and only the 
most frequently caught will be described here (Plate 1.3).  In general, the distributions and 
population size of these species are not known in the Philippines.  However, baseline 
information has been established on some more commonly encountered species in recently 
surveyed areas such as the Sulu Sea and the Tañon Strait (Dolar et al. 2006).  In the Bohol 
Sea, surveys conducted in the past two years have revealed the possibility of a calving 
ground for melon-headed whales (Peponocephala electra) and Fraser’s dolphins 





Plate 1.3. Common small cetaceans in the Bohol Sea: (clockwise from top left) spinner 
dolphins, melon-headed whales, pantropical spotted dolphin , and Fraser’s dolphin (Photos 
by S De Neef, JMV Acebes, and A Ponzo, respectively) 
 
Melon-headed whales, pygmy sperm whale (Kogia breviceps), and dwarf sperm whales 
(Kogia sima) have been taken directly (Dolar et al. 1994, Leatherwood et al. 1992) while 
spotted dolphins (Stenella attenuata) and Risso’s dolphins (Grampus griseus) have been 
caught indirectly (Dolar 1994, Leatherwood et al. 1992).  Three species, the spinner dolphins 
(Stenella longirostris), Fraser’s dolphins, and bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops sp.) have been 
taken both directly and indirectly (Ibid.). Melon-headed whales are members of a group of 
dolphins referred to as “black fish” commonly found in the Bohol Sea.  They have bulbous 
heads and in younger animals the foreheads are sloping with barely a hint of a beak 
(Jefferson et al. 2008, 177).  They have tall and slightly falcate dorsal fins.  The colour of the 
body is gray to almost black with interesting patterns in parts of the body.  There is usually a 
lighter coloured anchor-shaped pattern under the head just above the flippers.  The face has a 
black triangular “mask” which distinguishes it from the pygmy killer whale, another type of 
“black fish” (Jefferson et al. 2008, 177).  Spinner dolphins are one of the most commonly 
seen species in the Bohol Sea.  They are popularly known for their behaviour of “spinning” 
along the long axis of their body.  A spinner dolphin has a slender body and a very long beak 




(Jefferson et al. 2008, 233).  The body colour has a three-part pattern with a dark gray cape, 
lighter gray sides and white ventral side or belly (Ibid.). 
Spotted dolphins are fairly common in the Bohol Sea and around the Philippines. 
So-called for the spots on their slender body, this may vary from slight to heavy spotting 
(Jefferson et al. 2008, 225). They also have a distinctive dark dorsal cape high above the 
flipper which then sweeps low on the side below the dorsal fin (Ibid.). This species has a 
long, slender beak which usually has a white tip differentiating it from the spinner dolphin.  
Pygmy and dwarf sperm whales were not recognized as different species until 1966 
and quite understandably so as they look very similar to each other. Both species are difficult 
to observe out at sea unless in calm conditions because they show a low profile on the 
surface (Jefferson et al. 2008, 79).   They have an unusual body shape with a squarish head 
and a short underslung lower jaw, giving it a shark-like appearance (Mcalpine 2009, 936).  
They both have a “light coloured bracket mark” referred to as the “false gill” (Ibid.). The 
Pygmy sperm whale can be slightly bigger than the dwarf sperm whale but their sizes can 
overlap. 
Fraser’s dolphins are robust species also fairly common in the Bohol Sea.  With their 
short beaks and small flippers and short triangular dorsal fin they appear fat and stocky 
(Jefferson et al. 2008, 253).  They have a distinct colour pattern: a dark band running from 
the face to the anus and a flipper stripe that starts from midway along the lower jaw (Ibid.).  
The common bottlenose dolphin is the species of dolphin most people are familiar 
with.  It is the species usually found in captivity, performing in dolphin shows in marine 
parks. It is a relatively large and robust dolphin whose adult length range from 1.9-3.8m 
(Jefferson et al. 2008, 217).  It has a short to moderate-length snout or beak separated from 
the melon by a distinct crease (Wells and Scott 2009, 250). Its mouthline is gently-curved 
resembling a smile.  It has a tall and falcate dorsal fin situated in the middle of the back.  Its 
colour pattern varies from light gray to nearly black on the dorsal side and the sides fading 
into almost white or sometimes pink on the ventral side or belly (Jefferson et al. 2008, 217).   
Like all other cetacean species, those described here share the same pattern of 
reproductive biology with some still less well known than others.  All have long gestation 
periods of less than a year for smaller species to almost a year in larger species with some 
reaching 15 months, after which they give birth to only one offspring at a time (Boyd et al. 
1999, 256-260; Whitehead 2003, 11).  Most species have extended calving intervals of two 
years while some, such as the sperm whales give birth every 4 to 6 years (Ibid., 260;  Ibid., 
12).  Generally they have long life spans, especially baleen whales with the largest species 
known to live for over 90 years (Boyd et al. 1999, 260; Jefferson et al. 2008, 46).  Cetaceans 






 (Bowen and Siniff 1999, 426).  Baleen whale species are known to undergo long-
distance migrations while odontocetes generally do not, with the exception of the sperm 
whale (Ibid., 436). However, some species show strong seasonal changes in distribution 
moving between inshore and offshore areas to follow prey or to seek shelter while others still 
exhibit year-round residency (Bowen & Siniff 1999, 437-439).  These changes in 
distribution patterns are usually indicative of changes in the species’ feeding and 
reproduction requirements, their need to avoid predators, and their response to physical 
changes in their environment (Ibid., 426). 
1.2.2 The Whale shark (Rhincodon typus) 
The whale shark is classified under a diverse group of cartilaginous fishes, the subclass 
Elasmobranchii (Plate 1.4).  Like other sharks, skates, rays and chimaeras, they are often 
treated together as “elasmobranchs” or “sharks and rays” .  The whale shark has different 
names around the Philippines but the most commonly-used is butanding.  In Bohol and 
Camiguin it is called a balilan
46
 while in other areas in the Central Visayas it is called tawiki 
or toki-toki or iho-tiki (Limasawa).
47
   The whale shark is the only member of its family 
Rhincodontidae.  The size of the species range from 10m to up to 12m in length (Last and 
Stevens 2009, 154; Stewart and Wilson 2005, 184) but some sources suggest a maximum 
length of 15m (Norman 2005). This filter-feeding shark has a broad, flattened head and a 
large transverse mouth nearly terminally-located
48
 (Last and Stevens 2009, 154).  Its 
characteristic checkerboard pattern of light spots, horizontal and vertical stripes on a dark 
background on the upper surface (Ibid., 155, Stewart and Wilson 2005, 184) makes it 
unmistakeable. Its colour is greyish to bluish or brownish on the dorsal side and white on the 
ventral side (Last and Stevens 2009, 155). Whale sharks eat a wide variety of marine 
organisms from plankton to small crustaceans and small schooling fishes (Ibid., Norman 
2005). They are ovoviviparous meaning embryos develop in egg-cases that are retained 
within the female’s body until they hatch and live offspring emerge (Ibid.).  Although there 
are no long-term studies on growth rates and age at maturity for this species it has been 
                                                   
45 Migration is defined as the seasonal or “periodic return movement of individuals from one place to 
another” (Lockyer and Brown, 1981 in Bowen and Siniff 1999, 426) while dispersal in marine 
mammals is referred to as the “general movement of individuals over feeding areas” (Bowen and 
Siniff 1999, 426). 
46 Interview, 100530_002, Pamilacan; Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, Pamilacan; Interview, 
100611_001, Pamilacan; Interview, 100611_002, Pamilacan. 
47 Iho means shark in Cebuano. 
48 The mouth of the whale shark extends across its head and is located almost at the very end of its 
mouth as opposed to being ventrally-located or at the underside of the head such as in Mobula spp.  




suggested that whale sharks have a slow growth rate and have an estimated lifespan of 60-
100 years (Ibid.). 
 
Plate 1.4 A whale shark, Rhincodon typus (Photo by A Ponzo) 
 
It has a cosmopolitan
49
 distribution in tropical and warm temperate seas (Last and 
Stevens 2009, 155).  Whale sharks are highly mobile and can travel long distances with 
evidence of long-distance migrations for some sharks (Ibid., Stewart and Wilson 2005, 184). 
The occurrence of whale sharks generally appear to be sporadic and unpredictable but recent 
research has shown that their movements are probably related to increases in local 
productivity such as plankton blooms and invertebrate spawning events (Colman 1997, 
1226, Jarman and Wilson 2004, Meekan et al. 2009). Studies have also shown that feeding 
behaviour vary depending on availability of prey resources and oceanographic factors 
(Nelson & Eckert 2007, 63). In the Philippines, they seem to occur widely and historically 
were found almost everywhere in the archipelago (Herre 1942).  They used to be found in 
great numbers all around the Bohol Sea where they were hunted from Bohol, Camiguin and 
Misamis Oriental (Alava et al. 2002) as well as off Southern Leyte, in Sogod Bay and 
Panaon Island (Quiros et al. 2007).  In recent years, regular feeding aggregations of whale 
                                                   
49 A species has a cosmopolitan distribution when it is “found in most parts of the world and under 




sharks in Donsol, Sorsogon, Sogod bay in Southern Leyte, Oslob in southern Cebu and along 
the southern coast of Bohol, particularly off Pamilacan Island are being monitored by 
researchers and conservationists (Pine 2007, Physalus 2012, Quiros et al. 2007).  A satellite 
tracking project conducted by Eckert et al. (2002) demonstrated that the whale sharks can 
move fairly close to shore and have a widespread movement pattern as exhibited by one 
animal tagged off Salay (northern Mindanao) in the Bohol Sea that made a direct move 
through the Sulu Sea and ended up in the southern part of Vietnam in the South China Sea.  
Their reproductive biology is poorly understood yet recent clues have been found through 
reports of free-living neonates found in Donsol, Sorsogon suggesting a potential habitat for 
neonatal and juvenile whale sharks (Aca and Schmidt 2011).  
 
1.2.3 Manta rays and Mobulas  
Rays fall under the Family Mobulidae which is represented by two genera the Manta and 
Mobula (Couturier et al. 2012, 1076). Mobulids have been documented since at least the 17
th
 
century (Willughby & Ray, 1686 in Couturier et al. 2012) yet little information is available 
on their ecology and biology (Couturier et al. 2012, 1076).  Biological and ecological 
information relevant to the conservation of mobulid species are summarized in Table 1.4 
Rays are generically called page or pagi in the Philippines.  This has created 
confusion among fisheries researchers and managers because there are several species and 
some are quite difficult to distinguish from one another, except to those who catch them.  In 
Bohol the manta ray is referred to as “sanga” while all the other mobulas are generally 
lumped into one group called “pantihan”
50
. However, some expert fishers and buyers in 
Bohol actually distinguish three other types of rays, the “salindangan” (in Jagna) or “pilong” 
(in Pamilacan), which they differentiate from other rays based on colour and texture of the 
skin
51
 , the “binsulan” and the “masinaw”, which they differentiate based on the presence or 
absence of a spine.  In Leyte and Surigao, manta rays are called “saranga”
5253
 but it is 
difficult to determine whether these are in fact Giant manta rays or a different species of 
mobula without seeing the actual specimens.  Based on several specimens examined 
                                                   
50 Interview, 100411_002, Ex Kapitana, Jagna; Interview, 100415_001, Manong Ben, Jagna; 
Interview, 100501_001, Labourer, Jagna; Interview, 100501_002, Manong Afin, Jagna. 
51 Interview, 100415_001, Manong Ben, Jagna; Interview, 100418_003, Manong Ben, Jagna; 
Interview, 100611_003, Manong Castro, Pamilacan. 
52 Alcina refers to saranga as ray fish or mantas in Spain (Kobak and Gutiérrez 2004, 329). 
53 Interview, 100603_002, Manong Jun; Hibusong; Interview, 101106_002, Manong Julio and 




however, it can be said that what the Boholanos refer to as “salindangan” or “pilong” is 
most likely the sicklefin devil ray, while the “binsulan” is the spinetail mobula and the 
“masinaw” is the bentfin devilray.  Fishers of manta rays in the Bohol Sea do recognize 







, “dumon”(black and white)
57
, and “agta” (all black)
58
.  The 
distinction can also be based on the colour of the meat or the gill rakers: “dandanan” (white 
gill rakers)
59




                                                   
54 Interview, 101101_001, Jose Abadis, Catarman; Interview, 101106_002, Manog Julio and Manong 
Pedro, Limasawa. 
55 Interview, 101101_001, Jose Abadis, Catarman.  
56 Interview, 101106_002, Manong Julio and Manong Pedro, Limasawa. 
57 Interview, 101106_002, Limasawa 
58 Interview, 101106_002, Limasawa 
59 Interview, 101106_002, Limasawa 






















































































Giant Manta Ray Manta birostris (Walbaum 1792) 
There used to be only one species of manta ray recognized but recently the genus has been 
split into two species: the Giant Manta Ray (Manta birostris) and the Reef Manta Ray 
(Manta alfredi) (Marshall et al. 2011).  It is the Giant Manta Ray that is known to occur in 
the Philippines and the Bohol Sea (Ibid., Alava et al. 2002) (Plate 1.5).  Known as manta, 
devilfish or more recently Oceanic Manta Ray or Pelagic Manta Ray it is the largest of the 
family Mobulidae or devilrays (Last and Stevens 2009, 479; Marshall et al. 2011). Its disc is 
lozenge or diamond-shaped and the width can reach up to 6 meters, with one animal 
reportedly  being 9 meters wide (Ibid.; White et al. 2006, 280). With a very broad head and 
mouth that is terminally located, it has no teeth in the upper jaw (Ibid.). It has long, 
prominent cephalic lobes (Last and Stevens 2009, 479). The tail is shorter than the disc 
(Ibid.). The body surface is rough and the colour of the dorsal surface is greyish blue to 
greenish brown often with irregular pale shoulder patches (Ibid.). The ventral surface is 
white with irregular and elaborate dark patches or spot patterns which can be used to photo-
identify individual animals (Marshall et al. 2011, 1112).  
Giant mantas feed on small planktonic organisms, like other devilfishes (Last and 
Stevens 2009, 480). Food is ingested through their mouth and “sieved through gills that are 
modified into complex filtering plates” (Ibid.). Little is known about the species 
reproductive biology but reports indicate it gives birth to a single pup per litter (Marshall et 
al. 2011). They “show strong fidelity to certain feeding sites and to cleaning stations” (Last 
and Stevens 2009, 480).  They can swim fast and are sometimes seen to leap out of the 
water, landing with a loud slap (Ibid.). The Giant Manta Ray can be found in shallow waters 
near reefs to open oceans (White et al. 2006, 280). Although it usually swims continuously, 
it is also known to rest on the bottom (Ibid.).  Although Giant Mantas appear to be more 
solitary than the Reef Manta, they are often seen in large numbers to mate, feed and clean 
(Marshall et al. 2011). 
The distribution of the species is circumglobal in tropical and temperate waters and 
may be more oceanic and more migratory than the Reef Manta (Marshall et al. 2011). They 
are commonly seen in areas of high productivity such as coastal upwellings, oceanic island 
groups and offshore seamounts (Marshall et al. 2011). In the Philippines, little is known 
about their distribution.  Aside from records of catches in the Bohol Sea, sightings of divers 
in the Visayan Sea (off Malapascua Island, Northern Cebu), Ticao Pass and Burias Pass off 





Plate 1.5 Manta ray, Manta birostris (Photo by D Steenbergen) 
 
Spinetail mobula Mobula japanica (Müller and Henle, 1841) 
This medium to large devilray is also known as the Japanese devilray. It has a short head and 
a long wiry tail.  The base of the tail is slightly compressed with a white-tipped dorsal fin 
and most have a stinging spine (Last and Stevens 2009, 481).  The presence of the spine 
gives its local Boholano name, binsulan
61
. Its mouth is ventrally located just like other 
mobulas.  The disc is short and broad with the anterior margin straight to slightly convex 
(Last and Stevens 2009, 481). The spiracles, located above the level of the pectoral fins are 
elliptical, slit-like and transverse which differentiates it from Mobula thurstoni.  The colour 
of the upper surface is bluish black while the ventral surface is white. 
Bentfin devilray Mobula thurstoni (Lloyd, 1908) 
Also known as the smoothtail mobula, lesser devil ray or Thurston’s devil ray, this medium-
sized devil ray is smaller than the sicklefin devilray.  The disc is broad and short with the 
anterior margin wavy (Last and Stevens 2009, 483). Its head and cephalic lobes are short 
with the mouth ventrally located. Its dorsal fin has a white tip and the base of the tail is 
depressed (Ibid.).  It lacks a stinging spine and the local Boholano name for it, masinaw 
(smooth), was derived from this feature which differentiates it from Mobula japanica. The 
spiracles are small, subcircular and located beneath the disc edge (Last and Stevens 2009, 
                                                   
61 Binsul is the Visayan term for a spine.  In Alcina, the sharp point or spine or “stinging prick” was 




483; White et al. 2006, 288). The colour of the upper surface is dark bluish while the ventral 
surface is white.   
Sicklefin devilray Mobula tarapacana (Philippi, 1892)  
Also known as the Chilean devil ray, Box ray or Spiny Mobula (Clark et al. 2006, White et 
al. 2006, 286) the sicklefin devilray has a relatively narrow and strongly falcate disc (White 
et al. 2006, 286). The dorsal fin is plain with no white tip and it has no sting on the tail base. 
The spiracles are slit-like and elliptical, located above the disc edge (Ibid.). It can reach a 
maximum disc width of 370cm, making it considerably larger than the bentfin devilray 
(Clark et al. 2006).  The colour of the dorsal surface is greenish brown and its ventral surface 
is white distinguishing it from the other two species of mobulas described.  In Bohol, the 
species is referred to by fishers in Jagna as “salindangan”, or “pilong” in Pamilacan. 
Exact distribution of all three Mobula species in the Philippines is not known (Plate 
1.6).  Fishers from Bohol believe that the rays come from the Pacific and move into the 
Bohol Sea during the months of March until May where they come to feed on “uyabang” 
(krill)
62
. According to them manta rays used to be abundant all along the southern coasts of 
Bohol. Some also believe that other kinds of rays are found elsewhere such as the 
“salindangan” which occur in the seamounts off the Surigao Strait
63
. There has been no 
dedicated study on the population of these species in the country.  Although Mobula 
tarapacana, Mobula japanica and Mobula thurstoni are recognized to occur in the 
Philippines, so are several very similar looking species such as M. kuhlii (shortfin Devilray), 
and M. eregoodootenkee (pygmy Devilray) (Clark et al. 2006, Pierce and Bennett 2003, 
White et al. 2006, 282-284). This presents the problem of verifying the occurrence of the 
species.  Furthermore, difficulty in differentiating species has hampered attempts at inferring 
population data from early studies on manta and mobula fisheries (Alava et al. 2002, NPOA-
Sharks 2009). 
                                                   
62 Interview, 100415_001, Manong Ben, Jagna; Interview, 100418_003, Manong Ben, Jagna. 





Plate 1.6. Three mobula species known to occur in the Bohol Sea: M. tarapacana (left), M. 
thurstoni and M. japanica (right) (Photos by JMV Acebes) 
 
1.2.4 The variety of ‘large fish’ in the Bohol Sea 
There is no doubt that these large marine vertebrate species were in great abundance in the 
past and were probably found to occur in all waters of the Philippine archipelago. Spanish 




 century described how coastal Filipinos relished 
eating these species when caught or found on the beach (Kobak and Gutiérrez 2004, 297). 
These “large fish”, some of which were of “incredible size” were according to Alcina not 
unknown to the people of the Visayas (Ibid.).  Nineteenth century American whalers found 
the waters abundant in not just whales and dolphins but other species of fish as well (Acebes 
2009). According to Scott (1994, 45) the “Visayan waters literally teemed with fish” and 
Alcina in the 17
th
 century doubted if the varieties of fish in Spain could “reach either in 
number or quality those which are found in these seas” (Kobak and Gutiérrez 2004, 273). 
The Bohol Sea’s geographic location, topography and sill
64
 connections provide its 
characteristic circulations and physicochemical properties which make it an ideal habitat that 
can sustain a diverse and rich array of marine organisms. The seasonal productivity created 
by all these factors combined with the periodic monsoons and other climatic conditions is 
what sustains the large marine vertebrates within it. These animals that co-exist in this 
ecosystem also share common characteristics.  Long life histories, slow growth and 
reproductive rates make these animals susceptible to exploitation (Roberts and Hawkins 
1999, 244).  Exhibiting seasonal migrations and dispersals they are influenced by the 
changes in the productivity of the Bohol Sea. These seemingly predictable occurrences and 
behaviours have made them susceptible to encounters with humans. Their unique ecology 
                                                   
64 Sill is “an underwater ridge that separates ocean areas.” ,  in The Facts on File Dictionary of 




brings them closer to awaiting fishers who across the centuries have mastered their seasonal 
tracks and movements.  
Encountered, caught and eaten by coastal peoples of the Bohol Sea for centuries 
little is still known about these large marine vertebrates.  Even in the 21
st
 century, what is 
known about most of these species is still limited.Furthermore, our understanding of the 
complex interactions between species and the environmental conditions in their habitats is 
also generally lacking. In the Philippines what is known about the species was mainly 
deduced from studies conducted elsewhere. Yet it is clear that fishers, especially of the 
Bohol Sea know enough about the habits of these species to be able to find and catch them. 
 
1.3 The People of the Bohol Sea 
The people of the Bohol Sea are as diverse as the marine life found within it. Some, like the 
whales and the mantas are distant travellers, originating from other parts of the archipelago. 
Unlike the whales and rays however, most have come to stay.  The people of the Bohol Sea 
now are a multi-cultural group of people inhabiting a vast transformed coastal and island 
landscape which evolved and was transformed through centuries of migration, trading, 
raiding and inter-marriages.  This study focuses on communities that have a history of 
hunting for large marine vertebrates hence, in describing the people particular attention will 
be given to five municipalities, namely, Lila, Baclayon, Jagna, Sagay, and Limasawa. 
However, several other municipalities and villages will also be briefly discussed in relation 
to the fisheries of the focus study sites.  These are different coastal municipalities situated on 
different islands, under the jurisdiction of different provinces (Map 1.2).  All, just like the 
large marine vertebrates they seek, are heavily dependent on the Bohol Sea for their 









 century Philippines the Bohol Sea and the islands and provinces 
surrounding it were considered part of a much larger region, or group of islands, generally 
referred to as the Visayas.  The Visayas or Bisayas, during the 17
th
 century Spanish conquest 
were referred to as the islands “outside the island of Luzon”, also known as “de los Pintados 
(of the painted men)” (Santillan-Castrence 1983, 182). The inhabitants of these islands were 
considered more “homogenous”, belonging to the same cultural group called the Visayans 
also called the Pintados by the Spaniards. They were so-named for their “painted” bodies 
because they tattooed their bodies (Kobak and Gutiérrez 2004, 73-75; Putong 1965, 10; Scott 




 centuries Visayan culture and languages 
were the most widespread in the Philippine archipelago (Scott 1994, 13).   
The Bisaya in the early nineteenth century was composed of twelve provinces: 
“Mindoro, Samar, Leyte, Capiz, Cebu, Iloilo, Antique, Negros Island, Caraga, Misamis, 
Samboanga and Calamianes”. (Santillan-Castrence 1983, 182). Bohol then was under the 
administrative jurisdiction of the Province of Cebu (Ibid., 199) and was not established as a 




and Caraga are now considered part of the greater Mindanao region under the jurisdiction of 
different provinces.   
 
1.3.1 Bohol Province 
The Bohol Sea is interchangeably referred to as the Mindanao Sea yet on most maps, the 
name Bohol is given priority over Mindanao.  One could presume that it is because the Sea’s 
northern rim is dominated by the southern coastline of the Island of Bohol, the tenth largest 
province in the country (Green et al. 2002, 1). While its eastern to southern rim is bounded 
by the north western coastline of Mindanao, this coastline is under the political jurisdiction 
of several provinces, namely Camiguin, Surigao del Norte, Agusan del Norte, Misamis 
Oriental, Lanao del Norte and Misamis Occidental. The Bohol Sea encompasses the coastal 
waters of four administrative regions of the country: Regions VII (Central Visayas), VIII 
(Eastern Visayas), X (Northern Mindanao) and XIII (Caraga). The length of coastline of the 
Bohol Sea fronting the Central Visayas is about 273.3 km and approximately 7,968 square 
kilometres of the Bohol Sea is within its jurisdication (Green et al. 2004, 21). 
The origins of the Visayans and the Filipinos have been theorized by many. Most 
proposed a series of migrations of racially distinct peoples (Luengo 1992, Putong 1965, 
Scott 1994).  However, it is widely accepted today that only two movements of people 
account for the present populations with the first called Australoids and the second 
Austronesian who displaced and absorbed the earlier populations (Scott 1994, 11-13).  By 
the sixteenth century, the Visayans that the Spanish met were Austronesian settlers who 
through intermarriages with other communities shared some common physical features and 
spoke the Visayan language which branched out from the original Austronesian languages 
(Ibid., 13). 
In referring to Visayans in general, early accounts describe them as being more 
inclined to fishing compared to the natives of Luzon who were more inclined to farming 
(Santillan-Castrence 1983, 182).  This was attributed to the archipelagic nature of the region 
with a greater coastal area than land for farming. “Seafood – not only fish but eels, snails, 
squid, crabs, molluscs, turtles, and turtle eggs – were the main source of Visayan protein and 
was preferred to meat” (Scott 1994, 47).  A wide variety of methods were used to catch fish 
using different types of nets, traps, hook and lines and harpoons (Ibid., 45; Kobak and 
Gutiérrez 2004, 273-287). Being a good fisherman was highly regarded and according to 
Alcina even the “highest principal and most noble among them” took pride in being skilful 
in using the net (Kobak and Gutiérrez 2004, 277).  Visayans were also noted as “born 




of time on the water on their boats as they fished, traded and moved between islands (Scott 
1994, 125).   
Like the rest of the coast of the Visayas, Bohol was ravaged by constant raiding 
from the Muslim south in the 16
th
 century and even earlier (Luengo 1992, 96).  Centuries of 
slave-raiding, pirating and warfare have been part of the Boholanos’ lives and they suffered 
dearly for it.  They normally inhabited the coasts and rivers with fishing as their main source 
of protein but also practiced swidden farming
65
.  During attacks people had to flee to the 
mountains and abandon their homes, interrupting farming and fishing activities (Luengo 
1992).  Many were seized and traded to other islands in the Visayas or south to Mindanao 
and Sulu and many more were taken as slaves for the galleon trade for their “robust tattoed 
bodies and navigation skills” (Luengo 1992, 101). Muslim slaving and Spanish penal 
servitude were primary ways the Boholanos spread across the archipelago and the rest of the 
world and major causes of the depopulation of the Philippines during the period of 1565 to 
1815 (Ibid. 104).  
Persistent attacks prompted the construction of look-out towers, walls and 
balustrades in coastal towns in Bohol namely Dauis, Maribojoc and Looc to “protect the 
town church and people” (Luengo 1992, 97).  The Boholanos were given military training to 
enable them to defend their towns and churches from the “Moros” (Ibid.).  Increased attacks 
from the sea by Iranun slave raiders began in 1755 and this continued into the middle of 
nineteenth century (Warren 1981, 165). It was not until towards the end of the nineteenth 
century that the Spanish with their steam gunboats were successful in “crushing” slave 
raiding along the coasts (Butcher 2004, 61) allowing people who fled to the mountains for 
safety to return to their coastal homes and resume their livelihoods in relative peace and 
safety.  However, some parts of the archipelago continued to suffer from attacks until the 
end of the nineteenth century, such as Surigao in 1875 (Warren 1981, 197). 
Boholanos have been known to be among the best warriors in the Philippines, not 
allowing other nations to “abuse them” (Scott 1994, 153) and have been successful in 
fighting off invaders.  This said, the nature of the Boholanos makes it not surprising that 
resistance to the Spanish colonizers was inevitable. The Christianization of Bohol began 
with the arrival of the Jesuits in 1596 and although the new religion spread rapidly, not 
everyone readily accepted it.  The uprising led by the babaylan (native priest), Tamblot in 
1621, was a clear example of resistance to the new religion imposed upon the natives of 
Bohol.    This revolt lasted for almost a year, and ended tragically in 1622. 
                                                   





In 1744 began the longest revolution in Philippine history, the Dagohoy rebellion.  
This rebellion saw many battles and the “continuous attacks and pillages by the 
rebels…reduced to utter poverty” the towns that were burnt and destroyed (Luengo 1992).  
Luengo further adds: “The Province of Bohol was totally paralyzed in the socio-moral life 
for almost a century of sustained fighting.” At the end of the rebellion in 1829, the 
missionaries and government troops moved rapidly to pacify the Island and started 
rebuilding towns, and establishing new ones, and the people gradually recovered. 
The Spanish occupation was not only a period of Christianization but was also a 
period of re-settlement, re-organization and, particularly during the latter part of the 19
th
 
century, of economic development.  The formation of compact villages facilitated not only 
the process of conversion but was also designed to change the people’s way of life (Ferrer 
2005, 89).  This process called “reducción” signified the physical re-organization of 
formerly “scattered” communities into compact populations in strategic locations, set in a 
particular urban planning form, the plaza complex (Ibid., 90-91).  The aim was that the 
reducción, in time, would become the pueblo (town). Bohol, with its proximity to Cebu and 
being the gateway to northern Mindanao, was not spared from the reducción process which 
began in the 17
th
 century. The resettlement process was initially slow and many opposed it 
because it meant leaving behind the way of life they had known (Ibid., 99).  The central 
structure within the reducción was the church.  The location of the reducción was crucial 
because it was essential to maintain a certain population size in order to sustain the 
establishment and construction of colonial structures such as the church, school, and public 
roads.  Hence, not only was it necessary to be located in close proximity to natural resources 
for construction of public works and to sustain the new community but it also had to benefit 
from the flow of commerce and trade (Ibid., 93).  In fact, in order to facilitate the 
development of trade, market places and trading houses were one of the permanent 
structures built within the plaza complex (Ibid.).  The first reducciónes were the towns of 
Baclayon, Loboc, Loon, Maribohoc, Dauis, Dimiao, Inabanga and Jagna, (Blair and 
Robertson 28:239 in Ferrer 2005, 100) all of which were coastal towns with the exception of 
Loboc which was located by the river. 
The transformation of the economy of the Philippines in the 19
th
 century, led to 
changes in the old existing classes and the development of new ones (Constantino 1975, 
131).  The new export-crop economy made land-owning attractive and the new land laws of 
1880 and 1894 made it conducive to “land-grabbing” (Ibid. 129). Ignorance of these laws, 
especially in the provinces, caused many small landowners to lose their lands to wealthy 
landowners hence, they were left to become tenants (Ibid.).  The consequences of this 




From the time the Spanish left, and the establishment of the Malolos Republic in 
1898 until the onset of the Philippine Revolution there was a brief period of peace and 
development under self-governance in the province of Bohol. It was in fact referred to as 
“the Republic of Bohol” with its own “president” or governor. The Americans who until this 
point, ignored the Island, eventually turned their attention to this Visayan Island in the south 
in 1900.  Pre-occupied with the pacification of Panay, Negros and Samar, it was not until 
March 1900 that the 44
th
 Infantry of U.S. Volunteers landed in Tagbilaran (Cameron, 1997).  
The state of calm and peace that the Americans found on Bohol was short-lived because by 
August, fighting with native “insurrectos” or insurgents began.  This period of the 
Philippine-American war was known as a time when “guerrilla tactics” employed by the 
insurgents were dealt with by the Americans with brute force. The use of the “water cure” 
for torture and burning down villages became standard operation.  Once again, everyday life 
in Bohol was disrupted.   
It was only at the end of the revolution and after the surrender of insurgents in Bohol 
in December 1901 that the Bohol people started rebuilding their lives again this time under 
the rule of the Americans.  This period – the American half century - was characterized by 
education, technological and economic development. There was also increased land 
ownership which benefitted primarily officials and illustrados. Many people lost their lands 
and were left to either become tenants or had to give up farming altogether. Bohol became a 
province in 1917. 
In terms of coastal development, this was the period when ports were built, shipping 
for transport increased and improved, thus facilitating trade and movement between islands.  
Some fishing boats were used as the Americans deemed it necessary to develop the fishing 
industry.  But this period of progress was again halted when the Second World War erupted 
in 1941. 
Japanese troops landed in Bohol in May 1942 and although at the onset of the 
occupation, there was relative peace in towns located away from centers such as Tagbilaran 
and Baclayon, fighting by the “guerrillas” affected the lives of many people.  People living 
in or near town centers fled to the hills and mountain sides in fear of their lives.   
It was in August 1946 that Bohol was liberated from Japanese rule. When the 
Second World War ended people started to re-build their lives once again. However,  post-
war growth was relatively slow, and the population of the Island “virtually stood still since 
World War II” (Wernstedt and Spencer 1967, 471).  Nevertheless, after this period, 
settlements, fishing and other livelihoods changed dramatically from what their way of life 




The Bohol of the 20
th
 century witnessed major political and economic changes.  The 
Provincial Government of Bohol was created in 1917 by virtue of the Republic Act 2711.  
Bohol was placed under the Central Visayas region (Region VII) together with the provinces 
of Cebu, Negros Oriental and Siquijor.  Today, with a total land area of 4,117.26 square 
kilometers and a population of 1,230,110 it is second only to Cebu in population size in the 
region (Philippines. National Statistics Office 2010).  It is considered as a first class
66
 
province with 48 municipalities and one city, its capital, Tagbilaran City (Philippines. 
National Statistical Coordination Board 2012).  However, Bohol’s constituents are 
considered among the poorest in the region with the largest percentage of the population 
living below the poverty threshold (Green et al. 2004). 
Three municipalities in this province are examined in this study:  Baclayon, Lila and 
Jagna, all of which are located on the southern coast of the island (Map 1.3). The general 
topography of the island’s coasts are characterized by sharply sloping and fringing irregular 
reefs and rocks (Green et al. 2004) with some mangrove areas.  The southern coast fronts 
one of the deepest areas in the Bohol Sea. 
 
                                                   
66 Refers to Income Classification based on the Department of Finance Department Order No. 23-08 
Effective July 29, 2008.  The average annual income of a first class province is Php450M or more 
(US$10,655,931 or more, based on 2012 currency conversion rate of 1US$ = Php42.23). 
http://www.nscb.gov.ph/activestats/psgc/province.asp?provcode=071200000&regName=REGION%2
0VII%20%28Central%20Visayas%29 . See Appendix 4 for a tabulated summary of the income 






Map 1.3 Southern coast of Bohol 
 
Baclayon lies approximately six kilometres south east of Tagbilaran City. It was established 
as a town by the Spanish in 1595, the first settlement on Bohol. It used to encompass a large 
area including the now separate municipalities of Alburquerque, Balilihan, Catigbian, 
Corella, Sikatuna and San Isidro. Dauis, one of the oldest municipalities in Bohol, 
established in 1883 on Panglao Island, and one of the historic trading points in the 
archipelago was connected to it via a short bridge (CLUP
67
 – Dauis, Bohol, 2001).Despite its 
proximity to the capital, Tagbilaran, economic development in Baclayon was slow during 
the Spanish period (DECS – Bohol, 1990).  In 1879, it only had a population of 11,142 
(Ibid.). It was only towards the latter part of the American period that the economy of the 
town developed with the establishment of basket-weaving and agricultural industries (Ibid.). 
Currently Baclayon is classified as a fourth class
68
-income municipality with a 
population of 18,630 in 17 barangays, within a land area of 3,402 hectares (Philippines. 
National Statistics Office 2010). This partially urban town promotes itself as “one of the 
                                                   
67 This was based on the information presented in the Comprehensive Land-Use Plan (CLUP) of the 
Municipality of Dauis, Bohol. 
68 A fourth-class income municipality has an average annual income of Php25M (US$591,996) or 
more but less than Php35M (US$828,794) 





country’s prime eco-cultural tourist destinations” for having one of the country’s oldest 
churches and Pamilacan Island (Baclayon 2012). The town further boasts that its waters “are 
renowned throughout the Philippines as being the premier site for dolphin and whale 
watching with thousands of tourists every year coming to Pamilacan Island to observe large 
marine mammals in their pristine habitat.” (Ibid.). 
Pamilacan was in the mid-nineteenth century used as a point to watch out for 
“pirates” or to guide ships approaching Baclayon.  There were at least four men stationed 
there as guards (Erección del Pueblos Bohol 1856-1859, Book 1, 40, 41, 62).  Archival 
records examined did not indicate any people living there permanently.  In the late 19
th
 
century it was used as a temporary residence of some families of fishers from the towns of 
Dauis, Baclayon and Loay during the fishing season (Piratas. 1861-1893, S267-S271).  It is 
not clear when the island first became permanently inhabited. Apart from stories told by 
long-time residents on the Island, very little is known about the earlier history of settlement 
on Pamilacan. Older inhabitants of the Island interviewed were born on the Island and trace 
their ancestry from Dauis and Baclayon. They claimed that their grandfathers and/or fathers 
used to fish around the Island and eventually decided to settle there with their families.  The 
cross in the Catholic chapel on the island is dated 21 September 1830
69
. More recent settlers 
have married into local families. According to respondents non-locals are not allowed to buy 
land or settle on Pamilacan
70
. However, in the past two years there have been some pieces of 
land sold to non-locals to be developed as resort sites. 
The Island barangay of Pamilacan has gained a reputation of being the home of 
former whale, dolphin, and manta hunters.  This island that lies approximately 10 kms south 
of Baclayon has a land area of 1,391,668 square meters
71
 (DECS-Bohol 1990) and a 
population of 1,422 (Philippines. National Statistics Office 2010) with about 242 
households
72
.  Among Baclayon’s eight coastal barangays on its 7-kilometer coastline, 
Pamilacan has the highest population and the highest number of registered fisherfolks 
(152)
73
.  It is also the poorest barangay in the municipality (PDMS 2009, Baclayon). 
                                                   
69 According to older informants from Pamilacan, the cross was found drifting in the sea by fishers 
and was brought back to the Island and placed inside the chapel.  The date was found carved into the 
wood. 
70 Interview, 100530_001, Ma’am Turning, Pamilacan. 
71
 In other sources such as the WWF report, it indicates that the land area of Pamilacan is 135 hectares 
(1,350,000 square meters). 
72 Municipal Fishery Profile, Baclayon, Bohol. 2010. 




Lila, located east of Baclayon and about 28.5 kilometres from Tagbilaran City is a 
fifth class
74
 municipality. Prior to 1868, Lila was a sitio adjacent to the town of Dimiao 
(DECS – Lila, 1990).  A separate town by 1879 it was later annexed to adjacent Dimiao at 
an undetermined date. The town further grew when some barrios of Dimiao and Loay were 
annexed to form a pueblo (DECS – Lila, 1990).  In 1914, the barrios from Dimiao and Loay 
annexed to it were taken back by their respective towns however, a year later, with the 
request of local leaders, the barrios were returned and Lila was established as a separate 
municipality in 1915 (Ibid., 3).  
Lila has a total land area of 3,640 hectares with a population of 11,985 (Philippines. 
National Statistics Office 2010) and 18 barangays. Unlike Baclayon, its economic status has 
remained fairly constant with the absence of development or investment opportunities and 
tourism products.  The northern part of the municipality has some forested areas and patches 
of levelled land towards the coast. Combined with abundant water sources from springs, its 
lands are suitable for agriculture.  Most people reside at or near the coasts. Considered 
primarily as an agricultural town the principal products are rice, corn, root crops, maguey 
and coconuts.  Yet barangays along the coast engage primarily in fishing. Until the 1990s, 
six of these barangays, Banban, Bonkokan Ubos, Nagsulay, Poblacion, Tiguis and Taug 
were engaged in fishing (DECS – Lila, 1990). However, based on the 2010 municipal 
fisheries report
75
, only four remain. Taug and Tiguis no longer have active fishing industries.  
There were no written records found to explain why this happened.  However, according to 
respondents, after the implementation of the fishery bans for whales, whale sharks and manta 
rays (1997-1998), fishing activities in the two villages decreased and fishers either retired or 
shifted to other employment or livelihood activities.  For this study, the barangays of Taug 
and Tiguis were the main focus of attention for having a history of hunting for whales and 
rays. Taug has a population of 635 while Tiguis has 901 (Philippines. National Statistics 
Office 2010). 
Jagna located further east on Bohol is approximately 63 kilometers from Tagbilaran 
City (Map 1.4). It first appeared in written records when Miguel Lopez de Legazpi’s 
expedition landed on its shores in 1565 (Romanillos 2005, 1). The town (and parish) was 
founded in 1631 with its first settlers coming from Talibon and Loboc.  In 1850 it 
encompassed the towns of Guindulman, Loboc and Dimiao but by the latter part of the 19
th
 
century this was reduced to two: Garcia Hernandez and Duero (Romanillos 2005, 2). Jagna 
                                                   
74 A fifth-class income municipality has an average annual income of Php15M (US$ 355,197) or more 
but less than Php25M (US$591,996). 




in 1850 only had 12,316 residents living in 2,003 houses.  There was a decline in population 
in 1869 and by 1870 the population declined from 10,000 to about 2,100 within just several 
years (Ibid., 21). These population changes were attributed to constant emigration to Leyte, 
Camiguin and Mindanao, epidemics and raids by Moro pirates. This population shift can 
also be attributed to the creation (hence separation from Jagna) of the towns of García 
Hernández in 1859 and Duero in 1863 (Ibid.).  The people then were known to work hard on 
the land which was the main source of livelihood.  People engaged in agriculture and 
collecting forest products.  Sources describe the Jagna soil to be fertile providing “abundant 
harvests of grains and root crops like palay, sugar cane, tobacco, corn, camote, ube, [and] 
kinampay” (Ibid., 4), cacao, cotton, abaca and vegetables. The mountains and plains were 
also rich in fruit-bearing trees and provided good hunting grounds (Ibid., 4). The handycraft 
industry for weaving cloth of sinamay, saburan, piña, cotton and abaca also existed then 
(Ibid.). The inhabitants of Jagna traded and bartered their products to other towns.  
Romanillos (2005) however, interestingly did not mention marine and fresh water resources 





Map 1.4 Jagna and adjacent municipalities 
 
During the Philippine-American war from 1899-1902, Jagna was one of the towns 
burnt to the ground in May 1901 (Cameron 1997).  Similar to other towns in Bohol during 
that period Jagna-anons suffered dearly for the on-going fighting between American troops 
and insurrectos.  It was said that during that period, “Jagna was a place of divided loyalties” 
(Acedillo et al. 2006).  There were those who remained loyal to the Spanish appointee, 
hence, the American interests while there were those who joined a local group of 
revolutionaries, led by Kapitan Gregorio “Goyo” Caseñas (Ibid.).  It was not until the 
fighting ended in 1902 that Jagna began to develop economically. Schools as well as roads 
and bridges were built by the Americans to connect Jagna to the rest of the Province.  The 




and small steamer ships connected the port of Jagna to the ports of northern Mindanao 
(Acedillo et al. 2006). 
The outbreak of the Second World War and the Japanese occupation of Bohol again 
brought wartime conditions to the island.  Although the Japanese arrived late in Bohol in 
May 1942, they only occupied Tagbilaran and Guindulman, leaving Jagna in relative peace 
for two years (Acedillo et al. 2006).  People produced what they needed through fishing, 
farming, salt and soap-making and resorted to barter.  Occasionally, fishers were “chased” 
by Japanese boats commuting between Tagbilaran and Guindulman (Ibid.).  There was also 
one incident when a Japanese patrol from Guindulman went into Jagna and burned fishing 
boats in the villages of Canupao and Bunga Mar. It was not until 1944 that the Japanese 
went full force in occupying Bohol.  On June 23, a Japanese army contingent landed in 
Bunga Mar.  Jagna-anons did not experience the brutality of the Japanese until a Filipino 
guerrilla unit assassinated their appointed mayor, Atty. Jose O. Caseñas in September 23, 
1944 (Acedillo et al. 2006).  From then on, “detainees were massacred and those caught 
during patrols were killed.”  People fled to the hills and several prominent families also fled 
to Camiguin (Ibid.).  It was not until the liberation of Bohol in 1946, that life went back to 
normal and the town proceeded along the path of development characteristic of the latter part 
of twentieth century. 
Jagna’s population has since continued to increase and now has a population of 
32,566 (Philippines. National Statistics Office 2010).  The municipality now comprises 33 
barangays with a land area of 12,063 hectares.  Farming and fishing are the major means of 
livelihood in the municipality with some engaged in small livestock and poultry farming. 
There were also a considerable number of Overseas Contract Workers (OCWs) as of 2000 
(Jagna Marine Protected Area Management Plan, 2007-2012).  Some cottage industries 





 while others such as sinamay cloth weaving have disappeared after the Second 
World War. But new industries and trade have flourished in the late twentieth century, such 
as the manufacture of hollowblocks and weaving of saguran and sawali.  Other new 
businesses in the municipality are geared towards tourism with several establishments built 
up in recent years. Jagna has the second busiest port in Bohol (Romanillos 2005, 23) and is 
the centre of trade and commerce in southeastern Bohol (Jagna Marine Protected Area 
Management Plan, 2007-2012).  
                                                   
76 Tableja is made from ground cacao seeds and is made into a hot chocolate drink locally called 
“sikwate” or “tsokolate”. 
77 Calamay is made from finely ground glutinous rice, coconut milk and sugar. It is known as Jagna’s 




As of 2009, only about 25% of the total land area of the municipality is being used 
for agricultural crop production with the majority used for coconut production (Jagna. 
Municipal Planning and Development Coordinator Office 2010).  At present there is almost 
no forested area left in the municipality.  With a coastline stretching more than ten 
kilometres it has fourteen coastal barangays engaged primarily in fishing. Based on the 
Poverty Database Monitoring System (PDMS)
78
 survey in 2009, there are 324 fishermen in 
the municipality and about 143 have their own boat (motorized or non-motorized)
79
. 
However, according to the National Statistics Office (NSO) Survey in 2002 there were more 
than 1,400 fishers in Jagna (Jagna. Municipal Planning and Development Coordinator Office 
2010).  The discrepancy in the figures could be attributed to the shift in livelihood strategies 
by fishers rendering some fishers inactive by 2009.  Barangay Bunga Mar, the main case 
study site, is the largest fishing community in the municipality. Located two kilometers 
southwest of Poblacion, the center of the municipality, it has a population of 1,385 
(Philippines. National Statistics Office 2010) and is one of the most densely populated 
villages in Jagna with the greatest concentration being along the coastline.  The barangay has 
a small area of agricultural land (33.4226 hectares) compared to other coastal villages in the 
municipality (Jagna. Municipal Planning and Development Coordinator Office 2010). 
Although fishers in this village share the same target species as the other fishing villages in 
the municipality, such as flying fish, squid and “mangko” (Scombridae)
80
, the village is 
most well-known for its ray fishery. 
 
1.3.2 Camiguin Province 
The island province of Camiguin lies south east of Bohol, almost in the middle of the Bohol 
Sea (Map 1.5).  This 243 - square kilometer island about ten kilometers off the coast of 
Misamis Oriental Province is the smallest province in the Northern Mindanao or Region X.  
Until 1966, Camiguin was a sub-province of Misamis Oriental. 
The people trace their ancestry primarily from Bohol with indigenous groups known 
as Kamigingnons or Tigsagay
81
. In pre-Hispanic times they were considered part of the 
                                                   
78 PDMS is a tool used to profile the poor which was “conceptualized, designed, field-tested and 
enhanced since 2003 in Bohol as part of efforts to address widespread poverty.” (Bohol Local 
Development Foundation 2012) http://bldf.blogspot.com.au/p/about-pdms.html 
 
79 Municipal Fishing Boat Inventory Form. Jagna, Bohol. 
80 This is the vernacular term for a group of fish belonging to the Scombridae family such as 
mackerels, tunas and bonitos. 




larger Bisayan cultural group.  One of the first Spanish settlements on the Island is 
Guinsiliban established in 1598 where a watchtower to look out for Moro raiders in the 16
th
 
century still stands.  Mambajao, located on the northern part of the Island, the current capital 
of the province was established in 1855.  Prior to the eruption of Mount Hibok-hibok in 
1951, Camiguin had a population of 69,000 but has been reduced to almost half due to 
massive out-migration
82
. At present Camiguin has five municipalities and a population of 
83,807 (Philippines. National Statistics Office 2010). 
 
 
Map 1.5 Camiguin Province 
 
The topography of the island is mountainous and volcanic surrounded by a rugged 
and steeply sloping coastline. The Province’s economy is generally based on agriculture with 
                                                   




copra as the highest income earner.  Production of other agricultural products such as abaca, 
rice, mangoes and lanzones (the fruit which the Island is famous for) also contribute to the 
economy.  Tourism and other tourism-related industries have also become important income 
sources for locals. 
The municipality of Sagay, the focus of attention in this study is situated on the 
southern coast of Camiguin. Established in 1848, it is one of the first major Spanish 
settlements on the Island. It used to be part of Catarman and annexed to it was Guinsiliban 
until the latter’s separation as a municipality.  Created as a municipality in 1909, it is the 
third largest municipality of the province with a land area of 44 square kilometers and a 
population of 11,873 which comprises about 14% of the total population of Camiguin 
(Philippines. National Statistics Office 2010).  Sagay has the highest poverty incidence in the 
Province
83
. Out of its nine barangays, seven are coastal villages and this study will focus on 
two of those: Balite and Manuyog. 
Similar to other coastal towns on the island, its people are engaged in a mixed 
economy primarily based on agriculture and fishing.  However, the municipality takes pride 
in its squid fishery which they celebrate through a concrete figure of a giant squid in a park 
fronting their municipal hall together with an 18
th
 century British cannon (See Plate 1.7).  
Based on their most recent municipal fishery survey there are around 853 fishermen and 
approximately 465 fishing boats, the majority of which are non-motorized, operating in 
Sagay.  Fishers of Barangay Balite and Manuyog used to hunt Bryde’s whales, whale sharks 
and manta rays. As will be discussed in later chapters these villages were once thriving 
fishing villages where people depended on the sea during the habagat
84
 (fishing season). 
Balite now has a population of 937 while Manuyog has 1,343 with about 86 and 101 fishers, 
respectively (Philippines. National Statistics Office 2010). Looking at the depressed state of 
the villages now it is difficult to imagine that they were once bustling, thriving fishing 
communities. 
 
                                                   
83 According to the Provincial Coastal Resource Management Plan – Camiguin. 2011. 





Plate 1.7 Squid monument in front of the Sagay municipal hall (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
Guinsiliban lies adjacent to Balite to the east and the boundary with Sagay is basically 
indistinguishable except for a sign board that declares: “Welcome to Guinsiliban” on the side 
of the coastal road.  A sixth class municipality, it is approximately half the size of Sagay in 
land area and population but is not vastly different in terms of its economy. 
Catarman is located further north west of Sagay and will be mentioned in a later 
chapter when describing the fishery for rays and dolphins in the early 1980s.  Established in 
1679 it is larger than Sagay and Guinsiliban. It has a population of 16,388 and a land area of 
53.75 square kilometers making it the second largest municipality and comprising 21% of 
the population of the Province (Philippines. National Statistics Office 2010). Again, similar 
to the previously described municipalities of Camiguin it is a coastal municipality with a 
mixed economy based on fishing and agriculture. 
These municipalities described not only have similar physical landscapes and 
economies but they also share a common culture with the other Bisayans earlier discussed. 
An important common feature of these towns and the Island itself is its location in relation to 




Bohol Sea and their fishing grounds lie in the path of the large marine vertebrates.  It should 
be noted here too that these municipalities are located in close proximity to several towns in 
Misamis Oriental on the main island of Mindanao with histories of hunting for large marine 
vertebrates, namely Salay and Talisayan.  The relationship with these towns will be 
described in Chapter three. 
 
1.3.3 Limasawa 
Limasawa is a tiny island municipality on the southern tip of Leyte.  Now part of the 
Southern Leyte Province of the Eastern Visayas Region (Region VIII) it was a satellite of 
Butuan in the 16
th
 century.  It was during pre-Hispanic times, a strategically located Island to 
“control and prey on all shipping and trade from the Pacific to the interior trade centres of 
Butuan and Cebu” (Scott 1994, 151) and it is a primary location for the incoming flow of 
current through the Surigao Strait from the Pacific which carries an array of prey being 
followed by a diverse group of species of large marine vertebrates.  
Only recently declared a municipality in 1989 it has a population of 5,835 based on 
the 2010 Census and is classified as a 6
th
 class municipality (Philippines. National Statistics 
Office 2010). It has a land area of 632.5465 ha and six barangays most of which are fishing 
communities. The majority of its land (over 407.565 ha) is arable and hence utilized for 
agricultural crops production and the major sources of livelihood are farming and fishing-
based
85
.  The primary crops produced are coconut, banana, cassava and other root crops 
while the remaining land is used for grazing for farm animals. Livestock and poultry-raising 
is a backyard industry. Local farm produce do not meet local demand hence, supplies need to 
be purchased from outside the island
86
. This is particularly true for rice, farming of which is 
no longer feasible on the island due to insufficient water supply
87
. Their marine products are 
squid, flying fish, tuna, grouper, dog shark oil, sea cucumber, cuttlefish, octopus and other 
coral reef fish species.  At present, the squid fishery and the trade in its products is the 
highest income earner in the fishing industry of the municipality. Dried squid from 
Limasawa is highly sought after in Cebu and Manila.   
Limasawa’s potential as a tourism destination is increasingly recognized in the 
region and plans are being drawn to increase the municipality’s income from this source. 
                                                   
85 Municipal Profile 2012. Municipality of Limasawa. Province of Southern Leyte. 
86 Municipal Profile 2012. Municipality of Limasawa. Province of Southern Leyte. 




The primary tourism product that the municipality intends to promote is the seasonal 
occurrence of whale sharks around the coasts of the Island. 
Magallanes has a land area of 89.7616 ha and a population of 1,577 (Philippines. 
National Statistics Office 2010). With the smallest land area and the largest population it is 
the most densely populated in the municipality.  It is from this village on the eastern coast of 
the Island where fishers used to hunt manta rays.  Lugsongan has a land area of 116.2930 ha 
and a population of 1,178, the second largest population in the Island (Philippines. National 
Statistics Office 2010). Fishers from this village used to hunt sperm whales.  Residents of 
these fishing villages, just like the other locals of Limasawa trace their origins from the main 
island of Southern Leyte and through years of interaction during fishing expeditions and 
trade have established kinship ties with people from Surigao del Norte and Cebu. 
 
1.3.4 Northern Mindanao: Surigao del Norte and Misamis Oriental 
Surigao del Norte sits on the northeastern tip of Mindanao and has under its geopolitical 
jurisdiction several municipalities that will be mentioned in succeeding chapters (Map 1.6).    
Once part of the larger Caraga province in the 17
th
 century together with Surigao del Sur, 
Davao del Norte and Agusan Provinces, it was then considered part of the Visayas. The 
province bounds the southern part of the passage into the Bohol Sea and its northern islands 
guard the Surigao Strait.  Dinagat Islands, one of the biggest used to be part of the province 
but after a contested separation from Surigao del Norte in 2006 and an adverse court ruling 
that led to its return in 2010, the island finally became a province of its own in 2011.  
Dinagat has seven municipalities including Loreto, and the island of Hibusong.  Hibusong is 
a tiny island that lies northwest of Dinagat at the north end of the Surigao Strait.  With only 
three barangays on the island it has a population of a little over a thousand (Philippines. 
National Statistics Office 2010).  Hibusong will be mentioned in a later chapter in relation to 
the role its resident fishers play in the current ray fishery in the Bohol Sea. 
The municipality of Malimono belongs to the province of Surigao del Norte. This 
coastal municipality lies almost directly across Limasawa Island and its fishers will be 







Map 1.6  Surigao del Norte and Dinagat Islands 
 
Misamis Oriental Province is situated southwest of Surigao del Norte and its coastline 
forms the southern boundary of the Bohol Sea. The two municipalities of interest for this 
study are Salay and Talisayan.  These two coastal municipalities lying adjacent to each 
other share the same fishing grounds and target the same species as the fishers from Sagay 





   
 
1.4 Conclusion 
The setting and context of the Bohol Sea fisheries is an example of what Christie et al. 
(2007, 239) called “biologically diverse but economically impoverished.” This chapter 
highlights the different species of large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea that are sought 
after by the coastal peoples inhabiting the islands surrounding the Bohol Sea. With gaps in 
the scientific knowledge on these marine animals it was necessary to tap the rich traditional 
or local ecological knowledge of Bohol Sea fishers in order to have a better understanding of 
the Bohol Sea marine ecology and how it has evolved and changed across time.  The fishers’ 
knowledge of these large marine animals was important to them because it guided them in 
their fishing techniques and influenced their selection preference for use and trade, which 
will be discussed in the ensuing chapter.  For fisheries managers, species identification and 
knowledge of species biology is crucial in conservation management.  These animals have 
common biological characteristics, life history traits and ecology that bring them to the 
Bohol Sea and make them susceptible to exploitation by fishers of this region.  
Likewise, the peoples of the Bohol Sea have common origins, histories and 
economic trajectories across time.  Descended from the Bisayans in the 16
th
 century and 
dominated by natives of Bohol or migrants from Bohol it can be said that the coastal people 
of the Bohol or Mindanao Sea share a common Visayan culture.  Like their ancestors who 
were seagoing people, they are predominantly fishers with some communities engaging in 
seasonal small-scale or backyard farming.  From the sixteenth to the late nineteenth 
centuries, the period of slave-raiding, the galleon-trade, and anti-colonial revolutions, there 
was a significant depopulation of the Bohol Sea region, as it was in the rest of the 
archipelago.  People were either taken as slaves, died, re-settled or emigrated.  Under the 
Spanish there was re-settlement, conversion to Christianity, the rise of the landed middle-
class and decreased access to or loss of agricultural land for the majority of the population.  
These were events that periodically disrupted life on the islands, causing slow economic 
progress.  Under the rule of several colonizers, society and culture also changed.  These 
events and changes influenced coastal living and the fishing practices of the Bohol Sea 
peoples as will be shown in Chapter five. 
 
Living within this seascape, the people of the Bohol Sea increasingly depended on it.  
This historical proximity and dependence made interactions between the people and the 




the sea allowed for the movement of people, products, ideas and cultures.  Within this sea 
that connected them, were the marine animals that shared this vast and complex seascape, or 
maritime zone.  The “big fishes” too facilitated these connections and movements. The 
people followed the fish and in the process led them to other places where they met people 
hunting similar target species. The big fish was a common resource through which 
relationships were formed and communities developed. This encounter of the fish and the 
fisher began a long relationship that evolved and continues to the present.  
If in the past, most fishers did not have to venture too far offshore to fish and there 
was no need for large-scale, cooperative fishing, changes in the environment (marine and 
terrestrial) as well as the socio-political organization and economic conditions of these 
communities have led them to successfully adapt to these ecological and socio-economic 
changes.  The fishing communities described in this chapter belong to low income class 
municipalities, some are the poorest in their towns.  Although almost all communities rely 
on a mixed economy, the majority still rely on fisheries or fishery-based industries as their 
main source of livelihood. The adaptations of the communities across time varied depending 
on the extent of changes in their respective environments and the resources available to 
them. However, there are some changes that remained constant for all in recent times: the 
apparent decrease in stocks of their target species, the changes in national policies regulating 
fisheries and the rise of conservation consciousness among neighbouring people that 
surrounded them. The stories of these inter-connected and inter-dependent relationships and 






Sails, oars and the abundant seas 
“Ang mga bata dinhe sa amo, adto sa baybay, Hesus, mag paninggit-singgit: uy, tua na ang 
balyena, tua na ang tawiki, tuay lumod! Kay naa ra may duol sa baybayon. Magpakita man. 
Karon wa na gayod.” [The children here in our place, at the beach, Jesus, they would shout: 
‘Hey! There are the whales, there are the whale sharks, there are dolphins!’ Because they are 





This chapter describes the Bohol Sea prior to the mechanization of fisheries.  It provides a 
brief description from the 19
th
 century to the middle of the 20
th
 century of how the Bohol Sea 
was abundant in “big fishes” based on whalers’ logs, narratives and other archival data. 
Different fisheries will be presented based also on oral history and a few other published 
accounts.  These sources describe the hunting for Bryde’s whales, whale sharks, manta rays, 
and to a lesser extent, dolphins using hooks and harpoons from sail and row boats.  The 
system of distribution, processing and marketing of the catches will also be discussed. 
This chapter aims to serve as a rough baseline from which the changes that have 
occurred in the Bohol Sea and the large marine vertebrates within it can be assessed.  It also 
marks a point of departure for the technological changes in the fisheries that happened after 
the Second World War. Both ecological and technological aspects are important in assessing 
the factors that have contributed to the state of the fisheries and the Sea at the present time.  
The chapter will also provide a glimpse of the general attitudes of coastal peoples toward the 
sea and the different large marine vertebrates and their beliefs relating to the fisheries. 
The chapter begins with whaling, from the offshore sperm whaling by the 
Americans and British before moving on to local shore whaling by fishers from Bohol.  
Then the history of the fishery will be traced as the practice spread to other coastal villages 
around the Bohol Sea. As fishers of the Bohol Sea did not rely solely on whaling, the hunt 
for manta rays and whale sharks which were practiced concurrently will then be discussed 
respectively.  The chapter concludes by discussing how each technique of hunting depended 
on the biology and ecology of the target species. 
 
2.2 Whaling 
In 1854, the Bark Ellen of Edgartown, Massachusetts cruised from southern Mindanao 
through the Sulu archipelago up along the western coast of Zamboanga all the way 
                                                   




northward to the Visayan sea catching sperm whales and blackfishes
89
 as they went (KWM 
Log #242, 130, 156, 174). Bearing north towards Panay then east to Tablas Island and 
around the Gigantes Islands they saw “finbacks”
90
 (KWM Log#242, 177-180). They spent 
four weeks in these seas before heading north towards Luzon and out through the Verde 
Island Passage to work their way along the western coast of the great island.  Other whaling 
ships of that era such as the English Ship Warrens from London made a similar voyage 
almost twenty years earlier, between 1837 and 1838 (KWM Log#98) (Plate 2.1).  The ship’s 
log keeper, Dr. Robert Smith Owen commented on the abundance of whales, dolphins, 
sharks, fish and even seabirds in the southern waters of the Philippine archipelago:   
“…towards Magindanao [Mindanao] saw numerous sharks, a shoal of Porpoises close to the 
ship and numerous quantities of Albacore & Bonite the Sharks were leaping out of the water 
amongst the Albacore & in the evening thousands of them [fish] in shoals occupying a large 
space would come alongside the ship and make quite a noise with leaping & springing the 
water…boobie flying around the ship.” (KWM Log #98, 38) 
 
He had noted how they were “…anxious to reach the Sooloo [Sulu] Sea where 
whales are plentiful…”(KWM Log#98, 33). On 10 May 1838 as they were cruising in the 
Bohol Sea, Dr. Robert Smith Owen noted as they passed Camiguin, “The spot where plenty 
of whales are. As we were told.” (Ibid., 55).  Almost every day as they cruised around the 
Isles they saw “porpoises, grampuses” (Ibid., 40), “large schools of blackfish” (Ibid.), 
“Devilfish” (Ibid.), “finbacks” (Ibid., 34, 37, 38, 39, 40) and “sperm whales all round the 
ship fore and aft” (Ibid., 43) for which they would lower boats to chase and successfully 
catch.  They also caught dolphins (Ibid., 37, 44), which was probably more out of curiosity 
and ease rather than need
91
.  
                                                   
89 Blackfish is a term used to refer to several dolphin species namely, the false killer whale 
(Pseudorca crassidens), pygmy killer whale (Feresa attenuata), melon-headed whale (Peponecephala 
electra), Long-finned Pilot whale (Globicephala melas), short-finned Pilot whale (Globicephala 
macrorhynchus), and Killer whale (Orcinus orca). 
90 “Finback” refers to the Fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) or Finback whale, a rorqual from the 
Order Cetacea, Suborder Mysticeti, Family Balaenopteridae (Jefferson et al. 2008, 47). 
91
 American whalers also hunted and caught “blackfishes” and rendered oil from their blubber (KWM 
Log#495, KWM Log#691, KWM Log#98, KWM Log#242). Dolphins were sometimes also caught 
but not eaten.  In the log book of the Ship Warrens, there were several entries wherein one or two 
dolphins were caught and Dr. Robert Smith Owen opened up their stomachs to see what was in it and 






Plate 2.1 A page from the logbook of the Ship Warrens illustrating the “Sea of Mindoro” 
(KWM Log no. 98, courtesy of the New Bedford Whaling Museum, MA) 
 
Although written evidence of sperm whaling in Philippine waters is scant it cannot 
be denied that the country was considered one of the significant target grounds which 
maintained the interest of Americans during the nineteenth century.  Zamboanga, in southern 
Mindanao was a port of call for American whalers (Legarda 1999, 110, 235) and Filipinos 
were sometimes taken as crew on whaling ships to replace men who deserted (Consulados 
estados 1852, S-180).  The seas around the archipelago were known to have “so many 
whales” (Consulados estados 1852, S-1811) that the Americans frequented the “Sooloo” 
[Sulu] or Mindor[o] Seas” where sperm whaling was “carried on with good success” (Clark 
1887) from about 1825 to 1880 (Acebes 2009, 16). The British did the same most likely 
from around 1820 until 1840 (Ibid., 17). The abundance of sperm whales around the 
Philippines was clearly illustrated in Townsend’s (1935) charts where it indicated that sperm 
whales were taken beyond what was then known as the Sulu and Celebes Seas and also 
included the Bohol Sea (Ibid., 16). 
It would be no surprise then, if centuries before the American and British sperm 
whalers ventured into the rich whaling grounds of the Philippine archipelago, seeing the 
blows or “spouts”, as whalers called them, from the shoreline was commonplace. In the 
Bohol Sea, less than a century after American whalers abandoned the “Sooloo Sea grounds”, 
whales could still be seen in “schools” as they hugged the coastline during the months 
between March and May when they followed their prey of small fish and krill, or as they 




sperm whales prior to the twentieth century, or at least no evidence to date has been found to 
prove it.  The only known modernized small-scale sperm whaling community in the 
Philippines will be discussed separately in Chapter four. 
Similar to other coastal whaling people such as the residents of Nantucket off Cape 
Cod in Massachusetts in the seventeenth century (Francis 1990, 45) or the sea hunters of 
Lamalera, East Flores (Barnes 1996), the fishers of Lila began whaling after seeing a 
Bryde’s whale or “bongkaras” that had strayed too close to shore
92
. A fisher went out on a 
boat with a hook or “pilak” and chased it.  Others followed to join in the chase and they 
caught it with relative ease.  With the help of at least three boats they were able to tow the 
carcass back to shore.  This was the “testing”.  Having found whale meat to be tasty and a 
good source of protein, more than enough to provide for the needs of an entire village, 
fishers began to engage in whaling as a regular fishery.  This whaling probably began in the 
mid to late 1800s. Using outrigger boats about six to seven “dupa”
93
 or nine to ten metres 
long, carved out from a whole tree, a crew of six to seven men using oars put out to sea 
(Acebes 2009, 7).  This boat called a “pilang” was also equipped with a sail made from flour 
sack cloths stitched together
94
 (Ibid.).  Each crew member had a designated role, with three 
rowers or oarsmen (“taga-remo”), one of whom alternated as the helmsman (“mangolin”)
95
, 
two to three paddlers (“taga-bugsay”) and one “jumper” (“manuung”) (Acebes 2009, 7).  
The jumper was the most important member of the crew. He was the “hookman”
96
 and, as 
the name implied, was designated to jump on the back of the whale (Plate 2.2).  With his full 
weight, he would thrust the large iron hook into the back of the whale (see Figure 2.1).  Once 
the hook was fastened to the whale, he swam back to the boat while other members of the 
crew paid out the rope attached to the hook, a few meters at a time, depending on the speed 
of the whale.  After more “tests” Bohol fishers devised ways to facilitate the hunt.  They 
constructed a floater or buoy made of ten bamboo poles about 3.66 metres long tied together 
in a bunch to slow down the whale and to prevent it from diving too deep.  Since the whale 
                                                   
92 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila 
93 A “dupa” is a hand span or the distance between the fingertips of a man’s outstretched arms. It is a 
linear unit of measurement equal to 1.8288 meters or 1 fathom when used to measure water depth. 
http://www.binisaya.com/node/21?search=binisaya&word=dupa&Search=Search accessed 19 Jan. 12.  
All succeeding measurements referred to by respondents in “dupa” were converted to metres 
throughout this document. 
94
 Interview, 100529_002, Lumad, Pamilacan 
95 Interview No. 15, Lila in Acebes 2005 
96 The term “hookman” was first used by Dolar et al. (1994) to refer to the man that held the hook, 
directed the boat and jumped on the back of a whale during a hunt in Pamilacan. The author chose to 




had to surface to breathe, the fishers knew that they had to exhaust it and find a way to spot 
it once it re-surfaced.  The bamboo float was attached to the end of the rope fastened to the 
hook and thrown into the water as soon as a whale was hooked. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Illustration of the technique of whale hunting by Boholano fishers (Drawn by JV 
Acebes, Jr.) 
 
Plate 2.2  A former whaler from Lila holding a pilak used to hunt whales, whale sharks and 





The beginning of the whaling season in the month of March was signalled by the 
arrival of whales along the shores of Lila in Bohol
97
.  The sight of blows and splashes that 
the animals created was announced by a lookout from the hills of the village of Taug
98
. 
Groups of fishers then ran down to the beach with their hooks and oars and boarded their 
“pilang” lined up along the beach.  The social organization of fishers was not fixed.  
Although fishers preferred to stay within a group assigned to a specific boat, when a crew 
member was not available for a particular hunting day, anyone could take his place
99
.  
Recruitment of the crew was not necessarily based on blood relations although often they 
were kinsmen, having grown up together as friends, relatives and neighbours within the 
village
100
.  Apprentices often started at the age of 15 or 16 as paddlers, moving up as 
oarsmen through age and experience. Only a handful was brave enough to become 
“jumpers”.   
Several boats could pursue a whale together. Although one boat most often chased a 
whale, two or three boats could cooperate to subdue a bigger, fiercer whale.  This 
cooperation was not permanent and was usually determined while at sea during the actual 
pursuit. In the first quarter of the twentieth century, there were only ten whaling boats in 
Taug.  Fishers in the neighbouring village of Tiguis also hunted whales and had several 
boats too. Up until the beginning of the twentieth century, their hunting grounds were all 
along the shores of the municipality of Lila, from about five to 15 kilometres from shore.  It 
took hours to kill a whale.  It was not uncommon for a pursuit to begin in the morning and 
end just before sunset with one or two boats being taken on a “Nantucket sleigh ride”
101
 
(Dolin 2007, 50) up and down the coast.  Hence, it was rare for a boat to catch more than one 
whale in one day
102
.  It often took two or three hooks to subdue a whale.  Once the whale 
was exhausted, the principal “jumper” went in for the kill and stabbed the whale through the 
heart with a long knife or “sundang”.  Through the entire pursuit, care was taken to avoid the 
tail
103
 as it was known that one whip or slap from a thrashing whale’s tail could break a 
                                                   
97 Interview No. 12, 13,and No. 14, Lila in Acebes 2005. 
98 Interview No. 13, Lila in Acebes 2005. 
99 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila. 
100 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila; Interview, 111219_001, Elias Lagria, Lila. 
101 A “Nantucket sleigh ride” is when the boat is dragged over the water by a struck whale, described 
by Dolin (2007, 50) as “ a bone-jarring, terrifying, and at times, no doubt, exhilarating trip over the 
waves.”  
102 Interview No. 10, Lila in Acebes 2005. 




man’s bones or smash the boat. With the whale dead, the first boat to fasten a hook into the 
whale, secured it to the side of the craft under one outrigger
104
 (see Figure 2.2).  The rope 
attached to the main hook was removed and transferred to the head. This was secured by 
boring a hole in the lower jaw of the whale and putting the rope through it.  Another rope 
was tied around the tail and secured to the other end of the boat.  The boat then was towed 
back to shore by one or two other boats, depending on the size of the catch.  An average 
catch was ten meters long, with 18 metres being the largest reportedly caught
105
. A whale of 
such size took hours to tow back to shore, depending on the force and direction of the winds 
and currents.  The cooperation of at least ten men was required to cut-up an average-sized 
whale over the course of an entire afternoon.   
 
Figure 2.2.  Illustration of how a whale was secured to the side of the boat (Drawn by JMV 
Acebes based on the description of Magno Cajanap) 
 
The system of distribution of the catch varied according to different respondents.  One 
system involved dividing the whale evenly among the number of men on the boat including 
the boat owner
106
. Each received a share. Another system described the “jumper” receiving 
two shares; the boat owner also received two shares since it was often the case that he also 
owned the hook, while the rest of the crew received one share each
107
.       
                                                   
104 Interview, 110129_001, Manong Magno, Lila. 
105 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila. 
106 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila; Interview, 111219_001, Elias Lagria, Lila. 




When two or more boats cooperated in the hunt, the catch was divided into two. One 
half went to the boat that first hooked the whale while the other half was divided among the 
remaining boats that helped
108
.  The “helper” boats (manabang) did not receive an equal 
number of shares.  The second boat to hook the whale received two shares, the boat that 
killed the whale (usually the third) also received two shares while the other boats that joined 
the pursuit received only one share each
109
.  Each boat then divided their share, in the case of 
the lead boat half of a whale, into six parts, if there were four men on board.  Members of the 
crew were free to do whatever they wished with their shares, they could either barter or sell 
them, or keep them for their own consumption.  It was not only the fishers who participated 
in the hunt that benefitted but also those who helped in the processing of the catch. 
The meat was initially cut up into blocks about two feet wide by one foot long and 
one foot thick upon distribution
110
. Blocks of meat were carried in huge woven baskets into 
fishers’ homes where it was further cut up into sheets about half an inch thick, one foot wide 
and 1.5 feet long. These sheets were either bartered with other villagers fresh or salted and 
dried. Whale meat, fresh or dried, was bartered for sacks of “humay” or unpolished rice.  In 
the late 1930s, meat was also sold from 20 centavos fresh to 50 centavos
111
 dried, per pile or 
“pundok”
112
.  Prior to the Second World War, the price of whale meat was only five centavos 
per kilo
113
. Oil from the blubber of the whale was also rendered by boiling the skin with the 
thick layer of fat.  Oil was used either for cooking or as fuel for wicker lamps. 
Although the arrival of the whales coincided with the “tag-linaw” or the “calm 
season”
114
 , even with such predictability between the months of February until June, one 
could not be assured of a catch.  Some fishers caught twelve whales in the four-month 
season while others caught only one. The numbers of whales struck but lost could not be 
estimated. Several former whalers interviewed had caught from as few as four whales and up 
                                                   
108 Interview, 110129_001, Manong Magno, Lila 
109 Interview 111218_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila. 
110 Interview, 111218_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila 
111 There were no U.S. dollar exchange rate values found for years prior to 1945.  If this is converted 
according to the exchange rate of 1945 (1US$ = Php2), it will be equivalent to US$0.10 – 0.25. 
112 A pundok or pile of whale meat was estimated to be equivalent to four kilos. The price of rice at 
that time was ten centavos per “gantang” which was equivalent to one gallon in dry measure.  This 
shows the value of whale meat in comparison to rice while at the same time illustrating the value of 
money during that time period. 
113 Interview Nos. 13 and 14, Lila in Acebes 2005 
114 “Tag linaw” is what is known as the summer season when the winds and seas are most calm.  In 
the Bohol Sea region, this partially overlaps with the northeast monsoon or “amihan” from November 




to a maximum of nine whales during their entire “whaling career”
115116
.  This was attributed 
to the varying levels of skill among jumpers with a combination of “luck”
117
. 
Sagay whaling, which was probably derived from the fishery in Bohol, started in a 
similar fashion around 1900.  Here too they hunted the same species, the Bryde’s whales 
which locals called “bugangsiso” or simply “balyena”
118
.  Although the technique of 
jumping onto the back of the whale from a wooden outrigger boat was the same, they used a 
locally crafted toggle harpoon
119
 called “isi” similar to that used by 19
th
 century American 
whalers (Acebes 2009, 9) (see Plate 2.3).  The harpoon tip was attached to the end of a 3-
metre long wooden pole and secured with a rope.  Fishers also used a “gangso” or gaff hook 
to secure a harpooned whale
120





                                                   
115 For three respondents from Lila, they caught whales for about 10-15 years.  This refers to whales 
that they themselves caught as the “jumper” in a boat crew and included hunts using a pumpboat 
towards the latter part of their whaling career. 
116 Interview Nos. 12, 13 and 14 in Acebes 2005 
117 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila; Interview, 111219_001, Elias Lagria and wife, 
Lila 
118 Interview, 120520_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay 
119 This was referred to by Dolar et al. (1994) as a “single-toggle-head grommet harpoon” set on one 
end of a 2.5 metre wooden handle instead of 3 meters as described by respondents in this study. 
According to Dolar et al. (1994) it was “nearly identical to dolphin irons” used by American whalers 
in the mid-19th century. 
120 Interview No. 31 and 33, Sagay in Acebes 2005 





Plate 2.3.  Harpoon or isi used by fishers from Sagay to catch whales, whale sharks and 
manta rays (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
 
Plate 2.4. Whaling implements used in Sagay, the sundang or long knife and the isi or 
harpoon (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
Unlike those vessels in Bohol, the boats they used, which were called “pamilakan”’ 




dangerous to manoeuvre when chasing a whale against the wind
122
 (Acebes 2009, 9). It was 
also manned by five oarsmen (“taga-bugsay”) and one jumper (“taga-bangkaw”) (Ibid.).  
Their whaling grounds also did not extend too far offshore from the village of Sagay but 
extended some distance north and south to the shores of Catarman and Guinsiliban, 
respectively. The distribution of the catch was essentially the same as in Lila.  Half of the 
catch was given to the boat that harpooned the whale while the other half went to the boats 
that helped
123
.  Each half was then divided equally among the crew of the boat including the 
owner of the boat and harpoon (if different). However, one respondent described it 
differently with the catch being divided equally among the number of people who 
participated in the hunt including the owner of the boat and fishing implements but the 
harpooner received two shares (Acebes 2009, 10).  Shares were used or disposed of as each 
person wished.  The boat owner did not dictate the price nor to whom the catch was sold
124
. 
It was the women who usually carried the meat around the village and neighbouring villages 
to sell.  Similar to Bohol, the organization of the fishery was fluid with the crew members 
informally recruited and they were not permanently tied to a particular boat or group of 
fishers. Most crew members were related to each other because village members were most 
















                                                   
122 Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay 
123 Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay 




Figure 2.3 Crew members of a whaling boat in Balite, Sagay indicating the kinship of crew 























Andres Echaure (cousin of Felix) - harpooner 
Dionisio Echaure (nephew of Felix) 
Andres Gagwan (nephew) 
Francisco Yamzon (nephew) 
Francisco Uayan (nephew) 




For the first half of the twentieth century, every whaling season from as early as 
January to as late as June, they would see whales no more than three kilometres from shore 
(Acebes 2005).  Although the whales were there, there were days or even seasons when they 
could not catch them.  It was not uncommon to strike a whale, get dragged for kilometres 
and still lose it. One former whaler shared a story of a 12-metre long whale that dragged 
their boat all the way to Misamis Oriental
125
. Just when they thought it was exhausted and 
about to give up, the rope attached to the harpoon broke and the whale swam free.  It was 
common to catch a whale five to nine metres long while those over 12 meters were seldom 
taken.  The catch numbers were so unpredictable that there was a year when fishers caught 
two whales in a month and there was a season when they caught none
126
. A whaler caught at 
most three whales in one season
127
. 
Lila fishers transferred the whaling practice to Pamilacan in the late 1930s. By this 
time Lila fishers noticed that the whales that used to frequent their shores were no longer as 
abundant.  Fishers had to go further out to sea, reaching the Island of Pamilacan several 
kilometres south west of their town.  There they found the whales to be still abundant, hence 
it became their new fishing ground.  Bryde’s whales around Pamilacan were reputedly so 
abundant that it was likened to seeing a “herd of carabaos”
128
. Islanders however, referred to 
the whales as “bugangsiso”, not “bongkaras”
129
.  Lila fishers started landing their catch on 
Pamilacan where they cut it up before taking it back to Lila to be sold.  It was then that 
Pamilacan fishers first got involved in the fishery by helping in the processing in exchange 
for shares of the meat.  Not long after, Pamilacan fishers went out on their own boats, also 
called “pilang” to observe the hunt and learned the technique
130
. Pamilacan fishers, however, 
did not process the whale on the Island themselves instead they towed the entire carcass to 
Lila where it was sold wholesale.  The fishers only took several kilos of meat, primarily 
from the head near the blowhole for their own consumption while the rest was towed to Lila. 
The system of distribution of the catch was practically the same as that in Lila. However, the 
share was not in the form of meat but in cash.  The sales from the whale were divided up 
according to the number of crew members with the boat owner receiving also one share.  If 
                                                   
125 Interview No. 31, Sagay in Acebes 2005 
126 Interview, 120520_002, Manong Conrad, Sagay 
127 Interview No. 31, Sagay in Acebes 2005 
128 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila 
129 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan 




several boats cooperated in a hunt, the money was divided five ways, and four shares went to 
the boat that hooked the whale while one share went to the boats that helped.  The four 
shares were further divided among the number of crew members and boat.  A single share 
was divided among the number of boats that helped and further divided among each boat’s 
crew.  Lila buyers were responsible for the processing and marketing of the whale.  
2.3 Ray hunting 
Whaling was not the sole means of livelihood for the fishers living in the above mentioned 
communities.  They hunted other large marine vertebrates as well, the whale sharks and 
manta rays. According to respondents, the practice of hunting manta rays or “sanga” went 
back further in time than the practice of whaling
131
.  All communities previously described 
hunted manta rays using the same fishing implements and techniques they used for catching 
whales (Plate 2.5).  The only variation was that fishers did not use floaters for manta rays.  
The rope attached to the hook or harpoon was directly tied to the boat.  According to 
respondents, manta rays were easier to catch than whales. Unlike whales which were not 
only bigger and stronger and swam faster, manta rays were easily subdued.  Unlike whaling, 
a single boat could catch a manta ray quite easily without assistance from other boats.  
Respondents often described how dangerous it was to pursue a whale, with men getting 
injured and a few lucky ones barely escaping death. Whaling was only for the few brave 
ones.  As one former whaler described it:  
Tag-sa ra may mu…dagko man gyud na isda kanang bongkaras. Hadluk na. Desedido ra 
man kuha. Katong isog ug dugho. Kay peligro man, ma igo ka ng ikog, di gyud ka mu balik.  
(Only a handful will [hunt]. That fish is very big, the bongkaras [Bryde’s whale]. It is scary.  
Only the determined will take it. Those with a strong heart.  Because it is dangerous, if you 
are hit by its tail you will certainly not come back.)132    
 
Although hunting manta rays still posed some risks, the worst that could happen was getting 
severe abrasions from the animal’s sharp skin or getting entangled in the rope attached to the 
hook or harpoon. 
                                                   
131 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila; Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, 
Pamilacan; Interview, 100529_002, Lumad, Pamilacan; Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, 
Sagay. 





Plate 2.5  A former Pamilacan whale and manta ray hunter holding a pilak (Photo by 
JMVAcebes) 
 
The hunting season for manta rays coincided with the season for whaling since the 
animals went after the same prey, the uyabang (krill)
133
. There were seasons, however, when 
fishers started the hunt in January or even as early as December when the manta rays 
“appeared” earlier.  Fishers believed that they could catch the manta rays whenever krill 
were present because that was when they would come to the surface to feed. It was quite 
common then for fishers to see all three groups of animals together – whales, whale sharks 
and manta rays, feeding off a huge swarm of krill. 
Manta rays too could be easily spotted from shore in the past as they jumped out of 
the water
134
. The fishing grounds were near the shore. Unlike whales however, manta rays 
could be caught even at night
135
.  As mantas would often feed at night, the fishers could 
easily see the rays’ white bellies under the moonlight or hear them when they hit the water as 
they jumped.  
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 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila; Interview, 111219_001, Elias Lagria, Lila; 
Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay. 
134 Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, Pamilacan; Interview, 100925_001, Manong Afin, Jagna. 




Prior to the use of motorized boats, a manta ray hunting boat from Lila and 
Pamilacan comprised a crew of four to five men. Similar to a whaling crew, one was the 
designated “jumper” or “hookman” who was perched at the bow on the lookout for mantas 
while three or four were oarsmen (“taga remo”), with one acting as the helmsman or “taga-
ulen”
136
 controlling the steering oar
137
.   Using his hand holding the hook, the “jumper” 
directed the helmsman, pointing it in the direction the animal was moving.  Once he (and the 
bow of the boat) was about one arms length from or almost directly above the animal, he 
jumped and thrusted the hook into the ray’s back.  The rope attached to the hook, which was 
securely tied to the centre post of the boat, was guided by one of the oarsmen. The rope was 
about 120 metres long and was paid out gradually, a few metres at a time, until it was almost 
taut. They allowed the manta to drag the boat until it became tired.  Depending on the size of 
the animal, another boat could try to help by attaching another hook to the ray.  Once 
subdued, the “jumper” went back in the water to stab and kill the ray, just as they did with a 
whale.  However, according to some respondents from Lila, the manta was not killed 
because it “helped” by swimming as it was towed.  The manta was then tied up around its 
cephalic lobes and around the base of the tail, secured to the side of the hull and then 




                                                   
136 “Taga-ulen” is most likely a variation of the term “mangolin” referred to by Yap (1925). 





Figure 2.4  Illustration of how the manta ray was secured to the boat (Drawn by JMV 
Acebes based on descriptions of informants) 
 
In Lila the sharing of the manta catch was different.  The catch was divided into 
three equal shares
138
.  Two shares went to the boat that hooked the manta and one share went 
to the boat or boats that helped.  In Pamilacan, the manta was divided in the same way as a 
whale, wherein each member of the crew and the boat owner received equal shares. 
However, the jumper, aside from his share received a prized part of the manta, the “paa-
paa”
139140
. If more than one boat participated in the hunt, the catch was divided into five 
parts: four shares went to the boat that hooked the ray and one share went to the boat or 
boats that helped.  As with whaling, each fisher was free to do as they wished with their 
share. 
Manta meat cut into square pieces was sold fresh or dried with skin intact. Most 
often the skin was just thrown away.  There was no distinction between dark or white meat, 
                                                   
138 Interview 100722_001, Lila, Sisinando Oculam. 
139
 “paa-paa” was described by respondents as the white belly (ventral) part of the manta ray. 
However, according to the illustration showing the divisions of the ray in Ambrosio G. Yap’s (1925) 
“Ray fishing in Jayna, Bohol” it corresponds to two areas on each side of the belly of the ray (see 
Figure 2.7). 




the price was the same.  The gill rakers
141
 were eaten too but not in their entirety, as only a 
portion of it was edible.  Lila fishers sold manta meat to other nearby towns including Jagna 
while Pamilacan fishers sold their catch whole to Lila, Baclayon and Panglao. The price of 
manta meat in the 1930s
142
 started from 30 centavos per slice dried in Pamilacan with a 
whole manta selling for a maximum of 15 pesos
143144





.  At Lila, prior to the Second World War, four squares of 
fresh manta meat were sold from two to seven pesos
147148
. 
In the 1950s, on average, a boat caught only one manta ray a day
149
. On a good day, 
the entire fishing village caught five to ten mantas.  At times when there were plenty of catch 
for several days, fishers had difficulty selling the meat.  It was then that they dried any 
unsold meat and bartered it for corn and root crops
150
. 
Manta ray hunting from Sagay and Catarman, on Camiguin Island differed very little 
from that in Bohol.  The system of distribution of the manta ray catch in Sagay was the same 
as that for whales. Unlike in whaling however, only a few boats cooperated in the hunt hence 
the half that went to the boats that helped was usually divided only into two or three shares. 
According to some respondents, sometimes the harpooner was given an additional share as a 
prize and the preferred part was the tip of the “wing” or “pawis” of the manta while the 
oarsmen received the cephalic lobes
151
. In Catarman, on the other hand, the manta was 
divided three ways with two shares going to the boat that harpooned the ray while one share 
went to the boats that helped.  Similar to Bohol, the meat was not initially sold per kilo but 
                                                   
141 Gill rakers refer to the structures involved in filtering tiny prey in bony and cartilaginous fish. They 
are cartilaginous processes that project from the gill arch or branchial arch. In this study, it refers to 
the entire structure of the gill arch, gill rakers with gill filaments. 
142
 There were no U.S. dollar exchange rate values found for years prior to 1945. If 30 centavos and 
Php15 were converted using the rate in 1945, it will be equivalent to US$0.15 and US$7.50, 
respectively. 
143 According to informants, a “gantang” of rice cost five centavos in the 1930s. 
144 Interview, 100529_002, Lumad, Pamilacan 
145 In 1950, 1 US$ was equivalent to Php2. 
146 Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, Pamilacan 
147 No U.S. dollar exchange rate values found for years prior to 1945. 
148 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila 
149 Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, Pamilacan 
150 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila. 




by piece.  In the 1950s, the prices ranged from one peso to 2.50 pesos (US$0.50-1.25) per 
piece of cut meat
152
.  Manta meat was sold locally on the Island.  Meat that was not sold 
fresh was dried.   
Ray hunting in Jagna, Bohol, appears to have been practiced longer than in any other 
town around the Bohol Sea. Among all the other communities that hunted rays, it is only in 
Jagna that the fishery was found to be more organized and specialized.  Fishers in Jagna did 
not hunt whales or whale sharks.  However, there was at least one instance between 1971 
and 72 when a whale found circling near shore was harpooned by fishers, dragged to Lila 
and butchered there (Acebes 2009, 12).  Two sperm whales were also caught by Jagna 
fishers with a net around 1979 or 1980 and were butchered and eaten by villagers (Ibid.) 
(Plate 2.6). 
 
Plate 2.6 Stranded sperm whales caught and landed in Jagna, Bohol in 1979 or 1980 (Photo 
courtesy of Teodorico T. Galamiton) 
 
  It appears that in Jagna, among all the large marine vertebrates, the manta ray is 
their main target species.  Aside from the testimonies of older fishers interviewed, tracing 
the practice to the early 1900s, one written document published in 1925 by Ambrocio G. 
Yap, not only described in detail the hunting technique, implements used and distribution of 
the catch but also noted taboos and superstitious beliefs linked to it. Yap (1925, 2) wrote:  
The “sanga” is only known among the southern Boholanos and the Siquijor people (as far as 
my knowledge goes, after inquiring several students from different places acquainted with 
sea fishing industry.) However, people from northern Mindanao are more or less acquainted 
                                                   




to this kind of ray fish because these people are closely related with the Boholanos in 
bartering goods. 
 
The technique of hunting manta rays in Jagna is identical to all other fishing communities 
described previously in terms of jumping on top of the animal and thrusting a sharp fishing 
implement from a wooden outrigger sailboat.  The harpoon or “isi” used was not only 
identical to that used in Sagay, Camiguin but the boat used was also called a “pamilakan” 
(see Plate 2.7). Yap (1925) described the isi and other implements used in the hunt complete 
with local terms for them (see Figure 2.5).  
 







Figure 2.5 Ray fishing implements from Jagna (taken from Yap 1925) 
 
The “pamilakan” of Jagna was described as ranging from five to six meters long 
(Yap 1925, 3) or according to respondents, from eight up to 14 metres long with a sail 
reaching almost seven meters high
153
 (See Plate 2.8).  According to one respondent, the sail 
used to be woven from the dried leaves of a plant called “buli” that commonly grew along 
the hillsides
154
. It was usually manned by three men: “taga timon” or helmsman, “taga 
                                                   
153 Interview, 100925_001, Manong Afin, Jagna; Interview No. 86, 060828_003, Jagna in Acebes 
2006; Interview Nos. 80 & 81, 060827_003, Jagna in Acebes 2006. 




bugsay” or oarsmen/ rowers, and “mu-ambak” or “jumper”
155
.  However, according to Yap 
(1925, 3) the boat was usually manned by four persons:  the “manonoong”, two 
“mangagaod” and one “mangolin”.  The “manonoong” was the “jumper” while the 
“mangagaod” were the oarsmen and the “mangolin” was the helmsman.  These roles 
however, were not fixed as further explained by Yap (1925) because although each crew 
member had a specific role they also had other responsibilities during the hunt and also 
helped each other in performing those tasks.  The “manonoong” was likened to the captain 
of the boat (Yap 1925, 3). He was responsible for his crew and directed what to do.  He 
ordered where the boat should go when in pursuit of a ray.  He held the wooden pole of the 
harpoon with both hands and once a ray was within striking distance, he jumped from the 
boat to strike the ray.  When the ray was struck, the “manonoong” swam back to the boat 
without delay.  During this time, the two “mangagaod” sat in the middle of the boat holding 
the rope attached to the harpoon.  These men loosened hold of the rope or paid it out until 
the “manonoong” was safely back on the boat.  Once back on the boat, the rope was tied to 
the middle of the boat.  The “mangagaod” were also responsible for keeping the boat 
balanced.  The “mangolin” was responsible for assisting the “manonoong” in securing the 
ray.  He held a “taga” or gaff hook and dove in the water to hook the ray if it dove down 
deep or tried to swim around the boat.  The second gaff hook was used by the “manonoong” 
to strike the ray again to secure it.  Once hooked, the two “mangagaod” pulled the animal to 
the surface of the water.  The ray was then tied by the cephalic lobes and the base of the tail 
as previously described.  When this process was completed by just the crew of one boat then 
the catch was theirs entirely. However, if other boats arrived at the site before the tying of 
the ray was completed, those boats were entitled to the right half of the ray except two parts: 
the “pinlac” and “lindahon” (See Figure 2.7).  
                                                   
155 Interview Nos. 80 & 81, 060827_003, Jagna in Acebes 2006; Interview No. 82, 060827_004, 
Jagna in Acebes 2006; Interview No. 85, 060828_002, Jagna in Acebes 2006; Interview No. 88, 





Plate 2.8. A pamilakan named Texas from Jagna, Bohol in 1956 (Photo courtesy of 
Teodorico T. Galamiton) 
 
It was quite common for other boats to approach and try to harpoon a ray that was 
already harpooned but not yet tied to a boat.  Whoever succeeded to harpoon the ray a 
“second” time was entitled to the right half of the animal, excluding the pinlac and lindahon. 
However, if a third boat successfully harpooned the ray and the second harpoon loosened, 
then the third boat received that share.  If several boats arrived on the site at the same time, 
after the ray was harpooned by the first boat and none of them were able to harpoon it, then 
the ray was declared as “angayan” (Yap 1925, 9).  This meant that the right half of the ray 
did not belong to a particular boat and would be shared among all the boats that came to 
assist in catching the ray. 
In Jagna, the manta ray was towed back to shore alive.  The fishers were careful not 
to strike the animal on the head to avoid damaging its brain.  The reason behind this was the 
same as that given by some Lila respondents. It made it easier to tow the animal because it 
“helped’ the boat by swimming. 
In no other fishing community was the system of distribution of the catch described 
in so much detail as that by Yap (1925) for Jagna.  Most aspects of his findings were 
corroborated by testimonies of elder respondents during this research. Respondents 
described how the manta ray was divided into parts and although most corresponded with 




different name (the “tinindugan”) (see Figure 2.6).  According to Yap (1925, 12-16), the 
manta ray was divided into six primary parts but the method of dividing varied according to 
how the ray was caught and shares were distributed according to the role the person played 
in the hunt (see Figure 2.7). 
 
 
Figure 2.6 Division of the manta ray as described by respondents
156
 (Illustrated by JMV 
Acebes) 
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Figure 2.7 The “primary divisions of the ray fish” (taken from Yap 1925, Fig. 6). 
 
The share of the catch of each boat that participated in the hunt was in the past usually 
divided into five parts: two shares to the boat owner (who usually owned the “isi”) and one 
share to each member of the crew
157
.  As in other fisheries described previously, each 
member of the crew was responsible for selling or bartering their share of the catch.  A piece 
or “pidaso” of manta ray meat cost about 10 to 15 pesos (US$5-7.50) and an entire animal 




).  There were, however, locally known 
buyers called “labaseros or labaseras”
160
 who usually bought by bulk (half a ray) or the 
entire manta ray from the fishers.  They then processed the manta ray themselves by cutting 
it into several slabs and then into thin sheets and dried it before selling the meat to nearby 
towns.  
Yap (1925) presents a good picture of the extent of the ray fishery in Jagna during the first 
quarter of the twentieth century: 
                                                   
157 Interview, 100416_002, Manong Galamiton, Jagna 
158 Interview, 100415_001, Manong Ben, Jagna 
159 The currency conversion rate in 1945 was used, 1US$ equivalent to Php2. 




Early morning during this season, about three hundred of these sail boats with their 
respective men set sai[l] for the deep sea, at least ten knots away from the seashore. There 
they sai[l] to and fro but always near each other, seldom far apart, and watch for the ray fish 
to come near the surface of the water, say three to five meters below the surface of the water, 
they immediately sai[l] for the spot and hit the ray fish with the “isi”.  
 
Whether the number of boats was an exaggeration or if they decreased dramatically to less 
than 60 in the span of twenty years could not be determined.  Several elderly respondents 
from the fishing village of Jagna estimated that there was around 30 to 50 ray fishing boats 
during the time they were active in the fishery in the 1950s
161
.  Respondents described how 
during the season of the hunt, the beach and the entire fishing village was animated and full 
of life. Even out at sea, among the fishers, there was a vibrant atmosphere.   
Respondents stated that in the past, it was common to catch a manta ray of about 
four to seven metres, and even up to nine metres wide
162
 . Fishers often caught one or two 
per day per boat, sometimes even more
163
 . However, the fishery was still uncertain as there 
were days during the fishing season when “the manta ray did not let itself be taken”
164
. For 
this reason, most fishers turned to so-called ritual “experts” to perform a ceremony to “call 
the fishes” and the “sea spirits” or “dili-ingon-nato” (“not like us”)
165
. 
Fishers then believed in the practice of “buhat-buhat” whereby a known man with 
such expertise was called upon to perform such a ceremony
166
.  A former manta ray hunter, 
Manong Johnny’s father from Limasawa, used to be one of those men.  The ceremony was 
conducted just before the start of the fishing season.  It was believed that the spirits of the 
sea are the real “owners” or guardians of the creatures in the sea and these spirits were called 
upon to ask for a good catch.  This ceremony was also practiced in Bohol and Camiguin and 







                                                   
161 Interview, 100416_002, Manong Galamiton, Jagna; Interview, 100501_002, Manong Afin, Jagna; 
Interview, 100925_001, Manong Afin, Jagna 
162 Interview, 100925_001, Manong Afin, Jagna; Interview, 100416_002, Manong Galamiton, Jagna; 
Interview, 060829_001, Jagna 
163 Interview, 100418_003, Manong Ben, Jagna; Interview No. 85, 060828_002, Jagna in Acebes 
2006; Interview No. 84, 060828_001, Jagna in Acebes 2006. 
164 Interview, 100925_001, Manong Afin, Jagna 
165 “Dili-ingon-nato” is referred to by Cuadra (1994, 245) as “non human beings” which he likened to 
“tawo sa dagat” (people of the sea) to which fisherfolks of the Central Visayas attribute any 
misfortune or illness during a fishing expedition. 
166 Interview, 100925_001, Manong Afin, Jagna; Interview, 100501_002, Manong Afin, Jagna; 
Interview, 100416_002, Manong Galamiton, Jagna 
167 Interview, 110129_001, Manong Magno, Lila; Interview, 100925_001, Manong Afin, Jagna; 




Offerings of biscuits, rice, coconut toddy or tuba, chicken or pork were presented while 
burning incense on the beach, and the man recited a prayer to the sea spirits asking for the 
fish to come.  Various respondents described the ceremony slightly differently yet a common 
feature was the offering of food - rice and meat, to propitiate the sea spirits accompanied by 
a prayer recited by the “expert”.  Part of the food offering was either thrown into the sea or 
set afloat on a piece of banana tree “bark” while the rest was eaten by the participants in the 
ceremony.  Fishers present had to be silent during the entire ceremony.  Several respondents 
believed that performing the ceremony brought them the possibility of a good catch and 
failing to do so brought not only no catch but also bad luck.  It was said that the ceremony 
rendered the large fishes tame or “pa-anad”
170
 , allowing the fishers to catch them.  As such 
the ceremony was performed not just for manta rays but for whales and whale sharks as well.   
According to Yap (1925, 9), ray fishing in Jagna was done with close adherence to 
superstitious beliefs and he described in detail how this ritual ceremony was held.  Before 
embarking on a hunt, the fishers sought the aid of the “tootohan” whom they believed had “a 
close friendship with the Goddess of the sea who has particular cha[r]ge of the ray fish” 
(Ibid., 10). A small monetary contribution was solicited from every manonoong or “jumper” 
in the village in order to purchase the offerings for the ceremony.  The principal component 
of the offering comprised of a white pig slaughtered, cleaned thoroughly, cut and boiled 
without salt.  Together with cooked rice, and “tuba”, the prepared meat was taken to a 
secluded cliff by the sea at night where the manonoongs were gathered.  The pieces of pork, 
some rice and “tuba” were thrown to the sea while the tootohan read from a book with 
outstretched arms.  In this ceremony the tootohan implored “the help of the Goddess of the 
ray fish” (Ibid.).  After the ceremony, all people present ate the leftover food in complete 
silence.  The ceremony was ended by a prayer recited by the tootohan followed by 
“communal shouting and wild dancing” (Ibid., 11). 
Such rituals were not uncommon in coastal communities in the Central Visayas.  For 
instance, similar ceremonies were performed in the coastal communities of Bantayan Island 
and Daanbantayan in northern Cebu.  According to Cuadra (1994, 244), the “halad” and the 
“halad sa diwata” were performed to bless a new fishing vessel, or an older vessel on its 
anniversary, or to thank the “tawo sa dagat (people of the sea) for an abundant catch”, or to 
commemorate a past misfortune. 
                                                                                                                                                
168 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila 
169 Interview, 100529_002, Lumad, Pamilacan 




At another barangay on Limasawa Island, fishers also hunted manta rays until the 
middle of the 1980s.  This fishery shared similarities with those described above, especially 
with Pamilacan in Bohol.  This fishery will be discussed separately in Chapter four together 
with the other fisheries for large marine vertebrates on that Island.   
 
2.4 Whale shark hunting 
Whale sharks used to be in such abundance in the Bohol Sea that they were likened to 
schooling fish. As one elder fisher from Pamilacan described it:  
Tag daghan man na sila kaayo. Mura man na sila ug isdang tulingan. Hesus, daghana 
kaayo. Sungag, ilang ulo ana o. Daghan na kaayo, isdang balilan.” [Those are really plenty. 
They are like the bonito fish171. Jesus, there are so many.  Their heads are blunt like so. There 




Hunting for whale sharks was also practiced by the same group of fishers from Sagay, 
Camiguin and Lila and Pamilacan in Bohol.  Their fishing grounds were just off their 
respective coasts, the same area where they hunted whales.  The local name for whale shark 
is “tawiki” in Camiguin
173





in Lila.  The hunting technique was the same as that used for whales and manta rays.  Whale 
sharks were, like the manta rays easier to catch since they were considered more “tame” or 
“anad” than whales.  They were known to approach boats because they were not afraid and 
when they were feeding, they would even hit or nudge fishing boats
176
 . Whale shark meat 
however, was considered to be of inferior quality compared to whale flesh and was not 
favoured as much by locals.  Some people even refused to eat it
177
.  One former hunter 
described their aversion to it as follows:   
Dili kaayo ba kursunada sila pagkaon kay bija man kaayo klase na isda, kanang tawiki. 
([People] they didn’t like to eat much because it is not a good kind of fish, the whale 
shark).178  
 
                                                   
171 Bonito or tulingan is a fish of the Scombridae family. It is a vernacular for several species of 
mackerels and tunas. 
172 Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, Pamilacan 
173 Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay 
174 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan 
175 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila; Interview, 110129_001, Manong Magno, Lila 
176 Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, Pamilacan 
177 Interview, 110129_001, Manong Magno, Lila 




Another former hunter also said that over half a century ago fishers took whale 
sharks almost as if for leisure: “it was like they played with them, that fish, the whale 
shark.”
179
 The system of distribution of the whale shark meat was the same as that for 
whales.  Prior to the mechanization of the fishery, whale shark meat could not be sold in 
Camiguin and Bohol
180
 .  Locals dried the meat and bartered it for corn, unhusked rice, 
bananas and root crops.  In Pamilacan, a piece or “tuhog”
181
 of dried whale shark meat was 
bartered for 15 “gantang” of unhusked rice or for ten “gantang” of corn
182
. Even the fins 
were just left hanging on trees by the beach
183
 .  This, however, changed and it became the 
most lucrative fishery in the Bohol Sea, particularly in Pamilacan Island in the 1990s 
because of demand from outside the Philippines, as will be shown in the next chapter.  
2.5 Dolphin takes 
Dolphins were taken by fishers from all the communities visited but in varying degrees. 
However, none of the communities hunted dolphins as a target species during this period of 
non-motorized boats
184
.  It can be said that dolphins were taken opportunistically, for 
example when a pod of dolphins bowride on the fishers’ boats
185
.  Dolphins were considered 
quite difficult to catch using harpoons or hooks because they swim fast and were “very wild” 
or “iglas kaayo”
186
  or “ilahan”
187
. However, when fishers were fortunate enough to catch 
one, its meat was relished.  Some fishers described how certain species of dolphins were 
preferred over others for reasons not only of taste but also the degree of difficulty entailed in 
catching one.  There is a kind of dolphin that is considered “isug” or “strong” or “fierce” as 
it is known to fight back when harpooned
188
.  Prior to the use of motorized boats, dolphin 
                                                   
179 Interview, 100529_002, Lumad, Pamilacan 
180 Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay; Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, 
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181 A “tuhog” of dried whale shark meat was estimated by a respondent to be equivalent to about two 
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182 Interview, 120504_001, Manong Juan, Pamilacan 
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186 Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay 
187 Interview, 110129_001, Manong Magno, Lila 








2.6 Big fishes for anyone to take 
In the Philippines, the hunting of whales, manta rays, whale sharks and dolphins was not 
regulated up until the late twentieth century. Prior to this time there was no form of 
management of the fisheries at either the local community level or by the state.  Fishers took 
as many “big fish” as they could each season.  Neither was there any selection based on age, 
size, sex or class of the animals.  Several respondents have either taken or attempted to take 
mother whales and their calves
190
 and pregnant manta rays
191
.  Since boat building and 
ownership was not regulated either, the number of boats in a fishing village simply depended 
on the number of people willing and able to engage in the enterprise. 
It is reasonable to assume that the fisheries for these large marine vertebrates were 
practiced with little or no interruption from their inception in the nineteenth century.  Based 
on interviews, it was only during the period of the Second World War (1941-1945) that 
fishing communities of the Bohol Sea had to stop hunting and fishing altogether for 
prolonged periods of time. During this period people from the coasts fled to the hills and had 
to depend on the land for food in fear of their lives
192
. Other than this difficult period and 
other catastrophic events (i.e. volcanic eruptions on Camiguin Island), only adverse weather 
conditions and accidents, such as damaged or sunk boats, and personal injuries prevented 
fishers from going out to hunt “big fish”. 
 
2.7 Comparison with other hunters of “big fishes” 
The technique of hunting for whales, whale sharks and manta rays described in this chapter 
is not unique to the fishers of the Bohol Sea.  Sea hunters of Indonesia, specifically those 
from the village of Lamalera in Nusa Tenggara Timur in Lembata Island use the same 
technique of jumping onto the back of the whale and thrusting a locally crafted harpoon 
(Barnes 1996).  Yet there are striking differences as well, from the design of the fishing 
implements and the boat used, the organization of the fishery, the system of distribution, to 
rituals associated with the hunt.  Furthermore, in whaling, hunters of Lamalera target sperm 
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whales and do not seek out baleen whales because of “traditional prohibitions” (Barnes 
1996, 274).  At the time of Barnes’ (1996) study, each whaling boat or “téna”  carried seven 
to nine harpoons and one or two gaff hooks and some  also carried lances (Ibid., 253).  The 
harpoons, which were forged from iron and flattened to a particular shape, had a single barb 
varying in size to fit its purpose or target species. This is in contrast to the solitary harpoon 
and hook used by fishers of the Bohol Sea which were used regardless of whether it was a 
whale, whale shark or manta ray.  The “téna” was a planked double outrigger boat more than 
ten metres long and over two metres wide (Barnes 1996, 201). It had a bamboo platform 
extending 1.5 metres in front of the boat (Ibid.).  This was where the harpooner positioned 
himself when throwing the harpoon. It also had a “movable bipod mast” made from bamboo 
poles about seven metres long upon which the hand-woven rectangular sail was hung (Ibid., 
219).  The “téna” was manned by a crew of between nine and fourteen men. 
Unlike in the Bohol Sea fishing communities where boats were owned by 
individuals and their immediate families, whaling boats and large fishing boats in Lamalera 
were owned and maintained by “corporations” (Ibid., 179).  This renders the system of 
distribution of the catch more complicated.  Each boat was associated with a “great house” 
which was usually the centre of a clan or of one of its segments (Ibid.).  Members of the 
corporation were not necessarily crew members but normally the core crew were the most 
active members of the corporation. The corporation owned the boat and was headed by the 
“boat master” who was essentially the manager.  The boat master’s immediate family and 
other people involved in the construction of the boat and the fishing implements were also 
part of the corporation. The system of distribution of the catch was equally intricate and 
varied from one corporation to another.  Hence, the sperm whale was divided into “share 
locations” which correspond to a particular member of the corporation who had the right to 
that share
193
.  Such specific divisions of the whale were not present in relation to the Bryde’s 
whale of the Bohol Sea fishers. 
As with whaling, ray hunting in Lamalera, Indonesia had some differences 
compared to how it was done in the Bohol Sea.  The entire manta ray was taken into the 
“téna” where it was cut up into several sections and stored until the end of the hunt for the 
day.  Just like the sperm whale, the manta ray was divided into “share locations” which were 
distributed accordingly to the members of the corporation (Barnes 1996, 197).  These 
divisions were different from those in the Bohol Sea. Crew could get additional shares if 
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they spotted the ray first and if more than one ray was caught in a day. Unlike in the case of 
the whale, the corporation’s share in the manta ray was first dried before distribution. 
Fishers of Lamalera adhere to rituals and related systems of beliefs before, during 
and after the hunt. There are many prohibitions in speech and behaviour especially when the 
crew are attacking a whale (Barnes 1996, 295).  There were also specific songs for rowing 
and hunting, some particular to a species. Ceremonies were also performed in association 
with the different stages of boat building.  Although ceremonies were also performed by 
fishing communities in the Bohol Sea, these were not as elaborate and strongly evident.  
Furthermore, the rituals described by Barnes (1996) were still practiced during the time of 
his late 1970s study while in the Bohol Sea such practices waned in the latter half of the 
twentieth century and have practically disappeared with the advent of the twenty-first 
century.  The reasons behind this will be discussed in Chapter five. 
2.8 Conclusion 
This chapter has provided evidence on the abundant levels of of whales, whale sharks, 
dolphins and manta rays in the Bohol Sea based on historical accounts and oral history, 
sources that have been largely neglected in the past.  These sources and local recollections 
depicted a Bohol Sea where large marine vertebrates were found in great numbers close to 
shore and arrived at predictable times or seasons announced by changes in the sea and the 
winds.  Based on testimonies of respondents, not only did the fishers catch more whales, 
whale sharks and manta rays in the past but the animals were also larger in size. 
Among the large marine vertebrates hunted in the Bohol Sea, the whale was the 
most preferred in terms of taste. It was referred to as “a very good fish” (“guwapo nga kaayo 
nga isda”), as one former whaler described it:  
Any way you eat a whale it won’t make you sick or feel bad. There are some fish that when 
you eat it, it will make you ill but the whale, no, any way you eat it is good. It is very good 
[kind] fish.194 
 
The hunting techniques described in this chapter illustrate how each community 
adapted to the biology and ecology of their target species.  I have shown how different 
communities used what resources were available to them at that time to maximize the 
utilization of the marine environment in the Bohol Sea.  Given limitations in technology as 
well as natural conditions such as the weather, and seasonality of their prey, each community 
devised appropriate fishing techniques, systems of distribution of the catch and developed a 
local knowledge-base on their different target species. 
                                                   




In the past, there were no fishing management regimes followed by fishers of large 
marine vertebrates.  They went out to hunt whenever their target species were present as 
long as the sea conditions were favourable.  There were no attempts by the local government 
or by the communities themselves to regulate the fisheries until the latter part of the 
twentieth century. Although some taboos and superstitious beliefs were associated with the 
fisheries, it did not limit the fishing effort or the method of hunting. Instead, these beliefs 
provided a rationalization for the abundance or “disappearance” of the large marine 
vertebrates, consequently affecting their ability to catch them. 
As was shown in this chapter, the fishing communities living off the resources of the 
Bohol Sea are for the most part alike.  This is not surprising because they share the same Sea 
and the same marine resources within it. As Subramanian (2010) put it in “following fish” 
along the Southern Indian coast:  
The rhythms and habits of lives on the coast are so alike because they have been shaped by 
the same force of nature. For all its variations in salinity or fauna or temperature gradient, the 
sea is the same everywhere. It is moody, dangerous and inscrutable, imposing particular 
disciplines upon those who depend on it. 
 
Towards the end of this period of sails and oars, fishers began to notice changes in the sea 
and the large marine vertebrates. The sea was not as predictable as it used to be and whales, 
manta rays as well as other fish were no longer as abundant along their shores.  The causes 
of these changes were not necessarily clear or readily apparent to those who witnessed them 
at the time.   
As the next chapter will show, this scenario changed dramatically in the first half of 
the twentieth century. There were extrinsic changes that compelled the various communities 
to adapt accordingly or give up the trade.  However, technological developments still 
allowed some to keep hunting the big fishes. 
 




Technological changes in the fisheries: from hooks to nets 
3.1 Introduction 
The fishing communities of Jagna, Pamilacan, Lila,  Sagay, and Guinsiliban  are much like 
any other fishing community in the Visayas in terms of the construction of the houses, the 
location of the houses and other structures in relation to the sea; and the overall lay-out of 
the villages within the larger municipality, town or island. However, looking closely at a 
community ‘in-action’ during a typical fishing day highlights the contrast with other fishing 
communities. It is argued in this study that it is the nature of the target species hunted that 
differentiates these communities from others. It was shown in Chapter two that hunting for 
whales, dolphins, whale sharks and rays necessitates different techniques, skills, special 
fishing implements and a unique ecological knowledge of not just the target species but also 
the overall ecosystem. It is argued further that it is the nature of the ecosystem of the Bohol 
Sea that influences the type of fishery that these communities engage in and hence, 
influences their lifestyle. The nature of the target species also influences the social dynamics 
within the community because it provides opportunity for the majority of the members of the 
community to benefit from the catch while requiring cooperation and reciprocity among 
themselves. Although seasonal, some of these communities are primarily dependent on this 
type of fishery for their livelihood. While there may be occupational pluralism in most of 
these communities, the nature of their environment, namely the geography, topography of 
the island or town and its location and economic status presents different challenges in 
finding other livelihood opportunities. 
The structure of this chapter is organized according to the target species and the 
communities that hunt those species. The chapter discusses hunting practices within the 
period of the modernized fishing era to the present, that is, from the time motorized boats 
were first introduced to the region in the late 1950s and early 1960s up to the end of my field 
work period in 2011. 
In this chapter, I describe the different fisheries for each group of target species - 
rays, whales, dolphins and whale sharks, during the modernized fishing period. I start with 
the current situation then move back in time to the late 1960s and early 1970s. I start from a 
first person perspective to allow the reader to imagine being present at the site while fishery-
related activities are taking place. This approach to an ethnographic presence serves as a 
window into a place, people and their livelihood, in order to introduce each section. 
The chapter begins with Jagna, where the fishery for rays is very active.  The 
detailed description of the fishery from the techniques in fishing to the systems of 
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distribution establish its difference from other traditional fishing communities in the 
Visayas, and the Philippines, as well as other fishing communities in Southeast Asia. The 
costs of the fishery and the income generated from it are discussed in detail, in order to show 
the economic dependency of the people on the enterprise.  From Jagna, I radiate out towards 
other communities involved in the same fishery and show their historical connection with 
Jagna. This leads to a discussion of Pamilacan Island and Hibusong Island and their 
respective ray fisheries, which are compared and contrasted with Jagna.  
The remaining sections of the chapter describe the fisheries for whales, dolphins and 
whale sharks, respectively, by taking a short leap back in time to when these fisheries were 
still active. I start with the hunting for whales in Lila, Pamilacan, and Sagay (Camiguin) to 
show how the practice changed with the introduction of motorized boats. Although these 
fisheries are no longer active, I describe the fishing techniques and their system of 
distribution in order to contrast it with their past practice when the fishery was not yet 
modernized. Furthermore, I show their previous dependence on this fishery and how their 
lives have changed, by describing their present situation.   From the hunting of whales, I then 
move on to describing the development of the fishery and market for whale sharks. This 
takes us back to Lila and Pamilacan and its seemingly independent development in 
Camiguin. Lastly, the whale shark fisheries in Mindanao are discussed briefly. 
I also argue that all these fishers, regardless of which large marine vertebrate they 
hunt or used to hunt, are connected to each other within their communities not only by 
kinship through descent and marriage but also by friendships developed through years of 
cooperation, systems of reciprocity and trade and most importantly, by their target species. 
 
3.2 Reliable rays 
3.2.1 Jagna, Bohol 
Jagna is much like any other coastal town in Bohol (Plate 3.1 and Map 3.1). As you 
approach it from the west, from the capital city of Tagbilaran, you travel on a finely paved 
concrete road, one lane going in each direction with the sea to your right and hillsides and 
rice fields to your left. Long stretches of beach fill your view, lined with coconut palms. The 
shorescape changes from smooth rocky beaches, intertidal mudflats, and mangrove forests to 
coralline shores interspersed with houses of varying shapes, styles and sizes: from, the 
majority of, simple concrete block houses and nipa
195
 huts on stilts, to old Spanish style 
                                                   
195 Nipa huts or bahay kubo (Tagalog) are native houses with thatched roofs made from the leaves of 
the nipa palm. 





 windows; and 60s style American bungalows to brightly painted 




Plate 3.1 Barangay Bunga Mar roadside (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
                                                   
196 Capiz is a bivalve marine mollusc whose shell is used for window panes in the Philippines. 




Map 3.1 Bunga Mar, Jagna 
 
Driving along the island highway one can easily miss Jagna, unless you happen to be 
passing by between the months of January to April. In those months a whiff of air will bring 
a strong pungent smell, which is not at all fishy. If you take notice of the small makeshift 
stalls along the highway you would see peculiar dark, thin, squarish sheets of meat hanging 
for sale. Upon closer inspection, you will realize that the unusual odour is coming from the 
beach. Most likely you have now stopped in the middle of barangay Bunga Mar, Jagna. 
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Walk through the maze of houses toward the beach and you will find yourself looking at a 
mixed pebble and coral beach about 5 meters wide from the highest tide line to the houses, 
with rows of brightly painted outrigger boats anchored a few meters offshore (Plate 3.2). 
 
 
Plate 3.2 Brgy. Bunga Mar beach (Photo by JMVAcebes) 
 
Bamboo slats racks lined along the beach are interspersed with dry-docked smaller 
outrigger boats. Slices of meat about 1cm thick are laid out on the bamboo slats to dry. 
Women are standing by wooden tables set up just behind their houses cutting up thin slabs of 
meat, rolling them up and then laying them out on the slats. There are entrails lying on the 
coralline ground, contents of dark pink krill dumped to one side gathering flies and lobes of 
bloody liver in a wide pail. If you keep walking along the beach going eastwards you will 
encounter pieces of partly dried cartilage piled up here and there, with two or three men 
standing in front of a huge pile of yellow nets that they draw from the side of a boat 
anchored in the shallows, to untangle. As you step up on to the port, a roofed 5-square meter 
concrete elevated structure standing in the middle of a stretch of beach, you take care to get 
out of the way of men carrying large pieces of a ray on their tan bare shoulders, which they 
then flop into big blue plastic crates, leaving the head and mid-portion of the body, and the 
two “wings” exposed. A man wearing a brown beanie and broad sunglasses instructs the 
men to put slabs of the ray on the back of his motorbike with a custom-made metal box 
frame, as the plastic container fits perfectly into it. He gets on his bike and drives through a 
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limestone alley that leads back to the highway. Following his trail suddenly, stopping at the 
side of the highway, as the motorbike speeds west towards Tagbilaran, you notice several 
plastic boxes with the heads, cephalic lobes and wings of rays overflowing from it on the 
side of the road (Plate 3.3). A man, in his 30s, walks casually towards it from the sari-sari 
store on the side of the road and patiently waits for a “truck” – what they call a mini-bus on 
Bohol. A jeepney
197
 stops in front of the other box a couple of meters away and a woman 
and a young man come out of the house in front of it and load the box into the jeepney, also 
going west.  It is 7am. 
 
 
Plate 3.3 Cut up rays in plastic boxes on the side of the road (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
The next day, arriving an hour earlier at 6am, coming from an easterly direction this 
time,  a hundred meters from the port you will see a Styrofoam box with its ray contents 
already sitting on the side of the road, waiting to be transported. No one is on site. Walking 
towards the beach people are gathered just along the waterline. A chubby woman with grey 
short hair wearing a wide-brimmed grass hat, in her late 50s is standing with a consternated 
expression, hands on her waist looking at the ground as if contemplating something, while a 
man waves several neatly folded 100 peso bills in his fist. He is making an offer of Php1,500 
                                                   
197 Jeepneys are 16 to 18-passenger seater vehicles which are the most common mode of public 
transport in the Philippines. 
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to the woman. She does not say anything. Another man interjects and offers Php2,000 for 
two rays and comments “they are small”. Around them were gathered several other men and 
women, some eavesdropping, observing, and giving unsolicited advice to the woman to take 
the man’s offer. Nearby bare-chested men, very tanned, their hair golden brown from sun 
exposure holding big bolos (knives) are standing by waiting, for the negotiations to finish 
and a go ahead signal to start the slaughter. Taking a peek from above and behind their 
shoulders I can see a ray, splayed on the rocks, back shiny black about a meter and a half 
wide, missing its tail and a portion of its base.  Hearing the shouting from both sides you 
would think they were having a huge fight but if you understood Cebuano you would know 
that they are trying to agree on a price for the ray, arguing over the size with the man, stating 
it is his last offer and emphasizing that he has cash. Just across the way in the water are kids 
5 to 7 years old jumping from the outrigger of a boat, laughing at their own antics, oblivious 
to the serious negotiations taking place. One after the other they jump in to the Bohol Sea 
then climb up again upon the outrigger. While a little girl plays with her two year old brother 
in the shallows, about chest deep for him, in blood-tinged water. Finally, signalled by the 
buyer, the deal is closed and the men with bolos start cutting up the ray. First, they cut off 
each wing leaving the head with the entire middle part of the body intact. The head is then 
severed from the body and the rest is halved along the axial plane. They make cuts or slits 
near the pointed end of each wing, put a nylon rope through it and loop each rope on 
opposite ends of a bamboo pole, one man on either end puts it on his shoulder and carries it 
towards the port where a white open-back multi-cab (a small improvised pick up truck) with 
Styrofoam boxes waits. 
On the other side of the port a whole ray  is carried on the back of a shirtless young 
man in his teens from the shore to the shade of a Talisay tree where a couple of women wait 
with their wooden tables set up (Plate 3.4). As they sharpen their knives on a slab of 
rectangular stone, another man cuts up the ray by making a big slit from the thorax down to 
the abdomen taking out the liver, dumping it in a pail, then removing the other organs and 
pulling out the digestive tract. He quickly cuts up the animal and disappears into the maze of 
houses. The women start taking pieces, slapping them on the table and with perfect 
precision, slice away the skin, making sure no meat is left adhering to it.  They then cut the 
big pieces into more manageable blocks about ten inches wide. Taking one slab at a time, 
they slice them into sheets about 1.2 cm thick, of almost uniform length. A woman carefully 
rolls it up and sets it aside on the edge of a table and starts the process again. A younger 
woman then comes and takes the roll and carefully lays it out flat on the bamboo drying 
racks, propped up like a table out in the sun (Plate 3.5). 
 




Plate 3.4  Young labourer carrying a mobula ray (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
 
Plate 3.5 Ray meat on drying racks (photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
Sitting in one corner near the Talisay tree is another man emptying the contents of a 
manta ray’s digestive tract, krill is spewed out to the side, while he cuts the rest into several 
pieces, everything is rinsed with sea water then taken inside his house through the bamboo 
fenced backyard. He comes back out and carefully dissects the gill rakers and lays them on 
the drying racks. Mesmerized by the methodical slicing of the meat by the women, little 
notice is taken of three men gathered in the next backyard. There is a small wooden table, 
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with some benches under a nipa roof, one man minces some onion, slices up ginger and red 
chilli then from a little plastic pail, small pieces of meat (not thinly sliced like the ones being 
laid out to dry in the sun) are taken out and diced. Another man in the corner of the backyard 
prepares to make a fire with dried coconut husks and copra. He puts a small grill on it then 
puts on it a lobe of liver (Plate 3.6). He grills it until the outside is slightly charred then takes 
it over to the table to be cut up. By then the diced meat is ready. The liver is minced then 
placed in the pail, then in goes the ginger, shallots, onion and chilli. The other man then 
brings over a jug of tuba
198
 and glasses. The meat and spices are mixed by hand and tuba is 
poured in. The other man brings from the house a pot of freshly cooked rice. They sit down, 
pour tuba into their glasses and start eating and drinking. In Jagna, this is the most common 
way of preparing and eating fresh ray meat - kinilaw
199
 . Although it is primarily served as 
pulutan
200
 during a drinking session, ray meat can be prepared in many other ways to serve 
as a main dish. 
 
Plate 3.6 Grilling manta ray liver (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
The next day arriving even earlier at 5am, the sun has just come up. It is still a bit 
grey and dark as I walk through the maze of houses. The beach is almost empty, with just the 
sound of water lapping the coralline shores. Picking a spot under the Talisay tree where a 
                                                   
198 Tuba is also known as coconut wine. 
199 Kinilaw refers to fish eaten raw 
200 Pulutan refers to finger food or appetizer eaten when drinking alcohol. 
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small outrigger boat is beached, sitting on its bow gives the perfect vantage point to watch 
for any returning boat. 
Manang Tess comes out of her house carrying a walis tingting
201
 (broom) and starts 
sweeping some leaves away from the back doorstep. I greet her good morning and she 
smiles and greets me back. She walks over and tells me the boats are on their way back, 
Dorothy has four pantihan. They received a text message or sms a few hours ago. They 
should be here soon. People start coming out of their houses, and look straight out to sea, 
scanning the horizon in anticipation of a glimpse of the boats with their catch of rays. 
As I chat with Manang Tess, she asks me about my life, as if she is going to write 
my biography, while women start to trickle down to the beach. Younger women with 
toddlers in their arms come to chat with other women waiting, eagerly for the returning 
boats. Men start to gather by the port. The boats move as if in slow motion, because of the 
weight of their catch, 20 or more rays, each about a meter wide. As the manta boats draw 
closer, about 100 meters from shore, men enter their small boats and paddle towards them, 
some even start swimming as if in a race!  As soon as they reach arms-length from the manta 
boat they climb up on the outrigger and walk across it and onto the boat (Plate 3.7). With all 
the commotion on the boat, and being still 60 meters from shore it is difficult to tell what is 
happening. The former barangay captain, a lady standing next to me, kindly explains that the 
men are canvassers. They board the boat as early as possible to pick a ray or two for a buyer. 
Although it is not really selecting, but rather whatever they get their hands on first, they 
claim for a buyer. 
 
                                                   
201 Walis tingting is a broom made of dried midribs of palm leaves bundled together. 




Plate 3.7  Canvassers on a ray fishing boat (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
As soon as the boats approach the shore, the canvassers jump off with their pick and 
drag them to the prospective buyers to inspect. Shortly afterwards the rays are lined up along 
the shore like soldiers at attention but lying face down with wings spread. Methodically and 
discreetly two older men looking a bit frail and in their sixties, bearing bolos come up to 
each ray and  cut out its tail by making a semi-circular incision through the base. In less than 
five minutes all the rays are tailless. A woman stands by each one, some with rocks piled on 
its back, to stake their claim. The  same older lady with a wide-brimmed hat, this time with a 
small notebook and pencil in hand then comes up to each ray and negotiates with the 
prospective buyer. A young man in his early twenties, still soaking wet from getting off the 
boat approaches the other prospective buyers at the other end of the line also with a small 
notebook and pen. He and the elderly lady are writing down the names of buyers and their 
prices. Patiently the same older men bearing bolos wait for negotiations to finish. Within 
minutes the cutting starts. Two men work together on each ray, one after the other, while 
another two take turns carrying off the parts to their respective owners. 
As if oblivious to what is going on, fishers on the boat gather up their belongings. A 
dark, wrinkled-faced man wearing a salakot
202
 holding a small tin kerosene lamp in his right 
hand, a greasy long-sleeved shirt thrown over his shoulder and a pail in his left hand jumps 
off the boat, takes one look at me and walks towards the houses and disappears.  One man 
                                                   
202 A salakot is a wide-brimmed hat made of reeds or rattan. 
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stays on the boat feeding the net out to three others already on-shore, pulling the net into 
another pile to untangle. 
It is 4pm. I decide to go back to the beach to see what transpires. The beach is 
almost empty. Two boats are being pulled closer to shore.  Within minutes four men climb 
on board. As the last man gets in, another man in the back of the boat pulls in the anchor. 
The motor starts and the boat slowly manoeuvres between several anchored boats and heads 
on its way south, south-east. As the boat disappears over the horizon, the sun begins to set 
and women come to collect the partly dried meat. They stack it in pails and carry it back to 
their houses. They then roll up the bamboo slats and set them aside for the following 
morning. 
These are the scenes and activities played out almost every day starting from the 
month of December until early May. These months comprise the season of the ray fishery in 
Jagna. Sometimes the Jagna fishers say the season may start as early as November and if 
they are lucky, extend until June. 
 
3.2.1.1 The organization of the fishery 
Nowadays, the fishery is organized around a system that has barely changed since the 
introduction of motorized boats in the early 1970s. The fishery uses wooden outrigger boats 
with sizes that range from 9 to 12m
203
. The engines vary depending on the size of the boat. 
Some have in-board 10 horsepower Honda engines while most have a 4D30 Mitsubishi 
engine or 4DR5 Mitsubishi canter engine hence these boats are referred to as “canter”
204
.  
This has replaced the old Briggs & Stratton motor that was formerly used. The fishing gear 
used is a drift gillnet, commonly referred to as koralon
205
 net, ranging from 600m to 1,500m 
in length, going down to 45-80m (width) with a mesh size of 42.5cm x 44cm or a stretched 
mesh size of 100cm
206
(Plate 3.8).  Most boats are equipped with only one net while a few 
have two on board. The design of the net has been modified twice since the start of its use in 
1978, only to return to its original design in the 1990s
207
. The modification was an 
experiment to determine which mesh size was more efficient in catching rays.  Make-shift 
                                                   
203 Interview, 121209_002, Manong Ben, Jagna; Interview, 111220_003, Manong Ben, Jagna. 
204 Interview, 111220_003, Manong Ben, Jagna; Interview, 121209_002, Manong Ben, Jagna. 
205 Koralon refers to the type of thick nylon rope material used to make the nets. 
206 Interview, 121209_002, Manong Ben, Jagna. 
207 Interview, 100418_003, Manong Ben, Jagna. 
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kerosene lamps to light up the boat at night to prevent it being hit by ships while at sea are 
also a necessity. Two or three gaff hooks for pulling in the catch may or may not be used. 
 
 
Plate 3.8  Koralon, net used for fishing rays (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
The Boat captain & the crew.   
The captain or “operator” is often the eldest and the most experienced at working at sea 
among the group. He has four to five crew. The captain is mainly in-charge of “driving” and 
navigating while the rest have various duties, mainly casting the net and pulling it in. One of 
them will function as the engineer of the boat in case they have trouble with the engine. 
Their essentials on the boat include a pot full of cooked rice, a can of sardines in tomato 
sauce or four to five pieces of small grilled fish (whichever is available), a gallon of drinking 
water, an occasional bottle of gin (during the good fishing days) and a pack of cigarettes, 
tucked safely in the “cockpit” or pilot house. 
Between two and three in the afternoon they set out for their fishing grounds. The 
departure time varies depending on the intended destination. If they go to Surigao which is 
on the Mindanao coast, they leave earlier. However, the coast of northwest Camiguin Island 
is the usual destination. It is about 30-35kms from Jagna and takes about 3-4 hours to reach 
the area between Camiguin Island and Bohol. They aim to reach the spot before the sun sets. 
With the engine off, the men drop the net, slowly releasing it as the boat drifts with the 
current. This takes about 40 minutes and by the time they finish it is dark. Kerosene lamps 
are lit. They can now relax – as one can in the middle of the sea under the moonlight. They 
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open their can of sardines, take heaps of rice on plastic plates and eat with their hands while 
sharing stories over their humble dinner. After dinner, a small glass with a shot of Ginebra 
San Miguel gin is passed around, but only enough to keep them warm through the night. 
Each man then takes his sleeping spot on the boat claiming it for the night. Most of them 
prefer to huddle in the cramped pilot house just next to the engine. One man takes out a “jig” 
to try his luck on catching some squid for breakfast the next morning or to take home to his 
family, another lays on the bow for a nap, while the others light up cigarettes at the back of 
the boat. 
The men take turns napping. At least one of them needs to stay awake to keep an eye 
out for passing ships and in case something gets caught in the net during the night. Just 
before midnight a tug on the net triggers them to wake up. They start pulling in the net until 
they get hold of the catch. If it is a Mobula sp., two men can lift it on the boat but if it is a 
manta, which averages about 3 meters wide, they will have to leave it in the net, secure the 
net on the cross pole of the outrigger and drag it all the way back to shore. With such a 
heavy load the boat cannot go faster than 8kms per hour. Hence, they arrive back in Jagna 
usually around 5am.   
Their time of arrival will depend on which fishing ground they return from, the size 
of the catch and what they caught, and, the weather. If they fished near distant Surigao or 
were lucky to catch a manta ray, they would not be back in Jagna until around 8am, or 
sometimes close to midday. 
 
The prey   
The fishers’ local ecological knowledge of the sea and the rays has been acquired from years 
of close personal observation and local knowledge, and transmitted by elders from one 
generation to the next. There are different types of rays.  According to the fishers the main 
target species are the giant manta rays (Manta birostris), locally known as sanga and the 
devil rays or Mobula spp., locally known as pantihan
208
. The sanga are much bigger than the 
pantihan and the skin of the former are rough compared to the latter.  It is so abrasive that if 
you accidentally scrape your skin against it, not only will it hurt you but it is believed that it 
can make you ill. Conversely, the skin of the pantihan is smooth. Unlike the pantihan with 
its uniform black-coloured back, the sanga have white patterns on their backs and the body 
may vary from all black to almost all white.  
                                                   
208 Interview, 100415_001, Manong Ben, Jagna; Interview No. 78, 060827_001, Jagna in Acebes 
2006; Interview No. 79, 060827_002, Jagna in Acebes 2006; Interview No. 82, 060827_004, Jagna in 
Acebes 2006. 
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The rays do not live here [the Bohol Sea] permanently. They migrate. They come from the 
Pacific [Ocean] and when it becomes cold there they come into our sea where it is warmer. 
They go in and out through the Surigao Strait. They follow their food – krill (uyabang). They 
come in pairs, husband and wife (mag asawa)209.  
 
The pantihan, as mentioned in Chapter one, are further differentiated by Jagna fishers into 
two sub-types, the binsulan and the masinaw each corresponding to two different species of 
mobula, M. japanica and M. thurstoni, respectively (Plate 3.9).  Locals believe that the 
mantas here in the Bohol Sea are different from the ones found in the Surigao area. They say 
the colour is different, as well as the texture of the skin and the size. They recognize a third 
type of ray: the salindangan or the pilong. This type is apparently not found in Bohol but 
only in Surigao waters. Even the quality of the meat is not the same – the taste is different. 
The meat of the mantas in Bohol is of higher quality and tastes excellent. Even fishers from 
Camiguin buy the dried manta meat here to give as presents to their mayor and government 
officials
210
. They also differ in ecology. According to respondents the mantas in Surigao 
“live” in the reefs or seamounts, locally called “takot”. They congregate and “sleep” there 
and can be seen on the sandy bottom.  
 
Plate 3.9 Mobula rays lined up on the beach while boat owners and labaseras negotiate 
(Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
                                                   
209 Interview, 100418_003, Manong Ben, Jagna 
210 Interview, 100418_003, Manong Ben, Jagna 
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Most locals claim that they can differentiate males from females
211
. Some know that 
mantas only produce one young at a time and have seen females with their offspring inside 
their “belly” when slaughtered.  Some fishermen do not believe the rays have “buot” or 
consciousness, unlike dolphins
212
.  They easily get caught with a net because they cannot 
swim backwards but instead keep swimming forward when it encounters the net, getting 
itself entangled.  
The beginning and end of the ray fishing season is signalled by changes in the 
direction of the wind and currents, particularly the monsoons, the southwest and the 
northeast winds or habagat and amihan, respectively. It makes it difficult or almost 
impossible for fishers to go out to sea from the months of June to November as this is not 
only the rainy season but also the time of the year when the sea is at its roughest
213
. 
However, they also say these months coincide with the “leaving” and “arrival” of the 
animals. 
 
The Boat owner  
The person who owns the boat usually owns the net and other paraphernalia on the boat. 
He/she may have sole ownership of the boat, meaning he/she spent his/her hard-earned 
money to have it built, bought the engine, bought the material for the net or koralon and paid 
for the net to be weaved. Manong Al for example is a retired seaman. His wife whom he 
lived with in the United States for many years, has recently passed away and he now lives on 
her pension and his savings. He had a new manta boat built a few months ago and he has just 
returned home to Bohol from the U.S. to reap the profits to be made from his new boat. 
Other boat owners may have ”inherited” the boat.  Manang Virgie’s father is a native of 
Bunga. He owned a boat back in the days when there were no motors. When he was alive, he 
was one of the most productive fishers in his time. After years of fishing for rays, he 
managed to save up enough money to purchase a motorized boat. Now Manang Virgie is 
managing it. It has been renovated, repainted, and overhauled many times. She not only 
owns the boat but is also a labasera or buyer. 
                                                   
211 Although most locals claimed they could distinguish the gender of a ray, they could not describe it. 
They had to examine the genital area to look for distinguishing features.  Jagna fishers could tell if a 
ray was pregnant from its bulging abdomen.  Some fishers said that they have seen the tail of the 
offspring dangling from the ray’s genital opening.  Several respondents said that they have caught a 
pregnant ray in the past and when they cut it open, the offspring was still alive.  They felt sorry for it 
so they released it into the sea.  It apparently swam away but they reckoned it would have died 
eventually. 
212 Interview, 100415_001, Manong Ben, Jagna. 
213 Interview, 100418_003, Manong Ben, Jagna. 
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The boat owner is not only responsible for the expenses of each fishing trip, which 
includes the fuel (diesel or krudo) but also the expenses of the crew (i.e. food). In some cases 
where the crew are not from the village, the boat owner also provides temporary housing for 
them, which usually is a hut or shed in their backyard. The owner also pays for the 
maintenance of the boat and nets. He/she gets to choose the captain and crew. There is no 
fixed system of crew recruitment. The role of kinship is not as prominent in Jagna as in other 
fishing communities. Recruitment is due more to a combination of kinship ties and the 
experience or skills of a person (Figure 3.1). One person owns two boats. One of his boats is 
operated by his son while the other is operated by a resident of Camiguin Island. The crew of 
the boat operated by his son were all recruited from the village. He and his son selected 
people based on skills and the reputation of the fisher. As they all live in the same village 
most of these men grew up with his son and have been friends for years while one or two are 
distantly related. The other boat operated by a Camiguin Island resident has a crew who are 
all residents of that Island and were recruited in a similar manner.  The boat owner has the 
final decision on the price of the catch and negotiates with the buyers. 

















                                                   
214 Interview, 120523_001, Manong Ben, Jagna. 
Manong Ben  
Boat owner 
Boat crew 
Junior (son) –operator 
Samuel (no relation, Camiguin native married to village resident) 
Sonny (no relation, village resident) 
Juan (no relation, village resident) 
Bong (nephew of Manong Ben’s wife) 
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The Buyer or ‘labasera’   
Labasero
215
 is a common term for a fresh fish buyer in the Visayas (Kawada 1994, 216).  In 
Jagna, it is more common to have a female fresh fish buyer hence, the use of the term 
labasera.  This is unlike other fishing communities wherein the roles and functions are often 
delineated based on gender with the most labourious fishing-related tasks assigned to men 
while women are responsible for the processing of the catch (i.e. drying) and selling in the 
markets (Cuadra 1994, 238).  In Estancia for example, although women handled the sales of 
the catch and income from it and engaged in the general commerce, they were excluded 
from the buying and selling of the fish which was “dependent upon specifically male values 
and interpersonal behaviour patterns” (Szanton 1981, 103). In contrast, in Gahavalla in Sri 
Lanka,  the fishermen have explicit views on the sexual division of labour and men handled 
even the retailing of fish as well as the financial management of the fishing equipment 
(Alexander 1982).  
The labasera is not simply a buyer of the catch. She is often, but not always, also the owner 
of the boat or the wife of the owner of the boat. This means she not only gets a share of the 
sales of the catch but can have the monopoly of the buying and selling of the catch, 
processed or not. The concept of “suki”
216
 or regular client or buyer comes into play here 
(Cuadra 1994, 236). There is always preference to sell to the “suki” and they make sure that 
the meat sold to the “suki” is of high quality.  In addition, there is also a suki relation 
between labaseras and boat owners. Labaseras who do not own their own boat or are not 
directly related to a boat owner (i.e. by marriage) will sometimes finance the fishing trip. 
Sometimes two or more labaseras will pool money to finance a trip. Depending on the 
labaseras’ cash income, they may either get this money from lending agents in a system 
called “five-six (5-6)
217
”, or from their own pockets.  Lending money to the boat owner to 
finance a fishing trip assures them that if there is a catch it will be sold to them.  In the 
absence, however, of this type of suki relation wherein the labasera acts as financier, the 
labasera has to engage in a negotiation with a boat owner for each catch landing. 
                                                   
215 The name is derived from the Visayan word for fresh, lab-as. 
216 According to Cuadra (1994, 236), the “suki system is a mode of patronage in which the customer 
regularly buys from the fishermen and receives special favors like lower prices or better-quality fish”. 
217 The five-six money lending system is when a moneylender charges an interest rate of 20% over an 
agreed period of time (Kondo 2003).  For instance, a person who borrows five pesos from a 5-6 
moneylender repays six pesos over a period of one week and this includes the interest of one peso 
(Kondo 2003). Five-six moneylenders are informal financiers who are part of a large informal sector 
in the Philippines. 




Canvassers are usually young able men. They swim or paddle towards the boats and “claim” 
a ray for a buyer. He is paid 100 pesos (US$2.31)  per animal. The price varies depending on 
the size of the animal. He carries the animal to the beach to the prospective buyer. There is 
no strict employer-employee relationship between the buyer and the canvasser, however, 
some buyers have preferred canvassers. 
The Labourer  
The labourer is the bearer of the mighty bolo. He cuts up the animal and carries it the buyer’s 
designated spot or vehicle. He is paid per animal cut up and delivered. Similar to the 
canvasser there is no strict relationship between the labourer and the buyer. It is quite 
common for an argument to ensue between them as to how much the labourer should be 
paid.  In 2011, the usual rate is 50 pesos (US$1.15) per animal, however, some buyers insist 
on giving only 30 pesos (US$0.69) when the ray is small. 
The Processors  
Those who process the meat are mostly women. However, it is not unusual for some male 
members of the household of the buyer to assist in the processing. As described earlier for 
the labasera, there are no strict rules that dictate gender division of labour unlike in other 
fishing communities. They slice the meat into thin sheets and dry them (Plate 3.10). They are 
paid per animal that they carve up. Women who cooperate may or may not be kin but they 
certainly have some bond (i.e. friendship) that maintains their level of cooperation. Each is 
paid 150 pesos (US$3.46) per animal they process. 
 




Plate 3.10 Processor slicing ray meat into thin sheets (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
The Market vendors or retailers  
They are either direct buyers of the fresh meat who process it themselves or sell it fresh in 
the market. Vendors may either rent a stall at the local market or have a makeshift stall in 
front of their house by the side of the road. Some however, simply buy the processed (dried) 
meat from labaseras or middlemen. 
The Middlemen/buyer/seller  
There are those who are residents of Bunga, residents of Jagna (but outside Bunga), residents 
of other municipalities such as Guindulman, Tagbilaran, Baclayon or Pamilacan that act as 
middlemen. They buy fresh meat directly from the boat owners or labaseras. They will 
either take this back to their hometown or village to process and sell or take it to their 
hometowns or other towns during “tabuan” – market day – to sell fresh.   
 
3.2.1.2 Sharing the bounty 
Since the introduction of the market economy in the 1940s and the use of motorized boats in 
the 1970s the traditional system of distribution of the catch has changed from the days of 
sails and oars.  A ray caught is sold per piece or per whole animal. The price varies 
depending on the type (whether it is a manta ray or a Mobula sp.), and the size and the 
colour of the gills and meat.  While price is dictated by the owner, it is influenced by the 
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number of the catch on that day. High number of catches means lower prices. Consecutive 
days of low or no catch means higher prices for the catch on the following day. 
The total expenses for the fishing trip are subtracted from the sales of the catch that 
day and the remainder is then divided in two, with one half share for the boat owner and the 
other half for the crew.  The crew’s half is further divided equally by the number of 
members, usually five.  Often the boat owner gives the captain a “bonus” in the form of a 
bottle of alcohol which is usually shared with the crew. It has been a customary practice too 
that the tails (including its base) of the rays are cut-off immediately upon landing and are set 
aside for the boat owner.  This is most often cooked and eaten by the family of the boat 
owner and shared with the crew or sometimes even with the labourers. 
A manta ray (sanga) is much more expensive than a Mobula sp. (pantihan). An 
average-sized manta ray, about 3 meters wide could fetch up to 35,000 pesos (US$808). If 
the gills are black or dark-coloured it can be worth more as white gills are cheaper
218
. The 
price of a Mobula can vary depending on its size from as low as 600 pesos (US$13.85) for 
an animal a meter wide to 2,000 pesos (US$46.18) for one that is 1.5 meters wide. The 
colour of its gills will also affect its price. Similar to the manta ray, dark-coloured gills fetch 
a higher price than white-coloured gills. 
To calculate the financial cost of the boat owner in constructing a ray fishing boat, 
the total cost of construction and purchase of gear, including the depreciation cost
219
, must 
be added to the operation cost and the interest expense.  Furthermore, the interest accrued to 
the creditors must be paid, if applicable.  In 2011, the total cost of boat construction was 
Php500,000 (US$11,544.68).  With the depreciation cost of Php45,000 (US$1,039), plus an 
estimated initial operating cost of Php2,000 (US$46.18) on the first day of fishing, and an 
interest expense of Php400 (US$9.23) for that trip
220
, the financial cost is Php547,400 
(US$12,639).  If we want to calculate the economic cost, then we need to add the 
opportunity cost of capital
221
. The opportunity cost is the money the boat owner would have 
                                                   
218 It is not known why dark-coloured gills are more expensive than white-coloured ones.  According 
to respondents it has been the trend in the market since the 1990s. 
219 The annual depreciation cost of the boat is calculated by getting the total cost of construction of the 
boat and purchase of the gear subtracted with the salvage value and dividing it with the number of 
expected “life” years of the boat.  The salvage value of the boat is assumed to be 10% of the original 
value.  This is the methodology used by the National Economic Development Authority (NEDA) of 
the Philippines.  The estimated expected “life” years of a ray fishing boat in Jagna is ten years. 
220 This is assuming the boat owner borrowed Php2,000 from a five-six moneylender.   
221 The prevalent alternative income generating activity in the village is the sari-sari store.  Since there 
is no official statistics on the earnings of the informal market in the Philippines (which includes the 
sari-sari store), to calculate the opportunity cost, we assume that the fisherfolks can invest their money 
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earned if he/she had invested the money into an alternative income generating activity.  To 
calculate the opportunity cost, the annual prevailing deposit rate
222
 is multiplied by the total 
operating cost and construction of the boat and net. With an opportunity cost of Php8,132.40 
(US$187.77), the total economic cost of having a ray fishing boat built is equal to 
Php557,532.40 (US$12,873).  This shows the huge investment that the boat owner needs in 
order to engage into this fishing enterprise.  Moreover, in the first year of operation, the boat 
owner will most likely not be able to recover his/her initial investment. 
On the other hand, to calculate the financial cost of each fishing trip, the operation 
cost and interest expense are added up.  In 2011, the average expenses incurred per fishing 
trip can be calculated as follows: diesel fuel costs Php39.03(US$0.90)  per liter and average 
consumption of diesel per outing is 40 liters, costing a total of Php1,561(US$36.04). To be 
added to the expenses is the food consumption of the crew per day which amounts to Php120 
(US$2.77).  This is based on the fact that a crew of five men consumes 1.5 kilos of rice (i.e. 
Php35/kilo of rice) plus Php50 (US$1.15) worth of viand (i.e. usually canned or fresh fish). 
On an average fishing day, the total expenses incurred is Php1,681(US$38.81).  All such 
expenses are incurred by the boat owner.  In addition, the boat owner pays a barangay 
landing fee
223
 for every ray that his/her boat caught and the interest accrued to the creditors. 
In this example, given an average catch of seven Mobulas in one day, the operation cost is 
Php1,681 plus Php 70 (US$1.62) (landing fee), giving a total of Php1,751(US$40.43). If the 
boat owner borrowed Php2,000 (US$46.18) from a five-six moneylender then Php400 
(US$9.23) is added to the costs.  Therefore, with an operation cost of Php1,751 and interest 
expense of Php400 gives a total of  Php2,151(US$49.67) as financial cost.  With an 
opportunity cost of Php28.36 (US$0.65), the total economic cost of the fishing trip is equal 
to Php2,179.37 (US$50.32). This calculation is summarized in Table 3.1. 
 
                                                                                                                                                
in rural banks in the form of savings deposits. Hence, to calculate the opportunity cost the annual 
prevailing deposit rate is multiplied by the total expenses per fishing trip. 
222 In 2011, according to the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSB) or Central Bank of the Philippines, 
the savings deposit rate was 1.62% (http://www.bsp.gov.ph/statistics/spei_pub/Table%2042.pdf , 
accessed 1 May 2013)  
 
223 The barangay landing fee in 2011 was Php10 for a Mobula sp. and Php100 for a manta ray. 
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Table 3.1 Financial cost of a fishing trip with a catch of seven Mobula spp. in Philippine 
peso (Php) and US dollar (US$) in 2011 (Source: field work 2011). 
  Cost in Php (US$
224
) 
 Diesel fuel 1,561 (36.04) 
 Food consumption 120 (2.77) 
Operation cost  1,681 (38.81) 
 Brgy. landing fee 70 (1.62) 
 Interest from loan 400 (9.23) 
Financial cost  2,151 (49.67) 
Opportunity cost  28.36 (0.65) 
Total Economic cost  2,179.37 (50.32) 
 
Continuing with this example, to calculate the financial income or returns of the boat 
owner, the financial cost is subtracted from the total sales of the catch.  On a good day 
during a good fishing season, one Mobula can fetch 1,000 pesos (US$23.09) each. Hence, a 
total sales of Php7,000 (US$161.62) minus Php2,151 gives  a financial income of Php4,849 
(US$111.96).   
Divided into two will result in Php2,424.50 (US$55.98) as daily profit for the boat 
owner. The crew on the other hand will earn Php484.90 (US$11.20) each. However, as this 
fishery is unpredictable, with the catch varying daily, monthly, and annually, the income 
generated can be uncertain, depending on the time of the year and the natural elements. An 
average good catch as described previously can be easily offset by a bad day or no catch, 
leaving the fishing crew and owner breaking even or worse, with a total loss of over 
Php4,000 (US$92.36) in two days. 
To illustrate the variable nature of the ray fishing economy, I will use the example of 
the boat Concepcion (See Table 3.2).  On 11, 12 and 13 January 2011, it had a catch of one, 
zero, zero of Mobula respectively. Each day, the owner spent Php 2,000 (US$46.18) on fuel 
and food, or a total of Php6,000 (US$131.53) over the three fishing days. The one ray that 
they caught was sold for Php1,200 (US$27.71).  If he borrowed 6,000 from a five-six 
moneylender then the total financial cost of those three days was Php7,210 (US$166.47). 
This means in those three days the loss incurred was Php6,010
225
(US$138.77). This debt 
then remains on the books of the boat owner to be subtracted from the catch on the next 
fishing day. One can see that debt can easily accumulate very fast, unless the crew catches a 
manta ray or at least seven Mobulas with a value of Php1,200 each, on a daily basis. 
 
                                                   
224 The annual average Philippine Peso (Php) per US Dollar exchange rate in 2011 was 43.31 (Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas, http://www.bsp.gov.ph/statistics/statistics_online.asp, accessed 1 May 2013) 
225 This does not include the opportunity cost for those three fishing days. 
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Table 3.2 Number of catches of 3 boats on four consecutive days and three consecutive days 
in 2011 and 2010, respectively. 
Date Boat No. of Catch 
  Manta Mobula spp. 
2011    
10 Jan Maria 0 0 
 Josefina - - 
 Concepcion 0 0 
    
11 Jan Maria 0 1 
 Josefina 0 2 
 Concepcion 0 1 
    
12 Jan Maria 0 3 
 Josefina 0 2 
 Concepcion 0 0 
    
13 Jan Maria 0 1 
 Josefina 0 2 
 Concepcion 0 0 
    
2010    
1 May Josefina 0 2 
 Concepcion - - 
 Virginia 0 5 
    
2 May Josefina - - 
 Concepcion 0 9 
 Virginia 0 42 
    
3 May Josefina - - 
 Concepcion 1 0 
 Virginia - - 
    
    
*Note: Boats that do not go out are marked with a dash (-) under the number of 
catch. 
 
In essence, the fishers’ effort was only converted to the food they ate for that day 
and they had nothing to bring home to their families. However, most fishers prefer to eat at 
their homes at journeys end to save on the share of the income from the catch. As for the 
boat owner, he/she merely spent enough to get exactly the same amount back. However, 
from the boat owner’s perspective, this means a loss in terms of value of his boat because he 
needs to spend money for the repair and maintenance of it, and loss through the depreciation 
cost of the boat and opportunity loss of capital.  For a fisherman to earn at least Php200 
(US$4.62) a day, a crew must catch at least three rays with a value of Php1,200 each. This 
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will give a total catch value of Php3,600 (US$83.12) subtracted with Php1,591
226
 
(US$36.73) of expenses, resulting in a total net income for the boat of Php2,009 (US$46.39). 
The wages and profit story changes dramatically however, when they catch a manta 
ray. One manta ray sold for Php35,000 (US$808) will yield a total net income of Php32,900 
(US$759.64), assuming expenses incurred was Php2,100 (US$48.49) and the boat owner did 
not borrow from a moneylender. This leaves the owner a share of Php16,450 (US$379.82) 
and each fishing crew Php3,290 (US$75.96). Even if the crew was unsuccessful four days 
prior to the catch, giving a loss of Php8,400
227
(US$193.95), the total income after 
subtracting these losses would still leave Php12,250 (US$282.84) to the owner and Php2,450 
(US$56.57) to each fisher. 
Looking beyond the boat owner and fishing crew to the rest of the fishing 
community, we can see how the income trickles down from the buyer or labasera, to the 
canvasser, the labourer, to the market vendor or retailer. A buyer spends at least 
Php1,310(US$30.25) per ray that he/she buys if the ray is worth Php1,000 (US$23.09), and 
the cost of processing it is Php300 (US$6.93) plus the barangay ticket
228
 of Php10 
(US$0.23) (see Table 3.3). Before he/she can get his/her capital back and earn a profit she 
needs to process the meat and gills. At times however, he/she can sell some of the meat 
fresh. Fresh meat fetches a lower price, however he/she earns money within the day. The 
dried product fetches a higher price but it can take days, or even weeks to sell. Some 
labaseras increase their profit by processing the meat themselves, or engaging family 





                                                   
226 This is calculated based on the assumption that each fishing crew brought his own food from home 
and is not included in the calculation of his own cost of joining a fishing trip. 
227 This does not include the opportunity cost for those fishing trips. 
228 A buyer is given a “ticket” for every ray bought. This corresponds to a fee of Php10 for a Mobula 
and Php100 for a manta which the buyer pays to the barangay treasury. 
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Table 3.3 Pay rate per person per average-sized ray in 2011 according to respondents 




Canvasser 100 (2.31) 
Labourer 50 (1.15) 
Processor 150 (3.46) 
TOTAL 300 (6.93) 
 
One labasera has her entire family engaged in the processing side of the fishery.  
Her teenage son is a canvasser, her husband is a labourer, and she and her husband do the 
processing of the meat. She also hires a woman neighbour to help in the processing. She then 
sells the dried meat herself to local vendors from the Jagna market and to buyers from 
outside town. She claims since she saves money by doing this, she does not add cost to the 
price of the product but instead maintains the base market price. This way she says her 
product is cheaper than others hence, more people buy from her.  
A labasera can earn at least Php7,000 (US$161.62) from an average-sized ray.  A 
1.5 meter wide ray can produce approximately 50 kilos of fresh meat and 4 kilos of fresh 
gills. Every 5 kilos of fresh meat is equivalent to 1 kilo dry weight while 4 kilos of fresh gills 
is equivalent to 1.5 to 2 kilos dry weight. We can calculate how much can be earned from an 






                                                   
229 The annual average Philippine Peso (Php) per US Dollar exchange rate was 43.31 (Bangko Sentral 
ng Pilipinas, http://www.bsp.gov.ph/statistics/statistics_online.asp, accessed 1 May 2013)  
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Table 3.4 Prices of manta ray and Mobula spp. in Jagna market
230
 (Source: market survey 
conducted by author on April, November 2010; April, May 2011; December 2012; and 
interviews in December 2012
231
) 
 manta (sanga) 
Price per kg.  
Php (US$) 
Mobula spp. (pantihan) 
Price per kg. 
Php(US$)  
Fresh meat 90-100 (2.08-2.31) 50-60 (1.15-1.38) 
 
Head parts & smaller pieces  70-80 (1.62- 1.84) 




Dark 700-800 (16.16-18.47) 500 (11.54) 
White 800-1,000 (18.47-23.09) 600 (13.84) 
Per slice 50 (1.15) 10-20 (0.23-0.46) 
Dried gills   
Dark 5,000 (115.44) 2,500 (57.72) 
White 3,000 (69.27)  
Dried skin 300 (6.93) 150 (3.46) 
Note:  Annual average exchange rate: 1US$ = Php43.31 
 
                                                   
230 The prices were taken from the market vendors. When bought from the labaseras the rays will be 
slightly cheaper. Fresh: pantihan = Php50/kg; sanga = Php90/kg.  Dried: pantihan = Php500/kg; 
sanga = Php700/kg.  The annual average exchange rate for 2011 was used (1US$ = Php43.31). 
231 Interview, 121208_001, Manang Dikia, Jagna; Interview, 121209_002, Manong Ben, Jagna. 
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For a 50 kilo pantihan, approximately 10 kilos of it will be sold fresh generating an 
income of Php500 (US$11.54). The remaining 40 kilos is dried which is equivalent to 8 kilos 
dry weight. When sold it will earn a total of Php4,000 (US$92.36). The 4 kilos of gills when 
dried and sold will earn Php3,750 (US$86.59).  All in all this totals Php8,250 (US$190.49).  
If the whole animal was bought for Php1,200 (US$27.71) and we add the labasera’s 
expenses of Php300 (US$6.93) in processing the meat and the barangay ticket fee (see Table 
3.4), the sum will be Php1,510 (US$34.86).  Subtracting this amount from the money earned 
from selling the ray’s products leaves a profit of Php6,740 (US$155.62). 
A similar calculation can be made for a sanga. An averaged-size sanga can produce 
approximately 200-250 kilos of fresh meat and 10 kilos of gills. The 10 kilos of fresh gills is 
equivalent to 6 kilos dried. For a 200 kilo sanga, about 20 kilos of it will be sold as fresh 
generating an income of Php1,800 (US$41.56). The remaining 180 kilos is dried which is 
equivalent to 36 kilos dried. When sold it will earn a total of Php25,200 (US$581.85). The 
10 kilos of gills when dried and sold will earn Php30,000 (US$692.68). This gives a total of 
Php57,000 (US$1,316) . If the whole animal was bought for Php25,000 (US$577.23) and the 
labasera spent Php600 for processing (see Table 3.5) then the total earnings would be 
Php31,400 (US$725).  It is uncommon however for one labasera to buy a whole manta ray. 
Most of the time two labaseras will share the cost of buying one ray. 
 
Table 3.5 Labasera’s processing expenses per average-sized manta ray in 2011 
 Payment per manta 
Php (US$) 
Labourers (3): Php50 x 3 150 (3.46) 
Processors (3): Php150 x 3 450 (10.39) 
TOTAL 600 (13.85) 
 
The above calculations are estimates because not only do the prices of the sanga and 
pantihan vary depending on the number of catches that day and the previous one but the 
prices of the gills and meat vary depending on the colour.  It also does not include the 
opportunity cost of the labasera in engaging in this activity. It is also assumed that the 
labasera did not borrow from a five-six moneylender.  Furthermore, the cost of processing 
also varies depending on the network of the labasera and the prevailing weather.  As 
mentioned previously, some labaseras may involve their entire household in the processing 
to lower the costs. Some may cooperate with other labaseras to buy one manta ray, as most 
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cannot afford to buy an entire animal hence, they will only buy, process and sell probably 
half or a third of one manta ray. It is also very important to consider the weather because it 
affects the time it takes to dry the meat and gills. The longer it takes to dry, the longer it 
takes to sell, and therefore the higher the costs incurred by the labasera before gaining 
profit. 
The breakdown of how much each stakeholder earns per average-sized Manta ray or 
per three average-sized Mobula spp. caught in a day using expenses in the earlier example is 
shown in Table 3.6. 
 
Table 3.6 Earnings of stakeholders per day in 2011 with a catch of three Mobula spp. or one 
manta ray. 
 Mobula spp. (pantihan) 
Php (US$) 
manta ray (sanga) 
PhP (US$) 
Boat owner 1,004.50 (23.19) 11,450 (264.37) 






Canvasser 100 (2.31) N/A 
Labourer 50 (1.15) 50 (1.15) 





At first glance, this may not seem like a profitable endeavour except for the labasera 
or when a sanga is caught, however, the system of credit and cooperation among members 
of the community help sustain each member. There is a convoluted string of credit tying 
each member of the community to one another and to others outside the community and 
even outside the municipality, as the catch is usually not paid for in cash but instead through 
credit. The boat owner, fisher, labasera, market vendor and sometimes even the processor 
have to wait until the final product is sold to the ultimate consumer for cash. In most cases,  
                                                   
232
 This is assuming the labasera bought one ray and it was processed and sold in one day. 
233 This is assuming the labasera bought one manta ray and it was processed and sold in one day. 
234 This is assuming the vendor bought 10 kilos for Php50/kg and sold it for Php60/kg.  For sanga, it 
assumed the vendor bought 20 kilos for Php90/kg. 
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this means the dried meat has to be sold at the market first before the market vendor can pay 
the labasera. The labasera then pays the processor and if she has accumulated enough cash 
to pay the boat owner she pays it back. More often than not, however, the payment is done 
through instalment which can take weeks to months depending on the market situation. This 
means if the labasera or boat owner borrowed from a money lender, the interest on the loan 
could accumulate.  If there is a high demand for ray meat, the products can usually be sold 
within a week after processing. In this scenario, the boat owner is, most of the time, the last 
to obtain his share of the income because not only does he have to wait until the labaseras 
pay him back the price of the catch but in the meantime he also has to provide for the 
fisher’s daily needs. The fishers can get cash advances from the owner or when demand is 
low, can get their advance in kind (i.e. rice, fish).  Hence, a buyer with cash is preferred. 
Sometimes after a day or two of no or low catch, a boat owner will prefer to sell the ray to 
the cash buyer even if it is the lowest price on offer because it means he/she can obtain cash 
to either spend for daily needs or to buy fuel for another fishing trip. 
The boat owner plays a key role in the community being the provider of jobs and 
income for other members. This means the boat owner must have sufficient capital to engage 
in such a fishery. In 2010 in Jagna, the cost of boat construction was approximately half a 
million pesos. This price includes all expenses, from the engine, construction materials, 
paint, nets and labour for building the boat. In the aforementioned case, it was a seaman 
originally from Garcia-Hernandez, a nearby town, who married a local in the village and 
who owns one of the largest houses in the village – a two-storey concrete house plus a multi-
cab, who had a boat built. This individual is however, a recent boat owner.  
One of the long established boat owners in the village is a woman about 60 years of 
age. Her father owned a boat back in the days of the pamilacan and isi.  She has inherited 
this “status” or role in the community and now owns a 7-meter outrigger motorized boat.  
Her house is along the row of houses situated seven meters from shore. It is a modest two-
storey concrete house with a shed extension made of nipa where they store dried or partly 
dried ray meat. She is also a labasera and processes and sells most of the catch of her boat. 
She also sells some of the catch to other labaseras. 
Similarly, Manong Ben is one of the original residents of the village and one of the 
few remaining old-time fishers and has owned several boats through the years. With most of 
his children with a college education and working abroad or in Manila, he and his wife are 
retired and live quite comfortably in their recently concreted house.  One of their boats is 
operated by one of their sons who also lives in the village, while another is operated by a 
resident of Camiguin Island. Manong Ben does not depend on the earnings from the fishery 
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as their sole source of income but has his other children to help provide for them in times of 
need. 
Based on actual observations, as of May 2011 there were 17 ray fishing boats in the 
village. All except one is operated and owned by a village resident. However, according to a 
recent Municipal Fishing Boat Inventory report, there are only six ray fishing boats. 
According to the same report, there are 33 other motorized fishing boats and six non-
motorized fishing boats still operating from the village. Most of the motorized boats use a 
tuna drift gill net and target mangko (bullet tuna) or bangsi (flying fish) while most non-
motorized boats use hook and line and target squid. This data, however, might be inaccurate. 
According to the 2009 Poverty Database Monitoring System (PDMS)
235
 of Jagna, there are 
117 fishermen in the village and their monthly incomes range from Php500 to Php15,000 a 
month. 
Yet, not all members of the community or residents of the village are tied to the 
fishery directly.  A few act as money lenders and are only indirectly connected to the fishery, 
providing much needed capital especially in dire times. These are people who usually have 
family members working overseas and have established small businesses in the community. 
There are also the sari-sari
236
 store owners in the village, the teachers, and a few local 
government officials.  
 
3.2.1.3 Following the ray 
Pamilacan buyers and fishers 
Pamilacan Island buyers and boat owners also purchase the catch of Jagna fishers. Jagna 
boat owners actually prefer to sell to Pamilacan buyers because they pay in cash.  They 
either send their boats to Jagna to pick up the catch or the boat owners send the partly cut up 
ray by land to Baclayon port where the Pamilacan buyer’s boat waits to pick it up. 
Sometimes the fishers of Pamilacan travel to Jagna to sell some or all of their catch.  This is 
usually the case when they have surplus catch in Pamilacan because they cannot process all 
of it on their Island. In order to dry the meat properly, a large space exposed to direct 
sunlight for most of the day is required. According to village residents in Jagna, unlike in 
their village where most residents, particularly those living by the beach have bamboo 
                                                   
235 The Poverty Database Monitoring System (PDMS) is a software developed by the Bohol Local 
Development Foundation (BLDF), a stakeholder for poverty reduction in Bohol Province.  It is a 
survey tool used to assess poverty incidence in the household level and was used as part of the 
Province’s Local Poverty Reduction Action Plan (LPRAP).  Jagna has had two PDMS surveys 
conducted, one in 2005 and another in 2009. 
236 A sari-sari store is a small convenience store which is usually privately owned and set-up adjacent 
to the storekeeper’s house.  Sari-sari means variety which refers to the items for sale in the store. 
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drying racks and a relatively wider area to dry the meat, the fishing village in Pamilacan has 
only a small drying area and very few fishers have racks for drying.  This is why, some 
village residents in Jagna feel, ray meat processed in Pamilacan is not of good quality. They 
believe that the lack of adequate drying space and a below standard technique of cutting and 
drying makes Pamilacan ray meat inferior in quality compared to that of Jagna. 
Surigao fishers 
Fishers from an island off Surigao del Norte have recently started selling their catch to Jagna 
and Pamilacan. However, the ray that they catch, which they refer to as “saranga”, is 
considered to be of a different kind from that caught by Boholano fishers.  Fishers attest that 
it is not a giant manta or sanga, nor is it a pantihan.  This being the case, as mentioned 
earlier, this species of ray fetches a lower price as the meat is considered of inferior quality. 
The Surigao fishers only sell their catch to Bohol being known as the prime market for it, as 
Boholanos are said to eat lots of it. There is no market for it on Hibusong Island (where the 
fishers live) or on the Surigao mainland. 
Cebu market and beyond 
Although there are other markets for the rays all along the coast of Bohol, primarily 
Guindulman, Garcia-Hernandez, Loay, Lila, Baclayon and even Tagbilaran City, the rays are 
sold further afield than that.  One of the largest fishing ports and landing sites of fish 
products in the Central Visayas is in Pasil, Cebu City. Fishers from all over the Central 
Visayas and even northern Mindanao, from commercial fishing boats to small-scale vessels 
land their catch here where they are sold by bulk or retailed at the Pasil wet market. The ray 
catch from Jagna and Pamilacan ends up here too. The fresh section of Pasil market is 
enormous. In the main area is where the large fish are sold. It is a brightly lit high-roofed 
open concrete area with tiled concrete stalls. Although mainly large pelagic fishes are sold 
here it is not uncommon to see various species of sharks and rays (Plate 3.11). As one moves 
outwards towards the darker and older section of the market, one will find smaller fishes in 
smaller stalls. Pasil has gained a reputation of not only being the best place to buy good 
quality fresh fish but also the place where endangered, hence illegally caught, marine species 
are sold.  Not only can you buy these species fresh, you can also sit in one of the food stalls 
in the street adjacent to it and have it served to you cooked as your breakfast. 
Most of the dried gill rakers from Jagna apparently end up here too. Although I did 
not see any on sale when I was there I have been told that these products are sold directly to 
Filipino-Chinese buyers who then export them to Hong Kong, Taiwan and China.  Other 
dried ray meat finds its way to other provinces, to Manila and even abroad, basically 
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wherever there are Boholanos. It is a common gift or pasalubong
237
 from Boholanos visiting 
other Boholano friends and relatives in other places.  Boholano balikbayans
238
 bring it back 





Plate 3.11 Sharks  and rays for sale in Pasil market in Cebu (Photo by D Bongo) 
 
                                                   
237 A pasalubong is a homecoming gift, treat or souvenir.  It is expected for Filipinos who go on a trip 
that they bring back gifts for friends and relatives on their return. 
238 Balikbayan is the term used to refer to Filipinos returning to the Philippines after having lived or 
worked overseas for a long time.  It literally means “returning to country”. 
239 Only manta rays are protected under Philippine law (FAO 203) therefore, the transport and trade of 
it is illegal.  Mobula spp. on the other hand are not protected.  Dried manta ray meat could be passed 
off as Mobula spp. meat under untrained eyes or without DNA tests.  This could explain why people 
were able to transport dried ray meat overseas.  Manta rays have only been very recently listed under 
Appendix II of CITES (June 2013) therefore, rendering the trade of manta and its by-products strictly 
controlled (http://www.cites.org/eng/prog/shark/more.php, accessed 2 May 2014).  Mobula spp. 
however, are not listed under CITES. 
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3.2.1.4  When the rays leave 
From June, all throughout the habagat (southwest monsoon) until November, village activity 
transforms into that of a more quiet less community-involved and more land-based type of 
routine. Approaching the village from the road at around 6am at this time of the year, you 
might see one or two blue plastic crates and pails, or bañeras (wide aluminum pails) or thick 
transparent plastic bags containing small fish (tulingan
240
) or flying fish (bangsi) on the side 
of the road (Plate 3.12).  These are to be transported to other towns, either west to Tagbilaran 
or northeast to Guindulman. These crates represent the early catches of the day, landed about 
5am or earlier. As you walk into an alley between houses towards the sea, taking in a breath 
of fresh air, you will notice how that distinctive smell of rays is missing. When you reach the 
beach there is a sense of tranquillity only interrupted by the sound of waves smashing on the 
coralline rocks.  There are no kids swimming in the water or jumping from boats, there are 
no people gathering on the shore to check out the catches of the day, no boat owners waiting 
for rowdy buyers to make a reasonable offer, or labaseras shouting for labourers, nor 
labourers wielding sharpened bolos. Instead of the manta boats lined up on the water’s edge, 
there are now boat hulls (outriggers missing), looking worn out, dry-docked in front or in 
between houses. Huge piles of nets in sacks are stacked in the corners and under trees.  
Drying racks are nowhere to be seen.  There are a couple of men scrubbing the sides of the 
hulls of small boats, while another is putting a new layer of paint on his boat and yet another 
fixing the outriggers on his vessel. 
 
 
                                                   
240 Tulingan is a vernacular term for fish belonging to the Scombridae family such as bullet tuna, 
frigate tuna or mackerel. 




Plate 3.12 Catches of tulingan or mangko on the side of the road waiting for transport (Photo 
by JMV Acebes) 
 
On the east side of the port there are two nameless similar-sized boats, about 8-9 
meters in length anchored a few meters from shore. There is no one by the shore on this June 
day but a few meters away in between a row of houses, a few men are gathered. One man in 
shorts and white sando (singlets) is holding a white semi-cylindrical object and dipping it 
repeatedly in water in a Styrofoam box.  Only upon close inspection can one realize that it is 
a cuttlefish about a meter long with its sheath, tentacles and other organs removed. The man 
is rinsing the cuttlefish “tubes” to store in plastic-lined Styrofoam boxes with ice piled up in 
one corner.  The other men were sitting nearby, watching while chatting. As I inquired for 
more information about this fishery from Manong Ben, a smaller boat comes in, about 6 
meters long, docks and a man jumps off the boat, and carries it with the help of another man 
to the shore. Three men (two of whom I was certain are labourers in the ray fishery) as if 
coming from nowhere, approach him to inspect his catch. From the back of the boat he pulls 
out a pail half-filled with small squid.  This is the fruit of his whole night’s vigil out at sea. 
Curious I look into the bow of his boat where a neatly piled string of nylon with odd-looking 
hooks was stowed.  Noticing my curiosity Manong Ben reaches for the hooks and explains 
to me that it is the type of gear used to catch squid and cuttlefish.  Each hook has 6 barbs and 
they are hung from a long thin nylon line a few inches apart.  He then takes me back to 
where the man was rinsing the large cuttlefish and shows me a line of light bulbs soaking in 
a palanggana of water.  The flashing lights produced by this string of bulbs are deployed 
with the hooked line, and apparently attract the squid and cuttlefish. 
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Another boat comes in, bigger than the previous one, this time with cuttlefish about 
the size of the ones being rinsed. The fisher has caught three large ones. Methodically he 
pulls off the pinkish mottled sheath from the animal as if it was a glove. He then removes the 
flaps, then reaches in and takes out the cuttlebone (“internal shell”
241
) – the white oblong 
shell-like object one can see in budgerigar or lovebird cages to provide the birds with 
calcium supplements.  He tugs on the tentacles to detach them and finally the beaks and 
eyes.  The same group of curious men happily pose holding the beaks and eyes, for me to 
take a photo (Plate 3.13).  Considered discards the men get to keep the fleshy part of the 
beak and eyes while the fisher takes what is left of the cuttlefish, the white semi-cylindrical 
body, to the back of his house to be rinsed. 
 
 
Plate 3.13 Labourers holding cuttlefish beak and eyes (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
Manong Ben explained to me that this is one of the fisheries that replace the ray 
fishery during this time of the year. While most fishers shift their attention to catching flying 
fish and tulingan, some catch squid and cuttlefish. There is not a lot of processing involved 
in this type of fishery as most of the catch is sold fresh to the local market and any excess is 
taken to other towns.  A few though would dry a couple of kilos of small squid for their own 
consumption or to sell at the local market. The fishery for the large cuttlefish, however, is a 
recent development.  It only started a couple of years ago when a group of fishers from 
                                                   
241 Cuttlefish belong to the class of Cephalopoda, under the order Sepiida.  “Cuttle” is a reference to 
their internal shell, a hard and brittle internal structure, called the cuttlebone. 
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Negros ventured into the Bohol Sea to catch cuttlefish.  The Negros fishers have since been 
coming to the village to land and process their catch. They have become transient residents 
of Jagna during the months of July to September and have made friends with some locals, 
living in their houses or backyards during this period. Their catches are sold directly to Cebu 
buyers for export to Japan.  In 2010, a few fishers from the village started engaging in the 
large cuttlefish fishery too but instead of selling their catches to Cebu, they sell them in 
Tagbilaran City and other municipalities in Bohol. 
So where is everyone else?  Later in the day, a group of young men are discovered 
playing basketball on the port where there is a makeshift basketball ring.  Their audience, an 
elderly man and woman sitting on a lantay (bamboo bed) under the shade of the fish port.  
They just sat there watching the game or looking out to sea.  Across from them, lying on a 
bed of thick nets partly covered with sacks is another man taking his siesta
242
.  A group of 
kids are flying colourful kites which they made themselves from shaved bamboo sticks and 
pieces of plastic bags patched together. Manang Tess is sitting on a low wooden stool by the 
communal deep water well pump washing clothes.  As I walk back to the road, I see some of 
the older labourers sitting in front of the sari-sari store idly chatting.  Through the mesh 
screen of the store beyond the colourful adds you can see dried sheets of ray meat hanging 
for sale.  As I walk back towards the centre of town I pass by a concrete bungalow with 
white-washed walls. An older man is welding a newly installed metal fence on top of the 
wall while a younger man applies rust-proofing paint on the other side.  In the yard, sitting 
on a slightly rusty, white metal garden chair is Manang Virgie reading yesterday’s 
newspaper with her marmalade-coloured cat cuddled on her lap. 
There are several men in the village who do part-time construction, carpentry and 
metal work. A handful of younger men drive tricycles. A few others who own a small piece 
of land engage in cultivation of non-rice crops such as sweet potato and cassava further 
inland or up in the hills and hence, are away for most of the day. Obviously, this is the off-
season for ray fishing.  This is when, the people believe, the rays leave the Bohol Sea. This 
is also known in the village as a time of hardship.  Villagers refer to it as “tag-bitay ug iro” 
(time to hang or slaughter dogs) or “tag taklub ug kaldero” (time when pots are turned 
over)
243
. It is when owners of banana trees find their fruits stolen. 
In October and November, the stalls that sell dried ray meat are replaced by stalls 
selling lanzones
244
. This is a common fruit on the island but is known to be sweeter from 
                                                   
242 Siesta is a nap taken usually at noon. 
243 Interview, 100415_002, Manang Susan, Jagna. 
244 Lanzones is a tropical fruit, the Lansium domesticum. 
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Camiguin. Some manta boats, particularly those owned by villagers with relatives and 
friends in Camiguin are used to transport lanzones from Camiguin to Bohol. It is sold in the 
local market and other towns in Bohol including Tagbilaran City. Some women go around 
the town, selling a few kilos from house to house.  
Although the season for hunting rays normally begins in December, fishers 
sometimes accidentally catch rays with other fishing gear such as pamo, the gillnet used to 
catch flying fish and budlis
245
 in November. When this happens, some other fishers set out to 
take their chances in the hope of getting the first or early catch of the season. But the rest of 
the boats are repainted and prepared for the fishing season while one or two new boats are 
being constructed. 
 
3.2.2 Pamilacan Island, Bohol 
If one wants to visit Pamilacan Island today, all one has to do is send an sms to one of the 
members of the dolphin and whale watching cooperative on the Island. Alternatively, since 
they do not have a website, the Baclayon municipal tourism office or another dolphin and 
whale watching organization based in the same municipality (they have a website) could be 
contacted.  However, first time visitors to Bohol will have no trouble finding a tour agent 
right outside the exit doors of the Tagbilaran airport, waving a plackard or laminated 
information sheet of tours or vehicle hires to Pamilacan Island.  This was not the case in the 
past because even in the beginning of the 1990s, one could not easily travel to Pamilacan 
because there were no regular boat trips there, or tour operators with boats for rent.   
My visit to Pamilacan in 2010 was facilitated by a local contact, someone I have 
known for many years now, Ma’am Turning. The following account depicts Pamilacan 
through the eyes of a typical outsider visiting the Island.  At the baluarte
246
, at half-past six 
in the morning, a white 7-meter outrigger boat is already waiting for me.  Ma’am Turning 
has a big smile on her face as I approach her at the dock. She tells me we just need to wait a 
few minutes because the boat captain is buying additional fuel. They have been there since 
6am.  As soon as the captain returns we board, another man manoeuvres us out of the 
shallows with a long bamboo pole and we set off for the island.  On a nice calm day, like this 
one, it only takes 30 minutes to get to Pamilacan.  From afar Pamilacan appears like a 
typical, small tropical island paradise advertised in tourist magazines.  White sand beaches, 
                                                   
245
 Budlis is another vernacular term for skipjack tuna, which belongs to the family Scombridae 
together with mackerels and bonitos. 
246 A baluarte or bulwark, also known as a bastion, is an embankment built around a space for 
defensive purposes in the 19th century.  The port at Baclayon has recently been called baluarte as part 
of the municipality’s tourism strategy for the town. 
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fairly flat lined with tall coconut trees, with a rocky promontory on the north eastern side, 
amidst crystal blue waters (Plate 3.14). As you get closer you notice the remains of a 
Spanish fort made of coralline rocks, giving away the Island’s historical past as a tiny 
outpost of empire. Closer still a line of small nipa huts a few meters from the beach becomes 
visible with a dozen or more, small, white outrigger boats docked on either side of the fort. 
The boat slows down as we enter the shallows and you can see clumps of coral strewn 
among sea grass and sand.  The boat captain’s assistant drops the anchor and our boat slows 
to a halt as the bow touches the sand.  The assistant then jumps off with a rope tied to the 
bow, and quickly runs up the beach to secure it on one of the tree stumps then runs back to 
lower the stairs from the side of the boat. He even offers to take your hand to help you walk 
down the swaying steps into the water. Wading towards the shore in shin-deep cool water, 
the fine white sand feels good on bare feet.  Walking up to the nearest hut perched neatly on, 
carpet-like Bermuda grass (as if it has just been mowed) you get a better idea of the lay-out 
of the area. 
 
Plate 3.14  Pamilacan shore on the Chapel side (Photo by JMV Acebes)  
 
Starting from the sandy shoreline on the north eastern part of the island as you go 
further inland there is a row of picnic tables under nipa roofs, then a row of nipa huts to 
accommodate guests spending a night or two. There is an island road or dirt path about a 
meter wide with grassy areas on either side, extending out for 3 meters.  Across the road is 
the Island’s Catholic chapel dedicated to San Isidro, a modest concrete structure that seats 
about 50 people (Plate 3.15). This led people, mostly outsiders to call this side of the island 
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the “Chapel side” (Severin, 1999). To the east of the chapel are a few more houses, one out 
of every three has a sari-sari store. If you follow the path to the east, you encounter a big, 
white, concrete house with a red roof surrounded by a low concrete wall with green metal 
gates. It has iron-framed windows, screens, heavy wooden doors and aluminium screen 
doors. This large house stands out as all other houses in the vicinity are either made of wood 
and nipa or unfinished concrete with unpainted galvanized iron roofs, with either no fence or 
a worn out bamboo one. The path then winds inland towards a slope where there are low 
trees, bushes and coconut palms. Backtracking towards the chapel, directly ahead is a wide 
patch of Bermuda grass, to the west of it is another house with a sari-sari store, and two 
outhouses, and to the north of that towards the beach are two more nipa huts. Just a few 
meters northwest of that area stood the fort.  If you walk up the sloping path as it goes 
inland, it abruptly turns into a single lane going steeply over the hill.  
 
 
Plate 3.15 San Isidro chapel in Pamilacan Island (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
 Once you have reached the top the land undulates up and down with a few more 
houses scattered about 10-15 meters from the road on either side.  You are now in the middle 
of the Island when you pass its only school
247
 (See Map 3.2). As you start to descend, there 
is a flat grassy field to the north which is the venue for the weekly cockfight.  The road then 
                                                   
247 At the time of first field visit in May 2010, there was only one elementary school on the Island and 
the first batch of first-year high school students was about to start that school year in June.  The 
building for the high school was still under construction within the same compound. 
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goes steeply downhill towards the beach again but about 20 meters from the shore it winds 
to the north east.  As soon as you reach this area you will notice a difference in the lay-out of 
the houses, the construction of the houses, and the smell.  Houses seem to be more scattered 
and not in a neat row like on the “Chapel side”. Most are built of wood, nipa and bamboo 
with some standing on stilts. Looking like a typical Visayan fishing village, you see nets 
hanging outside of houses, overturned bancas on their sides, and an assortment of things 
tucked under roofs such as plastic buoys, kerosene water bottles and worn out buckets. There 
is the familiar pungent smell of rays and sometimes a peculiar salty sea smell from sea 
cucumbers being processed, boiled and smoked. In contrast to the “Chapel side” this part of 
the island was dubbed “Little Tondo
248
” in the early 90s (Severin, 1999). 
 
Map 3.2  Pamilacan Island 
                                                   
248 The fishing side was referred to as “Little Tondo” because of the high density of people living in a 
small area.  The small, mostly thatched-roof houses were likened to the slums of Tondo in Manila.  
Tondo is known for being one of the poorest districts in the Philippines. 




Stopping at the concreted area that serves as a public basketball court, you will 
notice another big concrete house directly opposite. This house, however, unlike the one on 
the other side of the island does not have a concrete wall around it. This is the house of one 
of the most experienced whale and whale shark hunters on the Island, Manong Jose. He is 
also one of the most prominent brokers or financers on Pamilacan. A kamalig (wooden nipa-
roofed shed) that serves as a resting area is standing to the side of it and another, slightly 
behind, is a soot-covered “dirty kitchen”. I walk towards the beach and the pungent smell 
gets stronger, there are two bamboo drying racks in front of another resting shed where three 
women sit (Plate 3.16).  On the slats are partly dried slices of ray meat. Right in front of the 
racks is a big white outrigger boat dry-docked on the beach. There are several slices of meat 
and skin hanging from the outriggers and wires of the boat. This is one of three fishing boats 
owned by Manong Jose. 
 
 
Plate 3.16  Pamilacan shore on the “Little Tondo” side (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
As I stand there, an outrigger boat of unusual design, having wide planks of wood 
raised high on the sides, passes as it raises anchor and moves to the west.  Later on, I find out 
this is a fishing boat from Surigao that landed its catch the day before. Another boat has just 
docked and a few men gather on the shore to see the catch.  Two crew  slowly let down the 
net on the side of the boat while another takes the other end of the net in the water to 
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untangle the ray in it.  This ray is not a sanga, and looks different from what is known as the 
pantihan. It has a greenish-brown tinged back and white underside and is a little over a meter 
wide. 
The men on the shore notice my presence but continue to watch the crew, while one 
goes into the water to help. They get the ray untangled and one man casually throws it a few 
meters towards the shallows as they continue unfolding the net on shore. No one comes to 
claim the ray. Nor does anyone go in the water to inspect it. I decide to wait for them to take 
the ray out of the water and since they do not seem to be in a hurry to do so, I walk back 
towards the drying racks to get a closer look at the meat. When I approach, I greet the 
women sitting under the shed and they cheerfully greet me back.  I ask them, what was on 
the racks and they replied it was a sanga caught yesterday. 
I kept my eye on the boat and the men on shore to make sure I was present when 
they took the ray out of the water. Impatiently, I went back to the shoreline hoping they 
would take it out shortly but they kept untangling the nets. Then a few people started 
gathering under the low Talisay tree. A couple of men and women sat on a small outrigger 
boat drawn up under the shade of the tree.  I then noticed to the west a few meters from 
shore, just behind another nipa shed, the village head (barangay captain) was laying out 
fresh ray meat on a small drying rack on top of an overturned banca.  I walked over and 
greeted him.  He replied and commented, saying: “this is our life here”, as he continued 
laying out slices of meat. He added that he was drying pantihan meat not sanga.  Sensing a 
slight defensive tone in his voice, I asked if I could take a photo of the catch of the boat that 
just docked on the shore. He immediately said yes and walked me to the edge of the water. 
When he could not see the ray he said it seemed it was not there anymore. I told him I was 
quite certain it was still there in the shallows. He then called out to one of the men sorting 
the nets asking where the ray was. The man acted as if he did not know. I tried to point out 
the area where I last saw it and the village captain instructed the man to look for it. At first 
he waded around a bit saying it was not there when another man walked over and pointed it 
out. The ray had been moved a few meters to the east in slightly deeper water.  The man 
dragged it to the edge of the water for me to inspect. It was clearly not a pantihan.  As I 
started to take photos another man, stockier than the first, wearing khaki shorts, no shirt with 
a huge bolo on his belt walked over to where I stood. Without smiling and with a stern voice 
he told me that it is ok for tourists to come and look around but when researchers come it is 
best if they inform the fishers first. They were already weary of researchers coming to 
observe their livelihood because of previous bad experiences. Once I explained to him how I 
had gained permission from the mayor and barangay captain to visit, observe and do 
interviews, he proceeded to go about taking stuff out of a boat nearby and then soon ignored 
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me. Another man came over, however, a lot friendlier than the first, and engaged in a 
conversation with me about the differences between the ray in front of me and the pantihan. 
He too was a local fisher and became quite excited when he found out that my father was 
from Jagna. He happily explained how he had a lot of friends in Jagna because the islanders 
go there quite often to sell their catch. 
 
3.2.2.1 The anatomy of the Pamilacan fishery 
Fishers here still hunt rays or pantihan. But like the fishers of Jagna, they now use the same 
type of drift nets. In fact, according to respondents Pamilacan fishers were the first to use 
drift nets to catch rays. Nets were utilized by a local to replace their traditional hooks. With 
the use of driftnets came a shift in the timing of the fishing. Fishing was no longer conducted 
in the daytime now but rather at night, leaving the nets to drift with the currents, waiting for 
passing rays to get caught. As the use of drift nets is indiscriminate, they also still catch giant 
manta rays. The design and engine-type of the boats used are also the same as that in Jagna. 
In 2011, there were 14 boats that target these species in the village (Plate 3.17). The boat 
sizes range from 12-18m with Mitsubishi 6D14 or Fuso Canter 4DR5 engines.  The length 
and width of the nets vary from 700 to 2,000m and go down to 35-60m (width).  The mesh 
size is 35.56cm. Their fishing grounds are around Siquijor Island and the Southern Bohol 
Sea. 
 
Plate 3.17  Fishing boats on “Little Tondo side” of Pamilacan (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
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The boat owners also act as brokers or middlemen by buying the catch of other boats 
from the village, or from fishers from Surigao.  The organization of the fishing is the same as 
in Jagna with each boat having 5 to 6 crew. There are a few small buyers on the island who 
also process and retail the meat outside their own homes.  
The catch is primarily sold whole and fresh. The main market is Jagna. Any excess 
is processed on the island for drying. The dried meat is either sold locally or to Jagna, 
Baclayon or Tagbilaran and other towns in Bohol by bulk. The price of the meat and gills 
from 2011 to 2012 is set out below in Table 3.7. 
 
Table 3.7 Prices of Manta ray and Mobula spp. meat and gills per kg. in Pamilacan Island 
from 2011 to 2012 (Source: interviews) 
 Sanga (Manta sp.) 
Php(US$) 
Pantihan (Mobula sp.) 
Php(US$) 
Dried meat   
dark 400-500 (9.23-11.54) 250-300
249
 (5.77-6.93) 
white 700-800 (16.16-18.47)  
Dried gills   
dark 6,000-6,500 (138.54-150.08) 3,000-3,200 (69.27-73.88) 
white 3,200 (73.88)  
 
3.2.2.2 Other means of livelihood 
Once every year, during the month of May, the fishers of “Little Tondo” collect balat or sea 
cucumber.  They dive for it at night at depths of four fathoms, using only locally made 
goggles from coconut shell and cut glass and a single fin made of scrap plastic or fiberglass 
shaped like a paddle with a rubber strap. Harvested sea cucumbers are processed mainly by 
women. They cut them open, take the internal organs out and store them in Styrofoam boxes 
to let them lose some of their water (Plate 3.18). They are then boiled in a huge wok over a 
wooden fire, and then laid out on wire mesh to dry. Sometimes they put coconut husks or 
charcoal underneath the mesh to smoke it to facilitate drying. Men assist in the boiling and 
smoking stages. The dried products are sold to Chinese buyers in Cebu. The prices vary, 
depending on the kind of sea cucumber and the size. 
                                                   
249 Mobula spp. meat is usually sold mixed in a bundle.  Each bundle has 3 sheets of meat about 30-
40cm by 20cm wide. 




Plate 3.18  Processing of balat or sea cucumber (Photos by JMV Acebes) 
 
People on this side of the Island mainly engage in fishing activities for a living. 
Fishers either go out in non-motorized boats to fish using hook and line along the shores, or 
use a lamp and net to catch small fish. Still others dive to harpoon various types of reef fish. 
Although mainly caught for their own consumption, these fish are also sometimes sold to 
local caterers for tourists. Others dive for sea cucumber seasonally and sell them to one of 
the two fish buyers on the island, while some go as crew on one of the big boats that hunt 
rays. 
Several of the former whalers and whale shark hunters have either joined the island 
cooperative that runs a dolphin and whale watching tour or are employed by another tour 
operator from Baclayon. They serve either as spotters or boat operators. This job, however, 
is considered part-time because tourists do not come daily and throughout the year. 
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Furthermore, as part of the cooperative, spotters and boat operators follow a rotation system 
hence, it is rare for one man to be constantly “employed” as a spotter or boat operator. 
Therefore, to supplement their income these men engage in either one or two of the means of 
fishing described above. Several other men on the Island, primarily those living on the 
“chapel side” also work as paddle boat
250
 operators who bring tourists to the marine 
sanctuary to swim or snorkel. 
According to Ma’am Turning, one of the leaders of the women’s group in the 
cooperative, most women living on the “chapel side” belong to a group engaged in food 
catering for tourists
251
. Part of this service is also arranging for lodging for tourists who opt 
to spend a night or two on the island. Some have set-up sari-sari stores annexed to their 
houses to provide drinks and snacks for tourists and for the usual daily needs of residents. A 
few other women offer massages or manicure and pedicure services. As these sidelines too 
are only part-time and seasonal depending on tourist influx and demand, women and even 
children still engage in traditional strand procurement activities such as collecting shells, 
urchins and other edible marine organisms in the tidal flats at low tide. This activity is often 
referred to as gleaning or locally, maninghas. A few island residents, particularly those who 
have relatives working overseas own and/or manage cottages for rent on the chapel side. In 
the past three years, big concrete houses have been built on this side which are rented out to 
tourists (or researchers) staying for an extended period of time.  Owned by former residents 
who have migrated overseas, these are managed by their relatives living on the Island. 
 
3.2.3 Hibusong Island, Surigao del Norte 
Hibusong is a small island off Surigao del Norte. It has three barangays all of which rely 
predominantly on fishing for their livelihood (Plate 3.19). During the months of May until 
November men go out fishing for reef fish. Rays, locally called “saranga” were not caught 
in the same numbers as eight years ago. In the past, the rays would come close to shore when 
they follow krill and the fishers would use locally made harpoons to take them. The rays 
were caught for local consumption but sometimes a surplus would be dried and sold to 
Surigao. Few people on the Island, however, would buy it because the taste did not suit 
them. This all changed in 2002, when a Boholano visited the Island in the hope of 
establishing a business. He heard of the abundance of rays off their coasts and wanted to take 
advantage of this hitherto unexploited area. He made friends with the fishers on the island 
                                                   
250 These paddle boats are small non-motorized wooden outrigger boats that can only fit a maximum 
of four people.  The boats are used primarily for near-shore fishing by the fishers. 
251 Interview, 110501_001, Ma’am Turning, Pamilacan. 
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and employed them to hunt rays for him. He even brought an old harpoon from Jagna for 
them to copy. His idea was to have a monopoly of the fishery, so he financed the fishing 
trips and all the catch was sold to him. The meat was dried and sold to Boholanos in 
Cagayan. When the market there did not prosper he decided to transport the meat fresh to 
Bohol to be sold. This development he claimed, however, was interrupted when some local 




Plate 3.19  Hibusong Island (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
It was the entrepreneurship of a local fisher, Manong Jun that continued 
development of the fishery and the trade. Manong Jun claims that when he returned to the 
island after being away for 20 years, his cousin and a few fishers who worked with the 
Boholano had already been hunting for rays for about six months
252
. They were able to 
deliver fresh consignments to Bohol twice and he realized this was a profitable business. So 
he decided to get involved and made his own “untog” or harpoon from the materials on the 
island. The harpoon was a variation from the traditional harpoon fishers on the island had 
used in the past (Plate 3.20). It was designed to specifically catch the type of rays that 
occurred in their area. According to locals, the rays occur in seamounts
253
 between the 
                                                   
252 Interview, 100603_002, Manong Jun, Hibusong. 
253 Seamounts are mountains rising at least 1,000 meters from the ocean seafloor that do not reach the 
water’s surface.   
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islands of Homonhon, in Eastern Samar and Hibusong. They congregate on the sandy 
bottom on the tops of seamounts and can be clearly seen from the surface. This allows the 
fishers to spot the rays easily, approach them with caution and drop a heavy harpoon on it.   
 
 
Plate 3.20  The harpoon or untog used to catch rays in Surigao (bottom) in comparison with 
the isi (top) from Jagna (Photo by JMV Acebes). 
 
A crew of six to eight men on an outrigger boat will set out at around 6 to 6:30am. 
They scout the area for any rays leaping on the surface of the water, or most often they will 
only set out after a report has been received the previous day from the scouting boat that rays 
are in the area. When they reach the seamount, a fisher will lie on the outrigger of the boat 
peering down into the water. Sometimes they use goggles. Once a ray is spotted the boat 
approaches it slowly while the men hold steady the harpoon. The harpooner aims the 
harpoon towards the target and signals the drop. 
The weight of the harpoon alone buries the tip in the animal’s back and the toggle 
secures it when the animal tries to swim away. The harpooner tries to aim at the animal’s 
midback and slightly to the side in order to kill it within seconds. Apparently if hit at the 
back of the head the ray dies too slowly while if hit at or near the base of the tail it will be 
difficult to subdue because it turns and swims upwards. This causes the rope to get tangled. 
It is not easy to secure a ray with just one hit. Quite often the fishers need to harpoon it 4 or 
5 times before killing and securing it.  
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The harpoon tip is 25 inches long. It has a toggle designed similarly to that of the 
harpoon used in Jagna. The harpoon fits into a heavy metal handle about 12 feet long, made 
from a steel pipe filled partly with cement. Attached to the side of the harpoon tip is a thick 
nylon rope about six meters long. This can be extended if needed and is secured on the boat. 
Once the harpoon is fastened to the ray, the rope is given out to let the animal tire itself out 
in an effort to escape. When the animal has weakened the harpooner dives in the water with 
a big knife to stab and kill it. He holds on to the animal’s head to keep it steady and stabs it. 
As soon as he has done this he surfaces, carrying the ray with him onto the boat.  
In June 2002, after Manong Jun mastered this technique the island local started 
delivering his catch to Pamilacan. At that time a fresh catch could be bought for a very low 
price.  Apparently he did not know at first just how valuable his catch was in the market 
place. It was only after two or three deliveries with his wife and son that they learned the real 
value of the trade. Since then they either process the rays on the island before transporting 
them to Bohol or deliver fresh meat and demand a higher price for it than they did in the 
past.  However, dried meat fetches a higher price in Bohol so they still prefer to sell it dried. 
With the financial help of a well-off friend from Manila, he built his own fishing 
boat and manages his own fishery.  Nowadays, three boats usually go out to sea. One is 
larger than the other two, so as to serve as the carrier of the catch. The two smaller boats 
hunt and then load their catch on the “mother” boat. In this way, they can stay at sea and 
hunt for as long as possible but no longer than a day at a time. When the catch is landed, his 
entire family engages in the processing. Sometimes neighbors help so they can get a share in 
the profit by getting paid in cash or kind. Others buy a few kilos to dry and retail in the 
island villages. 
The so called saranga is different from the sanga in Bohol. Fishers here refer to the 
flesh of the sanga in Bohol as high quality. What they catch in Surigao differs in color, size 
and quality of meat. Locals say that the saranga is black in color and is about 2 to 3 dupa 
(3.66 to 5.49 m) wide, unlike the sanga of Bohol which has a khaki-brown color and grows 
to up to 5 dupa (9.15 m) wide
254
. Furthermore, the sanga has thicker skin and has two round 
bumps at the base of the tail, like “two stones”
255
. Fishers here believe that the rays come a 
few days after the full moon. They count six to seven days from the full moon and will send 
out a scout or survey boat to check the fishing grounds for the rays.  
Manong Jun built one boat in 2002 and another in 2003. In 2010, there were four 
boats hunting for saranga on the island. The season for fishing for rays lasts from May to 
                                                   
254 Interview, 100603_002, Manong Jun, Hibusong. 
255 Interview, 100603_002, Manong Jun, Hibusong. 
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October which differs from the timing of the season in Bohol. This makes it easier for them 
from a market standpoint because they supply ray meat during the time when there is none in 
Bohol.  
3.2.4  Other ray hunters in the Bohol Sea 
It was discussed in Chapter two that the fishers of Lila in Bohol, Sagay and Catarman in 
Camiguin also hunted rays.  Although the fishery in these areas continued with the use of 
pumpboats, it did not last as long as it did in Jagna and Pamilacan. In Lila, ray hunting using 
pumpboats started in the 1970s and just like in Jagna and Pamilacan, hooks were replaced by 
nets.  The timing of the fishery also changed and fishers used the same boats they used for 
whaling to catch rays with drift gill nets at night.  With motorized boats fishers were able to 
venture to farther fishing grounds in Duero, a town further east, Mambajao in Camiguin, 
Salay in Misamis Oriental and Siquijor Island in the south.  The fishery ended at the time the 
whale fishery ended in the late 1980s. 
In Sagay, some fishers shifted to the use of pumpboats while others did not.  Those 
that used pumpboats used either the same whaling harpoon or gill nets.  Similar to Lila, the 
ray fishery ended at the same time as whaling, in 1997.   
According to respondents from Catarman, the use of motorized boats to catch manta 
rays began in the late 1960s.  Some fishers continued hunting with non-motorized boats and 
harpoons until 1968 while others shifted to pumpboats and nets.  However, it was not until 
the 1980s that all ray fishing boats were using nets.  The use of nets to catch rays was copied 
from Boholano and Surigao fishers who fished in Camiguin waters. The fishery ended when 




3.3 The end of a whaling era 
3.3.1 Lila, Bohol 
In this section I describe the town of Lila as it is nowadays and use this current description 
as a starting point to illustrate the scope and rate of change to what once was an active 
whaling and fishing town, up until the late 1980s. This section describes the whaling practice 
from the time of the use of motorized boats until the ban in 1997. It also describes the 
technique in catching whales, the system of distribution and the market during that era. I 
refer to Dolar et al.’s 1994 important work in order to make comparisons in the information 
they presented in 1994 with the circumstances nowadays. An attempt is made to fill certain 
                                                   
256 Respondents did not agree on the year the ban was imposed.  While others said it was around 1997 
or 1998, one said 1995 and another said in 2000.  However, they all confirmed that the ban was 
imposed through a seminar conducted in the municipality by a fisheries official. 
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gaps in their work to establish a more comprehensive picture of the fishery during that 
period. I aim to show how the practice was transferred to Pamilacan, and how a declining 
catch and modernization of the fishery led to a search for further fishing grounds. I will also 
show how the former predominantly whaling and fishing community of Lila adapted to the 
decline in whale numbers, increased competition, and finally the imposition of a ban on 
whale hunting. 
3.3.1.1 The villages today 
The villages of Taug and Tiguis are quite inconspicuous. Two barangays adjacent to each 
other and looking almost identical, it is quite easy to confuse one for the other. What is 
noticeable when passing through the area is the relatively steep hills on the side of the road, 
giving a perfect view of the sea from the houses perched along the slopes. The houses are a 
mix of neatly painted cream-colored concrete bungalows with red galvanized iron roofs and 
partly renovated wooden houses built in the Spanish era style with huge sliding windows 
decorated with capiz shells. One cannot see the beach from the highway but instead a 
considerable “sea” of green rice fields and coconut trees, separating the beach from the hills 
on the other side of the highway. To enter the centre of the two villages one must go up 
steep, narrow concrete roads. The village hall however of Taug is closer to the beach. 
Tucked away on the side of the small concrete building, amongst a garden of flowering 
plants and brightly painted clay pots are the remains of a skull of a baleen whale. In front of 
and leaning on it is a piece of white-painted plywood upon which is written in blue: “Blue 
whale” (Plate 3.21). Other than this sign there are no indications that would lead one to 
suspect that this place used to be a whaling village.   




Plate 3.21 Whale skull in Lila, Bohol , 2005 (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
Inspecting the shores fronting the two villages, one can see several small non-
motorized outrigger boats tucked away in one corner. Apparently there is only one 
motorized fishing boat operational at Taug at present. It targets flying fish. In another village 
closer to the center of the municipality, Nagsulay, there are more fishers. According to the 
municipality’s fisheries report of August 2010, there are no fishing boats in Taug or Tiguis 
and Nagsulay ranks second as the village with highest number of fishing boats. These boats 
use “pukot” or nets to catch ”tulingan and/or bangse” (skipjack/bullet tuna or flying fish, 
respectively). This corroborates what respondents said regarding the closure of the fishery in 
Taug and Tiguis.  After the imposition of the ban in 1998, most fishers gave up the trade and 
engaged in other means of livelihood.  The one fishing boat operating from Taug is recent 
and engages in a different kind of fishery.  Unlike in Taug or Tiguis, there are no 
businessmen in Nagsulay but recently, there are more merchant seamen who now hail from 
that village, providing additional income and bringing investments into the village. 
In the 1970s, however, these villages looked very different. The highway was then 
only a narrow strip of asphalt interspersed with sections of rough dirt road. There were 
several motorized outrigger boats docked on its shores along with smaller non-motorized 
fishing boats. Motorized boats were introduced in this area around 1970 when the 
government provided fishers with 35 horsepower Johnson outboard motors. By this time, 
whales were scarce along the coast of Lila and fishers ventured to Pamilacan to hunt them. 
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As in the past, the season for hunting whales was from the months of March until May and 
sometimes until June. 
3.3.1.2 Modernized whaling 
By 1945, after the end of the Second World War, the organization of the whale fishery in 
Lila was modified to adapt to new technology and new fishing grounds.  Three or four non-
motorized outrigger boats were towed by a bigger boat powered by a Johnson 35hp engine to 
Pamilacan. The “tug boat” would stay anchored at Pamilacan and wait until the smaller boats 
hooked a whale. Once a whale was hooked, the tug boat would tow the primary boat that 
hooked the whale back to the shore. It would then return for the other boats and tow them 
back as well. Sometimes if the winds were favourable, the row boats would sail back to 
Pamilacan to save on gasoline. From there, the sail boats with the whale carcass in tow were 
towed back to Lila for processing.  The technique of catching whales did not change much 
from prior to the use of motorized boats.  However, at the height of the use of motorized 
vessels after 1971, although still using hooks and the same technique of jumping to secure 
the hook to the whale, most hunting boats had been rapidly converted from sail to motor, as 
the so called “pumpboats”. With this shift and modification of technology, the tug boats 
were no longer necessary.  The pumpboats were smaller than the non-motorized pilang, 
ranging from 7.32 to 9.15m with a single 6 to 16hp Briggs engine
257
.  At the height of 
whaling activity using pumpboats there were no less than ten boats in each village. 
Sometimes up to all ten boats would cooperate to try to subdue a whale. The length and 
number of bamboo floats was reduced to only three pieces of bamboo about 1.83 meters 
long.  
Lila fishers would distribute the catch among the crew, as in the past. However, the 
additional expenses created by using a motorized boat, meant the added expenses for fuel 
and oil had to be deducted from the total sales from the catch.  The cost of gasoline in the 




 (a large tin can). The cost of fuel would be 
deducted from the total sales of the catch before it was then divided in two. One half went to 
the boat that first hooked the whale while the other half went to the other boats that helped in 
the hunt. According to one respondent the catch was divided five ways. The boat that first 
hooked the whale got two shares while the second boat to secure a hook and kill the whale 
also got two shares. The last share went to the rest of the boats that helped. The tow boat 
                                                   
257 Interview 111218_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila. 
258 In 1970, 1 US$ was equivalent to Php6.02. 
259 A taro was estimated to be equivalent to 20 liters by volume. 
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with an outboard motor was considered as one of the helping boats and hence, only got one 
share. The share of the boat that first hooked the whale was then further divided into 12 
portions if the crew numbered seven. Five shares went to the owner of the boat (who also 
usually owned the harpoon, ropes and hooks) while each crew member got one share. The 




As in the past, men did the actual cutting up of the whale, these were considered the 
labourers. However, in slicing into smaller pieces for selling per one to two kilos, women 
could assist but mostly it was done by men. The same was true in removing the skin. Women 
helped in removing the meat that sticks to the bones. Men and women, however, could both 
engage in the buying of the whale flesh. Some would buy between 20 and 50 kilos of fresh 
meat for drying to retail at a later date. 
Whale meat was sold per kilo. The price went up from 50 centavos (US$0.08) to 70 
centavos (US$0.11) per kilo in the 1970s. According to respondents an average-sized whale 
would produce about 1,500 kilos of meat. Most whales caught were about 6 dupa long 
(10.97 meters) while the largest could be about 10 dupa (18.29meters). At that time in the 
1970s, a whale would sell for Php18,000  to Php20,000 (US$2,990 - 3,322)  , depending on 
its size. Meat was mainly sold fresh within the village and any surplus was sold in the town 
centre and nearby towns. Fresh meat not sold was dried for selling later on within the town 
or other towns.  
Some whalers, who at that time were already in their late 30’s and early 40’s, 
engaged in other jobs.  There were those who had small businesses such as selling tobacco in 
Surigao. When business became slow some through kinship relations had connections to 
government agencies and were able to get jobs as construction workers for the building of 
the highway in 1971. They, however, did not completely stop whaling. Instead they would 
occasionally get leave from work and engage in the hunt to supplement their income. 
Portions of their catch would be given to road engineers as gifts for letting them take leave 
of absence without pay. 
The price of whale meat went up when the Pamilacan fishers started outnumbering 
the Lila fishers. In 1980 there were only three whale boats still active in Lila (Dolar et al. 
1994, 447).  By the 1980s a kilo of whale meat cost Php15 (US$2
261
).    By the time of 
                                                   
260 According to Dolar et al. (1994, 446), the profits from the catch were divided into five equal 
shares. The boat that first hooked the whale received four shares while the rest of the boats that helped 
received only one share. The owner of the first boat took 25% of the share for fuel and other operating 
expenses. The remaining 75% was then divided in two; half went to the boat owner and the other half 
was divided equally among the crew. 
261 In 1980, 1 US$ was equivalent to Php7.51. 
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Dolar’s 1994 study, Lila residents were selling fresh whale meat for Php27 to Php32 per kilo 
(US$1.00-1.20/kg). As prominent Lila whalers became older, they found other means of 
livelihood that were more stable and less dangerous. Compounded by the worsening 
economic crisis in the late 1990s with the price of fuel going up and seemingly declining 
whale numbers, whaling became a less lucrative practice for the next generation of fishers. 
Not only did they need the requisite capital to maintain and operate a motorized boat but 
they now had to go further out to sea to find whales and compete with Pamilacan fishers in 
their own territory. 
By 1986, the whale fishery at Lila had ceased (Dolar et al. 1994, 447). However, the 
people in the town, primarily former hunters and buyers turned businessmen, remained 
involved in the fishery through the Pamilacan fishers.  The Pamilacan whalers would sell 
their catch to Lila (Plate 3.22). According to Dolar, a middleman from Pamilacan would 
bring a whale to Lila to sell and around 30-40 locals would pool their money and buy the 
catch.  The animal would then be cut up and sold within Lila and other nearby towns. Dolar 
notes that some of the meat was often sent to Manila for canning as “corned beef” while the 





Plate 3.22  Whale landed in Lila in 1991 by Pamilacan fishers (Photo by C Wood) 
 
                                                   
262 According to Dolar et al. (1994, 447), at the time of their study (1991-1993), some of the whale 
meat sold in Lila was sent to Manila for canning while the remainder was dried and shipped outside of 
Bohol. 
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Gradually, as residents of Taug and Tiguis became less involved in the fishery and 
the next generation of fishers turned to jobs in the town, city, or Manila, and overseas, or 
have migrated and settled in northern Mindanao and other provinces in the region, the 
villages have been transformed into  predominantly non-fishing communities. Given the 
downward spiral of the practice and trade of whaling, it can be surmised that by the time it 
was banned in 1997, only a handful of residents were affected economically. However, 
respondents believed that the ban still harmed their livelihood as whaling had provided a 
relatively cheap source of meat in great quantities from which residents could also earn 
income. Some whalers continued to fish targeting other species (i.e. flying fish) while others 
left to seek jobs elsewhere and some established small local businesses. 
 
3.3.2 Modernized Pamilacan whaling 
As Lila whalers frequented the waters off Pamilacan and landed their catch there or took 
shelter when seas turned rough, Pamilacan fishers became more involved in the fishery as 
noted above and in Chapter two. By the early 1970s, Pamilacan’s own small whaling fleet of 
motorized boats was well-established
263
. There were no less than ten whaling boats and they 
would all cooperate in the hunt.  
Given the relative ease of operating a pumpboat compared to a row boat or sail boat, 
a minimum of only three crew were required: the hookman, navigator and engineer (Dolar et 
al. 1994, 444). It was common, however, to have a fourth man as an oarsman to help paddle 
and even a fifth person as a general helper (Dolar et al. 1994). As in the past, the roles were 
not fixed and any one could try out a different role and whoever was found most proficient 
kept that role. The hunting gear essentially remained the same except when alternative and 
sturdier materials became available, they were replaced. The gaff hooks originally moulded 
from iron were then made from the salvaged chassis of surplus trucks and later still from 
stainless steel. Ropes used to be made locally from plant fibers could then be bought ready-
made from nylon. In the early 1990s there were up to 50 pumpboats on the island with 
between 10 and 20 involved in the whale fishery (Dolar et al. 1994, 444).  
As in the past, as soon as a whale was seen from shore or reported in the vicinity, 
boats set out. The same technique of jumping onto a whale’s back was used. This time 
however, the hook was attached to a 30m-long rope with a 2m-long bamboo float (Dolar et 
al. 1994). Once hooked to a whale the float was thrown over the side of the boat and the boat 
steered clear of the whale. As in Lila, the crew waited until the whale tired before the first 
boat picked up the bamboo float.  A second boat then attached a second hook onto the whale. 
                                                   
263 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan; Interview, 100529_002, Lumad, Pamilacan. 
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Often a third hook was also attached at this time. When all the hooks were attached and the 
whale was subdued, another boat approached and men from all the boats transferred to it 
using it as a platform from which they took turns hacking the whale until it died (Dolar et al. 
1994, 444). According to Dolar the dead whale was then tied to the outrigger along one side 
and that boat was towed back to shore by the other boats arranged in a chain. At the onset of 
the fishery, as mentioned earlier, the catches were directly towed to Lila by the hunters to be 
butchered and sold there, however, later on, it was more common to land the whale in 
Pamilacan, and cut it up before taking to Lila to sell. In the late 1970s whale meat was sold 
for three to five pesos (US$0.83) per kilo on main Island Bohol. In the 1990s, most of the 
whales caught by Pamilacan hunters were sold to Lila through a middleman, as previously 
mentioned.  
Fishers could earn from Php9,000 to Php15,000 (US$370-617
264
) per whale. The 
system of distribution of profits remained the same as in the past, using the system inherited 
from Lila. As this system was described earlier based on my observations what will be 
described here was taken from Dolar’s findings. The profits from the sale of the whale were 
divided into five equal shares. Four shares went to the owner of the boat that first hooked the 
whale. From this the owner took 25% to cover for gasoline and other operating expenses. 
The remaining 75% was divided into two equal shares; one half went to the owner of the 
boat and the other half was divided equally among the crew. The remaining share went to the 
other boats that cooperated in the hunt. This was divided equally among the number of boats 
and further equally among the crew of each boat. 
The whale fishery continued almost uninterrupted well into the end of the 1990s. 
When the whaling ban was issued in July 1997, there were still Pamilacan fishers hunting for 
whales, albeit with lesser intensity than at the beginning of the twentieth century.  This was 
because of a shift in primary target species to whale sharks in the early 1990s which will be 
discussed in section 3.4.  Some whalers ceased to hunt and joined the WWF project 
established on the Island in the same year however, this change in livelihood was not as easy 
an adjustment, as will be shown in Chapter six.  The year 1997 marked the beginning of the 
transformation of Pamilacan Island into the place one can see today, as described in the 
beginning of this chapter. 
3.3.3 Camiguin whaling 
The two adjacent towns of Sagay and Guinsiliban, much like the other coastal towns 
described in earlier sections, are relatively inconspicuous.  Located almost exactly on the 
opposite side of the capital of Camiguin Island Province, Mambajao, they can be reached 
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through the port in Benoni via ferry from Jagna, Bohol or from Balingoan, Misamis Oriental. 
Travelling northwest along its coastal road the view of the steep, lush, green mountains 
inland is often obscured by strewn of modest houses and lines of trees. The coastline is 
predominantly rocky and if the view is not blocked by houses, one can see the small 
outrigger boats lining the shores.  The former whaling barangays of Balite, Manuyog and 
Embatuhan can easily be missed because they do not stand-out as fishing villages. 
By the time of my field visit in 2010, former whalers were already in their 70s and 
80s. They described their villages as “changed” from the heyday of whaling in the 1950s.  
According to respondents, the fishery for whales changed when fishers began using 
motorized boats in the 1970s.  The changes began with the reduction of the number of crew 
from six to two or three men, the boat driver, harpooner and a helper (Dolar et al. 1994, 
447).  The pumpboats were easier to handle than the pamilakan. The bamboo floats were 
then replaced by plastic containers or oil drums.  The technique and implements used for 
hunting as well as the system of distribution of the catch remained unchanged. Although 
technology made the fishery more efficient in catching the whales by enabling whalers to 
pursue whales further offshore and for a longer time and reducing the time it took to tow 
their catch to shore, it also meant higher financial costs.  According to respondents with the 
increase in fishing costs, the price of fresh whale meat went up from several centavos per 
kilo in the 1950s to Php20 (US$3.32) per kilo in the 1970s and as high as Php25 
(US$1.18
265
) per kilo from the late 1980s to early 1990s.  Some whalers who could not 
afford to purchase a motorized boat persisted to hunt using their old boats for a few years 
until they could no longer compete with motorized boats. 
By the time of Dolar’s (1994, 447) study in 1993, there were only nine active 
whaling boats from Sagay.  Two boats from Barangay Balite were no longer active. Despite 
the claimed efficiency of their whaling techniques, with no “struck-and-lost whales”, the 
whalers interviewed by Dolar indicated that catches were sporadic between 1975 and 1992 
(Ibid.).  A maximum of two whales were caught in one season.  The size of whales caught 
ranged from 10-14meters.  
Fishers also described how their fishing grounds changed through the years.  When 
in the past, prior to the use of motorized boats, they frequented the shores of Sagay, 
Guinsiliban and Catarman where whales were abundant, by the late 1970s they had to 
venture across to Balingoan in Misamis Oriental to hunt. 
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3.4 Whale shark hunting 
3.4.1 Balilan hunting in Bohol and Camiguin 
The hunting for whale sharks as described in Chapter two was conducted in the same way as 
whaling with some minor modifications.  The hunt was described by Alava et al. (2002, 
139).  Once within striking distance, the hookman or harpooner jumped on the animal while 
the engine was immediately turned off and the rest of the crew paddled to get the boat 
alongside the animal (Ibid.). According to Alava et al. (2002, 139), Pamilacan hunters 
preferred to secure the hook at the base of the pectoral fin while the Talisayan hunters aimed 
for the back of the head, just behind the eyes. Once the animal was secured, a cut was made 
at the base of the head to sever the spinal cord, which paralyzed the animal, allowing it to be 
towed with much ease (Severin 1999, 60).   
The hunters and traders were the same group of people from Lila, Pamilacan and 
Sagay. Even the season of hunting was the same. Prior to mechanization, the main difference 
between the whale shark fishery and whaling was the income garnered from it.  Whale shark 
products were not as highly valued as whale meat.   
As mentioned in the previous section on whaling, when motors were introduced in 
the Bohol Sea region, fishers adapted accordingly.  The pumpboats were smaller and faster 
than the pilang or pamilakan.  With the advent of the use of pumpboats whale shark meat 
was sold dried but still for a much lower price than whale meat.  In Pamilacan, a tuhog of 





However, this changed in the 1990s when the trade in whale shark products began.  
According to respondents, this was when the prices for whale shark meat and fins increased, 
encouraging fishers to hunt
268
.  With increased profits from the whale shark fishery, boat 
owners modified their boats, making them bigger and faster.  By 1993, in Pamilacan, the 
boats used were 8-16m long with 80-120hp diesel truck engines (Alava et al. 2002,135).  
Although hunters still used the same gaff hooks used for whaling, the new boats were more 
efficient.  Each boat was manned by five to seven men. At that time, there were 240 
Pamilacan fishers involved in the fishery (Ibid., 134) and there were about 25-30 boats
269
.  
With these boats, hunting for whale sharks no longer required the cooperation of several 
boats. One boat could catch one whale shark (Severin 1999, 59-60). 
                                                   
266 Interview, 120503_001, Pamilacan, Manong Juan. 
267 In 1970, 1 US$ was equivalent to Php6.02. 
268 Interview, 120503_001, Pamilacan, Manong Juan. 
269 Interview, 120504_002, Pamilacan, Manong Jose 
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Prior to the opening of the market for whale shark products, the meat was thinly 
sliced and dried. The skin and fins were also hung to dry.  This process took several hours 
and the drying process took about 2-10 days, depending on the weather conditions. 
According to some Pamilacan respondents, in 1990, the main market was in Talisayan, 
Misamis Oriental where dried meat was sold for about Php50 (US$2.06) per kilo.  However, 
in 1995, the export market for fresh whale shark meat emerged.  This time the buyers were 
Chinese from Cebu who exported the meat to Singapore or Taiwan. The meat was cut in 
huge blocks, packed in Styrofoam boxes with ice and transported immediately to the nearest 
port.  Since, the slicing and drying were no longer necessary, the processing time was greatly 
reduced and profits were made within a shorter period.  The fins and gills were an exception 
because they still had to be dried before they were transported.  However, some buyers 
would prefer to buy fresh fins as well.  The prices of whale shark products rose accordingly.  
Fresh meat was sold for Php50 (US$1.94
270
) per kilo while fins were sold for the equivalent 
of Php1,000 (US$38.89) per kilo dried (See Table 3.8).   
This new process also changed the organization of the processing.  There were three 
groups of people involved in the modernized whale shark fishery processing: the cutters or 
“tagalaplap”, the packers and the labourers (Plate 3.23).  The cutters sliced the whale shark 
into blocks and removed the fins. There were no cutters in the past because for whales, the 
animal was sold whole to Lila while whale sharks caught were processed by the hunters 
themselves.  The packers put the meat into Styrofoam boxes and packed them with ice. The 
last group, the labourers carried the sealed boxes into boats for transport from Pamilacan and 
to the destination port. The buyers were most often the owner of the hunting boats.  In 1995, 
there were two resident buyers from the Island.  They transported the whale shark meat 
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Table 3.8  Prices of whale shark products in 1995
271
 and 1997 (Alava et al. 2002, 141
272
) 




Fins (dried) 1,000/kg (38.89/kg) 400-500/kg (13.57-16.96) 
Meat (fresh) 50/kg (1.94/kg) 8-10/kg (dark) (0.27-0.34) 
  10-15/kg (white) (0.34-0.51) 
Skin   
Fresh 35/kg (1.36)  
Dried 120-200/kg (4.68-7.78) 10-15/kg (0.34-0.51) 





Plate 3.23 Whale shark cutters and labourers (Photos by MLL Dolar 1998) 
 
The system of distribution of the sales from the whale shark catch differed from the 
whale.  If the boat owner was also the buyer, he would cover the total cost of the fishing trip, 
processing and transport.  If the buyer is different, the cost of the fishing trip of the boat 
owner is subtracted from the sales of the catch.  From the net sales, 15% was given to the 
hookman while the remaining 85% was divided into two. One half went to the boat owner 
                                                   
271 Interview, 120504_001, Manong Juan, Pamilacan; Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, 
Pamilacan. 
272 Note that prices in 1997 according to respondents interviewed by Alava et al. 2002 were 
significantly lower than in 1995 as indicated by respondents interviewed in 2011 and 2012.  This 
difference could be attributed to what Alava noted regarding the underestimation of the catches the 
fishers were reporting.  Fishers at that time “feared that the Bureau of Internal Revenues (BIR) would 
investigate them if they reported higher catches.” (Alava et al. 2002, 144). 
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and the other to the boat crew.  The share of the boat crew was further divided equally 
between the members, including the hookman.  This “new” system and trade required higher 
investments for the local buyers, who were usually also the boat owners.  The fishing 
operation, processing and transport of the products cost approximately Php 21,600 (US$824) 
per animal (See Table 3.9).  This does not include the actual cost of purchasing the whale 
shark.  The returns, however, were substantial.  For a whale shark sold for Php 75,000 
(US$2,861), the boat owner earned as much as Php31,237.50 (US$1,191), while each crew 
earned Php5,206.25 (US$198.63).  If the buyer/middleman sold the whale shark for Php50 
(US$1.91) per kilo and the animal had the equivalent of 3,000 kilos of meat, giving the total 
sales of Php150,000 (US$5,723), the buyer/middleman earned Php54,900 (US$2,094.62).  
This does not include the sales for the fins which were worth Php1,000 (US$38.15) per kilo 
when dried in 1995.  Table 3.10 shows the calculation of the shares and earnings of the 
different participants in the whale shark fishery given the example above. 
 
Table 3.9  Example of expenses incurred for hunting and processing one average-sized 







No. of persons Sub-total 
Slicer 200 (7.63) 8 1,600 (61.04) 
Labourer 300 (11.44) 5-8 1,500 (57.23) 
Packer 200 (7.63) 5-8 1,000 (38.15) 
Ice   6,000 (228.92) 
Transport   10,000 (381.53) 
Fishing operation   1,500 (57.23) 
TOTAL   21,600 (824) 
 
 
                                                   
273 Interview, 120504_001, Manong Juan, Pamilacan; Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, 
Pamilacan. 
274 In 1996, 1 US$ was equivalent to Php26.21. 
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Table 3.10 Fishing share distribution and earnings for an average-sized whale shark caught 














Net sales 73,500 
(2,804.27) 
 
Subtract 15% 11,025 
(420.64) 
Hookman 
85% of sales 62,475 
(2,383.63) 
 
Divided into 2 31,237.50 
(1,191) 
Boat owner 
Divided into 6 5,206.25 
(198.63) 
Each crew 
   



















In Sagay, Camiguin, according to Alava et al. (2002, 136), in 1997, although most 
boats used for whale shark hunting were non-motorized boats, those with motors were 6-10 
meters long with 5-16hp engines. The system of distribution for whale sharks was the same 
as for whales. According to respondents, the price of whale shark products barely changed 
with the motorization of the fishery and it remained cheaper than whale meat. In 1997, prices 
varied slightly between the two villages of Balite and Manuyog. In Balite, fresh meat was 
sold for Php2-20 (US$0.07-0.68) per kilo or Php 18-30 (US$0.61-1.02) per kilo dried (Alava 
et al. 2002, 141).  An entire animal was sold for Php500 to Php 3,000 (US$16.97-101.80).  
In Manuyog on the other hand, meat was usually sold dried for Php 25-30 (US$0.85-1.02) 
per kilo (Ibid.). The dried meat of an entire animal was worth Php 3,000 to 10,000 
(US$101.80-339.33), depending on the size.  The market was mainly within the province 
with some sold to Mindanao. 
Their fishing grounds also changed because whale sharks were no longer as 
abundant along their shores as they used to be in the years between the 1950s and 1970s. By 
the 1990s Boholano hunters ventured to Jagna, Garcia-Hernandez, Dimiao, off Salay in 
Misamis Oriental, southern part of Cebu Strait, southern Tañon Strait, and off Misamis 
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Occidental near the entrance to the Sulu Sea
275
. Camiguin hunters frequented the grounds off 
Salay, Misamis Oriental (Alava et al. 2002, 138). 
3.4.2 Other tawiki hunters of the Bohol Sea 
There were other whale shark hunters in the southern Bohol Sea.  The whale shark was also 
known as “toki” or “toki-toki” in Mindanao (Alava et al. 2002, 136).  The harpoon most 
commonly used was called an “isi” or “bangkaw” while some used a gaff hook similar to 
Pamilacan.  In Misamis Oriental, the towns of Salay and Talisayan were also known to 
hunt
276
 (Alava et al. 2002, 134; Acebes 2005, 15).  Salay was also known to hunt whales 
using a handheld harpoon similar to that used in Sagay, Camiguin (Acebes 2005, 14-15) and 
the whale shark fishery could have been an off-shoot of it.   
In 1997, the fishery in Salay was no longer active and it was attributed to the sinking 
of five fishing boats by whale sharks which occurred between 1993 and 1995 (Alava et al. 
2002, 133).  The fishers did not recover from their loss hence, stopped fishing.  Talisayan, 
however, was still actively fishing at that time and was considered the “second most 
important whale shark fishery” in Mindanao by Alava et al. (2002, 136). Boats used in these 
towns were 6-10m in length with 5-16hp Briggs & Stratton or Kohler engines (Ibid.).  
According to Alava et al. (2002, 134) there were several other whale shark fisheries in 
Misamis Oriental and Misamis Occidental.  At the time of Alava’s study in 1997 some of 
these fisheries were inactive or recently started.  They further added that the development of 
the whale shark fishery in most of these towns were attributed to the opening of the export 
market on meat and fins by wholesale fish traders as well as a few small-scale brokers from 
Bohol (Alava et al. 2002, 133).  
3.5 Conclusion 
The changes in the technology in the fisheries marked important turning points in the history 
of hunting for large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea.  Motorized boats allowed fishers to 
go farther out to sea to explore and exploit new fishing grounds.  With faster and more 
powerful boats, it made it easier to catch whales, whale sharks and manta rays.  Whale shark 
hunters could go out twice a day because it took less time to catch and tow an animal using 
pumpboats.  The shift from hooks and handheld harpoons to nets made it easier to catch 
rays.  A large net stretching thousands of metres could catch more than one manta ray and 
several mobulas.  There was no need for ray fishing boats to cooperate with one another. 
                                                   
275 This was based on Interview, 120404_001, Pamilacan, Manong Simeon and Interview 
120504_001, Manong Juan, and Alava et al. 2002, 138). 
276 Salay and Talisayan were not visited during this study but respondents from Bohol and Camiguin 
confirmed the existence of the fishery there. 
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This technological evolution of the fisheries also changed its social organization.  
For the manta ray fishery, a new set of skills was required from fishers.  The hookman or 
jumper was replaced by the operator or captain who had to have the skills in operating the 
boat.  An engine man, who alternates as a boat mechanic was necessary.  Spotting, jumping, 
paddling or swimming skills were no longer necessary.  The timing of the fishery also 
changed from a day-time activity to night-time operation.  According to some respondents, 
even the season for catching rays changed as it started a month or two earlier.  If in the past, 
with the use of hooks and harpoons, fishers had to wait for the rays to surface to feed, which 
coincided with the seasonal plankton blooms and krill, with nets it was possible to catch rays 
outside of this season when they were believed to be in deeper waters.   
With the increased capital investment needed in the modernized fishery, it became 
necessary to form cooperations among buyers and boat owners.  Money lenders emerged 
introducing a credit system that did not use to exist in these communities.  For some 
communities, there was an increased dependency on fishing for their source of income.  This 
chapter described and analysed the capital-intensive ray fishery and how boat owners and 
buyers could potentially earn a significant income depending on how many and what type of 
ray was caught.  The ray fishery, however, is an unpredictable and a financially risky 
business with a slow return of investment. Similarly, the whale shark fishery in Pamilacan 
became a significant source of income for island residents.  According to respondents, it 
benefitted many members of the community by providing “new jobs” and opportunities for 
saving much needed money
277
. 
The introduction of a market economy also facilitated these changes.  The opening 
of new markets encouraged the expansion of the fisheries, especially for the whale shark and 
manta ray. The potentially large income that could be earned not only enticed more boat 
owners, labaseras and fishers to become involved but it also created new jobs in the 
community such as the canvassers and labourers. Advances in technology such as mobile 
phone communication and improvements in the transportation systems (i.e. roads, buses, 
ferries) also made it easier to trade and market their catch.  Links established with other 
communities through years of interactions and kinship were either strengthened or expanded.  
Boholano fishers who fished in Camiguin formed trade partnerships there.  Jagna, Pamilacan 
and Surigao fishers also established trading partnerships.   
The fishing communities of the Bohol Sea showed the capacity to adapt successfully 
to their environment.  The technological developments in the fisheries facilitated this 
adaptation but as we will see in Chapter five, this masked the real state of the fisheries.  
                                                   
277 Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, Pamilacan; Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, 
Pamilacan; Interview, 120504_001, Manong Juan, Pamilacan. 
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While some managed to stay in the increasingly competitive and unpredictable trade, some 
could not afford to any longer.   




Sea hunters of Limasawa Island 
4.1  Introduction 
This chapter describes the fisheries for sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) and manta 
rays centered upon Limasawa Island (Map 4.1). Limasawa is dealt with separately from 
Bohol and Camiguin because based on evidence gathered the fishery for large marine 
vertebrates conducted from this Island evolved independently from the two provinces.  
Furthermore, unlike Bohol and Camiguin whalers, the Limasawa whalers hunted a different 
species, the sperm whale.  Similar to the discussion in Chapter two and three, the fisheries 
are described by target species, beginning with sperm whales, followed by manta rays, and 
then other large marine vertebrates.  Two different groups of people were engaged in sperm 
whaling and manta ray hunting hence, they will be discussed accordingly.  The hunting 
techniques, system of distribution, processing and marketing will also be discussed in 
comparison to the fisheries in Bohol and Camiguin.  
Fishers from this Island used to hunt for sperm whales from the early 1970s until the 
mid-1990s and manta rays since the beginning of the twentieth century, or possibly earlier 
until the late 1990s. Both fisheries were previously undocumented
278
 and consequently the 
histories remain only in the memories of surviving former hunters and local inhabitants. 
Beginning with a description of present day Limasawa, the chapter works back in time to the 
early 1960s, relying upon the memories and stories of former whalers and manta ray hunters 
still alive today. Although these fishing practices are fairly recent, their origins point to 
direct links with the nature and ecology of the Bohol Sea.  
This chapter aims to show that the hunting practices were adapted to the nature of 
the waters surrounding the island. The ecology of the Bohol Sea where the island is situated 
greatly influenced the type of fishery that the Limasawa people engaged in. It compares the 
Limasawa fisheries with that of the fisheries in Bohol and Camiguin, to answer the first 
research question on how the different large marine vertebrates affected the fishing practices 
of the people in the Bohol Sea.  The histories of these fisheries also further demonstrate the 
social connections established between the coastal peoples of the Bohol Sea through their 
pursuit of these large marine vertebrates.  It will show how people from nearby Bohol, 
Surigao and mainland Southern Leyte also took advantage of the marine bounty surrounding 
                                                   
278 Dolar et al. (1994, 448) mentioned that one informant stated that fishers in Brgy. Lugsongan, 
Limasawa used to hunt dolphins, whales and whale sharks using harpoons and that it ceased in 1983.  
The whale fishery was not specified as a sperm whale fishery. 
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Limasawa. In addition, the ecology of the Island itself, the terrain, and the resources 
available, limited people’s options for an alternative livelihood.   
Interestingly, unlike in Bohol, these fishing practices were swiftly stopped soon after 
the FAOs
279
 were implemented in the late 1990s.  It is argued here that this was because of a 
combination of factors: namely, the will power of the local government officials of 
Limasawa to enforce the laws; the willingness of the Island residents to obey these laws or 
their fear of the penalties; the ready availability of other fishery resources decreasing their 
dependence on the hunts; and the availability of other livelihoods on the Island. 
 
                                                   
279 Fisheries Administrative Order (FAO) 185, 185-1 and 193. 




Map 4.1 Limasawa Island, Southern Leyte 
4.2  Sperm whaling 
Limasawa is a 632-hectare island municipality, located at the southern tip of the Province of 
Southern Leyte and is home to about 6,020 people
280
. It is a place famous for being the site 
of the celebration of the first Christian mass in the Philippines on March 31, 
1521(Limasawa, Municipal Profile). Limasawa has escaped the rapid tourism development 
that has occurred on other islands in the Central Visayas, which could arguably be to its 
                                                   
280 This is based on the Municipal Profile of Limasawa under Demographic Data in 2010 which was 
taken from the Rural Health Unit (RHU) Report. 
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advantage. Although Limasawa officially became an independent municipality in 1978, it 
was not until August 1989 that the first set of municipal officials were inducted and began 
operations two days later at the home of the Palermo family in barangay Triana (Limasawa, 
Municipal Profile).  Prior to that, the Island was governed by the municipality of Padre 
Burgos located approximately nine kilometres northeast of it.  Hence, Limasawa’s local 
government, compared to its neighbouring municipalities in Bohol and Camiguin, is rather 
“young”. 
The island of Limasawa is an unassuming place.  Approaching it from Padre Burgos, 
on the main Island of Southern Leyte, on board a wooden “ferry” boat
281
 there is nothing too 
impressive at first sight. It looks just like any other small island in the Visayas. The 
elongated Island has a moderately mountainous terrain and plains slightly sloping towards 
the coast but with steep rocky cliffs on its northern and southern ends. Dotting its western 
coast you see rows of coconut trees along the beach, and a few shrubby and forested areas 
here and there. There are patches of houses signifying sitios (hamlets), short stretches of 
creamy-white beach with outrigger boats lining it, a small piece of land with white crosses 
(the cemetery) and finally, the ferry’s destination, a make-shift port where bigger boats like 
the ferry can dock and unload small cargo and people at the poblacion of the municipality, 
Triana. The main ring road which connects the barangays of the island is mostly concreted. 
It is wide enough to let a small vehicle pass. Not that you would see many cars or trucks. 
The road is more often travelled by “potpot” (customized tricycles) and “habal-habal” 
(motorcycles-for-hire).  The main road is clean with houses lining both sides of it. Some 
with low concrete walls, most with bamboo fences decorated with potted bougainvillea 
plants of various colours. As one heads towards the municipal hall the road widens and a 
green open field lined by towering acacia trees caught my attention. The government 
buildings are situated right next to each other, together with the municipal covered courts or 
gym, health office and a guest house. The municipal hall sits in the centre, atop a low hill 
overlooking the sea just a few meters from the road. 
There are six barangays on the island. Although people from all six villages engage 
in fishing, the top three villages with the highest number of registered fisherfolk are Brgy. 
Lugsongan, Magallanes and Triana with 150, 106 and 85 fishers, respectively
282
. Brgy. 
Lugsongan used to be known as the home of sperm whalers while Brgy. Magallanes was 
                                                   
281 There are two ferry boats servicing the Island: M/B ICCO and M/B Asuncion de Limasawa.  The 
former is based in Brgy. Triana and goes to Padre Burgos once a day while the latter is based in Brgy. 
Magallanes and travels to P. Burgos also once a day.  These are large, wooden outrigger boats 
designed to carry about 20 passengers. 
282 This is based on data in the consolidated form of Registered Fisherfolks compiled by the 
Municipality of Limasawa. 
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known for its manta ray fishery. Fishing is the primary source of livelihood of the people on 
the Island but nowadays many also engage in farming, government employment (offices and 
schools) and agri-business such as trading or merchandising, squid and dogshark drying and 
backyard livestock raising (Limasawa, Municipal Profile).  The majority of the land area of 
Limasawa is suited for agriculture and is utilized to grow coconuts, bananas, cassava, fruits 
and vegetables while the remaining land is used as pasture and grazing areas for farm 
animals (Ibid.).  The total crop production however is still not sufficient to meet the demands 
of the people hence food is still bought from neighbouring towns on Southern Leyte (Ibid.). 
Rice in particular, which can no longer be cultivated on the island due to scarcity of water, 
has to be imported from the mainland Province.   
To get to the fishing villages one must travel across to the eastern side of the island. 
A trip most easily done on motorbike, as it takes about 15 minutes. As one goes further the 
road becomes narrower. You reach the fishing village and the rows of houses become 
tighter, more compact. You can smell the sea and drying fish. Various types of fishing gear 
and paraphernalia are hanging outside houses, leaning on fences or just lying on the ground. 
Under a nipa-roofed shed are piles of Styrofoam boxes, wooden crates and several bamboo 
frames with fish netting where small squids are laid out to dry.  Small outrigger boats are 
propped on bamboo “holders” or sit neatly on the sand.  Houses here seem simpler than in 
the poblacion or centre of the island, with low nipa-roofed plywood-walled houses, some 
painted, some not. They seemed to have been put together in a rush. You reach the centre of 
the village where the barangay hall sits on the side of a concreted 15-sqm area used as a 
village basketball court. It was in this modest office where most of my interviews of former 
sperm whalers of Brgy. Lugsongan took place. 
Manong Damian is a small man in his late 50’s with a stocky build and dark skin. 
You can tell he has spent years at sea, out in the sun. He walks with an almost hobbit-like 
gait. He was born in Liloan, on the main Island of Southern Leyte but moved here with his 
parents when he was very young to settle permanently on his mother’s home Island. He is 
known as the most successful whaler on the Island. 
He spoke about his whaling days with fervour and fond memories. He described the 
prey, the tikumsi (sperm whale) as it was locally called, with such clarity as if he was 
looking straight at one. He began by saying how big the marine mammal was. He said it 
could grow to about 12-14 dupa (22-25m or 72 - 84ft) long and could weigh approximately 
20 tons (20,000kgs). The girth height could be as high as 8 feet (2.43m). If a person stood on 
one side of the animal, the person standing on the other side would not be able to see him. 
He said that it may be huge but it can “fly up in the air” up to 50 feet (15.24m) high above 
the surface. He added that “it is so big that it looks like an airplane crashing into the water. 
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When it hits the water it makes a sound like exploding guns.”  He gestured with his hand to 
describe the shape of its large head. It has an angular head with huge teeth. Each tooth is 
shaped like a ripe banana (“saging tundan”
283
). “It has 42 teeth in all, 21 on one side and 21 
on the other side of the lower jaw”, Manong Damian stated this matter-of-factly.  This 
account based on local knowledge was, however, refuted by Manong Isaias, another former 
whaler and sperm whale teeth trader, who said that there were 48 teeth in total. Both agreed 
that the whale only has teeth on the lower jaw.  There are only holes on the upper jaw, ”…to 
fit those on the lower jaw”. Its skin is black. “It has a tail so wide that ten men would not be 
enough to lift it.” It has a hole on top of its head. He clearly said it is not a fish but a 
mammal yet throughout the interview he kept referring to it as “isda” or fish. Although his 
reference to the sperm whale’s size is not accurate and his description of its ability to “jump” 
to such great heights may be an exaggeration, given a man of Manong Damian’s height and 
the size of his boat, it is understandable how he might have perceived it in such a manner.  
His size estimate, however, is not too far off from the scientific record of a maximum length 
of 18.6m and approximate weight of 15 to 45 tons.  Even their teeth count falls within what 
has been scientifically recorded which is 20 to 26 in each side of the lower jaw (Whitehead 
2009, 1091). 
He used an “isi” or a handheld harpoon (Plate 4.1). This is the same term used by the 
Jagna hunters for the harpoon they used to hunt manta rays. The tip was made of iron 
(“puthaw”) 1 inch (2.54cm) in diameter. Stainless steel was not used because it could be 
easily broken. The tip was shaped like that of a spear with one barb on the side, just below 
the base of the spade tip. The barb toggles or folds “like a fan” so that once it goes into the 
whale flesh, pulling it out would lock it in. The harpoon was 9 to 10 feet or just over two 
meters long from tip to tip. It was made from “acero nga kabilya” (steel rod). The other end 
of the harpoon was twisted into a ring where a rope was attached.  The harpoon was made in 
Sta. Sophia, Padre Burgos by a local blacksmith named Gomer. He still lives there today.  
Manong Damian attests that no one could make a harpoon as well as Gomer. The main rope 
or line tied to Gomer’s harpoon was about 10 meters long but this was often extended by 
attaching a longer rope.  A buoy was then attached to the end of each roll of rope.  They 
could use 2-3 rolls of rope. The boat used to hunt for the whales was a pumpboat
284
 with a 
Briggs 10-16hp engine. Each boat had a crew of 3 to 4 men: the harpooner, the steerer or 
helmsman (“taga-timon”) and one or two “helpers”
285
 
                                                   
283 This is a type of banana common in the Philippines. 
284 Pumpboat or pump boat is an outrigger canoe powered by a small gasoline or diesel engine. 
285 The term “helper” was adapted from Dolar et al. 1994 





Plate 4.1  An isi similar to what was used to take sperm whales, now used for sharks (top);  
spade-shaped tip with a single barb toggle (bottom) (Photos by JMV Acebes). 
 
Manong Damian was one of the first fishers on the Island to harpoon a whale. His 
older brother whaled before him, but it was only a few months later that he himself got 
involved in the fishery. According to Manong Damian, the first fishers to take a tikumsi were 
from northern Mindanao. They came from Malimono, in Bunyasan, Surigao del Norte, led 
by a man named Idel. Idel’s group of whalers used to voyage to Limasawa to hunt tikumsi 
because unlike in their own waters there were plenty around Limasawa.  That event occurred 
in 1972, as Manong Damian recalled. The Mindanaoans stayed at Manong Damian’s house 
during the hunting season as transients. They stayed for no more than a week, often only for 
two days. One of the crew was his brother-in-law. It was from him that Manong Damian first 
learned about whaling and because he was curious asked him what implements they used. It 
was then that he saw an isi for the first time. The first time he joined a hunt in the early 70s, 
he acted as the helmsman. He watched how the older fishers jumped into the water with the 
harpoon in one hand in the middle of a group of whales, harpooned a whale on the side near 
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the flipper and swam back to the boat as fast as they could. It was when others refused to 
jump in (“because they were too scared”) that he had his first try. Sometimes he hit a whale, 
sometimes he did not. It took a lot of practice, he said. It did not take long before he and 
other fishers from Limasawa started hunting whales on their own and soon after the whalers 
from Malimono stopped coming to Limasawa to hunt because it became unprofitable for 
them to travel to the Island and hunt there. Thus, in the early 1970s the Limasawa fishers 
took over the trade and, as a result, they flourished.  
When asked where the name tikumsi was derived from former whalers replied that it 
was the name given by the Surigao fishers that hunted the whale286. This was further 
validated by the eldest former whaler interviewed who also claimed to be the person who 
informed the whalers from Surigao that sperm whales abound around the waters of 
Limasawa
287
.  He claimed that he was fishing for flying fish off Surigao when he 
encountered the Malimono whalers.  On his trip back to Limasawa he saw several pods of 
sperm whales so he went back and told his friend about the whale’s location.  Soon, he came 
back to the Island with 4 pumpboats from Malimono.  By the end of the day, each boat had 
caught one whale.  Limasawa locals used to call those whales “balyena” but the Surigao 
fishers referred to them as tikumsi.  They said they called the whale that because it had dark 
skin just like the colour of their boat engine with the brand name Tecumseh.
288
 It was from 
then on that Limasawa people started calling the balyena, tikumsi. 
There used to be many fishers in Limasawa who hunted tikumsi. There were at least 
seven boats that hunted them on a regular basis. The early 1970s was the height of sperm 
whaling around Limasawa. Most fishers went out early in the morning in the hopes of 
sighting a whale first but Manong Damian, however, preferred to leave after breakfast, at 
around 7am. He believes that “with this kind of fish” it does not matter what time you go out 
because if you will be “given (by God) a whale, you will catch one”
289
.  Fishers brought a 
                                                   
286 Interview, 101106_003, Manong Isaias, Limasawa; Interview, 101105_001, Manong Damian, 
Limasawa; Interview, 101106_001, Manong Tonio, Limasawa 
287 Interview, 101106_003, Manong Isaias, Limasawa 
288  Tecumseh is an American company founded in 1934 that manufactured refrigeration compressors. 
During the Second World War, the company started producing 50mm shells. After the war, with the 
increasing demand for food preservation equipment, the company started distributing compressors to 
foreign countries (http://www.tecumseh.com/en/se-asia/about-us/company-history). In 1956, 
Tecumseh Products purchased Lauson Engine Manufacturing Company, one of the largest small 
engine manufacturers in the United States at that time. This purchase led to the establishment of 
Tecumseh Power who carried on distributing the Tecumseh engine brand.  Tecumseh Products 
Company sold the Tecumseh Power engine manufacturing division in 2007 to Platinum Equity LLD 
(http://www.barrettsmallengine.com/tecumseh/parts.html).  
289 Interview, 101105_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 
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packed lunch in case they ended up staying out at sea for a longer period of time.  Manong 
Damian claims that he was often the last to go out to sea but the first to return with a catch.  
He attributed this to a combination of skill, luck and faith. 
 
4.2.1  The hunt 
The season for hunting was from December until May and the whale hunters did not venture 
far off shore, just the sea fronting their village. The month of May was the best time for 
hunting because it is what they called “tag- linaw”, or the time when the seas are calm.  
They would head out to sea towards Bohol and Camiguin and look for spouts of water (the 
blow). They said the blow would go up about two meters high. They often saw whales in 
pods of five to ten animals. A respondent, however, said he once saw a pod of 40-50 
whales
290
. Seldom did they see lone animals.   
Unlike other fishers Manong Damian always fearlessly picked the largest whale in 
the pod. Even if the largest one was in between two smaller whales he preferred to go after 
the bigger whale. “That is why there were times when we would be squeezed between two 
whales!”
291
 He guided his boat to approach the pod as close as possible but not so close as to 
startle it. When the boat was about 3 meters from the target whale, he would jump with the 
harpoon, stabbing it on the side slightly behind and underneath the flipper.  When necessary, 
a harpooner even daringly stood on the back of the adjacent whale in order to position 
himself properly in relation to his target. As soon as he jumped off, the boat would move 
away from the animal. While still in the water Manong Damian would push the harpoon a 
few inches further in to make sure it was locked in place. When he resurfaced the boat would 
be many meters away and he had to swim back to safety and get on board.  
Where you hit the whale is a matter of great importance, he said. The area behind 
and underneath the flipper is the prime spot because it is where the heart is located. He said 
if you hit this spot, the whale would die almost instantly and you would not need to harpoon 
it again. He referred to this technique as “ma-one-time” as only one harpoon would be used. 
If you did not hit that spot, “ma-pikiti”, meaning the harpoon would not kill it, then the 
harpooner needed to strike again. When this happened, there was a risk that the animal 
would not die quickly and fought back or even swam away with the harpoon. When a 
harpooner failed once or twice the animal often tried to fight back by going after the boat. 
Apparently it was quite common for fishers to end up getting injured by a flailing whale or 
losing not only their harpoon but also their boat. According to informants several boats in 
                                                   
290 Interview, 101106_001, Manong Tonio, Limasawa 
291 Interview, 101105_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 
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the past had been destroyed by thrashing whales and several men had been injured, either 
from their legs being caught by the rope attached to a whale or by being hit directly by a 
fluke, or the boat being smashed, and sent flying. During his entire career as whaler, 
however, Manong Damian never got hit or indirectly injured. 
Whalers usually avoided lone whales. Manong Damian said if you tried to catch a 
lone animal (most likely a bull) and you did not hit it “right”, it would go after you and fight 
back. This happened to him once when he failed to kill a lone whale with one hit and it 
chased after their boat. Luckily they were able to get away from it. But he had to let go of 
the harpoon and rope, hence losing it.  His cousin was less fortunate. He died of drowning 
after a lone whale that was not hit right “fought back” on another occasion and destroyed 
their boat, capsizing it. 
According to Manong Damian, another way he could tell that he hit the whale right 
or that the whale was about to die was when the blood poured out as a big, round, semi-solid 
globule or as he called it “mag-apple”.  He was most likely referring to a massive blood clot. 
He said that once “mag-apple na” occurred the whale was about to die. The whale 
apparently opened its mouth (or its lower jaw hung) when it died.  This was why he always 
watched whales that were already hit but still had their mouths tightly closed because he 
knew they were still alive and could fight back. 
Most often the whale had to be harpooned more than once and depending on the 
size, two to three boats had to cooperate, each using up to 4 harpoons in order to completely 
subdue a whale. The largest whale that Manong Damian ever killed, had a total of 10 
harpoons attached to it.  They often had to use a sundang (large, long knife) or a “tawang” to 
make the final killing stab.  A tawang is a variation of the isi, with the same spade-tip but 
without the toggle-barb. Once a whale was killed, the rope extension attached to the harpoon 
was untied (you cannot pull the harpoon out because of the sima) and used to tie the whale to 
the boat. The other harpoons (not the killing shot) were removed. The rope was tied around 
the head of the dead whale and then tied to the boat. They used a sundang to carve a hole 
through the flesh with the help of someone else on the other side of the dead whale because 
the flesh is too thick to be carved up by one person. Ropes were also tied around the body 
near the flippers and secured to other boats. Most often one boat had to go back to shore to 
get more fuel for the other boats, in order to tow the catch. It often took four or five boats to 
tow the carcass to shore. This process normally lasted for hours, if not the entire day, 
because of the whale’s sheer size. 
In the 1970s, at the height of the fishery, a maximum of ten whales were caught by 
the entire village in a single week. Manong Damian was the last fisher to take a whale. He 
believes it was in 1994. Over his entire whaling career between 1972 and 1994, he took a 
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total of 30 sperm whales. There was a time when he caught four whales in just one month 
during the peak of that whaling season.  As in any other fishery, the catches were 
unpredictable.  There were seasons when he caught only one or two whales while there were 
seasons when he caught more. 
The technique of the Limasawa hunt is reminiscent of that employed by the 19
th
 
century American whalers.  The whaling implements were different with the locally used 
ones being fairly simple and smaller in scale but the principles behind the hunt were the 
same.  Although Limasawa whalers did not have to go on long voyages in distant foreign 
seas to hunt whales they too faced the same perilous task of subduing “the leviathan”. 
Stories of whalers being taken on a “Nantucket sleighride”
292
, pumpboats getting smashed by 
the massive fluke of a raging bull and a whale “attacking” a boat in defence of a pod mate 
are similar to the stories told by American whalemen back in the 1800s (Bullen 1947, 38-41, 
151).   
Knowing exactly where to harpoon a whale and which animal to target suggests a 
tried and tested method passed down between older and younger generations of whalers.  
Modern sperm whalers in Albany, Western Australia, used the same technique and criteria of 
selection as the Limasawa whalers. The whalers looked for the largest animal which was 
usually the bull because they got more oil from bigger whales (Darby 2008, 97).   In a big 
pod of whales, they would always try to take the largest bull (Ibid., 96).  Albany whalers also 
talked about making “the right shot” and looked for the shot “just behind the pectorals” 
(Ibid., 97), the same spot Limasawa harpooners aimed for too. 
 
4.2.2  In pursuit of the whales 
The Limasawa whalers’ pursuit of the sperm whale took them from their shores to as far as 
Camiguin and Bohol.  Manong Isaias and his crew once harpooned a large whale off 
Malimono in Surigao. It was so big that they had to harpoon it several times in order to 
attach eight buoys yet it managed to drag the buoys all the way to the coast of Guinsiliban in 
Camiguin, travelling more than 86 kms where it finally died.  There they butchered the 
whale and sold the meat to the villagers of Camiguin. 
In 1978 Manong Damian also pursued a large whale off Camiguin island.  He was 
fishing for flying fish but when he saw a huge tikumsi not too far off he did not pass up the 
opportunity to take it.  He had his harpoon with him but did not have the right-sized ropes. 
He successfully harpooned the whale twice but it did not take long before the ropes broke 
                                                   
292 The “Nantucket sleighride” is an early whaling technique wherein the harpoon line remained 
attached to the boat (Christensen 2006, 4). 
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and he lost the whale, including the two harpoons.  Five days later his friend from Camiguin 
informed him that his whale had stranded dead in Jagna, Bohol.  Villagers there wanted to 
butcher and eat it but it had already started to rot and so, was hastily towed back out to sea 
for disposal. 
 
4.2.3  Cutting up  
Once dragged on shore, the whale carcass was cut up. A group of seven to ten men were 
hired to do the butchering. Because the carcass could not be brought completely onto the 
beach, these men literally stood in chest-deep blood-soaked water while doing the messy 
business of carving up the carcass.  There was so much blood pouring out that the water 
turned red for hundreds of meters from the shore, attracting large sharks. Cutting up a large 
whale took the community more than 24 hours. 
The skin (with blubber) was rendered for its oil. Manong Damian said it was thick 
and oily, “if you let it stand, it sleeps because it is so oily.” By “sleep” he meant solidify. It 
was dried and fried like chicharon
293
. Apparently, when people ate too much of it they got 
diarrhea because it was too oily. The head alone contained oil
294
 that could fill up 6 to 8 
‘taros’
295
. The oil was used to light lamps or if allowed to stand inside an opened sardine can 
with a wick, was used as a candle, as the whale oil burned really slowly.  Some locals also 
used the oil for frying food, especially fish. Manong Isaias sold whale oil to Cebu
296
. In 





.  According to him, the oil had to be boiled first so as to prevent it from solidifying.   
Sperm whale oil was not of the same high quality as “squalene oil” (shark liver oil
299
), which 
he also traded.  Most parts of the whale were used and were sold except the skin. But once, 




                                                   
293 Chicharon is a common dish in the Philippines made from fried pork skin or rind.  
294 When fishers spoke of the ‘oil in the head’ they were referring to spermaceti, a wax found in the 
head cavity of the sperm whale. 
295 A taro is a large rectangular tin can used to store oil. It can carry approximately 20 litres. 
296 Interview, 101106_003, Manong Isaias, Limsawa 
297 The annual average exchange rate in 1970 was US$1 = Php6.02. 
298 A drum contains approximately 11 taros or 220 liters. 
299 Squalene is a hydrocarbon that can be isolated from shark liver oil.  In this context however, the 
informant was referring to the source product, the shark liver oil and not the end product. 
300 Interview, 101105_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 
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Informants claimed that the meat of the tikumsi is like beef.  The meat was sliced 
thinly and dried. It took about two days to dry.  The meat was primarily sold for food. One 
whale had so much meat that once they had to use 15 pumpboats to carry the fresh meat to 
other villages. Meat was sold fresh for Php2 (US$0.30)
301
 per kilo.  It could be sold for 
Php10 (US$1.50) per kilo at Burgos or Liloan or Gingoog city (Misamis Oriental). A whole 
tikumsi could be sold for Php30,000 (US$4,497). With one fisher’s last catch in 1994, the 
whole animal was sold for Php60,000 (US$2,271)
302
. The meat alone was sold for Php50 
(US$1.89) per kilo.  Most internal organs were cooked and eaten, except for the digestive 
tract which was discarded in the sea. 
The teeth were sold to Manong Isaias, who sold them outside the Province, mainly 
in Cebu and Manila. He bought the teeth as a set of 48 and in turn sold it for Php17,000 
(US$2,263.65)
303
, depending on the size. His primary buyer was from Cebu.  There the teeth 
were mixed with different types of shells for export abroad.  The mixing was done to conceal 
them because  at that time (1980s) it was prohibited to sell whale by-products. According to 
Manong Isaias, the buyer had a shell craft business in Australia and that was where he sold 
the teeth
304
.  On one occasion Manong Isaias brought some sperm whale teeth to Manila and 
bartered five teeth to Americans stationed at the U.S. airbase in Pampanga.  Each tooth
305
 
was exchanged for a bottle of perfume which he subsequently sold for Php1,200 
(US$159.79). Others in Limasawa sold teeth for tourist curios or for use as knife handles. 
Some believed they were used for making mahjong
306
 pieces.  Because the teeth were 
difficult to extract from a fresh carcass, they had to bury the jaw for several days before they 
could remove the teeth from their sockets.  The backbone (vertebrae) was used as a stool. A 
rib could be more than one meter long. According to Manong Damian, someone even used 
the bone to decorate the grip of a handgun. 
 
                                                   
301 The annual average exchange rate in 1972 was used, US$1 = Php6.67 
302 The annual average exchange rate in 1994 was US$1 = Php26.42  
303 The annual average exchange rate in 1980 was US$1 = Php7.51 
304 Manong Isaias could not recall where in Australia the buyer had a shop.  The buyer was a Filipino 
who originally lived in Cebu. 
305 Fishers sometimes sold the teeth individually and Manong Isaias bought it for Php400 (US$53.26) 
per tooth but the prices varied with the size.  He said the teeth were longer and bigger in the middle of 
the jaw. 
306 Mahjong is a game that originated in China. Tiles with engraved Chinese characters are used. 
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4.2.4  Cost of the hunt and distribution of the catch 
In the 1970’s a litre of gas cost six pesos and a boat consumed about 20 litres per trip, when 
running at 10 knots. Hence, in one whaling trip, a boat owner spent Php120 (US$17.99)
307
 
plus his own packed lunch, if he were also the harpooner. In most cases, such as with 
Manong Damian, he owned his own boat and fishing implements (i.e. harpoon, knives, 
ropes).  A whaling trip financier also paid Php200 (US$29.99) to the municipality per whale 
caught. He also hired a group of seven to ten men to cut up the whale for Php3,000 
(US$449.76). In addition to providing the men with food he gave them about 100 kilos of 
meat for their services, which they could sell or consume.  
Manong Damian, as the whaler par excellance, used to finance the fishery. Boats 
owned by other people willingly joined him in the hunt. He paid for their gasoline and oil 
but the crew of each boat brought their own food. In this manner, he financed ten 
pumpboats, each consumed about 20 litres of gasoline.  As the financer of the fishing trip, he 
dictated where the catch was sold.  Each boat crew was responsible for setting the price of 
the meat and selling it.  Everything was sold for cash. There was no credit, or utang. All 
sales from the catch were pooled together. Before the proceeds of the sales were divided 
among everyone who participated in the hunt, the financer took 20% from the gross sales to 
cover his expenses. For example, if the total sales were Php50,000 he took Php10,000 from 
it. Then he divided the remaining Php40,000 among the number of crew who participated in 
the hunt plus the owner of the boats. The boat owner received two shares, the harpooner 
received one share, and every other person on the boat got one share. Manong Damian 
earned more because he took 20% as the financier. In addition, he owned his own boat and 
harpoon and was the lead harpooner too so he received three shares for each trip plus 20% of 
the gross sales. 
There seems to be variation, however, in the system of distribution of the sales of the 
catch. One respondent claimed that the actual expenses of the financier of the hunting trip 
were subtracted from the net sales, instead of the 20% from the gross sales
308
. Two 
respondents said that the share you received was dependent on your role in the hunt
309
. The 
harpooner that killed the whale got a larger share.  Another variation of the system of 
distribution was that the boat owner and the harpooner each received 20% of the net sales. 
                                                   
307 The annual average exchange rate in 1972 was US$1=Php6.67 
308 Interview, 101106_001, Manong Tonio, Limasawa. 
309 Interview, 120508_002, Manong Damian, Limasawa; Interview, 120508_001, Manong Alfred, 
Limasawa. 
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The remaining amount was divided equally among the number of crew members, including 
the boat owner who usually also joined the hunt
310
. 
This system of distribution appears to be a variation of the system used by whalers 
in Lila and Pamilacan described in Chapter Three.  It was similar to Lila and Pamilacan 
wherein the owner of the boat and the hook (who was often the same person) received one 
share each, as did each member of the crew of the boat that hooked the whale first; however, 
Limasawa differed because the financier of the trip received 20% of the total sales of the 
catch.  Furthermore, if two or more boats cooperated in a hunt, the sales of the catch were 
not divided into two so as the boat that harpooned the whale first received one half and the 
rest of the boats that helped received the other half.  Instead, the net sales of the catch, after 
the 20% share of the financier was taken, were divided equally among the number of persons 
that joined the hunt including the boat owners. 
When Manong Damian started whaling fresh meat was sold for only Php2 
(US$0.30) per kilo. As the years passed and people got accustomed to eating it the price 
went up to 5 (US$0.67)
311
 pesos. The meat was sold on the Island but often the meat was just 
given away. Some received about 20 kilos of meat for free. They then exchanged, or 
bartered it for “humay” (unpolished rice). He said “daghang makasapi”, meaning a lot of 
people benefitted because of this. Manong Damian said back then you did not have to be 
involved in the fishery or the processing to benefit from it, because he would give away meat 
for free. Comparing it with other fisheries, he said it was such a big “fish” that the meat and 
oil obtained from it was more than enough for the fishers who caught it and the entire village 
hence, it was easy to give it away.  With the passing of time, meat, however, was also sold 
outside of Limasawa, to Gingoog city, Butuan, to Buena Vista, in Surigao and also to 
Maasin and Ormoc. As it was cheaper to transport it to Maasin it was the preferred market. 
The last whale Manong Damian caught was sold for about Php100,000 (US$3,785)
312
.  
Despite the increase in price of whale meat, according to informants there was no change in 
the notion of sharing and reciprocity within the community.  Neither did whalers become 
competitive because they said there were so many whales to take and it was necessary to 
cooperate to be successful in the hunt. 
In the 1970s the maximum number of whales caught in the village in a month was 
ten. But there were months when only one would be caught. The months of January, 
                                                   
310 Interview, 120508_001, Manong Alfred, Limasawa. 
311 The annual average exchange rate in 1978 was used, US$1=Php7.36 
312 Interview, 101105_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 
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February and March were the peak season because as the fishers believed, it was when the 
whales would come in the Bohol Sea to feed and give birth. 
As mentioned in Chapter two, the hunting of sperm whales is not unique to 
Limasawa, or the Bohol Sea.  The sea hunters of Lamalera in Indonesia hunt sperm whales 
(Barnes 1996) even to this day.  The similarity, however, ends with the target species and 
general technique of jumping on the back of the whale with a harpoon.  The type of harpoon 
and boat used are different from Limasawa.  The organization of the fishery and system of 
distribution of the catch, as discussed in Chapter two are different too.  The Limasawa 
whalers did not divide the sperm whale into different “share locations” nor was there any 
“corporation” that claimed the right to each share. 
 
4.2.5  Local knowledge of tikumsi and dolphins 
Limasawa fishers know that tikumsi is not a fish but a mammal. One respondent, however, 
mistakenly said that “it is a cold-blooded mammal”
313
.  They are aware that it does not have 
gills and that it needs to surface in order to breathe.  According to them, they are similar to 
cows having no teeth on the upper jaw and only on the lower jaw. They eat squid, mainly the 
large ones that people do not normally eat. When cutting up a whale they sometimes found 
its stomach filled with squid that could fill up 10-20 sacks. They suck the squids into their 
mouths. One former whaler said that they would sometimes use the presence of a half-eaten 
squid or a squid head floating on the surface of the water as a sign that a sperm whale was 
nearby because he believed the whale vomited it.  When they saw this, they would set out for 
the hunt as quickly as possible. 
Tikumsi can communicate with its companions.  A respondent said that a harpooned 
tikumsi ”will shout” (“musinggit”) to alert his companions.  The other whales will then 
approach and surround the injured whale
314
. This made it difficult for the whalers to secure 
the whale.  Another informant said the whales make “clicking” or “chattering” sounds as if 
they were producing the sounds with their teeth and that a dying whale made a “pitiful” 
sound
315
.  The behaviours described above are not far from scientific evidence.  Although 
sperm whale vocalizations mainly consist of clicks, they also produce “relatively quiet 
‘squeals’ and ‘trumpets’” (Whitehead 2009, 1094).  Sperm whales are very social, 
particularly females who are always found in the company of other females and their young 
                                                   
313
 Interview, 101106_003, Manong Isaias, Limasawa 
314 Interview, 120508_001, Manong Alfred, Limasawa; Interview, 101106_003, Manong Isaias, 
Limasawa. 
315 Interview, 120508_001, Manong Alfred, Limasawa 
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(Ibid., 1095).   When threatened by predators, female sperm whales form a defensive cluster 
which has been described as in a “marguerite” or “wagon wheel” formation wherein their 
heads are placed together at the hub and their bodies are radiating out (Ibid.).  They may also 
adopt a “heads-out” formation wherein they face their attackers, tightly aligned in a rank 
(Ibid.). 
Respondents believed that “these fish” are “foreign” (langyaw) and migrate to 
Limasawa to give birth
316
. Manong Isaias strongly believes that many sperm whales are 
found in the waters of the South Pole. The whales live there because it is colder there. He 
believes that in the Philippines, sperm whales are found in the “deepest deep” such as “the 
area of the Surigao Strait”.
317
  He also erroneously believed that the original hunters of the 
tikumsi were the Australians
318
. The time when they hunted they referred to as the “whaling 
season”.  He also said that it is neither the oil nor the meat of the sperm whale that is 
extremely valued by whalers in Australia, unlike here.  Instead they sought the substance 
that the whale “blows” (buga) or “exhales”.  In order to collect this, Manong Isaias said that 
when you see a whale, you wait until it “blows” several times before you approach it.  You 
then see bubbles on the surface of the water near the area where it had been.  You take these 
bubbles, dry them under the sun and it becomes a powder-like substance.  This is what is 
called “awgis”.
319
  In Germany, he said, it is considered the best medicine for a cough. One 
drink of this powder and the cough will be cured
320
. This is why it is sought after by 
Australian whalers and is very expensive.  Awgis can only be obtained from tikumsi.  He has 
taken “awgis” once and sent it to his friend in Australia. His friend had a shell craft business 
there and was able to sell awgis for Php5,000.  Sperm whale teeth were considered “ivory” 
and were therefore also very expensive. 
All former whalers interviewed said that fishers from nearby Panaon Island also 
used to hunt whales. But whalers there took a different kind of whale which they called 
                                                   
316 Interview, 101106_003, Manong Isaias, Limasawa; Interview, 101106_001, Manong Tonio, 
Limasawa 
317 The Surigao Strait is actually shallow with a sill depth of ~ 60m (Cabrera et al. 2011). He could 
have been referring to the Philippine Deep, also known as the Philippine Trench or Mindanao Trench 
which is a submarine trench to the east of the Philippines. 
318 Interview, 101106_003, Manong Isaias, Limasawa.  The informant was not clear on how he came 
to know that the Australians were the first to hunt sperm whales.  It is possible that this was 
information he gathered from his friend who had a shell craft business in Australia. 
319
 Awgis is probably ambergris.  When the author offered the term ambergris to the respondent, the 
respondent insisted it was not the same.  
320 Interview, 101106_003, Manong Isaias, Limasawa.  The respondent could not explain where this 
information about Germany and the medicinal value of awgis came from.  It is possible that this 
information was also obtained from his friend in Australia. 
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“ambuhutan”. They referred to it as ambuhutan because it would “puff (air)” or mu-buhot. 
They differentiate a tikumsi from an ambuhutan in the following way:  
The ambuhutan do not have teeth like the tikumsi instead they have brush-like structures 
hanging down their mouths. The shapes of their heads are different too. The tikumsi’s head is 
blunt321.   
 
The informants’ idea of the relative size of the two kinds of whales differed.  Some said they 
were the same size while others said the tikumsi was bigger. Some who have tasted 
ambuhutan meat said that it tasted better than tikumsi meat.  They referred to ambuhutan 
meat as “pure” and likened it to “baka” or beef while tikumsi meat was compared to 
“kabaw” or carabeef
322
. Interestingly, one whaler who had attempted to take an ambuhutan 
once described how its skin was thinner than the tikumsi’s. 
They refer to dolphins in general as “lumba” because they would “lumba-lumba” or 
leap from the surface of the water and bowride (“mu-abay sa sakayan”).  They also went on 
to describe the teeth of the dolphin which was like a “gabas” or a saw, further demonstrating 
their extensive knowledge of these different kinds of “fish”.  Most of them recognized at 
least three kinds of dolphins: those with saw-like teeth and long snouts; those with medium-
length snouts and those with heads similar to the shape of the tikumsi and with few, widely-
separated teeth which they referred to as “sunghan”, “mubo sungo”, and “murag balyena”, 
respectively.  The largest dolphin was referred to as “magkabaw” which could weigh up to 
1,000 kilos.  When asked to point on a cetacean field guide, most respondents pointed to the 
short-finned pilot whale (Globicephala macrorhynchus) as the “magkabaw”.  Respondents 
also believed that there are types of dolphins that stay here (Bohol Sea) and there are those 
that leave depending on the time of the year. 
When asked whether they thought whale stocks would ever be depleted, respondents 
said they did not believe so. They thought there are so many of them out at sea that they will 
never become extinct.  According to Manong Damian, a tikumsi can give birth to two calves 
in a short span of time because he has taken pregnant females that were also accompanied by 
other offsprings.  To prove their point some described how whenever they hit one whale, 20 
more would surface to surround it, making it difficult to secure the whale. 
One former whaler also insinuated that unlike dolphins and sea turtles, “whales 
cannot help man”
323
.  He said dolphins and sea turtles help people at sea when they are in 
                                                   
321
 Interview, 101105_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa; Interview, 101106_003, Manong Isaias, 
Limsawa 
322 Carabeef is meat from the domestic Asian water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis). 
323 Interview, 101107_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 
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trouble by guiding them or accompanying them to shore.  He recounted several stories of 
locals who were on capsized boats and were guided safely back to shore by a dolphin or sea 
turtle.  Whales on the other hand, he believed have never been known to help people, but 





4.2.6 The end of whaling 
According to Manong Damian, in 1978 Mr. Edgar Tabinas
325
 from the provincial fisheries 
office visited Limasawa to conduct a seminar for fishers on the Island regarding the various 
species that are banned, such as sea turtles and dolphins. They were told that dolphins are 
mammals and not fish. It was how he learned that dolphins do not have gills hence, need to 
surface to breathe. They were also given pamo
326
 nets. Manong Damian asked him if hunting 
tikumsi was prohibited. Since the man did not know what a tikumsi was he described it to 
him. The man apparently did not know about whales in these waters and encouraged him to 
catch one because it was a “big fish”.  This reflects the lack of more general knowledge and 
awareness about whales in the Philippines at that time. 
It was probably in 1994 or soon after, that the sperm whale fishery ended in 
Limasawa.  Manong Damian recalled how he was summoned by the mayor at that time after 
he landed a huge tikumsi.  He and other whalers still did not know that taking whales had 
been banned. The penalty then for killing a whale was six years imprisonment and a fine of 
Php25,000 (US$946.25).  He reasoned with the mayor that because they were not informed 
regarding the new ordinance they should not be punished. Hence, he was let off with a 
warning. From then on, no one ever attempted to hunt whales again. When asked why they 
thought hunting for whales was prohibited, most respondents said they did not know.  One 
whaler believed that the “Americans” were responsible for the ban.  He said that 
                                                   
324 Interview, Manong Damian, 101107_001, Limasawa 
325 Mr. Edgar Tabinas was from the Provincial Environment and Natural Resources Office (PENRO) 
of Southern Leyte.  He passed away in 2011. 
326 Pamo is a type of gill net commonly used in the Philippines.  There are many variations depending 
on the target species and it can be classified in various ways (Dugan et al. 2003). 





, who were based in Burgos, started coming to the island taking pictures of 
their catch and expressed their concern, saying that what they were doing was wrong
328
. 
Another respondent, however, said that some fishers stopped whaling because the 
fishery proved too dangerous.  He said a prominent whaler named Apiong once got a rope 
attached to a harpoon entangled around his neck and was dragged underwater by the fleeing 
whale.  Luckily the rope snapped freeing Apiong.  Since that incident, other whalers swore 
never to hunt again
329
.  
All individuals interviewed said that they were not adversely affected by the ban on 
the hunting of sperm whales because there were still other means of livelihood, primarily 
fishing for flying fish and squid (Plate 4.2). Although many fishers in the village had hunted 
tikumsi, it was not what they solely relied on to make a living. Whaling was a supplementary 
source of income. However, they all admitted that whaling benefitted a lot of people. But 
they believed there was nothing they could do because the “law is the law”. It is apparent 
that in Limasawa, people were usually law abiding citizens because no one was subsequently 
reported as disobeying the whaling laws once they were implemented. Several local officials 
in fact stated that unlike in other places, in Limasawa people respected the law.  To further 
corroborate this right thinking and behaviour, several accounts were given by respondents of 
incidences wherein fishers from other towns (particularly Bohol) came to their shores and 
tried to land and sell either a whale or manta after the ban had been implemented and they 
were immediately reported by locals to the authorities, reprimanded and driven away.   
 
                                                   
327 The informant was not forthcoming with the details of the identities of these “Americans”, 
however, he said they were based in Burgos on the main Island of Southern Leyte and they used to 
dive around Limasawa. He also believed that they were the same people responsible for the 
establishment of the marine sanctuary in Limasawa. 
328 Interview, 101106_001, Manong Tonio, Limasawa 
329 Interview, 101106_003, Manong Isaias, Limasawa 




Plate 4.2  Barangay Lugsongan, Limasawa Island (Photo by JMVAcebes) 
 
4.2.7  Life now 
Manong Damian’s main livelihood nowadays is fishing for squid and captaining the M/B 
Asuncion (Plate 4.3). He also catches sharks. In the past, he relied on fishing for flying fish. 
Whaling was then just a seasonal activity for him and other whalers. When they were out 
fishing and they saw a whale, the next day they did not fish but went to hunt for whales 
instead. 
Although there is a huge difference between life in the 1970s and nowadays, none of 
the respondents expressed complaints about the current management of the fisheries.  In 
1965 there were already pumpboats with 9-10 hp engines on the Island. Manong Damian 
recalled that there were so many pumpboats on Limasawa four decades ago that it was 
difficult to find space on the beach in Triana. A dramatic change of fortune was brought 
about by the devastation of typhoon Nitang (internationally known as Ike)
330
.   Many 
properties were damaged and lost, including pumpboats for the pamo (gill net) fishery.  
                                                   
330 Typhoon Ike (PAGASA name: Nitang) was the deadliest typhoon of the 1984 Pacific typhoon 
season. It made landfall on 2 September on the coast of Surigao del Norte and moved westward in the 
southern Philippines, crossing the southern tip of Leyte, causing extreme wind and flooding damage; 
resulting in 1,363 fatalities (unofficial estimate: 1,492). 
(http://www.typhoon2000.ph/stormstats/11WorstPhilippineTyphoons.htm, accessed 7 August 2013) 
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Most fishers in the villages of Limasawa now engage in the squid fishery using 
umbrella-type hooks (“saranggat”) called squid jigs and flickering lights.  According to 
respondents, the squid fishery is a very lucrative business because a fisher can earn at least 
Php500 (US$11) per trip.  In 2010, squid was sold for Php30 (US$0.67) per kilo.  With an 
average catch of 70 kilos of squid per trip and an operation cost of Php1,500 (US$33.25), a 
fisher could earn Php600 (US$13.30) which is more than the minimum daily wage of an 
office worker in Limasawa
331
.  The other common type of fishery is “sari” or the ringnet 
fishery for flying fish and mangko (frigate tuna)
332
. Others were also part farmers. They 
either had their own small piece of land or would work on someone else’s to plant cassava 
and bananas.  Some also have their own business like the former hunter and trader of sperm 
whale teeth, who sold Chinese medicine. He also had a small duck farm. 
 
 
Plate 4.3  Drying squid, Limasawa 2010 (Photo by JMVAcebes) 
 
4.3  The Magallanes Manta ray fishery 
According to respondents, the fishery for mantas, also locally called sanga, started earlier 
than the fishery for sperm whales. Their elders had been hunting for mantas even before the 
advent of motorized boats on the Island. They used wooden outrigger boats with no sails 
                                                   
331 Interview, Manong Tonio, 101106_001, Limasawa.  According to the respondent the usual 
minimum daily wage of an office worker in Limasawa was Php400 (US$8.87). 
332 Fishes belonging to the the family Scombridae such as mackerel, tuna and bonito. 
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called “baroto” which were smaller than those used in Bohol and Camiguin. A baroto was 
about 3 dupa (5.49m or 18 feet) long with the hull carved from the trunk of a tree about a 
meter wide. It was manned by a small informally recruited crew of two to three: a jumper or 
“hook man”
333
, oarsman or rower, and a steerer or helmsman (“taga timon”). They used a 
large gaff hook called “taga” (Plate 4.4), similar to that used by Boholano fishers in Lila and 
Pamilacan. They used the term “mamilakay” for those who hunt using the gaff hook. This is 
the same term used in Lila and Pamilacan.  The hook is about 60 cm long or 23.5 inches. It 
used to be made from iron, most often from the axle of a truck. It was custom-made by 
blacksmiths from Padre Burgos. The design dates back to the time of the respondent’s 
elders, or before the Second World War. The hook was attached to a rope 30 dupa (54.86m) 
long secured to the middle part of the boat. They made the ropes themselves from abaca, or 
hemp fibre.  
 
 
Plate 4.4  The taga or gaff hook used to hunt manta rays in Brgy. Magallanes, Limasawa 
Island (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
The eldest surviving manta hunter in Limasawa is Manong Pedro. He is now 64 years old. 
Born and raised in Limasawa, his parents are native to the Island. He started fishing when he 
was 19 years old. He and his younger brother followed in their father’s footsteps, as he had 
followed in his father’s footsteps.  Although Manong Pedro was never taught to hunt manta, 
                                                   
333 The term “hook man” was adapted from Dolar et al. (1994) page 444, used to refer to the man who 
jumps with the hook to hunt whales in Lila and Pamilacan, Bohol. 
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he learned by observation as he always accompanied his father during such hunts. His first 
catch was only 2 dupa (3.5 m or 6 ft) wide. He said it was more common to catch one about 
3 dupa (5.5 m) wide. Occasionally there would be one caught 4 dupa (7.3m) wide. 
The season for the hunt was the same as in Bohol.  It began in January, sometimes as 
early as December and lasted until the end of May. The hunters could tell that the mantas 
had arrived because they would be seen leaping out of the water. This signalled the 
beginning of the hunting season. Up to ten barotos from the village used to go in search of 
mantas. It was quite common for two or three boats to cooperate in the hunt.  Their hunting 
grounds were nearshore (“piliw”), just along the coast of their village, in no more than 20 
fathoms (36.58m). When a manta was spotted, the boat approached it, maintaining a steady 
speed. The hook man, who stood at the bow of the boat, signalled the rower and helmsman 
on the direction of the animal. Usually, the manta was a few meters below the surface. When 
close enough the hook man leapt from the side of the boat with the gaff hook in his hand, 
diving head first. He aimed the tip of the hook at the back of the manta close to the spine 
(“buko-buko”). The hook barely penetrated the skin given its thickness however as the manta 
swam away the drag of the weight of the rope which was attached to the boat pulled it 
further into the muscles and so secured the animal. As the hook man swam back to the 
surface, the other two crew gave out the rope as the boat was dragged along by the animal. 
This ride went on until the manta became tired.  In some cases however, the manta was so 
big that it dragged the entire boat underwater with it. When this happened the crew had to 
jump off the boat and swim towards a cooperating boat.  With all three crew onboard another 
boat, they pursued the partly submerged boat which then served as a buoy.  When the manta 
finally tired, the other boat was then tied to the chasing boat to further secure the catch.  
With the animal finally subdued, they pulled it in while it was still alive. The hook man then 
would kill the animal with a sundang (long knife). He would stab it on the top of the head 
where the brain is located, in order to kill it.One former hunter said that he caught a 
maximum of five mantas in a year (season). He emphasized however, that there was no 
certainty in the number caught at any one time. There would be times when they would not 
catch anything. 
The hunt for mantas is not as perilous as the hunt for sperm whales. Unlike in sperm 
whaling, there are no stories of unfortunate events where fishers were injured or died during 
a hunt for mantas. One former hunter said that although the manta hunt may not have been 
as dangerous as whaling it was nevertheless no easy feat. There were times when the manta 
dove so deep that the hook man had to dive with it to be able to properly hook it. They could 
dive as deep as 20 dupa (20 fathoms). Diving was done unaided with only goggles and fins. 
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What a hook man looked out for was the abrasive skin of the manta as it is so sharp that it 
could hurt you when you scraped against it. 
Manong Pedro however, did try to catch a sperm whale once. He went for a calf 
about 4 dupa (7.31m) long. He used the harpoon used by whalers in Brgy. Lugsongan and 
successfully caught it. He said he never attempted to take another sperm whale because even 
taking that calf was dangerous as the concerned mother was always close to it. He also 
believed that sperm whales dive deeper and swim faster than a manta therefore, they are 
more difficult to catch. 
 
4.3.1  Distribution of the catch 
Informants were not clear on the division of the catch
334
. It would seem that the boat that 
first hooked the manta received half of the catch and the other half went to the boats that 
helped. The share was then divided equally among the members of the crew. There were no 
preferred parts of the manta for the hook man or boat owner. This system is similar to that in 
Sagay and Catarman in Camiguin as described in Chapter Two.   
The animal was cut up and the pieces of meat were stacked together. The amount 
shared would fit in a small basin typically used to wash dishes. Each pile was sold for ten 
pesos (US$2.56)
335
. In the 1960s ten pesos worth of manta meat was enough to be difficult to 
carry
336
.Crew members sold their share in the village or would sell them in the neighbouring 
villages of Lugsongan and Triana.  Any excess or unsold meat was consumed in the 
household or given away. There were several ways to cook manta meat. It could be cooked 
in coconut milk; stir fried; thinly sliced and fried or smoked like “tapa” or simply eaten raw 
or kinilaw. The gill rakers were chopped up, cooked and eaten. Although all parts of the 
manta were considered good to eat, it was the ”buho-buho” or the ventral part of the animal 
underneath the cartilage, near the gill rakers that was supposedly best for kinilaw. 
 
4.3.2 Cost of the hunt 
In the early 1970s to have a baroto built, one spent from 1,000 to 2,000 pesos (US$166-
332). The main material that had to be bought was the log because there were no trees big 
enough to be made into a boat on the Island.  They ordered the wood for the hull from 
                                                   
334
 It was difficult to get consistent explanations from the informants regarding the division of the 
catch. 
335 The annual average exchange rate in 1965 was US$1=3.90 
336 Interview, 101106_002, Manong Pedro, Limasawa 
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Panaon Island. The actual building was done by local boat builders on the Island. To have a 
hook custom-made cost a little more than a hundred pesos. But one had to provide the 
materials such as the axle and at least a sack of charcoal. They made the ropes themselves 
with cheap, locally available hemp materials. Although hunting for mantas was not the main 
source of income, it benefitted many and was a good source of income and food even for 
those not directly involved in the fishery, as excess meat was often given away.   
 
4.3.3  End of the manta ray fishery 
The ban on manta hunting was introduced in the municipality in the late 1990s. Limasawa 
fishers stopped hunting mantas. But it was not just the ban that led the fishers to stop hunting 
for mantas. Some stopped because they lost their boats to the tidal wave of 1984 brought by 
typhoon Nitang. While Manong Pedro simply retired from fishing because he felt he no 
longer had the strength to continue such work. None of his sons followed in his footsteps. 
Passing down the practice he says did not come easily because “it was not something for 
everyone”. It was a kind of livelihood that if you are not fully committed to it, you cannot 
engage in it. He said he never tried to force his sons to hunt because he was afraid they 
would not “re-surface” (“basig di na mutung-ha”). He said this in a joking manner.  
However, with the proliferation of pamo fishers with pumpboats from the Island, 
and from outside, came the by-catches of mantas. Although there were a few motorized 
boats in use on the island in the early 1980s, they were never used to hunt for mantas. One 
respondent said that it was only after the ban that mantas were caught accidently by pamo 
fishers but they were mostly taken by outsiders because almost no pamo fishing boats were 
left after the impact of the tidal wave.  One informant said that pamo fishers from Brgy. 
Kabilan on Dinagat Island (Surigao) were the ones who accidently caught mantas. 
Over the years the price of manta meat rose to several thousand pesos per animal. The last 
price that one former hunter could recall was Php3,000 (US$114)
337




In the past, village fishers would occupy themselves during the off-season by fishing 
for flying fish and spear-fishing along the reefs.  It was also common for fishers to farm 
whenever possible. Although the land and climate on the Island limited the variety of crops 
that could be grown, most would have a small plot of land to plant cassava and bananas.  At 
present the fishers of Brgy. Magallanes engage mainly in fishing using the following gears: 
                                                   
337 The average annual exchange rate in 1996 was US$26.21.  This year was used because it was the 
year the respondent stopped hunting for manta rays. 
338 Interview, 101106_002, Manong Pedro, Limasawa 
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sari (ringnet), saranggat (jiggers)/blinker, subid (troll line), panglahos (set longline), 
pangmantasik, lambo, pamudloy, and, panamarang,  to catch flying fish, squid, tangigi, 
lahos, mantasik, mangko, budloy, and samarang, respectively
339





4.3.4 Local knowledge of the ”fish” 
According to fishers of Brgy. Magallanes there is only one kind of sanga but they 
recognized that they come in different colours. They refer to them by different names: 
 
Dumon = black and white; gills are black. 
Bangkas = almost pure white; gills are white. 
Dandanan = also black and white but colours arranged like a rainbow; gills are white 
Agta = pure black 
 
Mantas do not have a defensive spine or “binsol”, unlike the “page” or stingray.  But mantas 
do have a bulge or bump near the base of the tail where a spine would be located. The 
hunters also recognized the difference between a sanga and pantihan (Mobula sp.).  The 
pantihan are smaller and “more wild” hence they did not take them. The pantihan also does 
not have a spine
341
. 
As did other fishers in the Bohol Sea, Limasawa hunters pointed out that one 
difference between manta rays and other “big fish” is the fact that mantas can only swim 
forward, “they do not know how to reverse”
342
. Informants also attest that mantas come into 
the Bohol Sea only once a year following their food, the “uyap” or “uyabang”.  They further 
added that when they are not on the surface feeding, they cannot catch them because they 
swim in the deep water.  One respondent commented that unlike in the past when mantas 
could be seen close to shore, in recent years, they have gone further off shore. But he offered 
no explanation for this. 
                                                   
339 This was according to the consolidated form of Registered Fisherfolks of Barangay Magallanes of 
the Municipality of Limasawa. The use of the terms pangmantasik, lambo, pamudloy, and, 
panamarang are local and have no English translations. 
340
 Gleaning, in Visayan referred to as maninghas, is the gathering of shells and other aquatic 
organisms at low tide in coastal areas. 
341 Interview, 101106_002, Manong Julio and Manong Pedro, Limasawa 
342 Interview, 120509_001, Manong Pedro, Limasawa 
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Fishers here, as in other fishing villages in the Central Visayas in the past practiced 
fishing rituals Cuadra (1994).  Similar to Bohol, a ritual offering to sea spirits was referred to 
as “buhat-buhat” or “buhi-buhi”. It was performed before the start of the hunting season. 
The exact details of the ritual were unclear as the respondents could no longer remember it. 
One said that his father used to be one of the experts in performing the ritual, or “mag-
agam”
343
. He would take a white chicken and release it at sea while reciting a prayer.  He 
said people used to believe that fishes were “controlled” by spirits and performing the 
offering would conjure the fish to come closer to shore so that the fishers could catch them.  
These practices have now faded with the passage of time into memory and according to 
informants, none of the current fishers believe in such practices anymore.  Several 
informants believe that these rituals are no longer practised because they do not suit their 
current religious beliefs.  Two of them are Baptist and believe that there is only “one true 
god” thus such rituals that acknowledge “sea spirits” should not be tolerated
344
.  According 
to Manong Tonio, some Catholic fishers used to throw coins into the sea as an offering or as 




4.3.5  The Link with Bohol 
By the late 80’s Boholano fishers with their pumpboats and pamo
346
 nets started coming into 
Limasawa waters to hunt.
347
  This corresponds with the claim of one of the most prominent 
manta fishers from Jagna who said that he began exploring Limasawa waters for its potential 
for the fishery in 1983.  The Boholanos’ manta fishery was well-known to Limasawa locals. 
They said that it is the most sought after kind of fish in Bohol.  One of the respondents even 
stated that “it is the only kind of dried fish that reaches America”
348
.  Evidently, Boholano 
natives who immigrated to the United States would go to great lengths to obtain dried manta, 
even asking relatives to send it to them. 
                                                   
343 Interview, 120509_001, Manong Pedro, Limasawa 
344 Interview, Manong Pedro, 101106_001, Limasawa; Interview, 101107_001, Manong Damian, 
Limasawa. 
345 Interview, Manong Pedro, 101106_002, Limasawa 
346 The pamo used by Boholanos were made of thicker lines called “marlon” and had larger-sized 
mesh. 
347 This coincides with the statement of the pioneers of manta fishery in Bohol wherein he said he 
went to Limasawa to explore the manta fishery there. 
348 Interview, 101106_002, Manong Pedro, Limasawa 
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There was a short period when Boholano fishers landed and sold their catch on 
Limasawa.  According to the Senior Agricultural Officer of the municipality, it was between 
1998-2000 that fishers from Bohol hunted around Limasawa for mantas and mobulas
349
. 
They then landed and sold their catch to buyers at Triana.  Some also stayed as transients in 
the village. One village captain, however, believed those fishers were from Pamilacan 
Island. The local buyers dried the meat and then sold it back to Bohol. By that time the dried 
meat was sold for Php100 per kilo. Boholanos also bought and traded dried gill rakers for 
Php100 per kilo;  white gills were cheaper than the black gills. 
By the year 2002-2003 the municipality became stricter on the enforcement of the 
ban, now prohibiting Boholano fishers from landing or selling their catch on the Island. 
There was one incident in 2007 when a group of Boholano fishers landed their catch of 
manta at Triana. A village policeman saw them and complained to the municipality about 
their presence. The fishers and trader were immediately reprimanded and asked to leave. 
Nevertheless, Boholano fishers still appear to have occasionally landed their catch on the 
Island if they caught one or two mobulas in the hopes of selling them there because it was 
not as profitable to transport them back to Bohol.  Some claim that Boholano fishers still 
hunt for mantas and mobulas within the waters of Limasawa, but that they no longer land or 
sell them on the Island for fear of being apprehended. However, a group of illegal manta 




4.4 Other large marine vertebrate fishery 
Some fishers of Limasawa used to hunt dolphins too. Before the ban, the whalers would take 
different kinds of dolphins using the same harpoon used for sharks. They would often take 
them simply because it was easy.  Dolphins would bow ride and they harpooned them 
without having to jump in the water. They recognized different kinds of dolphins based on 
their appearance and distinguished which ones are tastier. There is one type of dolphin with 
a white belly, locally referred to as the “white shark”
351
, that was considered fierce and 
therefore, difficult to take. Dolphin meat was sold for Php5 per kilo.  Meat and skin were 
                                                   
349 The fishing, landing and selling of manta rays by Boholano fishers in Limasawa may have become 
more apparent, or even increased, during this period because of the imposition of the ban on manta 
ray fishing (FAO 193) in 1998. 
350 Interview, 101106_002, Manong Pedro, Limasawa 
351 Interview, 101107_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa.  The informant could not identify the “white 
shark” dolphin from the cetacean field identification guide shown to him. 
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sold locally within the Island and consumed by their households.  Excess meat would 
sometimes be fed to pigs
352
. 
Some fishers also hunted sharks and sold their fins. Selling dried fins was a very 
profitable business even to this day.  In 2006, a set of dried shark’s fins, comprising four 
pieces, the dorsal fin, two pectoral fins and tail fin sold for Php5,600 (US$109.14)
353
. Most 
often, however, dried shark’s fin was sold for Php1,000 (US$19.49) per kilo and Php750 
(US$14.62) per kilo fresh. The price of the fin also varied depending on the size and type of 
shark.  
Manong Tonio attempted to catch a whale shark or iho-tiki once, an idea he got from 
the Pamilacan fishers that used to frequent their waters in pursuit of the species in the 1980s.  
He said Pamilacan fishers used to hunt whale sharks around Limasawa and even landed their 
catch once.    When he heard that the fins alone could be sold for Php30,000 (US$584.68) 
and that the place to sell it to was in Pamilacan Island  he wanted to try it
354
. He aborted the 
fishing expedition when he was informed by the local police that it was prohibited and he 
could be fined and imprisoned for six years.  Once, Manong Damian, encouraged by a fisher 
friend from Surigao attempted to catch a whale shark too.  He spotted a whale shark 
nearshore and was about to set out to harpoon it when he was reprimanded by a municipal 
officer, informing him of the ordinance prohibiting the catching of the species.  In Surigao, a 




4.5  Conclusion 
The ethnographic material presented here demonstrates that unlike the manta ray fishery, the 
sperm whale fishery in Limasawa Island has recent beginnings and a brief history. 
Established by fishers from Surigao in the early 1970s, the fishery was operated by local 
hunters who employed a combination of traditional and modern techniques, having a 
harpooner leap from a modern motorized vessel while carrying a traditional handheld 
harpoon. The abundance of sperm whales near the shores of Limasawa provided a lucrative 
livelihood for the local population.  However, while it provided much needed additional 
income and food supply for the locals, it was not their primary source of livelihood. 
                                                   
352 Interview, 101107_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 
353 The annual average exchange rate in 2006 is US$1=Php51.31 
354 Interview, 101106_001, Manong Tonio, Limasawa 
355 Interview, 101107_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa 
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Operating for no more than 25 years, the fishery ended as swiftly as it started by the mid-
1990s. 
The local manta ray fishery, on the other hand, based on oral history evidence, was 
practiced for at least a century.  Taking advantage of the abundance of the manta species in 
their waters, the natives utilized this marine resource to supplement their needs on a seasonal 
basis.  Local fishermen used traditional gear and boats until the fishery’s close in 1998.  
Similar to the sperm whale fishery, the manta fishery ended as soon as the ban on the taking 
and trading of the species was enforced by local government officials.  It seems that the 
fishers of Limasawa were more inclined to obey the new laws and regulations than other 
fishers in neighbouring areas because they had access to alternate and equally profitable 
livelihoods on the Island.  Hence, it was not difficult for the Limasawa hunters to either 
target other fish species or engage in more land-based occupations.  Another factor that came 
into play was the stronger political will of the local government officials of the municipality 
to enforce the laws.  These factors will be discussed in detail next in Chapter five. 
Fishers of Limasawa hunted the same or similar species as the Bohol, Camiguin and 
Surigao fishers, species which in the past were abundant in the Bohol Sea.  Although these 
fisheries appeared to have evolved independently from Bohol and Camiguin, there were 
similarities in the techniques and systems of distribution.  The practice of these previously 
undocumented fisheries further establishes the point that the characteristics of the Bohol Sea 
and the large marine vertebrates that live within it make the fishing communities that depend 
on it unique from other coastal communities in the Philippines.  It shows how the type of 
large marine vertebrate they targeted influenced the technique of hunting of the fishers 
which consequently affected how the fishery was organized.  Furthermore, through this 
similar ecological adaptation and dependence on marine resources these people of the Bohol 
Sea have created economic and social ties that facilitated movements between Islands and 
fostered relations that continue until today despite the closing of the fisheries for the large 
marine vertebrates.  The ties that bind were mainly built around fishing practices and local-
regional trade further demonstrating how the large marine vertebrates and the sea connected 
the people. 




Socio-economic and political transformations 
“Kana ang nakalisod namo mga pobre, ang balaod.” [That is what made it difficult for us 




“Nakatabang man na sa amo pangkinabuhi, kanang mga isda-a.” [It helped our livelihood, 




“Kay ang mga tao gyud naka gama ug mga bahay, nakapa-eskuwela sa mga anak, kadto 
mang balilan. Kay ug wa pa gi-ban sa gobyerno ang balilan, murag mahimogawa na mga 
tao dinhi. Sukad adto, imbis daghan kaayo nakaeskuwela mga anak, gi pa-undang gyud. 
Ipaundang tungod adtong giwad-an ug panganabuhian.” [The people were able to build 
houses, send their children to school, it was because of the whale shark.  Because if the 
government had not banned the balilan (whale shark), probably the people here would be 
better-off.  Since then (the ban), instead of many children being able to go to school, they 
had to stop.  They had to stop because our livelihood was taken away.] – former whale and 




5. 1  Introduction 
The changes in the fisheries in the Bohol Sea were evident from the testimonies of the 
fishers and other residents of the coastal communities I visited and interviewed.  As this 
chapter illustrates, the patterns of fishing in the Bohol Sea were influenced by the local and 
global demand for large marine vertebrate products, the distribution of the “big fishes” and 
the technology available at the time.  The scope and rates of change were not the same in all 
the communities; some were more gradual than in others. It is difficult to ascertain the rate 
of increase in the catches of large marine vertebrates because of the lack of documented 
records, however, it can be inferred from the data available and testimonies of fishers that 
there was indeed an impetus to catch more “big fish”. These changes need to be examined in 
the context of the social, economic and political shifts that took place over more than a 
century.  This chapter describes the socio-economic and political transformations in the 
Bohol Sea region from the early twentieth century to the present.    
As  was  the case across Southeast Asia during the nineteenth century, the 
Philippines  was undergoing transformations that had a great impact on fishing (Butcher 
2004, 61).  If prior to Spanish colonization, there were no traditional fishery management 
systems practiced, the birth of new states and government systems during the colonial period 
paved the way for state regulations and measures that were either designed to promote 
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fishing or curtail it. This chapter traces the development of environmental laws, particularly 
fishery laws in the Philippines.  The changing policies in the country reflected the changing 
attitudes of peoples towards the environment and natural resource-use, specifically towards 
large marine vertebrates and other charismatic megafauna. These changes in perception, 
however, were not necessarily shared by the coastal peoples and fishing communities who 
continued to hunt for whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays, as will be discussed in 
Chapter six. Policies that were created also reflected the responses of fishery managers and 
researchers to changes in the marine ecology during the late twentieth century, particularly 
in response to evidence of declining fish stocks and degradation of the marine environment. 
  The exponential growth of population with increased demand for marine products 
and the development of transport and marketing systems stimulated the increase in fishery 
production. I argue that transitions and transformations in the socio-economic conditions in 
these communities influenced changes in their fishing practices just as much as the 
ecological changes that were occurring in the Bohol Sea. While scientific evidence for 
declining stocks of large marine vertebrates is largely missing for this region, based on local 
knowledge of interview respondents there were noticeable changes in the distribution and 
abundance of large marine vertebrates in the latter part of the twentieth century, suggesting a 
decline in numbers.  The advancements in fishing technology complemented economic 
development and improvement in the transportation system, and fishers were able to 
improve fishing efficiency, increase their effort, and expand the market to cater to the 
increase demand.  These combined changes enabled fishers to hunt more efficiently despite 
signs of declining stocks and sizes of catches. With the advent of mechanized boats and the 
use of synthetic nets after the Second World War, fishers were able to explore new grounds 
and catch more large fish with less effort.  While the development of mechanized 
transportation and rapid telecommunication allowed more efficient distribution and 
marketing of the catch.  
I argue that the main local driver for the exploitation of the fisheries for large marine 
vertebrates was economic. In the case of whale sharks, increased fishing effort was primarily 
driven by increased foreign demand for shark fins and other by-products.  The fisheries for 
manta and mobula rays were also driven by increased internal demand for meat, however, 
the emergence of a new external market for dried gill rakers became an added incentive to 
catch more rays.   
It is in the context of these social, economic and political changes in the years 
between 1917 and 1998 that the ecological changes in the Bohol Sea occurred. All of these 
developments influenced the pattern of fishing for large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea 
and have led the fishing communities to where they are now. 
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5.2  State of the fisheries in the twentieth century 
The state of the seas and the abundance of fish and other marine animals around the 
Philippine archipelago in the nineteenth century cannot be assessed accurately since 
systematic surveys were not conducted until after the Second World War (Butcher 2004, 28).  
However, based on Spanish and American archival sources it is clear that fish and other 
marine life, particularly large marine vertebrates, were still in great supply.  This was 
especially true for large pelagic fishes such as tuna, because they were still out of reach for 
most fishers at that time (Butcher 2004, 30). An exception, however, are the sperm whales, 
as the fishery was already nearing its end by the late nineteenth century in whaling grounds 
within and around the archipelago (Acebes 2009). 
Philippine fisheries during the period prior to mechanization were often described as 
undeveloped or “untouched” and the marine resources “underutilized” or “untapped”
359
. Yet 
coastal and near shore fishing had been a consistent traditional activity and fish was the 
primary source of protein particularly for coastal communities for centuries. Primarily 
engaged in as a subsistence fishery, fishers used simple gear such as nets, traps, poles, spears 
and harpoons mostly from the shore, in the shallows while others fished from small dug-out 
canoes or wooden outrigger sail boats.  For coastal communities living around the Bohol 
Sea, marine resources, abundant at that time – large or small were within relatively easy 
reach, yet, the fishing industry had not yet developed.  In fact, Albert W. Herre, the Chief of 
the Division of Fisheries, then under the Bureau of Science, noted the irony of the situation 
in 1927 when he wrote:  
Given a fish-eating population and surrounding waters rich in fishes, it would seem that the 
fishing industry would be highly developed and that fish would be plentiful and cheap. At 
certain times and places fish may be very cheap and glut the market; but, as a rule, fish are 
expensive and the market is poorly supplied. This apparently anomalous condition is due 
partly to climate and partly to the economic structure and development of Philippine society 
(Herre 1927, 9). 
 
This statement corroborates repeated reports to the Governor General of the 
Philippines in the early 1920s, urging the creation of a fisheries bureau in order to 
investigate distribution of fishes and their habitats, improve methods of capture and 
utilization and develop the fishing industry.  It was seen that the “two fundamental needs of 
Philippine fisheries” at that time were to establish a station for experimental fish culture and 
to develop deep-sea fishing “to counterbalance the depletion of our shore fisheries”
360
. It is 
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Printing Office, 1925). 
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further noted in these reports that although the fishing methods used at that time were 
“good”, they were not sufficient to provide for the “rapidly increasing population”
361
.  It can 
be seen from these reports that as early as the beginning of the 1920s, the Philippine coastal 
seas were already showing signs of overfishing and degradation. The need for the protection 
of the fisheries was also identified, which until then only existed through a legislation passed 
in 1917 prohibiting dynamite fishing
362
.  
As noted in Chapter two, the fisheries for large marine vertebrates prior to 
mechanization are categorically classified as small-scale. It involved the use of man or wind-
powered boats, traditional fishing gear (hooks and handheld harpoons), owned by 
individuals and operated by a loosely organized crew of three to six men.  Its market was 
local – within the municipality and nearby towns. At the onset, whale, whale shark and 
manta ray products were mainly for household or village consumption and for bartering for 
other food products.  Although entry into a cash economy was inevitable and the fishers 
began to venture further offshore to seek new grounds, the customary technology used in the 
fishery and the extent of the market remained the same until the early 1970s.   
In nineteenth century Philippines, there were no formal regulatory frameworks for 
the fishery for large marine vertebrates. According to Butcher (2004, 57) referring to marine 
fisheries more generally in Southeast Asia, “institutions governing the right to capture 
marine animals were extremely rare in the mid-1800s.”  However, there is some evidence of 
regulation by the late 1800s through the imposition of fees to establish and lease fish stakes 
or fish corrals or baklad for a set period of time (Pesquerias – Negros 1884; Gaceta de 
Manila 1896).  This measure though was imposed by the local government mainly for the 
purpose of earning income and not to manage fish stocks. 
It was not until the beginning of the twentieth century, under American colonial rule, 
that legal reforms in fisheries were introduced (Batongbacal 2002, 497).  Under the 
American government, fisheries management at the national level was primarily concerned 
with the production of fish products of high commercial value (Batongbacal 2002, 515). So 
called small-scale fisheries or artisanal fisheries, were left to the management of the 
municipal governments.  There was no limit on who could engage in fishing nor on what 
they could catch, how and where. This was the state of the Philippine fisheries up until the 
1970s. 
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By the late 1970s, the fisheries sector was a significant contributor to the Philippine 
Gross National Product (GNP).  From 1979 to 1988, fisheries had an annual growth rate of 
4.1% and 16.7% in terms of quantity and value, respectively
363
.  Fisheries production 
increased steadily from 1975 to 1980 and according to the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic 
Resources (BFAR), the fisheries sector’s performance continued to increase until 2010
364
. 
The growth in production was largely attributed to the municipal and commercial fisheries
365
 
sectors in the mid-1990s.  However, it was noted in 1998 that the municipal fisheries sector 
had been declining between 1987 and1996 and that there was a slight decrease in the overall 
fishing output in 1996
366
.  In the same period (1987-1996) positive growth was experienced 
in the aquaculture and commercial fisheries sector; a strong indication that the decline in the 
municipal fisheries was compensated for by an increase in the aquaculture and commercial 
fisheries sectors.  The Bohol Sea only started to appear on the list of major fishing grounds 
in the Philippines in 1979, and from then until 2002 has remained among the top ten biggest 
fish producing grounds in the country
367
.   
Large marine vertebrates such as whales, dolphins, sharks and rays do not appear on 
the country’s annual fisheries profile published by the BFAR, even during the short period of 
commercial whaling in the country from 1983 to 1986. The catches of some species of 
sharks and rays, on the other hand, although recognized as commercially important as early 
as the beginning of the twentieth century in Philippine Journal of Science volumes, were not 
recorded until 1947 (Philippine NPOA – Sharks 2009) (Figure 5.1). Shark by-products, 
however, made a brief appearance in the Philippine fishery profile in the form of shark liver 
oil as one of the major fisheries export products in 1985 and 1986
368
.  According to the Food 
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations’ (FAO) report on the world’s 
                                                   
363 Philippine Fisheries Profile, 1988. Department of Agriculture – Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic 
Resources, Quezon City. 
364 Philippine Fisheries Profile, 1981; 1999; 2002; 2010.  Dept. of Agriculture – Bureau of Fisheries 
and Aquatic Resources, Quezon City. 
365 Municipal fisheries are fisheries that utilize vessels 3 gross tons and below while commercial 
fisheries utilize vessels over 3 gross tons (FAO 1971. The Philippines: deep sea fishing development: 
fishery statistics. FAO Corporate Documentary Repository. Fisheries and Aquaculture Department. 
http://www.fao.org/docrep/field/003/B2878E/B2878E00.htm); Rep. Act No. 8550, Chap. 1, Sec.4. 
366 Philippine Fisheries Profile, 1998. Dept. of Agriculture – Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic 
Resources, Quezon City. 
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 From 2003 to 2010, the Philippine Fisheries Profile published by the BFAR did not include a list 
of the fisheries production by major fishing grounds.  Neither was there a list on the Philippine 
Fisheries Profile in 1991. 
368 Philippine Fisheries Profile, 1985 and 1986. Dept. of Agriculture – Bureau of Fisheries and 
Aquatic Resources, Quezon City. 
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elasmobranch fisheries, the elasmobranch catches of the Philippines were of minor 
importance prior to the late 1970’s (Bonfil, 1994). It only comprised 0.8% of the country’s 
total catches from 1987-1991 (Ibid.).  In contrast to the BFAR data, according to the 
Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC), sharks and batoids
369
 (rays and 
skates) appeared in national fisheries records in the 1970s.  There was a spike in the fishery 
in 1978 then a drop, followed by a variable but generally steady increase until 1991 (Bonfil, 
1994) (Figure 5.2).  Small scale fisheries had a minor share in the landings of sharks and 
rays with Mindanao being the most important area with shark catches taking 24% of total 
elasmobranch catches and rays taking 21% (Ibid.). According to SEAFDEC data on the 
composition of batoid and shark catches by area from 1976-1990, the catches of rays have 
grown while that of sharks have been variable (Ibid.) (Figure 5.3).  The Visayas had the 
lowest production of sharks and rays with 8% and 14%, respectively with a recent increase 
for both from a decline in catches in the early 80s (Ibid.). 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Philippine elasmobranch fisheries from 1950-2003 (Source: Compagno 1990 and 
FAO in Bonfil 1994; FAO FishStat 1950-2003; BAS-DA 1976-2006 in SEAFDEC Fishery 
Bulletins for South China Sea). (Figure taken from Philippine NPOA-Sharks 2009, 32, 
Figure 3.1) 
 
                                                   
369 Batoids refer to a group of cartilaginous fish more commonly called rays and skates under the 
superorder Batoidea. 




Figure 5.2.  Historical catches of elasmobranchs for South Korea, Japan, Philippines and 
Taiwan. (Figure taken from Bonfil 1994, Fig. 2.2) 
 
Figure 5.3.  Elasmobranch catches of the Philippines, by species groups and region from 
1976-1990 (Data from SEAFDEC).  (Taken from Bonfil 1994, Fig. 2.25) 
 
In the 1990s, there was a growing concern for the sustainability of the fisheries for 
cetaceans and elasmobranchs in the country and this led to NGO-funded studies on these 
fisheries in Palawan, Central Visayas and northern Mindanao.  Two landmark studies on the 
fishery for large marine vertebrates are that of Dolar et al.’s (1994) on the directed or 





 fisheries of cetaceans in the Philippines and Alava et al.’s (2002) study on the 
fishery and trade of whale sharks and manta rays in the Bohol Sea.  Although these studies 
were only able to capture a snap shot of these fisheries at their peak, they serve as an 
important baseline for subsequent analysis. 
Dolar et al.’s (1994, 448) study conducted from 1991 to 1993 concluded that 
directed fisheries for cetaceans in the Philippines is more widespread than previously known 
and the results of their study underrepresent “to an unknown degree” the extent of the 
fisheries.  They believed that the fisheries expanded in “scope and geographical area” in the 
years prior to their study.  This expansion they attributed mainly to the spread of fishers from 
Negros and Bohol, the areas from where they believed the fisheries originated (Dolar et al. 
1994, 448). Three principal whale fisheries were identified then: Pamilacan Island and Lila 
in Bohol; and Sagay in Camiguin (Ibid., 444-447).  The main dolphin fisheries sites were in 
Brooke’s Point, Palawan; San Francisco, Negros; Selinog Island; Pamilacan and Camiguin 
(Ibid., 441-444). In addition to these sites, evidence was found of directed fisheries for 
whales and dolphins in many other areas in the Philippines (Ibid., 447).  
Alava et al.’s (2002) study on the other hand, concluded that fishing for whale 
sharks and manta rays had increased (Ibid., 146).  By assessing the fishery in five fishing 
villages in the central Visayas and northern Mindanao during the 1997 hunting season, they 
claimed that there was growth in the number of fishing villages and people involved in the 
fishery (Ibid.). During their four-month study (February to May 1997) they identified 36 
fishery sites in operation (Ibid., 134).  This was 31 more than they originally identified when 
they began the study.  Comparing their more recent findings with data gathered during the 
1993 season (Alava et al. 1997), they found that the number of whale shark/manta ray 
fishing boats in Pamilacan increased from 18 in 1993 to 40 in 1997 (Alava et al. 2002, 144).  
They identified Pamilacan as the most important elasmobranch fishery in the country with 
whale sharks as their primary target and manta rays as secondary (Ibid., 134). Talisayan in 
Misamis Oriental and Sagay in Camiguin were also identified as the second and third most 
important whale shark fisheries in the country, respectively (Ibid., 136). 
After the imposition of the whale shark and manta ray ban in 1998, there were six 
known active ray fishery sites in the Bohol Sea and none for whale sharks.  Three out of the 
six ray fishery sites were confirmed or monitored during this study. In 2009, at the beginning 
of this study, Jagna and Pamilacan were identified as the principal fishery sites for rays in 
the Bohol Sea.  As of 2011, in Pamilacan there were 14 fishing boats targeting rays while 
                                                   
370 Directed or targeted fishery is the intentional catch or capture of particular fish or other species.  
This is in contrast to by-catch or incidental catch which is the accidental or unintentional capture of 
non-target fish or other species. 
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there were 17 in Jagna.  This study was not able to confirm other ray fishery sites identified 
by respondents, nor the sites identified by Alava et al. (2002, 134) as currently active back in 
1997. One new site was identified by this study. This fishery off Dinagat which started in 
2002 now provides the supply of mobulas to Pamilacan Island during the off-season months 
in Bohol. As of 2010, there were four boats in that village hunting rays. 
As shown above, the detailed documentation of the fisheries production of the 
Philippines started late as the industry, particularly marine capture fisheries did not develop 
until the twentieth century. Data on the fisheries for large marine vertebrates are scant 
despite the early recognition of some species as commercially important and its increasing 
economic value towards the latter part of the twentieth century.  The data that are available 
were collected fairly recently and are only representative of a short period of time and a 
small geographic area. 
5.3  Socio-economic changes 
With limited available documentary sources, it is difficult to determine exactly when 
the large marine vertebrate by-products entered the wider market economy.  However, shark 
fins together with “turtle shell”
371
 and sea cucumber often called trepang or bêche-de-mer , 
were in the list of goods traded by the Philippines with China (Santillan-Castrence 1983, 
480) even prior to the nineteenth century (Warren 1981, 6; Tagliacozzo 2011, 437).  In 1911, 
Alvin Seale noted that the shark fin industry in the Philippines was profitable despite 
requiring little capital (Seale 1915, 289).  The industry then was for export to China and was 
“almost entirely in the hands of Chinese merchants” (Ibid.).  The fins of all species of sharks 
as well as the fins of “larger rays” were used (Ibid.).  Although whale products, particularly 
sperm whale oil, whale oil
372
 (from baleen whales) and baleen had been of great importance 
in the world market since the seventeenth century in Europe (Francis 1990, 9-10) and the 
eighteenth century in North America (Dolin 2007, 120), and well into the twentieth century 
with modern whaling (Francis 1990, 12-13), the rise and fall of prices of these products did 
not seem to have affected or influenced the local whale fishery in the Philippines. This is 
because unlike the commercial whale fishery in America and Europe, in the Philippines 
whaling was primarily for local food consumption and appeared to have been confined to the 
Bohol Sea region.  Other whale by-products such as oil and baleen were not sold but rather 
used for home-consumption. 
                                                   
371 The turtle shell is the upper shell of a turtle (in this case a marine turtle), called the carapace. 
372 The term “whale oil” refers to the oil from baleen whales while “sperm oil” refers to that from the 
sperm whale, although the term “whale oil” can be used to refer to both the oil from a baleen whale 
and sperm whale (Tønnessen and Johnsen 1982, 7). 
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When whale and manta ray meat finally entered the local market economy, it was 
considered cheaper than other meat (beef, pork and chicken) and fish.  Both were highly 
valued for their taste and hence sought after. Whale meat was considered by locals as 
comparable to beef and was said to exceed the quality of any fish. Manta meat rivalled whale 
meat in communities where both were hunted.  After the ban in 1997, the disappearance of 
whale meat in the market elevated the status and value of manta meat.  In communities 
where they have specialized in manta ray fishing, the meat also has a social value as well. 
Dried manta meat is considered not only a delicacy in Jagna but also a prized gift too.  Jagna 
is well-known throughout the Central Visayas as the source of the “best” manta ray meat.  
This is recognized not only by consumers from around the Bohol Sea region but also by 
fishers themselves.  One fisher described the manta ray as: “the only fish that when dried 
reaches America”
373
. This statement captures the distant reach of the market for dried manta 
ray meat.  Many Boholanos, particularly Jagna-anons who have relatives abroad (most of 
them in the United States of America) or have migrated abroad, have either sent or brought 
with them dried manta ray meat.  This ray meat is not a commercial export such as the case 
with shark fins or dried ray gill rakers but instead constitutes small gifts. Within the region, 
even until today, dried manta ray meat is considered a valued gift given to people of high 
social or political status.  One fisher from Surigao attests that dried manta ray meat bought 
from Jagna is a sought after gift for their mayor
374
. 
According to respondents the price of whale and manta ray meat started to rise only 
after the fishers started using motorized boats in the late 1950s and early 1960s.  This price 
rise was due to the increase in capital needed to engage in the fishery linked to the 
technological changes.  It is at this point in time that what used to be a small-scale, 
subsistence fishery developed into a “medium scale fishery” as Spoehr (1980, 9) defines it 
based on the owner-operator arrangement (See Introduction, page 17). This arrangement 
wherein the owner-operator is an entreprenuer who does not engage in the actual fishing but 
owns the vessel and gear and hires a master fisherman and crew was not always the case for 
fishing communities around the Bohol Sea. Most elder fishers interviewed owned and 
operatedtheir own fishing boats until they were no longer physically-able to do so.  The 
actual operation of the boat was then transferred to a son or son-in-law, or younger male 
relative. In some cases, when there is no male heir, the operation was entrusted to a kinsman 
but the immediate surviving family member of the original owner maintained ownership of 
                                                   
373 Interview, 101106_002, Manong Pedro, Limasawa 
374 Interview, 100603_002, Manong Jun, Hibusong Island 
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the boat.  However, the “entrepreneur, non-fisher, owner-operator” is the trend nowadays in 
the ray fishery in Bohol.   
In Jagna, new boats are owned by non-fishers who married-into the community or 
are related to someone in the community.  These new boat owners are either working 
overseas or have worked overseas hence, have a relatively larger disposable income to 
engage in the ray fishery.  The higher cost of investment needed to enter into the fishery 
makes it a necessity for a boat owner and buyer to have access to a large sum, particularly 
cash in order to operate the fishery. There has been a recent emergence of new financiers as 
boat-owners, buyers and sellers who were often from outside the municipality.  With the 
change in operational costs of the fishery, the system of distribution of the catches also 
changed.  Fuel costs for each fishing trip are either covered by the boat owner or a financier.  
The crew no longer receive their shares in kind but instead in cash.  Furthermore, the crew 
had no say in the decision to whom the catch is sold to.  The boat owner decides based on 
prior agreement with a financier or “suki”
375
, a buyer or “regular customer-client” (Cuadra 
1994, 236).  The sales of the catch are often not paid for in cash on the spot but instead in 
credit. The boat owner does not receive any money until the catch is processed and sold to 
retailers.  Consequently, the crew do not normally receive their share of the profits at the end 
of the fishing trip. They usually have to wait a week or so until the boat owner transacts the 
sales. 
Certain features of the fishery were retained from its small-scale beginnings.  The 
equal distribution of shares among crew members remained, except for the loss of the special 
role (and consequent additional share) of the “jumper” or “harpooner”.  There are some 
additional financial considerations however, such as subtracting operational costs (i.e. fuel, 
village landing fees) from the sales before distribution of shares and debts incurred by crew 
are deducted from their pay.  Crew recruitment also remained the same, with members of the 
community and kinsmen making up the crew. This was applicable to the whale, whale shark 
and manta ray fisheries. 
In Lila, on the other hand, as mentioned in Chapter three, there was a shift from 
fisher to buyer towards the end of 1980s.  Increased competition with Pamilacan fishers, 
depleted whale stocks near shore and higher costs of fishing operations made it less and less 
profitable for Lila fishers to continue whaling.  Some older whalers took on jobs as 
construction workers, traders of tobacco and other retail products which during that period 
                                                   
375 The “suki system” is defined as “a model of patronage in which the customer regularly buys from 
the fishermen and receives special favors like lower prices or better-quality fish.” (Cuadra 1994, 236). 
This term also applies to the relationship between fishing boat-owners selling to regular wholesale 
buyers as well as between buyers and sellers in the retail market. 
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had become more readily available with the economic development of the province.  Others 
remained in the fishery as capitalists or buyers.  Several buyers would cooperate and pool 
their money to finance a whaling trip by Pamilacan fishers with the agreement that the catch 
was sold to them
376
 (Dolar et al. 1994). 
The market for whale meat interestingly, remained local. The improvements in the 
transport system such as bus services, building of roads, and inter-island shipping, although 
this happened in varying degrees in different provinces, however, facilitated the distribution 
of whale meat to other towns and islands.  The reach of the market gradually extended 
outside the respective provinces but there was no evidence that it gained popularity in urban 
areas, outside the region.   
Whale shark meat on the other hand, seemed to have jumped from purely household 
and local consumption to a commodity for the international market. Prior to the 
mechanization of the fishery, whale shark meat was considered to be of such inferior quality 
that it could not be sold even cheaply next to other fish or meat in the market. In Pamilacan, 
it was mainly dried and bartered for bananas, sweet potatoes and unpolished rice in towns on 
the main island of Bohol
377
.  In the 1950s, it sold for such a cheap price that people preferred 
to barter it because they gained more from the exchange
378
.  Up until 1990, the journey of 
whale shark meat from Pamilacan only reached as far as Misamis Oriental.  A fisher-trader 
from Pamilacan dried the meat, transported it by banca
379
 to Baclayon, loaded it on a “truck” 
to Tagbilaran, where the truck was put on a ship to Cagayan
380
.  Once in Cagayan, the truck 
travelled to Talisayan in Misamis Oriental where a buyer awaited. This quickly changed 
with access to the international market by Bohol Sea fishers.  In the late 1980s, the demand 
for shark fins and whale shark meat (“tofu shark”) was increasing in the international 
market, primarily from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore.   This was due to the rapid 
increase in world prices for shark fin and meat in the mid-1980s (Rose 1996, 32, 38)
381
 that 
accompanied the opening of China as a market (Stacey 2007, 126) and the increase in 
popularity of “tofu shark” among Taiwanese consumers as “exotic food” in the late 1980s 
                                                   
376 Interview, 100529_002, Lumad, Pamilacan 
377 Interview, 100529_002, Lumad, Pamilacan 
378 Interview, 120503_001, Manong Juan, Pamilacan 
379 Banca is a general term for a boat in the Philippines. This could be a dugout canoe or made from 
wooden planks, often fitted with outriggers. 
380 Interview, 120503_001, Manong Juan, Pamilacan 
381 Although this refers to the prices of fins and meat of sharks in general and not specifically whale 
sharks, it is argued that this market price increases influenced the demand for whale sharks.  
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(Chen and Phipps 2002, 12).  Fish traders from Cebu and Manila with contacts in the 
international market took advantage of this trend.  These fish traders either had earlier 
marketing relations with Bohol fishers involved in the sea cucumber fishery in Pamilacan
382
 
or knew of the fishery through other local fish trading contacts.  In either case, this made it 
easier for Bohol fishers to enter into the lucrative international market for whale shark meat 
and fins (Plate 5.1). By the 1990s it had almost completely replaced the whale fishery in 
Bohol and Camiguin.  The newly discovered high value of whale shark meat and fins created 
a flurry of activity in communities engaged in the fishery.  In Pamilacan, it transformed the 
organization of the fishery and the economy of the Island.  The high income earned from 
catching a whale shark spurred the economy of the entire fishing village. In 1996, a whale 
shark weighing about 4,000kgs fetched Php80,000
383
 (US$3,052).  As discussed in Chapter 
three, although the capital needed to hunt whale sharks was relatively high compared to 
other fisheries on the island, the profits to be earned were considerable.  One respondent 
estimated that in 1996, the cost of one hunting trip, including processing and transport costs 
to the buyer in Cebu, amounted to approximately Php30,000
384
(US$1,144) (See Table 5.1). 
He (buyer/middleman) was able to buy the whale shark from the fishers for Php75,000 
(US$2,861) and sold it to the Cebu buyer for Php150,000 (US$5,273), hence, he earned a 
profit of Ph45,000
385
(US$1,716).  On the other hand, a fisher who participated in this hunt 
earned Php5,062.5 (US$193.15) for a day’s catch (See Table 5.2).  The income fishers 
earned per day was 30 times more than the daily minimum wage in the Central Visayas in 
1996
386
.  This income enticed more fishers to go out to sea to hunt and more people became 
involved in the fishery.  Men, women, and even children were paid from Php100-200 
(US$3.81-7.63) per day to cut up, put in boxes and “ice” whale shark meat and load it into 
boats for transport to Baclayon
387
.  According to respondents, during this period (1990-1997) 
                                                   
382 Interview, 120503_001, Manong Juan, Pamilacan 
383 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan 
384 Interview, 120504_001, Manong Juan, Pamilacan 
385 Interview, 120504_001, Manong Juan, Pamilacan 
386
 The daily basic minimum wage rate in 1996 for Central Visayas (Region VII) in the non-
agriculture sector was Php94-141 (US$3.59-5.38) (National Wages and Productivity Commission 
2013,  http://www.nwpc.dole.gov.ph/pages/statistics/stat_wage%20rates1989-present_non-agri.html) 
387 Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, Pamilacan; Interview, 120504_002, Manong Jose, 
Pamilacan 
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fishers were able to afford to send their children to school on the mainland of Bohol and 
build modern houses
388
.  People on the island experienced a life of sudden relative affluence. 











Slicer 200 (7.63) 10 2,000 (76.31) 
Labourer 300 (11.44) 10 3,000 (114.46) 
Packer 200 (7.63) 10 2,000 (76.31) 
Snacks 1,000 (38.15)  1,000 (38.15) 
Ice   6,000 (228.92) 
Transport   13,000 (495.99) 
Fishing operation 
 
  3,000 (114.46) 
TOTAL   30,000 (1,144) 
 
Table 5.2 Fishing share distribution for one whale shark caught in Pamilacan in 1996 that 








Net sales 72,000  
Subtract 15% 11,250 Hookman 
 60,750 Boat owner & crew 
Divided into 2 30,375 Boat owner 
Divided into 6 5,062.50 Each crew 
*Note: The crew went out fishing for two days and caught the whale shark on the 
second day. 
 
                                                   
388
 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan; Interview, 120504_002, Manong Jose, 
Pamilacan. 
389 Interview, 120504_001, Manong Juan, Pamilacan. 
390 In 1996, 1 US$ was equivalent to Php26.21. 




Plate 5.1.  Whale shark fins and skins drying in Pamilacan in the 1990s (Photo by AA 
Yaptinchay) 
 
In Jagna, by the 1940s, there were buyers to whom fishers would sell their catch. 
These wholesale buyers were not from Bunga Mar but from neighbouring villages such as 
Pagina.  They processed the entire ray with the help of family members and sold them 
outside the municipality. The ray products were conveyed to market by public bus transport.  
With mechanization of the industry, the operational costs of the ray fishery increased, raising 
prices.  For example, with the use of sail boats, the boat owner did not need to provide food 
for the crew therefore, did not spend anything for a fishing trip.  With the use of motorized 
boats, the boat owner needed to provide for fuel and sometimes food for the crew which 
could amount to Php2,000 (US$46.18) in total.  This escalation in price was further fuelled 
by increasing demand for ray meat. This local expansion of the ray meat market extended to 
other provinces and islands around the Bohol Sea.  A turning point for the manta ray fishery, 
however, catapulting it into the international market, was the opening of a market for dried 
gill rakers. What in the past could not be sold but rather only consumed for food and even 
sometimes discarded now suddenly became profitable.  According to respondents, although 
this did not make a huge impact in terms of a sudden increase in fishing effort for rays, it did 
increase the value of the catch and fishers no longer discarded or consumed ray gill rakers as 
in the past.  This development also introduced Jagna to the traditional Chinese medicine 
market, a source of income previously unknown. The trade for gill rakers was introduced by 
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a buyer from Tawi-Tawi, in Mindanao at the beginning of the 1960s
391
. By establishing close 
relations with a Jagna fisher he was able to monopolize the buying of gill rakers in the 
village and throughout the Bohol Sea
392
.   After drying the gill rakers he would take them to 
Tagbilaran then to Cebu and transported them back to Tawi-Tawi
393
. It was unclear where 
the final gill raker products were sold to once they arrived at Tawi-Tawi.  The extent of this 
trade at that time could not be determined
394
.    According to respondents, the gill raker trade 
picked up again in the 1990s this time through Pamilacan buyers who sold them to traders 
from Cebu who then exported them to China. Furthermore, based on reports from other 
countries such as Indonesia, the demand for gill rakers in the Traditional Chinese medicine 
market increased in the late 1990s which most likely led to the corresponding revival of the 
trade in Jagna.  Nowadays, some labaseras and boat owners from Jagna have direct gill 
raker buyers from Tagbilaran who trade them to Cebu (Plate 5.2). 
 
 
Plate 5.2 Manta ray gill rakers (Photo by A Ponzo) 
 
                                                   
391 Interview, 100925_001, Manong Afin, Jagna 
392 The Jagna fisher accompanied the Tawi-Tawi trader to Leyte, Lopez-Jaena and Dipolog to buy ray 
gill rakers from fishing communities. He served as the interpreter or translator because the trader did 
not speak Cebuano. Interview, 100925_001, Jagna. 
393 Interview, 100925_001, Manong Afin, Jagna. 
394 The enterprise was also short-lived since it ended when the buyer passed away sometime in the late 
1970s or early 1980s. 
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According to investigations conducted recently on the trade of ray products, the 
Philippines was identified as a supplier of dried gill rakers in Hong Kong (Heinrichs et al. 
2011, 22).  Hong Kong, together with Macau and Singapore, are one of the secondary 
markets for dried gill rakers in the world. Guangzhou, Southern China was identified as the 
centre for the trade and consumption of gill rakers (Heinrichs et al. 2011, 22).  These 
investigations also state that the main driver of the mobulid fisheries is the market for dried 
gill rakers.  It further adds that declines in shark populations, hence catches, have also 
“boosted” the mobulid fisheries because the rays served as a cheap substitute for shark 
cartilage
395
(Heinrichs et al. 2011, 16). Whether the emergence of the market for dried gill 
rakers influenced the expansion of the fishery or led to an increase in fishing effort in the 
Bohol Sea cannot be determined given the available fisheries data.  Based on interviews and 
observations in fishing villages, the value of gill rakers is recognized but is not the main 
product of the fishery.  It is in the later stage of the chain that the gill rakers assume a greater 
value. The value is accrued to the middlemen rather than to the fishers. 
In other countries such as Indonesia, where manta rays and other mobulid species 
are taken primarily as bycatch, the landings were said to have increased within the period 
between 1996 and 2006 due to the increase in demand for branchial filter plates (gill rakers) 
for traditional Chinese medicine around Asia (White et al. 2006, 72).  Furthermore in the 
village of Lamakera on the island of Solor in eastern Indonesia, fishers have shifted their 
efforts completely from whaling to the manta ray fishery because of the increased demand 
for dried “gill plates” (branchial filter plates or gill rakers) for export to Hong Kong (Dewar 
2002; White et al. 2006, 72). 
During the spurt of economic growth in the country in the 1970s there was also an 
increase in population, which translated to the increase in demand and increase in the 
number of fishers.  In the Central Visayas (Region VII), which Bohol and Siquijor fall 
under, there was a 24.7% increase in the coastal population of the region from 1990 to 2000 
(Green et al. 2004, 7).  According to the statistics from Philippine Fisheries Profile, there has 
been a steady increase in the number of people engaged in the municipal fisheries sector 
from 1977 to 2010
396
.  Although these numbers do not capture the number of fishers for 
large marine vertebrates, it gives an idea of the growth of the fishing industry in general.  
Furthermore, although the increase in fishing effort may not necessarily be for large marine 
vertebrates, this increase in fishing pressure in the Bohol Sea ecosystem had ramifying 
                                                   
395 Shark cartilage is extracted from the skeleton of sharks and is used as nutritional or dietary 
supplements. 
396 Philippine Fisheries Profile, 1977 to 2010. Dept. of Agriculture – Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic 
Resources, Quezon City. 
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effects that are not so easily detected.  Overfishing for certain fish species not only leads to 
decline in stocks for those species but also affects the complex food web which these large 
marine vertebrates are part of (Tegner and Dayton 2000, Jackson et al. 2001, Croll et al. 
2006).  Declines in fish stocks that are masked by increased in fishing effort are reflected in 
the market as an increase in fish prices.  High market prices for the regular fresh fish species 
can encourage a shift of consumers to buying the less expensive fresh ray meat
397
. This helps 
maintain the market and demand for ray meat. 
Increasing affluence of some people in Bohol or the Visayas may also play a part in 
the increased in demand for ray products.  As mentioned earlier, dried manta ray meat and to 
a lesser extent dried mobula meat appears to have attained a conspicuous status in the 
Boholano culture.  The increasing number of Boholanos acquiring relatively high paying 
jobs in urban areas (i.e. Manila, Cebu, Cagayan de Oro, Surigao city) and overseas, many of 
whom retain their taste for the Boholano or Jagna-anon delicacy, could now afford to buy it. 
In the case of the Limasawa ray fishery, it was a combination of economic and 
environmental factors that led to the demise of the fishery.  When typhoon Nitang 
(Hurricane Ike) swept through Central Visayas in September 1984, it took a heavy toll on 
lives and property in many of the provinces in the region.  This impacted an already 
suffering economy in places like Southern Leyte and Surigao.  On Limasawa Island, a tidal 
wave hit barangay Magallanes and destroyed most of the houses and all the fishing boats in 
the village.  According to respondents, it was this calamity that ended the fishery for rays
398
. 
Although a handful of fishers were able to build new boats (non-motorized) and continued to 
hunt, it did not last and the fishery never recovered.  It was also around the beginning of the 
1980s (prior to the tidal wave) that pamo
399
 fishers from outside Limasawa, mainly from 
Bohol and Surigao began fishing in their waters.  This more capital intensive fishery using 
big motorized boats and nets also took over the fishery for rays around Limasawa.  
5.4  Policy transformations 
The Spanish authorities in the eighteenth and nineteenth century played a role, albeit not 
entirely successfully, in promoting fishing in the Philippine archipelago. In order to decrease 
the risk for fishers of being attacked or captured, the Spanish  established a system of watch 
towers and forts, which were defended by friars and villagers themselves (Butcher 2004, 61; 
                                                   
397 This argument only applies to fresh ray meat because dried mobula meat is more expensive per 
kilo than dried or fresh fish.  For example, in 2010, fresh mobula meat was sold in the Jagna market 
for Php40 per kilo while tulingan was Php60 per kilo. 
398 Interview, 101106_002, Manong Pedro, Limasawa 
399 Pamo is a common term for a gill net. Depending on the region or area, it may refer specifically to 
a set floating gill net or a drift gill net (Dugan et al. 2003, 7-14 & 7-16). 
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Warren 2002, 106-116).  Other than this, fishers were largely left to their own devices and 
the marine resources barely untouched and “freely available to anyone with the desire and 
the means to capture them.” (Butcher 2004, 57) 
The evolution of fishery laws in the Philippines under American rule was a slow 
process, until just before the outbreak of the Second World War.   The management of 
fisheries, particularly small-scale or subsistence fisheries was originally the concern of the 
municipal governments (Batongbacal 2002, 515).  The national government was only 
concerned with sectors of the fishery that produced fishery products of high commercial 
value such as marine mollusc fisheries, pearl fisheries and sponge fisheries (Ibid.).  Table 5.3 
illustrates the development of fishery policies in the Philippines and other relevant laws from 
the beginning of the twentieth century to 2010.  Significant turning points are identified by 
boxes. 
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Table 5.3.  Philippine fishery policies and other relevant laws from 1900 to 2010 (Sources:  
Batongbacal 2002, Perrin 2006 and this study) 
Date 
Approved 
Legislation Title Agency/Body 
created 
    
1900    
    
1917 Administrative code of 
1917 
Local Autonomy Act  
1930    
Dec. 5, 1932 Act No. 4003 
 
Fisheries Act of 1932 
An Act to Amend and Compile 
the Laws Relating to Fish and 
Other Aquatic Resources of 
the Philippine Islands, and 
For Other Purposes 
 
Dec. 5, 1932 General Memorandum 
Order No. 4 
Secretary of Agriculture and 
Commerce, the Division of 
Fisheries and Division of 
Zoology of the Bureau of 
Science and the Division of 
Forest Fauna and Grazing of 
the Bureau of Forestry were 
fused into a special division 
known as the Fish and Game 
Administration (under 
jurisdiction of the Dept. of 
Agriculture and Commerce) 
Fish and Game 
Administration 
Nov. 3, 1936 Commonwealth Act No. 
115 
An Act to Amend Act No.  
4003 Entitled “An Act to 
Amend and Compile the Laws 
Relating to Fish and Other 
Aquatic Resources of the 
Philippine Islands, and For 
Other Purposes” 
 
Jun. 9, 1938 Commonwealth Act No. 
297 
An Act to Amend Section 70 
of Act No. 4003, Known as the 
Fisheries Act, as Amended by 




Commonwealth Act No. 
471 
An Act to Amend Act No. 
4003 Entitled “An Act to 
Amend and Compile the Law 
Relating to Fish and Other 
Aquatic Resources of the 









Jul. 1, 1941 General Administrative 
Order No. 15 
Reorganization of the Fish 




 Rep. Act No. 177 Creating the Bureau of 
Fisheries 
Bureau of Fisheries 
Dec. 1941 Outbreak of Second World War 
1942-45 Japanese occupation of the Philippines 
1946 Philippine Independence   
    
IWC 
created 
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Date 
Approved 
Legislation Title Agency/Body 
created 
1950    
Jun. 7, 1950 Rep. Act No. 428 An Act to Declare Illegal 
the Possession, Sale or 
Distribution of Fish or 
Other Aquatic Animals 
Stupefied, Disabled or 
Killed by Means of 
Dynamite or Other 
Explosive or Toxic 





Exec. Order No. 216 Reorganizing the Dept. of 
Agriculture and Natural 
Resources 





Rep. Act No. 3048 An Act Prohibiting the 
Operation of Trawls in 
Fishing Areas Seven 




Rep. Act No. 3512 An Act Creating a Fisheries 
Commission Defining its 








Rep. Act No. 3931 An Act Creating the 
National Water and Air 
Pollution Control 
Commission 
National Water and 
Air Pollution Control 
Commission 
1970    
Sep. 30, 
1972 




back to Bureau of 
Fisheries 
Nov. 9, 1972 Pres. Decree No. 43 Fishing Industry 
Development Decree of 
1972 
Providing for the 
Accelerated Development 






Pres. Decree No. 461 Reorganizing the 
Department of Agriculture 
and Natural Resources into 
Two Deparments, Namely: 
Department of Agriculture 
and Department of Natural 
Resources, Amending for 
This Purpose Chapter I, 




Bureau of Fisheries 
and Aquatic 
Resources (placed 
under the Ministry of 
Natural Resources) 




    





Legislation Title Agency/Body 
created 
1974 Pres. Decree No. 553 Secretary of Agriculture 
was empowered to 
institute price controls on 
fish products and trade 
 
1975  Fisheries Decree of 1975  
    
    
Aug. 11, 
1976 
Pres. Decree No. 977 Creating the Philippine 
Fish Marketing Authority, 
Defining its Functions and 
Powers, and For Other 
Purposes 
Phil. Fish Marketing 
Authority (PFMA) 
Dec. 1, 1976 Pres. Decree No. 1058 Amending Pres. Decree No. 
704, Dated May 16, 1975, 
By Increasing the Penalties 
for Certain Forms of Illegal 
Fishing, Dealing in Illegally 
Caught Fish or 
Fishery/Aquatic Products, 
and For Other Purposes 
 





Pres. Decree No. 1219 Coral Resources 
Development and 
Conservation Decree 
Providing for the 
Exploration, Exploitation, 
Utilization and 





Pres. Decree No. 1599 Establishing an Exclusive 
Economic Zone and For 
Other Purposes 
 
1979 Exec. Order No. 542 Creation of Task Force 
Pawikan 
Task Force Pawikan 
Council 
1980    
May 22, 
1980 
Pres. Decree No. 1698 Amending Certain 
Provisions of Pres. Decree 
No. 1219 dated October 14, 
1977, Providing for Re-
exploitation, Exploitation, 
Utilization and 
Conservation of Coral 
Resources 
 
Aug 1981  The Philippines becomes an 
IWC Member 
The Philippines ratifies 
CITES 
 
    
    
    
    
    
CITES came 
into force 





Legislation Title Agency/Body 
created 
Feb. 8, 1982 Exec. Order No. 772 Amending Presidential 
Decree No. 977 Creating 
the Philippine Fish 
Marketing Authority, 
Defining Its Functions and 
Powers, and For Other 
Purposes 






 BFAR recommends 
issuance of FAO to ban 
catching of whales, 
dolphins, porpoises and 
dugongs 
 
1983  BFAR overruled by the 
Ministry of Natural 
Resources and FISH 
company was granted a 




Exec. Order No. 967 Renaming the Ministry of 
Agriculture as the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Food, 
Transferring to it Certain 
Agencies Engaged in Food 
Production and For Other 
Purposes 
BFAR transferred to 
Ministry of 




1986  BFAR rejects renewal of 
FISH’s license to catch 
whales 
 
1987  Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food was renamed again as 
Ministry of Agriculture 
 
1990    
Oct. 21, 
1991 
Administrative Order No. 
55 
Declaring Dugong or Sea 
Cow as Protected Marine 
Mammal of the Philippines 
 
Sep. 1992 Exec. Order No. 15 Creation of the Philippine 





FAO 185 Ban on the taking or 
catching, selling, 
purchasing, possessing, 
transporting and exporting 
of Dolphins 
 
1993  The Philippines ratified the 
Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD) 
 
Dec. 1993 DENR Special Order No. 
1636 
Creation of the Inter-




    
    
RIO SUMMIT 











Legislation Title Agency/Body 
created 
Jul. 25, 1997 FAO 185-1 Amending Sections 1 and 2 
of FAO No. 185 by adding 
whales and porpoises in 
the ban on the taking or 
catching, selling, 
purchasing and possessing, 





Rep. Act No. 8435 An Act Prescribing Urgent 
Related Measures to 
Modernize the Agriculture 
and Fisheries Sectors of the 
Country in Order to 
Enhance their Profitability, 
and Prepare Said Sectors 
for the Challenges of 
Globalization Through an 
Adequate, Focused, and 
Rational Delivery of 
Necessary Support 
Services, Appropriating 





Rep. Act No. 8550 An Act Providing for the 
Development, 
Management, and 
Conservation of the 
Fisheries and Aquatic 
Resources, Integrating All 
Laws Pertinent Thereto, 




FAO 193 Ban of the taking or 
catching, selling, 
purchasing and possessing, 
transporting and exporting 
of Whale Sharks and Manta 
Rays 
 
2000    





FAO 200 Guidelines and Procedures 
in Implementing Section 87 
of the Philippine Fisheries 
Code of 1998 
 
 FAO 201 Ban of fishing with active 
gear 
 
 FAO 202 Ban on Coral Exploitation 
and Exportation 
 
 FAO 203 Banning fishing by means 
of “muro-ami” and the like, 
destructive to coral reefs 
and other marine habitat 
 
    









FAO 208 Conservation of rare, 
threatened and 
endangered fishery species 
 
Jul. 30, 2001 Rep. Act No. 9147 Wildlife Resources 
Conservation and 
Protection Act 
An Act Providing for the 
Conservation and 
Protection of Wildlife 
Resources and their 
Habitats, Appropriating 





Administrative Order No. 
282 
Intensifying the Protection 
of the Whale Shark, 
Popularly known as 














Red List Committee 
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Under the Civil Government established in 1901, all work pertaining to fisheries was 
under the Bureau of Science (BFAR 2010).  Scientific research on fisheries began in 1907 
with the work of the USS Albatross, the United States fisheries research vessel in Philippine 
waters (Ibid.). The management of fisheries in the Philippines began with the Administrative 
Code of 1917 which was considered “rather simple” (Batongbacal 2002, 497).  It gave the 
municipal council the authority to grant exclusive fishery privileges or rights to set-up  fish 
breeding areas within prescribed municipal waters with the exception of pearl farming and 
shell fisheries (Ibid, 498).  If an exclusive privilege was not granted to anyone, the 
municipality had the authority to impose a license tax on the privilege to take fish using nets, 
traps and other fishing gear within municipal waters but the license did not grant exclusive 
fishery rights (Ibid). Fisheries management remained unchanged until the introduction of the 
Fisheries Act of 1932 (Batongbacal 2002, 497). 
The Fisheries Act marked the beginning of a series changes in the structure of 
government as to how fisheries were going to be managed.  The Act classified public 
fisheries “according to their government and disposition”
400
, as insular, municipal and 
reserve.  Insular fisheries referred to deep-sea or offshore fishing while municipal fisheries 
pertained to any fishing conducted within municipal waters which the Act defined as:  
includes not only streams, lakes, and tidal waters induced within the municipality…but also 
marine waters included between two lines drawn perpendicular to the general coastline from 
points where the boundary lines of the municipality touch the sea  at low tide and a third line 
parallel with the general coastline and distant from it three nautical miles.401  
Insular fisheries involved the use of vessels more than three gross tons, operated outside the 
three nautical miles area of municipal waters and were subject to annual license fees.  This 
largely pertained to fisheries for sponges, hawksbill turtles and marine molluscs, including 
“pearling”, which the Act provided limitations and restrictions on
402
.  
Reserve fisheries on the other hand, were for the exclusive use of the government.  
The Fisheries Act allowed the Governor-General, upon the recommendation of the Secretary 
of Agriculture and Natural Resources, to designate any area within Philippine waters as 
fishery reserve for the use of the government or “any of its branches, or of the inhabitants 




                                                   
400 Act No. 4003, Article IV, Sec. 16 
401 Ibid., Article II, Sec. 6 
402 Ibid., Article VI; Article VII; and Article VIII. 
403 Ibid., Chap. IV, Article XII, Sec. 73 
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In reference to large marine vertebrates, only the fishery for the hawksbill turtle was 
defined and regulated by this Act
404
. Although the fisheries for whales and sharks were not 
mentioned, the Act allowed their “killing”, and stated, with regards to the use of explosives 
for fishing: 
That the use of mechanical bombs for killing whales, crocodiles, sharks, or other large 
dangerous fishes, may be allowed, subject to the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture and 
Commerce and the Secretary of the Interior in taking fish or other aquatic animals in limited 
numbers for scientific purposes only”405. 
 
This act placed fisheries management under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of 
Agriculture and Natural Resources.  The Secretary delegated fisheries management to a 
subordinate bureau which was subsequently identified as the Bureau of Fisheries 
(Batongbacal 2002, 498). It is important to note that:  
The Secretary exercised general protective powers such as the power to establish and declare 
closed seasons, prohibit the use of obnoxious or poisonous substances in fishing, prohibit the 
use of explosives, protect fry or fish eggs, and regulate the importation and exportation of 
fish. (Ibid). 
 
In addition, the Secretary was given the authority, subject to the approval of the Governor 
General, “to declare and establish a closed season for fish, shellfish, or any other aquatic 
animal specified by him.”
406
  
In 1939, some changes were introduced to this act by the Commonwealth Act No. 
471 such as providing more detail on the definition of a “fish coral or baclad” and 
“fishery”
407
.  Commonwealth Act No. 471 also consistently referred to the “Secretary of 
Agriculture and Commerce” rather than the “Secretary of Agriculture and Natural 
Resources”
408
.  Other than minor changes in wording, the Fisheries Act remained the same 
and fisheries management as stipulated by this Act prevailed until the 1970s.   
In 1932, the Fish and Game Administration was established by merging the Division 
of Fisheries and Division of Zoology of the Bureau of Science with the Division of Forest 
Fauna and Grazing of the Bureau of Forestry. This special division was under the 
administrative jurisdiction of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce and operated 
under the provisions of the Fisheries Act and the Act for the Protection of Game and Fish 
(Act No. 2590). However, a little over a year later the Fish and Game Administration was 
returned to the Bureau of Science.  Then on July 1, 1941 it was reorganized as an 
                                                   
404 Ibid., Article VIII. 
405 Act N. 4003, Article III, Sec. 12 
406 Act No. 4003, Article III, Sec. 7 
407 Commonwealth Act No. 471, Sec. 2. 
408 Ibid., Sec. 1. 
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independent unit and renamed as the Division of Fisheries under the Department of 
Agriculture and Commerce.  This division functioned up to the outbreak of the Second 
World War but during the early days of WWII, it was merged with the Bureau of Forestry 
and became the Bureau of Forestry and Fishery.  It was not until 1947 that the Division of 
Fisheries was converted into an independent branch as the Bureau of Fisheries. 
From the 1950s to 1970s, a series of acts and decrees paved the way for a fisheries 
management system that was increasingly regulatory while still reiterating the need to 
develop fisheries.  Although efforts were made to protect marine resources from destructive 
fishing (the use of dynamite, or explosives and toxic substances was made illegal by 
Republic Act No. 428 of 1950 and  trawl fishing in waters seven fathoms deep was banned 





 and hawksbill turtles
411
, was still unheard of.  The Act 
even provided the Secretary the power to declare, upon the recommendation of the chief of 
Bureau of Fisheries, fish refuges and sanctuaries
412
. In 1963 a Fisheries Commission was 
created to be headed by a commissioner directly under the supervision and control of the 
Secretary of Agriculture and Natural Resources
413
.  This was created with the aim of 
developing, improving, managing and conserving the fishery resources of the Philippines.  
With this act, the Bureau of Fisheries was abolished and all its duties, records, properties, 
appropriations, including personnel transferred to the Philippine Fisheries Commission
414
.  
Another re-organization in 1972 reverted the Philippine Fisheries Commission back to the 
Bureau of Fisheries. 
This was followed in 1972 by the creation of a Fishing Industry Development 
Council through the Fishing Industry Development Decree.  The Fishing Industry 
Development Council was a multi-sectoral body which was responsible for creating policy 
guidelines in order to create “a healthy investment climate for fishing industry development” 
through the establishment of a Fishing Industry Development Program (Batongbacal 2002, 
502).  Shortly thereafter, the Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources was 
reorganized in 1974, wherein it was split between the Department of Agriculture and 
                                                   
409 Ibid., Article VII, Sec. 38 
410 Ibid., Article VI, Sec. 24 
411 Ibid., Article VIII, Sec. 51 
412 Ibid., Article XIII, Sec. 75 
413 Republic Act No. 3512, Sec. 2 
414 Ibid., Sec. 7 
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Department of Natural Resources (Batongbacal 2002, 503).  The Bureau of Fisheries and the 
Fishery Industry Development Council fell under the Department of Agriculture.  By then 
the Bureau of Fisheries was renamed as the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources 
(BFAR).  Within that same year illegal fishing was defined and higher fines and penalties 
were prescribed.  A year later the Fisheries Decree of 1975 codified all prior fishery 
legislation and  formed “the backbone of Philippine fisheries legislation until well into the 
1990s” (Batongbacal 2002, 503 ).  Under the Fisheries Decree of 1975, the development of 
the fishing industry and maintaining optimum levels of fishery production were emphasized.  
The Decree promoted the maximum utilization of fishery resources by the private sector and 
identified the export of fish products as key to putting fisheries production on the national 
development agenda (Ibid.). 
What was instrumental in fast-tracking the technological development of fisheries in 
the Philippines was Presidential Decree No. 704 which provided financial incentives for 
fishing, such as loans and guarantee funds (Batongbacal 2002, 506).  This decree was 
complemented by the creation of the Philippine Fish Marketing Authority (PFMA) in 1976.  
This  
...intended to create a more organized and efficient marketing and distribution system for fish 
through the establishment and operation of fish markets and the efficient operation of fishing 
ports, harbors, and other marketing facilities. (Batongbacal 2002, 506) 
 
The PFMA was later renamed as the Philippine Fisheries Development Authority 
(PFDA) in 1982 under the Ministry of Natural Resources.  The landmark legislation in terms 
of conservation during that period was the Philippine Environment Code (PD no. 1552) of 
1977 because it institutionalized the concern of the government for protection and 
management of the environment. It stipulated provisions for the management of air and 
water quality, land use, and natural resources
415
.  The general tone of the policy was that of 
“rational exploitation”
416
.  In the case of fisheries and aquatic resources it meant the 
development of manpower and expertise, acquiring facilities and equipment and regulating 
marketing.  On the other hand, it was stated in the code that measures must be taken in  
…conserving the vanishing species of fish and aquatic resources such as turtles, sea snakes, 
crocodiles, corals, as well as maintaining the mangrove areas, marshes and inland waters, 
coral reef-areas and islands serving as sanctuaries for fish and other aquatic life.417 
 
                                                   
415 Pres. Decree No. 1152, Philippine Environment Code. 
416 Ibid., Title IV, Chap. 1, Sec. 26 
417 Ibid., Title IV, Chap. 1, Sec. 27 
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This was followed a few months after by the Coral Resources Development and 
Conservation Decree (PD no. 1219) which provided for the regulation of exploitation, 
exploration, utilization and conservation of coral resources in the Philippines
418
. Similarly, it 
regulated exploitation and use of coral resources with particular reference to precious and 
semi-precious coral species and did not totally prohibit harvesting. 
 It is worth noting that marine parks were established in the Philippines before the 
1980s. However, it was only towards the late 1980s and the 1990s that marine reserves or 
marine protected areas began to develop in many areas around the country.  Marine reserves 
or no-take marine areas are synonymous with marine protected areas (MPA) and marine 
sanctuaries.  These are areas that are protected from any form of extractive exploitation 
(Indab and Suarez-Aspilla 2004, 5). There were only 19 marine parks and reserves in 1987 
which included Pamilacan Island and Balicasag Island, both in the Bohol Sea (Indab and 
Suarez-Aspilla 2004, 5). By 2001, there were an estimated 500 marine reserves or MPAs in 
the Philippines and there were at least 30 in the Bohol Sea by 2004 (Ibid.).  Bohol has the 
highest number of marine reserves in the Visayas (Alcala et al. 2008).  The establishment of 
MPAs is significant not simply for conservation but also for their role in limiting access to 
fishers to some of their traditional fishing grounds.  The impact was felt even more greatly in 
conjunction with the bans on hunting for large marine vertebrates. 
Concern for the fishery for large marine vertebrates only began to emerge at the end 
of the 1970s.   In 1979, President Ferdinand Marcos created “Task Force Pawikan
419
” 
through Executive Order No. 542 upon recognition that there was “…an urgent need for the 
conservation of the economically important marine turtles now in the verge of total 
depletion.”
420
  Under this decree an inter-agency Task Force Pawikan Council, chaired by 
the Deputy Minister of Natural Resources was formed to enforce already existing rules and 
regulations relating to marine turtles. It was also tasked to develop “updated policies for the 
economic utilization” of marine turtle species and conduct socio-economic surveys in order 
to develop alternative livelihoods for people who were utilizing marine turtles “so as to ease 
up the pressure on marine turtle populations.”
421
  On the other hand, the Task Force was also 




                                                   
418 Pres. Decree No. 1219, The Coral Resources Development and Conservation Decree. 
419 Pawikan is the Filipino for marine turtle. 
420 Executive Order No. 542, Creating the Task Force Pawikan and Appropriating Funds therefor.   
421 Exec. Order No. 542, Sec. 1 
422 Ibid. 
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While the aforementioned laws and decrees recognized the need to regulate and 
conserve certain marine resources, none imposed a total ban on the take of any marine 
species.  A more species protectionist stance only started to surface in inter-agency 
government meetings in the 1980s. This may have been influenced by the nation’s 
ratification of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna 
and Flora (CITES) on 1981.  Yet it was not until the 1990s that marine species protection 
made its debut in Philippine legislation. 
With the prodding of the Chief of the Research Division of the Bureau of Fisheries 
and Aquatic Resources, by the Tinker Center for Marine Coastal Studies at the University of 
Miami, the Philippines became a member of the International Whaling Commission (IWC) 
in August 1981 (Perrin 2006, 1). The IWC was created under the International Convention 
for the Regulation of Whaling (ICRW) in 1946.  It was in response to the growing concern 
for the decline in whale stocks worldwide and intended to regulate whaling in order to 
“protect all species of whales from further over-fishing”
423
.   
The Philippines’ membership in the IWC was serendipitous as barely a year after an 
application for a license to whale was submitted to the government by a supposedly wholly 
Filipino-owned company to catch Bryde’s whales within the Philippine Exclusive Economic 
Zone (EEZ) (Perrin 2006, 1).  The application by the company First International Sea 
Harvest (FISH) Corporation was initially denied by the BFAR because of the Philippines 
IWC membership. Furthermore, as early as 1981, shortly after the Philippines became a 
member of the IWC, inter-agency discussions were already ongoing to develop a policy on 
whaling.  In November 1982, a memo from the Fisheries Research Division recommended 
the issuance of an FAO prohibiting the catching of whales, dolphins, porpoises and dugongs 
in Philippine waters. However, the BFAR was overruled by the Ministry of Natural 
Resources and FISH was granted a license to whale for the 1983 season (Perrin 2006, 2). 
Hence, the move to protect whales in the Philippines was abandoned (Ibid.).  According to 
Inocencio A. Ronquillo (then Chief of the Research Division of the BFAR), this over-ruling 
was made possible by the close relation of the president of FISH to the Ambassador of Japan 
at that time, who in turn was a close relative of then President Ferdinand Marcos (Ibid.).  
This rather contentious engagement in whaling by the Philippines was originally 
intended, based on the application submitted, to involve whaling in international waters by a 
small factory ship licensed under the name Faith I, operating in accordance to IWC rules.  
However, on its first season of operation in 1983 it was immediately reported to have 
violated IWC regulations and was accused of exceeding catch quotas and violating the ban 
                                                   
423 International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, Washington, 2nd December, 1946, p. 1 
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on pelagic-factory ship whaling (Ibid.).  The Philippines was also accused by the Japanese to 
have violated CITES for importing and exporting whales (Ibid.).  Reports of violations of 
IWC regulations continued on until its last official whaling season in 1985.  In 1986, the 
Philippines announced at the IWC meeting that FISH’s whaling license was not being 
renewed.  Although the Philippines expressed intentions to pursue whaling beyond the 
whaling moratorium in 1986 despite oppositions including a threat from the U.S. to apply 
trade sanctions, this fell through with the fall of the Marcos regime (Ibid., 4).  Yet 
discussions continued on the plan to continue whaling through a scientific permit.  This too 
was abandoned after a Greenpeace report
424
 on the Philippine whaling was published, 
exposing the previous violations of IWC regulations (Ibid.). 
  Meanwhile several more decrees were passed reorganizing the ministries.  In 1984, 
the Ministry of Agriculture was turned into the Ministry of Agriculture and Food and the 
BFAR was transferred to the latter and reorganized into a staff Bureau (Batongbacal 2002, 
508).  Subsequently, the Fishery Industry Development Council was abolished and the 
PFDA was transferred from the Ministry of Natural Resources. 
It was in the 1990s that lobbying for fisheries reform happened and when large 
marine species protection laws emerged in the country. However, the first large marine 
mammal protected in the Philippines was by an administrative order from the Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources and not from the BFAR.  DENR Administrative Order 
number 55 declared the Dugong protected in 1991 and placed the species under the 
management of the Protected Areas and Wildlife Bureau (PAWB) – Pawikan Conservation 
Project (PCP).  This was followed the next year by the issuance of the BFAR of Fisheries 
Administrative Order (FAO) number 185, protecting all dolphins and porpoises.  Then in 
1993, the Inter-Agency Task Force on Marine Mammal Conservation (IATFMMC) was 
created by DENR’s Special Order number 1636.  The work of the IATFMMC was a 
landmark in marine mammal conservation in the Philippines and was instrumental in the 
formulation of all legislations protecting not just marine mammals but whale sharks and 
manta rays as well.  The task force, led by the DENR’s PAWB, was composed of: the 
BFAR, the Department of Tourism (DOT), the Silliman University Institute of 
Environmental and Marine Sciences (SU-IEMS
425
), the University of the Philippines Marine 
Science Institute (UPMSI), World Wide Fund for Nature – Philippines (WWF-Philippines) 
                                                   
424 Davies, H. 1986. Japanese whaling in the Philippines. Greenpeace, London. 24pp. 
425 SU-IEMS was formerly called the Silliman University Marine Laboratory. 





.  The creation of this body was also indicative of the rising 
environmentalism of that time and led to the development of many research and 
conservation projects on marine mammals and whale sharks.  The IATFMMC also gave rise 
to a new breed of researchers and conservationists, most of whom are still active to this day. 
It was during this period in the 1990s that research was conducted on cetaceans and related 
fisheries by independent researchers and non-government agency members of the 
IATFMMC.  The results of these projects led to an awareness by the policy-makers and 
general public, both locally and abroad, of the existing fisheries for whales, dolphins, whale 
sharks and manta rays. 
The 1990s witnessed the birth of the era of environmental awareness in the country. 
In the international arena, the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
(UNCED), also known as the Rio or Earth Summit was held in June 1992 and the 
Philippines participated.  The Philippines government responded swiftly to the call of the 
Earth Summit as President Fidel V. Ramos created the Philippine Council for Sustainable 
Development through Executive Order No. 15 on September 1992 (PCSD 2012).  It was also 
when the Philippines became signatory to several international conventions concerning 
species conservation.  In 1993, the Philippines ratified the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD) and the following year ratified the Convention on the Conservation of 
Migratory Species of Wild Animals (CMS). 
In 1997, FAO 185 was amended to FAO 185-1 adding whales to the list of cetacean 
species protected.  This marked the end of local whaling in the Philippines.  It emerged 
seemingly as an afterthought because the previous FAO only included small cetaceans. 
According to sources, however, this was a deliberate omission in the first FAO because at 
that time (1992) there were still people closely connected to BFAR lobbying for the 
resumption of whaling
427
.  By 1997, however, whaling in the Bohol Sea had significantly 
declined. According to respondents, this was primarily due to a decline in catches of Bryde’s 
whales.  Whales had become difficult to find.  Coincidentally, it was in the 1990s that the 
demand for shark fins and whale shark meat increased which made it both sensible and 
lucrative for fishers to now hunt whale sharks instead.  Hence, the ban on whaling was not 
too crippling to fishers because they had already shifted their attention to whale sharks. 
In the meantime, in conferences abroad and small group meetings of 
conservationists locally including the IATFMMC, talks were ongoing on banning the 
                                                   
426 Bookmark Inc. is a publishing company owned by Jose Ma. Lorenzo “Lory” Tan, a wildlife 
photographer and enthusiast. 
427 Interview, 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, Quezon City 
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hunting of whale sharks and manta rays.  The ban however, did not occur until the slaughter 
of whale sharks at Donsol in Sorsogon in the Bicol Region made news headlines in several 
leading papers in Manila for several days in March 1998
428
. In response to the public outrage 
expressed in the news, President Fidel V. Ramos ordered the Director of BFAR, Dennis B. 
Araullo to formulate a law to ban the taking of whale sharks
429
.  Within a couple of days 
FAO 193 was signed, and published on March 27
th
, taking effect 14 days later.  This order 
not only prohibited the catching, selling, purchasing, possessing, transporting and exporting 
of whale sharks but also of manta rays
430
.  This law officially abolished the whale shark 
fishery in the country and made illegal the fishery for manta rays.   
The next significant piece of legislation pertaining to fisheries came in 1998 through 
Republic Act No. 8550, otherwise known as the Philippine Fisheries Code of 1998.  It aimed 
to achieve food security for the Filipino population in the “utilization, management, 
development conservation and protection of fishery resources.”
431
 It consolidated all fishery 
violations that existed in the country under one act on prohibitions and penalties 
(Batongbacal 2002, 513). RA 8550 introduced several innovations which changed the way 
fishery resources were managed in the country.  Jurisdiction over fisheries was allocated 
between the cities and municipalities and the national government (Ibid., 509).  This gave 
cities and municipalities management powers over their municipal waters through the 
enactment of ordinances and law enforcement.  The national government, through the 
BFAR, on the other hand, maintained jurisdiction over areas under fishpond lease 
agreements and beyond municipal waters.  The Fisheries Code also required close 
cooperation and consultation between the local government units (LGUs) and the national 
government such as in the setting of catch quotas or limitations
432
 and in the prohibition or 
limitation of fishery activities in overfished areas
433
 (Ibid.).  Overall, this code gave 
municipal fisherfolks priority over the utilization of marine resources within municipal 
                                                   
428 Several news articles came out in relation to the hunting and slaughter of whale sharks: Francisco, 
C. 1998. “Catching of whales protested.”, Today, 5 March; 1998. “Woe unto whale sharks in RP 
waters.”, Manila Standard, 17 March;  1998. “Whale sharks now being threatened”, The Philippine 
Star, 22 March;  Jamoralin, R.T. 1998. “Gentle whale sharks in Bicol threatened”, Philippine Daily 
Inquirer, 23 March; Pazzibugan, D. 1998. “Goodbye whale sharks: Gov’t agency says it is helpless”, 
Philippine Daily Inquirer, 24 March. 
429 Interview, 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, Quezon City 
430 FAO no. 193, Ban on the taking or catching, selling, purchasing and possessing, transporting and 
exporting of Whale Sharks and Manta Rays. 
431 Republic Act No. 8550, Chap. 1, Sec. 2. 
432 Ibid, Chap. 11, Sec. 8 
433 Ibid., Article I, Sec. 23 
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waters and encouraged the formation of cooperatives and associations.  In order to support 
the LGUs in the management of their fishery resources, Fisheries and Aquatic Resource 
Management Councils (FARMCs) were created.  These multi-sectoral councils had advisory 
and recommendatory functions and were to be consulted for activities such as imposition of 
closed seasons, setting catch quotas, and enactment of fishery ordinances (Batongbacal 
2002, 511). 
The Fisheries Code also clearly stipulated for the “protection of rare, threatened and 
endangered species” in Section 11: 
The Department shall declare closed seasons and take conservation and rehabilitation 
measures for rare, threatened and endangered species, as it may determine, and shall ban the 
fishing and/or taking of rare, threatened and/or endangered species, including their 
eggs/offspring as identified by existing laws in concurrence with concerned government 
agencies.434 
 
This is the first Philippine legislation that used the term “ban” in fishing and/or taking of 
marine species. Several Fisheries Administrative Orders were issued in 2000 in pursuant of 
the provisions of the Fisheries Code, namely FAO 198 on the “Rules and Regulations on 
Commercial Fishing”, FAO 200 providing the “Guidelines and Procedures in Implementing 
Section 87 of the Philippine Fisheries Code of 1998”, FAO 201 on the “Ban of fishing with 
active gear”, and, FAO 203 on the ban of fishing by means of “muro-ami”
435
. 
In 2001, two more pieces of legislation were passed which protected species, the 
“Wildlife Resources Conservation and Protection Act” (RA 9147) and the “Conservation of 
rare, threatened and endangered fishery species” (FAO 208).  The latter was in pursuant of 
RA 8550 and defined and identified rare, threatened and endangered species in the 
Philippines which included all species of cetaceans known to occur in the country at that 
time. A recent FAO, enacted in 2010 was the “Aquatic Wildlife Conservation” (FAO 233) 
which regulated the export and import of captured and captive-bred/cultured aquatic wildlife 
species as well as domesticated aquatic species
436
.   
 Protection for whale sharks was strengthened in 2010, after a stranded whale shark 
was reported found in Batangas with all its fins cut off earlier that year
437
.  The Office of the 
                                                   
434 Republic Act No. 8550, Chap. 11, Sec. 11 
435 Muro-ami “is a type of drive-in fishing technique whereby a line of fishermen in the water use 
scare-lines (typically a line with pieces of sheet or plastic tied off at regular intervals, with a weight on 
the end) to drive fish down a reef towards a bag net.” (Pet-Soede and Erdmann 1998, 32) 
436 Fisheries Administrative Order No. 233 and 233-1, Sec. 1 
437 News articles that came out regarding the stranded whale shark and Pres. Arroyo’s decision to 
strengthen protection of whale sharks:  Lesaba, M.A. and Papa, A. 2010. “Divers find whale shark 
with fins, tail sliced off.” Inquirer Southern Luzon, Philippine Daily Inquirer. 17 February;  Kabiling, 
G. 2010. “GMA moves to protect whale sharks.” Mb.com.ph, Manila Bulletin Publishing 
Corporation. 3 April;  Yan, G. 2010. “A Butchery in Batangas.” WWF-Philippines Newsroom. 
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President issued Administrative Order No. 282: “intensifying the protection of whale shark, 
popularly known as Butanding, in the Philippine waters”
438
. This order made it mandatory 
for designated government agencies to locate and map the species’ “pathways in Philippine 
waters”; to rescue wounded whale sharks; and, to intensify efforts in the “investigation, 
filing and prosecution of criminal cases” that violate the laws protecting the species
439
. 
Furthermore, AO 282, provided a “reward or incentive” to any person who provides 
information leading to the arrest of anyone who killed or harmed a whale shark, as well as to 
any person that gives information that will lead to the rescue of a wounded whale shark
440
.  
The amount of Php15M was allocated from the Presidential Social Fund for the “support 
capacity building and monitoring and enforcement activities” of local government units and 
national agencies to implement this AO
441
.  
Of great significance to current fisheries for large marine vertebrates in the country 
is the proposed House Bill 5412 also known as the “Shark’s Fin Bill” which was filed in 
Congress on October 12, 2011 (see Appendix 8).  This proposed bill is intended to ban the 
taking, selling, purchasing, possessing and trading of all species of sharks and rays, 
including their by-products in the Philippines.  The bill is almost identical to House Bill 174, 
known as the “Sharks and Rays Conservation Act of 2010” introduced by Representative 
Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo in July 2010
442
.  The revision and passing of House Bill 174 was 
actively lobbied for by the Save Philippine Seas group, the same independent movement that 
spearheaded House Bill 5412
443
.  It would appear that the new proposed bill has taken 
several forms, including as an amendment to the Philippine Fisheries Code of 1998 (RA 
8550) and was only intended to prohibit shark finning
444
. It is apparent that the proposal has 
                                                   
438 Administrative Order No. 282. 
439 Administrative Order no. 282, Sections 1,2 and 3. 
440 Administrative Order no. 282, Section 4. 
441 Administrative Order no. 282, Section 5. 
442 House Bill No. 174, “An Act Banning the Catching, Sale, Purchase, Possession, Transportation 
and Exportation of All Sharks and Rays in the Country and for other purposes.”  The bill was 
proposed by former President, Representative Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo on July 2010  
(GMANews.TV, "Pagbebenta Ng Shark's Fin Soup Nais Ipagbawal Ni Gng Arroyo," (2010).) 
443 According to the blog of Anna Oposa, daughter of environmental lawyer Tony Oposa, who 
spearheaded the “new Shark’s Fin Bill, “Members of SPS [Save Philippine Seas] are actively 
lobbying for the revision and passing of House Bill 174, which aims to protect sharks.”( Anna Oposa 
to ANNAlysis, 13 February, 2011.http://annaoposa.ph/tag/hb-174/, accessed 27 Feb. 13) 
444 House Bill No. 300, An Act Amending Section 4 and Chapter VI of Republic Act No. 8550 
otherwise known as the Fisheries Code of the Philippines of 1998.  This Act was introduced by 
Honorable Roilo Golez and was to be known as the “Shark Finning Prohibition Act”.  The document 
was undated but from the Philippine Congress website it was listed as one of the committee meetings 
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evolved into a total ban of sharks and rays with special emphasis on anti-shark-finning due 
to the lobbying of influential personalities affiliated with popular marine conservation NGOs 
and movements such as Save Philippine Seas
445
.  Although there was no response from the 
Senate and BFAR officials initially rejected it for reasons of “foreseen challenges in 
implementation”
446
, it was picked up by Rep. Aliah Dimaporo of the House of 
Representatives and filed as House Bill 5412.  In a matter of days the bill was supported by 
over 60 representatives.  This initiative, however, did not appear to gain much ground in the 
hearings.  It was not until early in 2012, that a Senator publicly advocated for the enactment 
of the Bill which by then was renamed as “Senate Bill 2616, An Act Banning the Catching, 
Sale, Purchase, Possession, Transportation, Importation and Exportation of All Sharks or 
Rays Part Thereof in the Country”(ABS-CBNnews.com, 2012).  Another bill of similar 
content, House Bill No. 5880 was also introduced by another representative on February 
2012.  At the time of writing (May 2013), apart from readings in Congress, meetings and 
news media releases there has been no update on the status of all these proposed bills.   
Although there appears to be no progress to the hearings on these proposed bills to 
date, they are supported by the majority of members of the Congress, the local and 
international environmental NGOs, and the general Filipino public as expressed in the 
media.  If passed, this bill will impact the livelihoods of at least two hundred fishers and 
their families in Bohol alone. 
 
5.5  Conclusions 
The state of the fisheries of the Philippines in the nineteenth century could be described as 
undeveloped and marine resources, particularly pelagic species as underutilized.  Fishing 
was mainly coastal and for subsistence or small-scale, with the exception of a few highly 
valued products, as in the case of the fisheries for large marine vertebrates.  It was not until 
the twentieth century that innovations in modern fishing technology transformed the 
                                                                                                                                                
cancelled on 8 August 2012 
(http://www.congress.gov.ph/committees/sched/schedule.php?d=8&m=08&y=2012). 
445 According to the blog of Anna Oposa, daughter of environmental lawyer Tony Oposa, who 
spearheaded the “new” Shark’s Fin Bill, they “submitted proposed policies to the Senate, Department 
of Agriculture-Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources, and Congress.”  (Anna Oposa to 
ANNAlysis, 27 February, 2011, http://annaoposa.ph/2011/10/shark-fin-spiration-part-
ii/.http://annaoposa.ph/2011/10/shark-fin-spiration-part-ii/).  Letters lobbying for the revision of 
House Bill 174 and Senate Bill 2616 on September 2011 were also sent to the Congress and the 
Senate, respectively by Anna R. Oposa of the Environmental Policy and Law Compliance. 
446 ANNAlysis, “Shark fin-spiration, Part II. October 17, 2011. (http://annaoposa.ph/2011/10/shark-
fin-spiration-part-ii/, accessed 27 Feb. 13);  Interview, 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, Quezon City. 
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industry.  At the same time, changes in policies and the economy also occurred, all of which 
affected the patterns of fishing. 
By the middle of the twentieth century, the seas were already showing signs of over 
exploitation along the coasts
447
, although this was not the case for the stocks of large marine 
vertebrates which were still being caught using traditional methods along the coasts.  
However, the fisheries catch for large marine vertebrates were either recorded late or not at 
all.  For sharks and rays, although catch landings began to appear in fisheries records in the 
1970s, it was considered of minor importance and hence, detailed records on species caught 
and trade in by-products were not taken.  The interest in cetacean catches on the other hand 
began in the 1990s spurred by the work of individual researchers in the academy, notably 
Dolar and Alava. 
As discussed in Chapter three, developing fishing technology allowed fishers to 
increase their effort and efficiency by the middle of the twentieth century.  This 
consequently masked the decline in fish and large marine vertebrate stocks.  With the 
increasing population and demand for fish, the fishing industry in the country continued to 
grow and the impetus to catch ever more fish escalated.  This pattern was largely mirrored 
within the fisheries for large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea. The increased economic 
value of whales, whale sharks and manta rays provided needed income to fishing 
communities hence, further encouraging the expansion of the fisheries and in time increased 
dependence upon these fisheries for their livelihoods. 
The fisheries management in the country began with the principal aim of developing 
the fisheries to provide food for a growing population. Fishery policies underwent a gradual 
transformation in the 1980s and 1990s, and increasingly became more protectionist and 
restrictive.  Although primarily aimed at “ensuring food security” for the people, devolving 
management to local government units and assisting small scale fishers, the deteriorating 
state of the marine environment after years of destructive and overfishing made it difficult 
for fishing communities to sustain their long-practiced fishing in traditional grounds.  The 
creation of marine sanctuaries and marine protected areas also “evicted” small-scale fishers 
from their former fishing grounds. A fisher from Camiguin described this process as: “gi-
aquarium na ang dagat” [the sea was turned into an aquarium]
448
.  This turn of events 
occurred amidst the growing numbers of commercial fishers who were seen by small-scale 
fishers of large marine vertebrates as not only  competitors, but also the culprits responsible 
for the decline in fish stocks. 
                                                   
447 Annual Report to the Governor General Philippines islands 1923, p. 26 (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1925). 
448 Interview, 120520_003, Severino Rivera, Sagay 
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The changes in the international and national perception of the environment had 
direct and indirect effects upon the fisheries for large marine vertebrates.  The growing 
environmental concerns globally were rapidly translated by the Philippines government into 
national laws. Non-governmental organizations both local and international spearheaded 
large marine vertebrate fisheries research and influenced policy-making.  This led to a series 
of laws protecting marine species and their habitats.   
The bans on the hunting for whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays directly 
changed the fishing patterns of the fishers of the Bohol Sea as they shifted from one species 
to the other in compliance with the laws.  As will be shown in the next chapter, with the 
increased economic dependence on the fisheries for these large marine vertebrates, the 
fishing communities of the Bohol Sea either adapted to these changing ecological, socio-
economic and political circumstances, or persisted to hunt.   
 




Developing tensions, resilience and adaptations 
 “Rebelde gyud mga tao tuang dapita. Ni ingon sila na ug magawad-an mi ug panganabuhi 
anang gi tawag nila nga pamage, kanang gitawag pantihan sa di na kuno sila mabuhi. 
Kanang mu ingon ug di mabuhi suud sa upat ka buwan wa ta kakuha nang isda-a wa man 
lagi ta mangamatay lagi? Mabuhi pa man lagi mo! Pananglitan naa lagi pay lain pangitaan 
panginabuhi…ayaw mo katu-o ana gi ingon mamatay na sila kay di na ipakuha. Binuang ra 
na! Ako di gyud ko mu-tuo.” [People on that side are truly rebels. They say that they will 
lose their livelihood, (without) the fishery for rays, that which is called pantihan (mobula), 
without which apparently they will not live. Those who say that they will not live, within the 
four months that we are not able to catch that fish, we did not die?  You are still alive! As 
long as there are other means of livelihood…do not believe those who say that they will die 




 “Kaming way panagat kanang ilang pangita, buhi man mi gihapon…mamatay ug dili gyud 
ka mulihok.”[We who do not engage in the same fishery as theirs, we still live…you will die 




''Kung did-an kaming mananagat sa pagpanuki kaming tanan magpapriso na lamang. 
Aduna bay ipakaon ang gobyerno sa among pamilya ug pagpa-eskwela sa among mga 
anak?'' [If the government will prohibit us from hunting (whale sharks), we would rather go 
to jail. Can the government feed our families and send our children to school?]  - Melo 




Over a century of hunting for large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea amidst concurrent 
environmental, socio-economic and political changes in the surrounding communities, led to 




 centuries.  
This chapter examines how the different communities in the Bohol Sea adapted to these 
changes.   Taking two case studies from Bohol, the ray fishery in Jagna and the whale and 
whale shark fishery in Pamilacan Island, this chapter describes how each community reacted 
and adapted to changing government policies in the context of the prevailing ecology, socio-
economy and politics of the times.  It also describes the diverging perceptions of large 
marine vertebrates in the Philippines and how such views influenced the development of 
marine species conservation policies in the country.  The conflicting perceptions of large 
marine vertebrates and resource management among the fishing communities, researchers, 
                                                   
449
 Interview, 100529_002, Manong Berto, Pamilacan. 
450 Interview, 100529_002, Lumad, Pamilacan. 
451 “Whale shark hunters seek new livelihood”. Marilyn G. Baldo. 
http://www.helsinki.fi/~lauhakan/whale/asia/philippines/whalesha.html. Accessed 18 October 2012. 
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fisheries managers, policy-makers and the general public created tensions between and 
among these groups. 
In the context of this study, resilience is defined as the ability of a people or system 
to absorb external disturbances before its structures and functions are changed (Berkes and 
Folke 1998, 6; Holling et al., 1995). As Berkes et al. (2003, 14) pointed out: “Resilience is 
an important element of how societies adapt to externally imposed change, such as global 
environmental change.” Furthermore, they add that the ability of all levels of society to adapt 
“is constrained by the resilience of their institutions and the natural systems on which they 
depend.” Therefore, “the greater their resilience, the greater is their ability to absorb shocks 
and perturbations and adapt to change.” Adaptation in this context means “the ability of 
social and environmental systems to adjust to change in order to cope with the consequences 
of change” (Osbahr 2007, 6).  More specifically,  however, I will follow Adger’s (2000, 347) 
definition of social resilience: 
…the ability of groups or communities to cope with external stresses and disturbances as a 
result of social, political and environmental change. 
 
Using the framework of social-ecological systems, wherein humans and nature are 
linked (Berkes and Folke 1998, 4), I argue that certain communities were able to adapt to the 
various changes to their environment while others were unable to do so. This ability to cope 
was determined mainly by the characteristics of their physical environment, the 
community’s degree of economic dependence on particular marine resources and their 
access to external support.  In the communities that resisted change and failed to comply 
with laws that illegalized a long-practised fishery, contestation developed.  
6.2 Changing perceptions: Big fish to eat or to save? 
Local hunting for whales and dolphins in the Bohol Sea remained unknown to most Filipinos 
and the rest of the world until the 1990s.  This long-practised fishery remained under the 
radar of environmentalists and conservationists.  In fact, many urban Filipinos were unaware 
of the enormous diversity and abundance of cetaceans and sharks occurring in their 
country’s waters for most of the twentieth century.    Isolated reports of foreign initiated 
surveys in the Visayas, submitted to the Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources in 
the early 1970s, however indicated that there had been earlier interests in cetaceans but 
mainly for the purpose of “collection” and export “for use in their education facility”
452
.  
                                                   
452 The Ocean Park Limited, originally The Hong Kong Jockey Club (Charities) Ltd. based in Hong 
Kong conducted two surveys in the Philippines on March and April 1973 with aim of determining the 
“specie’s migration patterns and population densities of dolphins.”(D.D. Hammond, 1973. Dolphin 
Migration in the Visayan Sea. The Hong Kong Jockey Club (Charities) Ltd. Hong Kong.)  The Ocean 
Park Limited’s purpose was “to create a non-profit organization to construct and maintain an 
oceanarium for the people of Hong Kong and Asia.”  Although granted by the BFAR a special permit 
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Several cetacean species had been observed and reported during these earlier surveys but the 
reports remained kept in office cabinets.  The reason behind this could not be determined 
but, it could be argued that it was because of the lack of interest in cetaceans by local marine 
science researchers at that time. 
It was only in 1989 that the fisheries for cetaceans in the Bohol Sea were 
“discovered” inadvertently
453
.  A young marine biologist, Louella Dolar from Silliman 
University
454
, during the course of her research on cetacean species occurrence in the 
Philippines learned from fishers and fishmongers that different kinds of dolphins are caught 
around the country.  At that time (1989), dolphin meat was sold openly in markets 
throughout the Visayas.  This fishery went “unnoticed” by fisheries officials, hence, records 




 and as far 
south as Basay
457
 to Dumaguete and Bais city
458
 with dolphin carcasses transported on top of 
the roofs, plying the roads of Negros were commonplace
459
 (Plate 6.1).  This discovery 
prompted her to start monitoring by-catches of dolphins in tuna fisheries in Negros.  During 
one of her numerous ‘expeditions’ she also stumbled upon the whale fishery in Pamilacan 
Island
460
.  Her research on direct and indirect catches of cetaceans was fast-tracked when she 
received an invitation to present her research findings at a gillnet fisheries conference at La 
Jolla, California in the United States in 1990.  With no funding, she pursued the research on 
her own,  with the help of fishers and their family members.  With a stroke of luck she 
                                                                                                                                                
to collect and export dolphins, according to the report none were taken at that time. A similar special 
permit to survey and export cetaceans was granted to Aboitiz & Co., Inc. on September 1973 by the 
Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Bureau of Fisheries in Manila. 
453 Interview, 100408_002, Lory Tan, Taguig City; Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella Dolar, 
Dumaguete City. 
454 Silliman University is located at Dumaguete city, the capital of the Province of Negros Oriental 
and is the main seaport of the province. It is located on the southeastern coast of Negros Island and 
faces the Bohol Sea and Tañon Strait. 
455 Jeepneys are 16 to 18-passenger seater vehicles which are the most common mode of public 
transport in the Philippines. 
456 Siaton is a coastal municipality of Negros Oriental fronting the Dipolog Strait which connects the 
Bohol Sea to the Sulu Sea. 
457 Basay is a coastal municipality of Negros Oriental located west of Dumaguete City facing the Sulu 
Sea. 
458
 Bais is a coastal municipality of Negros Oriental located north of Dumaguete City. 
459 Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella Dolar, Dumaguete City; Dolar to Acebes on 11 January 2013. 
460 In an email correspondence with Dr. Dolar on 6 January 2013, she stated that Silliman University 
Marine Laboratory has had projects on Pamilacan Island since 1986.  It was during one of her trips 
there assisting in the giant clam project that she ‘discovered’ that fishers there hunted whales. 
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discovered a tuna landing site at Basay, Negros Oriental where there was a significant 
number of dolphin by-catches.  She was allowed to go onboard the tuna boats and was able 
to collect the first substantial data on cetacean by-catch in the Philippines.  In October 1990, 
she presented the results of her study at the conference in La Jolla
461
.  This was when 
members of an environmental group, Earth Island Institute (EII) got a hold of her report and 
later used it to lobby the Philippines government to prohibit the hunting and taking of 
dolphins. 
 
Plate 6.1  Transporting dolphins caught with driftnets from Siaton, Negros Oriental (Photos 
by MLL Dolar). 
It was from that time onward that the fishery for cetaceans and whale sharks slowly 
began to reveal itself to scientists and conservationists in the Philippines.  Following the 
meeting in La Jolla, a prominent cetacean scientist, Dr. Stephen Leatherwood, visited the 
                                                   
461 Dolar’s report was entitled:  “Interactions between cetaceans and fisheries in the Visayas, 
Philippines: a preliminary study.” Document submitted to the International Whaling Commission 
Workshop on mortality of cetaceans in passive fishing nets and traps. La Jolla, October 1990. 
(SC/O90/G29). Presented at the IWC/UNEP Conference on Mortality in Gillnet and Trap Fisheries, 
held in La Jolla (California, U.S.A.), 20-25 October 1990. 
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Philippines in 1991 with the aim of initiating cetacean boat surveys in the country.  From 
then on Dolar’s research expanded with the help of several small local and international 
funding sources.  That same year, a local journalist learned about Dolar’s research and wrote 
about the Siaton dolphin by-catch
462
 further raising the issue in the general Filipino public’s 
consciousness. The resulting articles stirred debate in environmental circles in the country
463
.  
Meanwhile, another serendipitous meeting involving Dolar in 1992, prompted a 
Philippine wildlife enthusiast and entrepreneur, Jose Ma. Lorenzo Tan (Lory)
464
 to pursue 
the search for more knowledge on whales and dolphins in Philippine waters
465
.  He 
organized and helped sponsor several “expeditions” or dolphin watching trips to the Visayas, 
Mindanao and Palawan (Plate 6.2).  Through the emergent collaboration between scientists 
like Dolar, Leatherwood, Perrin and others from the U.S. and Silliman University with 
wildlife enthusiasts and private entities, Filipinos became more aware of the diversity and 
abundance of whales and dolphins in their country’s waters. 
 
                                                   
462 Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella Dolar, Dumaguete City; Dolar to Acebes on 7 January 2013. 
463 Gamalinda, Eric. “Dolphins slaughtered for food”. Manila Standard, Dec. 14, 1992, p.6.  
Gamalinda, Eric. “Dolphin slaughter due to fish scarcity.” Manila Standard, Dec. 15, 1992, p. 6. 
464
 Lory Tan later on played a key role in promoting marine mammal research and conservation in the 
Philippines.  He published the first and so far only field guide on whales and dolphins in the country 
through his publishing company Bookmark Inc.  In 2000, he became involved with WWF-Philippines 
as a board member and in 2001, became the organization’s CEO. 
465 Interview, 100408_002, Lory Tan, Taguig City; Tan to Acebes on 7 January 2013. 




Plate 6.2  Whale watchers on the Aquastar with Lory Tan in the centre (Photo by WF Perrin) 
 
Dolar’s pioneering work continued with the assistance of other researchers and local 
fishers whom she trained to identify and record cetacean species.  It was her former student, 
George Acogido who first documented the hunting for whale sharks and manta rays in 
Pamilacan during his monitoring of whale catches in 1992
466
.  He also documented catches 
of other rays in Bais and Siaton, Negros using nets. 
Brewing in the background was a proposal to ban the taking of cetaceans in the 
Philippines.  This initiative developed in the wake of the declaration to protect the Dugong 
by the DENR on October 1991.  As mentioned previously, Dolar’s report at the gillnet 
fisheries conference caught the attention of prominent people in marine conservation, 
including EII. Although EII played a key role in lobbying for a ban, the articles written by 
the local journalist Eric Gamalinda
467
 helped raise the issue to the national level while then 
                                                   
466
 Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella Dolar, Dumaguete City; Dolar to Acebes on 6 January 2013. 
467 Eric Gamalinda was from the Philippine Center on Investigative Journalism (PCIJ). He published a 
two-part story on the hunting of dolphins on 1992:  “Dolphins Slaughtered for Food” and “Dolphin 
Slaughter Due to Fish Scarcity”.  Both articles were printed in the Manila Standard, a major 
newspaper in Manila. 
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Secretary of DENR, Dr. Angel Alcala made the final push
468
.  On the 16
th
 of December 
1992, FAO 185 was issued which banned the hunting and selling of dolphins and porpoises 
in the country  
  Yet FAO 185 was only the first of three key pieces of legislation protecting large 
marine vertebrates to be passed.  It was noted previously, that although there was a move to 
prohibit the catching of all marine mammals as early as 1982, it was abandoned due to the 
close ties of the supporters of whaling to political figures, including the President at that 
time. A decade overdue, FAO 185 still fell short of expectations by not including whales in 
the ban.  According to a BFAR official this was not simply a case of inattention but was 
deliberate.  The omission was meant to accommodate the possibility of the resumption of 
commercial whaling in the Philippines despite the moratorium, which was still being lobbied 
for by whaling supporters from Japan
469
. 
Hence, the whaling (and whale shark hunting) continued in the Bohol Sea but not for 
long.  With the frequent visits of whale watchers and researchers on Pamilacan and Lila, it 
became too disconcerting to ignore.   Lory recalled his first “landfall” on Pamilacan in 1993 
as “horrifying”
470
.  There were spinner dolphin skulls and tails hanging from the roof beams 
of houses on the “fishing side” of the Island
471
 (Plate 6.3).  In the evenings, the winds 
brought the pungent smell of drying whale shark meat all the way to the “chapel” or 
“tourist” side of the Island
472
 (Plate 6.4.).  For the groups of Manileños and tourists on his 
trips, it was certainly an unforgettable, albeit disturbing experience.   
 
                                                   
468 Notably, Dr. Alcala is the founder of the Silliman University Marine Laboratory where Dolar 
worked and knew her personally. A staunch conservationist, he was the Secretary of the DENR at that 
time. 
469 Interview, 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, Quezon City. 
470 Interview, 100408_002, Lory Tan, Taguig City. 
471 Tan to Acebes on 7 January 2013. 
472 Interview, 100408_002, Lory Tan, Taguig City. 




Plate 6.3  Spinner dolphin skulls hanging from roofs of houses in Pamilacan, 1991 (Photo by 
MLL Dolar). 
 
Plate 6.4 Drying whale shark skin and meat at Pamilacan, 1991 (Photo by MLL Dolar). 
 
The DENR by 1992 had been closely involved in issues pertaining to marine 
mammals, owing mainly to the fact that the previous year, it issued Administrative Order 
No. 55 declaring the Dugong as a protected species.  The DENR also identified the Protected 
Areas and Wildlife Bureau (PAWB), through its Pawikan Conservation Project (PCP), as the 
implementing body of the AO 55.  PAWB-PCP has since been the source for reports on 
strandings and catches of not just dugongs but dolphins as well.  It was through DENR that 
WWF-Philippines became involved in marine mammal conservation work.  Known as 
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Kabang Kalikasan ng Pilipinas (KKP) until 1996, WWF-Philippines entered the marine 
mammal conservation arena led by one of its dynamic officers at that time, Romeo Trono, 
the former project leader of the PAWB-PCP. 
 Calling for the rise of cetacean awareness in the country, the Inter-Agency Task 
Force for Marine Mammal Conservation (IATFMMC) was created on December 1993 upon 
the issuance of Special Order No. 1636 by the DENR.  This task force comprised a unique 
gathering of government agencies, non-governmental organizations, members of academe 
and a private company, all represented by personalities who carried with them their official 
affiliations - past and present (See also Chapter five, section 5.4).  It was during the meetings 
of this inter-agency task force that discussions on whale and whale shark hunting in 
Pamilacan started.  According to Dolar, there was a concerted decision by scientists (both 
local and foreign) and policy-makers to amend FAO 185 to include whales, due to the 
increasing concern for the numbers being taken
473
.  On the other hand, whale shark and 
manta ray hunting was recommended for further investigation.   In fact, it was BFAR’s 
position at that time that a study should be conducted together with public consultations 
before considering a moratorium on shark and ray fishing
474
. 
In April 1994, the first Symposium-Workshop on Marine Mammal Conservation in 
the country was held at the Marine Science Institute of the University of the Philippines (UP-
MSI) in Quezon City.  By 1994, several papers on the direct and indirect catches of 
cetaceans in the Bohol Sea and other areas in the Philippines were published and presented 
in international meetings and conferences, putting the country in the “limelight”
475
.  Local 
                                                   
473 Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella Dolar, Dumaguete City. 
474 Interview, 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, Quezon City. 
475 Leatherwood, S., Dolar, M.L.L., Wood, C., Aragones, L. and Hill, C.L. 1992.  Marine mammal 
species confirmed from Philippine waters. Silliman Journal. 36:65-86;  Dolar, M.L.L., Leatherwood, 
S., Wood, C., Alava, M.N.R., Hill, C. and Aragones, L.V. 1994. Directed fisheries for cetaceans in the 
Philippines. Reports of the International Whaling Commission. 44: 439-449;  Dolar, M.L.L. 1994. 
Cetaceans of the Philippines. In Philippine Marine Mammals. Proceedings of the Symposium-
Workshop on Marine Mammal Conservation. Marine Science Institute, University of the Philippines, 
Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines. April 7-8, 1994;  Dolar, M.L.L. 1994. Incidental takes of small 
cetaceans in fisheries in Palawan, central Visayas and northern Mindanao in the Philippines. Reports 
of the International Whaling Commission, Special Issue. 15: 355-363;  Alava, M.N.R. and Dolar, 
M.L.L. Resource utilization of marine mammals in Visayas and Mindanao, Philippines. Eleventh 
Biennial Conference on the Biology of Marine Mammals. 14-18 December, 1995. Orlando, Florida, 
U.S.A.;  Dolar, M., Wood, C., Alava, M. and Leatherwood, S. Incidental takes of cetaceans in a 
Philippine indigenous driftnet fishery. Tenth Biennial Conference on the Biology of Marine 
Mammals. Nov. 11-15, 1993, Galveston, Texas, U.S.A.;  Dolar, M.L.L., Leatherwood, S., Aragones, 
L.V. and Hill, C. Directed fisheries for whales and dolphins in Palawan, the southern Visayas and 
Mindanao Sea, Philippines. Ninth Biennial Conference on the Biology of Marine Mammals. Dec. 5-9, 
1991. Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. 
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newspapers around the country ran the story citing Dolar’s work
476
.  Several reports of the 
violation of the dolphin hunting ban made banner headlines.  Reports of dolphin and whale 
strandings also flooded the DENR and BFAR offices, as well as news agencies (See Figure 
6.1).  More importantly, the publication of Dolar’s research and the local news articles set in 
motion the need for a more comprehensive law to protect all cetaceans in the country. In 
August 1994, a proposed resolution, P.S. Res. No. 948, entitled: “Resolution urging the 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources, the Department of Tourism, the 
Philippine Coast Guard and the Philippine Navy to undertake measures to establish a 
nationwide whale and cetacean sanctuary within Philippine territorial waters, and for other 
purposes” was submitted to the Philippine Congress
477
.  Although this proposed resolution 
was strongly supported by the BFAR, it did not come to fruition as initially proposed but 




                                                   
476 Gamalinda, Eric. “Dolphins slaughtered for food”. Manila Standard, Dec. 14, 1992, p.6.  
Gamalinda, Eric. “Dolphin slaughter due to fish scarcity.” Manila Standard, Dec. 15, 1992, p. 6.; 
Gamalinda, Eric. “Dolphin slaughter blamed on fish scarcity.” Philippine Daily Inquirer, Dec. 15, 
1992, p.6;  Timonera, B. “Alcala to investigate killing of dolphins.” Philippine Daily Inquirer, Dec. 
16, 1992, p. 6. 
477 P.S. Resolution No. 948 was introduced by Senator Freddie N. Webb to the Ninth Congress of the 
Philippines during its Third Regular Session.  It cited the studies conducted by Silliman University 
which “discovered the presence of eighteen (18) species of whales and marine mammals in 
Philippines waters, especially in the areas around Cebu, Bohol, Negros Island and Camiguin 
Island…”.  It further stated that: “…while the Philippines is a signatory to internationally whaling 
treaties meant to protect these endangered species, local fishermen have hunted these creatures for 
generations and modern whalers from neighbouring nations, especially Japan, have been traditionally 
hunting and butchering cetaceans in Philippine territorial waters.”. 
478
 The Chairman of the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Food sent a copy of P.S. Res. 948 to 
the Director of the BFAR on August 5, 1994 for comments. Within a week’s time, the BFAR 
responded favourably to the proposed resolution.  In a position paper they submitted to the Senate, 
BFAR cited the news articles of December 1992 about the “slaughtering of dolphins” and the reports 
of Silliman University, particularly Dolar’s work in press at that time.  They also noted the 
inadequacy of the existing FAO 185 and their support for a proposal to “supplement” it. 




(Sources: Carlos 1995; Gamalinda 1992; Lujan 1996; Moulic 1998; PDI 1995; 
Roxas 1995) 
Figure 6.1  Collage of newspaper headlines on the cetacean hunt and strandings  
 
As if to celebrate the birth of cetacean awareness and research occurring in the 
country and to culminate the preceding five years of cetacean “frenzy”, the first Southeast 
Asian Marine Mammal (SEAMAM) Workshop was held at Silliman University in 1995.  
This initial gathering of marine mammal researchers from the Southeast Asian region was 
sponsored through the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) – Convention on 
Migratory Species of Wild Animals’ (CMS) Secretariat.  It was at this workshop that the 
final wording for the new FAO 185-1 was written, which included whales in the ban, 
although this did not become law until 1997. 
During the same workshop,  research on whale shark hunting in Pamilacan officially 
went to Moonyeen Alava, who was to become a key figure in shark and ray research and 
conservation in the Philippines.  She had been involved in the research since 1992, and 
results of additional data gathered regarding the fisheries for cetaceans and sharks were later 
presented and published in the country and abroad
479
.  As an off-shoot of the first 
                                                   
479 Alava, M.N.R. and Dolar, M.L.L. Resource utilization of marine mammals in Visayas and 
Mindanao, Philippines. Eleventh Biennial Conference on the Biology of Marine Mammals. 14-18 
December, 1995. Orlando, Florida, U.S.A;  Alava, M.N.R., Dolumbal, E.R.Z., Yaptinchay, A.A., 
Trono, R.B. Fishery and Trade of Whale Sharks and Manta Rays in the Bohol Sea, Philippines. In: 
Fowler, S.L., Reed, T.M. and Dipper, F.A. (eds.) Elasmobranch biodiversity, conservation and 
management: Proceedings of the International Seminar and Workshop in Sabah, July 1997. IUCN 
SSC Shark Specialist Group. IUCN, Gland, Switzerland and Cambridge, UK; Coronel, Sheila S. 
“Asian economic ‘tigers’ feast on sharks.” Philippine Daily Inquirer, August 12,1996. p. 2. 
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SEAMAM, in 1996, the joint Philippines-Malaysia (Sulu-Sulawesi) survey was conducted. 
Again, mainly funded through UNEP-CMS, this across-national-boundary survey was a 
breakthrough in cetacean research in the region for being the first trans-boundary cetacean 
survey in Southeast Asia involving scientists from two neighbouring countries. 
In May 1997, WWF-Philippines established the Pamilacan Island Whale Watching 
Village Integrated Development Program.  The brainchild of the IATFMMC, wherein 
WWF-Philippines was a member, this 1.3 million-peso marine resource conservation and 
community development project was funded by Citibank and the Department of Tourism 
(DOT) with additional support from various sources, including the Pacific Asia Travel 
Association (PATA) and the U.S. Peace Corps.  The financial support from the government, 
private companies and international groups highlighted the emerging trend on species-based 
ecotourism, during that period.  The Project materialized from the concerns of the 
IATFMMC that government initiatives were not sufficient and “poaching of whales and 
dolphins as well as manta rays and whale sharks (which were still not protected) 
ensued.”(Kabang Kalikasan ng Pilipinas 2000, 8)  The Project had the clear intention to 
“protect the remaining marine wildlife in the Bohol Sea” and was:  
designed to persuade the community to give up their unsustainable practice of hunting by 
demonstrating to them the greater benefits of protecting whales, dolphins, and other marine 
wildlife. (Ibid.) 
 
Barely two months after the WWF project on Pamilacan began, FAO 185-1 was issued on 
25
th 
July 1997 and took effect on August 20
th
.  Although whaling ceased in the Bohol Sea 
almost immediately after the issuance of FAO 185-1, feelings of strong resentment were 
present among the affected fishing communities in Bohol and Camiguin.  Silently, the 
people turned to whale shark hunting.  Towards the end of 1997, the hunting for whale 
sharks reached its peak.  Dolar recalled how fishers in Pamilacan “could cut up an animal in 
an hour while two or three dying sharks were waiting in line”
480
 (See Plate 6.5). 
                                                   
480 Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella Dolar, Dumaguete City; Dolar to Acebes on 6 January 2013. 




Plate 6.5 Whale shark being cut up at Pamilacan, 1998 (Photos by MLL Dolar (top) and AA 
Yaptinchay (bottom)) 
 
While implementing their project in Pamilacan, WWF and Silliman University were 
also monitoring the catches of whale sharks.  Since 1992, sporadic whale shark and ray 
fisheries data from various fishing villages around Mindanao and the Visayas had been 
collected by researchers from both institutions
481
 (Alava et al. 2002, 132-133; Trono 1996, 
13).  The interest in the biology and conservation of whale sharks was slowly growing.  This 
was influenced by recent discoveries and developments in whale shark research in Australia 
and the Pacific coupled with increasing concern about the sustainability of shark fisheries 
worldwide
482
.  Towards the end of the same year, in 1997, reports of whale shark 
                                                   
481
 According to Louella Dolar’s e-mail message to the author on 6 January 2012 and based on notes 
taken by her former research assistant George Acogido, they have been documenting catch landings 
of whale sharks and rays around Negros and Pamilacan since 1992. 
482 Several studies on whale sharks were published in the late 80s to 90s such as Taylor (1996) on 
whale sharks in Ningaloo, Wolfson  (1987) on whale sharks in Mexico and Colman’s (1997) review 
of the biology and ecology of whale sharks.  In 1994, the CITES Conference of Parties adopted a 
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aggregations in Donsol, Sorsogon
483
 reached WWF and Silliman researchers
484
.  
Researchers, with concerns over the area being discovered by whale shark traders and 
Pamilacan fishers, rushed to the site to investigate.  This discovery of a major feeding 
aggregation site of whale sharks in Donsol spurred further interest in whale shark research in 
the country. By the start of 1998, a tagging project was initiated by an international co-
operative research program with Scripps Institution of Oceanography (Scripps), Hubbs 
Seaworld Research Center, Southwest Fisheries Science Center (SWFSC), Silliman 
University, Borneo Marine Research Unit of the University of Sabah Malaysia, and WWF-
Philippines (Plate 6.6).  The research cooperative’s aim was to determine whether the whale 
sharks observed in the greater Sulu Sea region were resident or migratory (Eckert et al. 2002, 
111).  In collaboration with the respective government units and the BFAR, tagging in the 




Plate 6.6  Whale shark tagging team on-board Lumba-Lumba, Bohol, 1998 (Sitting center: 
MNR Alava; Second row standing from right to left: J Gaudiano, MLL Dolar, WF Perrin, S 
Eckert, J Kooyman). 
 
Although the researchers were successful in gaining support from the Donsol mayor 
to protect the whale sharks in their waters by declaring it a sanctuary, it did not deter 
                                                                                                                                                
Resolution Conf. 9.17 “The Status of International Trade in Shark Species” out of concern over the 
impacts of international trade in shark products (Fowler and Cavanagh 2005).  
483 Donsol is a coastal municipality of Sorsogon Province, located in the Bicol region in southern 
Luzon. 
484 Interview, 100408_003, Dr. AA Yaptinchay, Taguig City; Dolar to Acebes on 7 January 2013. 









.  Three days after 
a municipal resolution to protect whale sharks in Donsol was issued, whale shark buyers 
from the Visayas reportedly arrived (Ibid.).  Just over a week after a whale shark was tagged 
off Donsol in March 1998, reports of seven whale sharks slaughtered hit the headlines of 
local newspapers (Ibid.).  This time the government acted swiftly.  FAO 193 was signed on 
25
th
 March and took effect on 12
th
 April 1998.  This order not only banned the hunting for 
whale sharks but manta rays as well. 
FAO 193 took everyone by surprise – researchers, managers, and fishers.  Unknown 
to many, and despite recommendations to the contrary of researchers on-site (Pamilacan)
488
, 
there were already whispers at the IATMMC meetings, as early as 1994, to ban whale 
sharks
489
. According to respondents who were included in those backroom discussions, it 
was a WWF representative who lobbied for the ban on whale shark hunting and the inclusion 
of manta rays
490
. But it was not rushed into writing until the news of the slaughter of whale 
sharks in Donsol reached the office of the President Fidel V. Ramos.  Certain influential 
families in Sorsogon who were related to the Secretary of Agriculture at that time, Salvador 
H. Escudero III and key figures, namely the DENR Secretary, Dr. Angel Alcala and 
researchers from Scripps, SWFSC and WWF-Philippines
491
, were instrumental in 
introducing the ban.  With a phone call from the President, then to the Secretary, then to the 
BFAR Director, a staff member was asked to draft the ordinance over that weekend in 
March
492
.  Recalling recommendations in past meetings to include manta rays, he wrote it 
into the new legislation
493
.  Literally, overnight the ban on the hunting of whale sharks and 
manta rays became a reality. 
                                                   
485 According to Dolar, sometime before the hunting incident in March occurred, Taiwanese 
middlemen/buyers scouted the coasts of Donsol and even paid fishers for information on where to 
find whale sharks.  Pamilacan fishers were also reportedly hired to do a reconnaissance. Dolar to 
Acebes, 6 January 2013. 
486 The municipality of Pilar is located northeast of Donsol, Sorsogon. 
487 Interview, 100408_003, Dr. AA Yaptinchay, Taguig City. 
488 Interview, 100408_003, Dr. AA Yaptinchay, Taguig City. 
489 Interview, 100408_003, Dr. AA Yaptinchay, Taguig City; 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, 
Quezon City; Yaptinchay to Acebes on 10 January 2013. 
490 Interview, 100408_003, Dr. AA Yaptinchay, Taguig City; 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, 
Quezon City. 
491 Interview, 100408_003, Dr. AA Yaptinchay, Taguig City; Dolar to Acebes on 7 January 2013. 
492 Interview, 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, Quezon City. 
493 Interview, 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, Quezon City. 
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The sudden news of the nationwide ban on whale shark hunting “outraged” the 
fishers of Pamilacan
494
 (Oneocean.org 1998).  Similarly, whale shark fishers from Talisayan, 
Misamis Oriental demanded for alternative livelihood measures to be introduced otherwise 
they would continue to hunt (Baldo n.d.).  It would seem that the majority’s perception of the 
significance of these large marine vertebrates finally prevailed with the issuance of the FAO 
193.  However, as will be discussed shortly, it is when differing attitudes and worldviews 
collide that tensions mount and conflicts develop.   
The account above is meant to set out how the growing national interest in dolphins, 
whales, whale sharks and manta rays gave rise to a country dedicated to protecting them. 
The development of new perceptions about “big fish” among key Filipino figures and 
influential groups led to the rise of a new conservation movement.  Although there was 
already an active environmental conservation movement in the country, this was a novel 
development because this movement was focused on the marine realm (not terrestrial) and a 
specific group of animals – the large marine vertebrates. 
This seemingly sudden interest in large marine vertebrates and the public concern 
demonstrated for their fisheries showed the evolving perception of a large number of people  
of man’s relationship with them and nature more generally.  However, these newly emergent 
attitudes were not shared by all during the 1990s. Such differing worldviews were expressed 
eloquently by Miguel (“Ige”), a former whaler from Pamilacan, during one of Lory’s whale 
watching trips in the Bohol Sea.  Ige was one of Dolar’s trusted fisher co-operators and he 
was hired as a spotter for that trip. Dolar was on that trip. She recalled how Ige was watching 
the members of the team sitting idly on the deck of the boat on that hot summer day.  
I remember that Mr. Roces, one of the tourists on board Aquastar was curious to know what 
Miguel thought of the whole experience, with people being interested to see whales and 
dolphins and willing to pay to do that.  Miguel told me that he was amused of [sic] the idea 
and said jokingly that we were like "pigs being fattened" because we were not doing 
anything, just sitting and were just being fed.  He added: “I feel sorry for all these people…I 
cannot do this.  I will get sick.”  He wanted to go back fishing in his village because he will 
get sick or weak if he does not do anything.495 
 
Dolar said that during the entire trip, whenever they saw dolphins or whales, Ige would ask 
her if he could jump and hook them
496
.  She had to explain to him that they were not there to 
hunt the animals but just to watch.  The disappointment on his face could not be hidden. 
                                                   
494
 Interview, 100408_002, Lory Tan, Taguig City; Interview, 100408_003, Dr. AA Yaptinchay, 
Taguig City. 
495 Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella Dolar, Dumaguete City; Dolar to Acebes on 7 January 2013. 
496 Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella Dolar, Dumaguete City. 
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 Another former whale shark hunter, describing the recent ‘influx’ and ‘return’ of 
whale sharks around Pamilacan in 2011 said:  
…Sus! Ni samot naman sa pagkadaghan, day. Ang whale shark…sus, daghana pud. Unsaon 
man na, dili kuhaon pud? Asa man na?  Daghan gyud kaayo. Angay gyud ipakuha gyud 
tungod sa kinadaghan na pud. [Jesus! It has increased so much. The whale shark…Jesus, so 
many. What to do with it, not to be taken? What to do with it? There are so many. It is really 
better to be taken because there are so many.]497  
 
His emphatic remark illustrates how he (and many others on the Island) cannot imagine what 
else to do with so many whale sharks besides hunting them.  He later exclaimed that they 
cannot bare to just look at the whale sharks like the tourists.  During interviews conducted in 
2010 and 2011, according to former hunters and other island residents, the whale sharks 
have returned and there are many of them now.  Another respondent joked how, whenever a 
former hunter sees a whale shark swim by, he would sigh and say: “there goes a hundred 
thousand pesos swimming by”
498
. 
It is clear from the above account that some perceived whales, dolphins, whale 
sharks and manta rays as animals that needed to be conserved, not eaten.  Scientists and 
researchers deemed them important to the ecosystem.  They are part of the Philippine 
biodiversity and a complex ecosystem that need to be kept intact in order to maintain the 
ecosystem’s resilience.  The species’ biology renders it vulnerable to overfishing or hunting, 
making it necessary to regulate the fisheries.  Fisheries managers and conservationists share 
the same view although some also add that the species deserve to be protected not just 
because they have value to human beings as part of the ecosystem we depend upon but also 
because of their intrinsic value. For the general public, these “charismatic megafauna” were 
to be respected and marvelled upon, not eaten.  Most were willing to pay just to glimpse the 
animals in the wild. It was necessary “to protect these gentle creatures”
499
. The public 
increasingly perceived the fisheries as “barbaric” and “cruel”.   
On the other side of the social spectrum and divide, however, fishers, coastal 
communities and most rural peoples of the Bohol Sea see them as “big fish”, as food or as a 
resource that should be taken as a source of income and livelihood.  Some fishers perceived 
certain “big fishes”, such as dolphins and whales, as intelligent and having the ability to 
                                                   
497 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
498
 Interview, 100529_002, Manong Berto, Pamilacan. 
499 P.S. Res. No. 948, “Resolution urging the Department of Environment and Natural Resources, the 
Department of Tourism, the Philippine Coast Guard and the Philippine Navy to undertake measures to 
establish a nationwide whale and cetacean sanctuary within Philippine territorial waters, and for other 
purposes.” 





. Some even believe the animals can feel. Some elders and more superstitious people 
believe that although anyone who is capable can engage in this fishery, not everyone can be 
successful.  In order to be successful, fishers must show respect by adhering to certain 
traditional practices. In the past, as noted in Chapter 2, fishers called upon “experts” to 
perform a ceremony for the “sea spirits”.  In Pamilacan, in the recent past, elder fishers said 
it was necessary to attend holy mass after each successful fishing trip otherwise you would 
not be able to catch whales or whale sharks again thereafter
501
.   
 
6.3 Resilience and adaptations in the Bohol Sea 
In this study I examine how different communities adapted to ecological changes in the 
Bohol Sea and how some communities proved to be more resilient than others. As 
mentioned in Chapter two, when fishers noticed that their target species no longer frequented 
their shores as in the past, they went further offshore in search of new grounds where they 
were still abundant.  This exploration of new fishing grounds occurred even before the 
advent of motorized boats, making it a major endeavour for fishers in the age of sail.  They 
continued to fish using basically the same technology – the use of harpoons and hooks on 
sail and row outrigger boats. This is similar to what Butcher (2004, 75) described as 
“catching more with the same technology”, which occurred from the 1870s to 1930s all over 
Southeast Asia. In an effort to maximize their fishing effort, fishers took whatever they 
encountered.  As some fishers described, “they took whatever they saw first” – whether it 
was a whale, whale shark or manta ray. Although not clear due to lack of empirical data, it 
could be argued that this is probably when the value of previously considered inferior quality 
fish began to increase. Whale shark as described earlier was not preferred as much as whale 
or manta ray.  If it was caught, its value was so low that it was most often used for household 
consumption. However, when the export market opened up, this gradually changed from 
fetching a low price compared to whale and manta until it exceeded the value of the former. 
Eventually, for fishers in Camiguin and Pamilacan there was a shift from whale and manta 
ray to whale shark hunting. This was a response to both the decline in catches of whales and 
manta rays and the increase in market value of whale sharks. 
The expansion of the fishing grounds by the fishers of the Bohol Sea, however, was 
constrained given the technology available. However, the end of the Second World War and 
American occupation opened up new opportunities for the fishers.  It was then that many 
surplus boats from the Pacific War were left behind to be used in fisheries.  In Lila, 
                                                   
500 Interview, 100415_001, Manong Ben, Jagna. 
501 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
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according to respondents, “the government provided outboard motorboats to assist fishers” 
during their hunts off Pamilacan Island.  Big outboard motorboats towed three to four non-
motorized outrigger boats to their hunting grounds and waited for them.  At the end of the 
hunt, the same boat towed the smaller boats and their catch back to the Lila shore.  Aside 
from these technological adaptations to their changing environment, fishers also had to adapt 
to other changes taking place around them.  While they continued to go about their daily 
lives in pursuit of fish in ways they knew how, the society around them was transforming.  
Attitudes and worldviews unrecognizable to the fishers were formed and decisions were 
suddenly made that markedly affected their lives.  These developments, particularly, the 
introduction of the ban, challenged their ability to adapt and tested the resilience of their 
communities. 
6.3.1 Pamilacan: from whale hunters to whale watchers 
The whale hunting practices of the fishers of Pamilacan was described in Chapters two and 
three and their general technological adaptations earlier in this chapter.  These adaptations 
described were not unique, in fact they were predictable for a fishing community faced with 
declining fish stocks.  In this section, what will be described are the social and economic 
adaptations that have occurred in the community since the 1990s with the imposition of the 
fisheries ordinances, banning the hunting of dolphins, whales and whale sharks.  The years 
between 1992 and 1998, marked the transformation of this island community from whale 
hunters to whale watchers.  
From the 1930s when Pamilacan fishers first adapted whaling from neighbouring 
Lila, hunts continued almost every summer.  The only exceptions were during short periods 
of inclement weather and during the tense period of the Japanese occupation of Bohol from 
1942 to 1945
502
.  By 1986, Pamilacan had surpassed Lila in Bryde’s whaling in the Bohol 
Sea and the Island’s men were the only whalers from Bohol that remained active.  But they 
did not have an exclusive monopoly on whaling since Sagay fishers from Camiguin also 
continued to hunt whales. 
As mentioned earlier, the BFAR released FAO 185 at the end of 1992, banning the 
taking of dolphins. This barely stirred the fishing communities in the Bohol Sea because 
dolphins were not their target species but were only taken opportunistically.  It was, 
however, only the first of what turned out to be a series of prohibitions that would change 
their way of life forever.   
                                                   
502 According to respondents who were born prior to 1940, people who lived along the coasts or near 
the centre of towns had to flee to the interior or up in the hills during the period of intense fighting 
between the Japanese troops and the resistance movement.  Hence, fishers could not go far to fish. 
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Later amended to FAO 185-1 to include whales, the new law was issued on 25 July 
1997 and took effect on August 20th. It was this whaling ban that created real concerns in 
the Bohol Sea hunting communities.  Their reaction to the ban on whaling and their 
adaptations varied.  Lila fishers who by this time, were only involved in the fishery as 
buyers, shifted target species and eventually turned to other means of livelihood (See 
Chapters three and five).  Today, very little fishing is done in the former whaling villages of 
Lila.  
Pamilacan fishers generated a significant income from whaling, with an annual 
average catch of 12 whales from 1985-1993 (Dolar et al. 1994, 445). The ban on whaling in 
1997 did not impact the Pamilacan fishers too much because by then whale shark hunting 
was more profitable and they almost entirely depended on it. However, the ban did cause 
concern in the community.  Fear was developing in Pamilacan that soon even whale shark 
hunting would be prohibited, a fear that was later proven to be well-founded.  There was also 
a growing resentment on the island towards the researchers from WWF and Silliman. Up 
until the issuance of FAO 185-1, fishers had been cooperative and instrumental in collecting 
data on cetaceans.  However, some felt “betrayed” and “used” because they believed that the 
researchers were responsible for the issuance of the bans
503
.  Others blamed media people 
who visited the island and took photos of the hunt and processing and then released 
sensational stories in the national news and television
504
.   
A couple of months prior to the ban on whaling, WWF-Philippines initiated a 
project on Pamilacan Island in an effort “to convert whale hunters to whale watchers”
505
 .  
They established a local people’s organization called Pamilacan Island Dolphin and Whale 
Watching Organization (PIDWWO) to manage the tourism enterprise. The primary aim of 
the project was to provide alternative livelihood for the community in order to augment the 
income otherwise earned from whaling and, secondly, to wean the fishers away from the 
taking of whale sharks and manta rays (Kabang Kalikasan ng Pilipinas, 2000). 
The people of Pamilacan viewed this project with some reservation.  There were 
those who embraced this new form of livelihood as an opportunity to transcend their 
dependence on a small-scale subsistence fishery and earn more money in the process.  They 
                                                   
503 Interview, 100408_003, Dr. AA Yaptinchay, Taguig City; Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella 
Dolar, Dumaguete City; Interview, 120504_002, Manong Jose, Pamilacan.  
504 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
505 This is a commonly used phrased by news reporters when referring to the Pamilacan fishers such 
as in the similarly titled article by Sheila S. Coronel on 1996: “From Whale Hunters to Whale 
Watchers”.  A WWF-Philippines news article referred to it as “the transformation of the people of 
Pamilacan from being whale hunters into whale lovers…” (Yeb Saño, "When Hunter Turns 
Protector," WWF-Philippines, http://www.wwf.org.ph/newsfacts.php?pg=det&id=21.). 
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were primarily from the north side or “chapel side”, or what was later known as the “tourist” 
side of the Island, while the majority of those who were sceptical about the project were 
from the south, or “fishing” side of the Island.  These were the boat owners, fishers and their 
families who depended on the seasonal whaling and whale shark hunting for their 
livelihoods. Yet, some from the south side of the island were willing to give the Project a 
chance. A few former whale hunters and their wives joined the PIDWWO.  The men were 
trained as spotters and tour boat operators while the women were trained in food catering 
and as tour guides.  Other members of the community on the north side also took advantage 
of the nascent tourist visits to establish small businesses, including sari-sari stores, eateries 
(restaurants) and selling curios and souvenirs.  The north side was slowly being transformed 
into a tourist area.  Native huts were built along the beach to accommodate picnicking 
tourists while a few people converted their homes to accommodate overnight stays.  But the 
south side remained virtually unchanged.  The  changes and divisions in the Island were 
slowly manifesting themselves in the landscape.  It was after FAO 193 was issued that these 
divisions within this community became so self-evident. 
Upon hearing the news of the introduction of the ban on whale shark and ray hunting 
in April 1998, the fishers of southern Bohol rose up in protest.  They sought the support of 
their mayor in Baclayon. Consequently, within three months, the local government of the 
municipality of Baclayon withdrew its support from the WWF project (Kabang Kalikasan 
ng Pilipinas 2000, 55). The tensions that were building up in Pamilacan also became evident 
now.  There was a mass resignation of the officers of the people’s organization who were 
also barangay or village officials.  Many former whalers and whale shark hunters refused to 
cooperate with other villagers engaged in the dolphin and whale watching enterprises.  
Instead, they continued to fish and targeted other species of rays (Mobula spp.)  Some 
blamed people from the north side involved in the tourism project for the ban
506
.  A 
respondent said that boat owners from the south refused to let them board their vessels when 
they needed to cross to the mainland
507
.  When they experienced engine problems at sea, 
fishers from the south now refused to help them and would just pass them by
508
.  The ban 
widened the gap between villagers living on the “tourist side” of the island and those living 
on the “fishing side”.   
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507 Interview, 100530_001, Ma’am Turning, Pamilacan. 
508 Interview, 100530_001, Ma’am Turning, Pamilacan. 
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The WWF-Philippines project staff based on the island were practically “chased away with 
bolos”
509
. Even the unfortunate BFAR staff member sent from Manila to explain the new 
ordinance was threatened by angry fishers
510
. Despite attempts to mitigate the situation 
through intervention by the Provincial Government Unit (PGU), WWF was forced to 
relocate their project office to Tagbilaran city on Bohol in July 1999 (Kabang Kalikasan ng 
Pilipinas 2000, 56).  WWF struggled from then on to keep the project going.  PIDWWO had 
to be reorganized to keep it going.  New officers had to be elected and trained.  Without the 
support of the Local Government Unit (LGU), some activities and plans fell through.   
Some fishers persisted to hunt whale sharks in defiance of the ban. In April 1999 
some of them were apprehended at Cebu city, attempting to transport boxes of whale shark 
meat to their Taiwanese buyer
511
 (Gallardo 1999).  They were imprisoned and fined.  Others 
refused to participate in the dolphin watching enterprise because the income earned from it 
was too low to sustain their families
512
.  Most kept on fishing for other species using hand 
lines and nets while some stayed in their former fishing groups but now took rays using 
driftnets. 
Several other alternative livelihoods were introduced by NGOs and government 
agencies, such as promoting livestock dispersal and backyard fattening and distribution of 
fishing gears but these were either not well-received or unsuccessful (Kabang Kalikasan ng 
Pilipinas 2000, 27).  The DA-BFAR for example, gave the people pigs to raise but instead 
the people slaughtered and ate the pigs
513
. 
In the two years following the implementation of the WWF Project, there was a 
gradual renewed support for the project. Following the reorganization of PIDWWO, the 
arrival of a new project team leader and community organizer, some critical deliverables of 
the project began to materialize.  Seven hunting boats were refitted for use as whale 
watching boats.  There was an increase in PIDWWO membership, mostly from the north 
side of the Island and particularly among women. 
The WWF project ended in September 2000 with mixed results.  Despite its short 
life and the challenges encountered the WWF project was considered a “success”(Kabang 
Kalikasan ng Pilipinas 2000, 31).  It had indeed helped transform an Island community and 
                                                   
509 Interview, 100408_002, Lory Tan, Taguig City. 
510 Interview, 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, Quezon City. 
511
 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
512 Interview, 100611_002, Mang Isko, Pamilacan. 
513 Interview, 100408_002, Lory Tan, Taguig City; Interview, 111228_001, Dr. Mudjie Santos, 
Quezon City. 
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its economy in ways that were unexpected.  According to the Project’s final report, WWF 
had transformed the attitudes of most fisher folk of Pamilacan towards marine wildlife - 
from exploitation to protection (Ibid., 30).  Through the formation of a community-based 
structure, the PIDWWO, not only was support for biodiversity conservation gathered but the 
income of members were “augmented through the dolphin and whale watching enterprise” 
(Ibid.). The Project also notably listed as its accomplishment the “decreased, if not 
eradicated” marine wildlife exploitation “particularly the poaching of whales and the hunting 
of whale sharks and manta rays” (Ibid.). 
Ten years after the submission of the WWF project report, Pamilacan community 
members still vividly remember the events of those years, 1997-1999,  but somewhat 
differently.  They perceived the impacts of the bans and the interventions of the WWF 
Project and how it changed their lives with mixed emotions.  Even a decade later the 
divisions among the community could still be seen.  
According to most informants, the ban on hunting of whale sharks crippled their 
livelihood and drastically affected people’s traditional lives on the island.  Several 
respondents described the economic impacts this way: “their children stopped going to 
school
514
. Instead of going to highschool or college, most girls and young women now went 
to Manila and other places to become maids”
515
. 
A prominent fisherman, boat owner and buyer in Pamilacan, who was also one of 
the most popular whale and whale shark hunters on the island in the 1990s, expressed his 
point of view on how the ban on hunting whale sharks affected their lives: 
...kay ang mga tao gyud naka gama ug mga bahay nakapa-eskuwela sa mga anak…kadto 
mang balilan. Kay ug wa pa gi ban sa gobyerno ang balilan, murag mahimogawa na mga 
tao dinhi..sukad adto, imbis daghan kaayo nakaeskuwela mga anak gi pa undang gyud. 
Ipaundang tungod adtong giwad-an ug panganabuhian. Ayo unta to kung pag ban adto gi 
..gipasabot ba mi nga naay iholip ba namo ..unsay iholip..wa gyud lagtod..hangtod karon ga 
sentemiento mi murag mingawon mi sa nahitabo. Mao na karon bitaw na..ay pa ingnan na 
malain ka day, kana bitaw mu-interview namo, murag di na mi musugot kay nakakaon na mi 
ug kagam gud. Kay unsa may nakaingon tong interview-interview sa una..mga panahuna?  
[...because people then were able to build houses, they could send their children to school...it 
was because of the whale shark. If the government had not banned (the hunting of) whale 
sharks, probably the people here would be living comfortably. But since then (the ban), 
instead of many children going to school, they had to stop. They had to stop because our 
livelihoods were taken away from us. It would have been good if when it was banned, they 
let us understand or have explained to us that there is a livelihood that will be available to 
replace it…what was replaced? Nothing. Until now we are sentimental about it…it is like we 
feel saddened of what has happened. That is why now…not that I want you to feel 
uncomfortable..but those who interview us…it is like we do not want to agree to be 
interviewed because we have learned our lesson...because what resulted from all those 
interviews in the past?]
516
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516 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 




His sentiments summarized what the people in the fishing community of Pamilacan felt and 
thought had happened after the ban. He later added that if the fishing for other rays is 
banned, they would let themselves be imprisoned because it is their livelihood
517
. He felt that 
the government might as well imprison their families too because there would be nothing left 
for them to do, and their families would starve without them being able to earn a living. 
When asked to compare their lives before and after the bans of 1997-98, several 
respondents said that although life in the past was difficult because of the lack of motors for 
fishing, lack of infrastructure on the island, and inefficient communication technology (i.e. 
cell phones), it was still comfortable: “mas hayahay kiniadto”[it (life) was more comfortable 
in the past]
518
.  Everything was cheap in the past.  There were no laws prohibiting them to 
take whales, whale sharks and manta rays.  In the past, life was good because during the 
season of hunting, starting in January, they were able to save money by April
519
.  When a 
whale or whale shark was caught, everyone in the village could take part and benefit even 
those who could not join the hunt.  Everyone, even a child, or an elderly could earn some 
money or get a piece of meat for food, according to these men
520
.   
However, not everyone on the Island felt the bans and outside interventions were 
bad. Some now believed that life was better because they did not depend solely on hunting 
for large marine vertebrates for their livelihood
521
.  If they cannot fish, they can farm.  They 
planted corn, bananas and cassava.  It was not much but they could live on it. Some former 
whale hunters who became engaged in the WWF project believed that although it was not 
perfect, because tourism could never replace their earnings from whale shark or whale 
hunting, it nevertheless did bring some income to their families.  To them, the bans were 
simply something beyond their control and that resistance was futile.  They resented the 
imposition of the ban but they knew it was “irreversible” and they were only left with the 
choice of finding “other means to live.”  Several respondents believed the ban “improved” 
the Island.  The advent of tourism made it necessary to keep the Island clean and “beautiful” 
(Plate 6.7).  The project empowered the women on the Island, increasing their capacity to 
                                                   
517 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
518 Interview, 100611_003, Manong  Castro, Pamilacan; Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, 
Pamilacan; Interview, 100611_002, Mang Isko, Pamilacan. 
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 Interview, 100611_002, Mang Isko, Pamilacan. 
520 Interview, 100530_003, Manong Elvis, Pamilacan; Interview, 100611_002, Pamilacan; Interview, 
100611_001, Pamilacan; Interview, 110604_004, Pamilacan. 
521 Interview, 100529_002, Lumad and Manong Berto, Pamilacan. 
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engage in livelihood activities such as food catering, massages, and other tourist-related 
enterprises
522
.  An active member of PIDWWO said that the Project gave them the 
opportunity to “develop their personality” because they learned “how to face tourists”
523
.  In 
the past, women stayed at home while their husbands fished but since tourism was 
introduced, women were able to earn money by catering to tourist needs. 
 
 
Plate 6.7 Pamilacan dolphin and whale watching boat, 2010 (Photo by JMV Acebes). 
 
A former old hunter and his son (also an ex-hunter) put it differently. They did not 
believe life became difficult after the bans. It just became different.  There were other 
sources of livelihood such as tourism related activities (i.e. dolphin watching).  They 
believed that tourism is the number one alternative to hunting whales and whale sharks.  
Furthermore, they refused to believe fishers from the “other side” of the Island when they 
stated that the bans took their livelihood away.  They refuted this claim by giving as an 
example the seasonal nature of hunting for rays.  The fact that it is only in three to four 
months of a year that fishers can catch rays but during the interim period they could still 
afford to buy alcohol proved that this claim was not true.  They further added that no one has 
ever died of hunger on the island.  They believe that the people on the “other side” who 
claim that they could not survive from tourists earnings simply do not want to “avail” 
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themselves of the opportunity
524
.  Even Ige, the former whaler who became Dolar’s fisher 
co-operator, experienced a change in perspective.  After several trips serving as a 
guide/spotter for Lory’s whale watching trips he admitted that he was grateful for being a 
guide
525
.  He said it was a lot less dangerous than jumping on a whale. 
But, many former hunters from the south side of the island dispute this new outlook 
and worldview.  They insisted that what one could earn from tourism would never be enough 
to live upon and instead had made life difficult for them because they cannot fish.  To further 
illustrate the division in the community, they pointed out that only those on the “other side” 
have benefitted from the tourism.   
Wa yamo mu-tabang na turismo sa amo.  Ga-tabang ug duo-ot kay di mi gusto panagaton. 
Ang gusto tan-aw tan-awon lang, mahimo ba nang ingana? Nga kami giligsan intawon?  
Pwede undangon ang among panganabuhian basta naay ipoli bang livelihood namo nga 
mabuhi gyud mi. Kanang whale watching, day...to-o ba diay ka nga whale watching mabuhi 
tanan na? Kadto ran a, buhi, kadto ra pud.. [Tourism does not help us at all. It helped 
oppress us because we are not allowed to go fishing.  What they want is to just look (watch), 
is it possible to do just that? When it is us who are run over? Our livelihood can be stopped 
as long as there is something they can replace it with that can sustain us. That whale 
watching...do you believe that with whale watching everyone will live? It is only there (north 
side), live, only there.]526  
 
Nor is there any other practical means of livelihood on the island. Given the limited 
resources on the island, they claim it is not possible to depend on farming. The surrounding 
sea, fishing in it, is the only thing they can depend on.   
Ingana karon ug pun-an pa intawon, ipang-ban tanan among pangitaon, asa na man mi 
mutunon? Nga isla gud ni. Ay naay laing kadaganan namo. Nga mu-adto ba mi ug bukid? 
Asa? Unsa may kan-a, dagat man, nga gabiyo ra man mi ini! Mao na lisud gyud na kaayo ug 
ga-wad-an mi panganabuhian dire. [Now then if they add more, banning all our (sources of) 
livelihood, where will we turn to? When this is indeed an island. If there is somewhere else 
we can run to; would we go to the mountains? Where? What will we eat, it is the sea, we just 
go around in circles here! That is why it will be very difficult if our livelihood here is taken 
away from us.]527 
 
To counter this argument, some residents believe that the people who complained the most 
about the ban were the boat owners and buyers. They had the most at stake in the fishery.  
Prior to the ban, only a small group of people benefitted from the fishery. Although those 
who were not directly involved in the fishery were able to get some meat or a bit of money 
by helping in the processing, it was not very much.  They think they are better off now 
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But tourism is not without its share of troubles.  PIDWWO, the people’s 
organization still operates today but members struggle to keep the enterprise afloat without 
the assistance of external financial support.  Without the marketing support from tour 
agencies in Tagbilaran and Manila which they used to receive through WWF and the DOT, 
they now rely almost solely on recommendations from past clients and contacts from the 
mainland.  They had to give up their booking office on Bohol. The income of the 
organization was not sufficient to cover the costs of running the office.  Increased 
competition from other tour operators in Bohol and nearby Panglao also took a toll on their 
business.  Some former members have moved to work for Pamilacan Island Dolphin and 
Whale Watching Tours (PIDWWT), a dolphin watching tour outfit based in Baclayon 
established by the former WWF community organizer in 2000.  A few who amassed enough 
savings to build their own boats operated tours on their own with their sons as spotters. A 
handful have since found jobs overseas or in other provinces.  Most current members 
supplement their income by engaging in other small businesses, receiving remittances from 
relatives and family abroad, and some do small-scale fishing.  Arguments among PIDWWO 
members are not uncommon.  Some question the rotation system for spotters and boat 
operators.  There have been cases of members accusing other members of “stealing” clients.  
Some insist that everyone should have an equal opportunity to own their own boats through 
loans from other NGOs.  Those not directly involved in either the fishery or tourism ventures 
who live primarily at the centre of the island also have their share of complaints.  Prices of 
chicken and fish went up.  They were forced to accept “tourist prices” otherwise individuals 
refused to sell them any
529
. 
Despite the ban on hunting manta rays, most fishers from the south side of 
Pamilacan are still involved in the fishery for rays which catch manta rays accidentally 
(Plate 6.8).  Collection of sea cucumbers is engaged in seasonally while most fishers who do 
not own their own motorized boat or are not involved in the ray fishery engage in hook-and-
line fishing, or fine net fishing for small fish near shore. Women and children engage in 
gleaning for various shellfish along the beach to add food on their tables. 
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Plate 6.8  Mobula ray skins and fins drying on dry-docked dolphin and whale watching 
boats, Pamilacan, 2012 (Photo by JMV Acebes). 
 
6.3.2 Those who complied and adapted:  Camiguin, Lila and Limasawa 
Lila, as mentioned in Chapter three, had by 1986 ceased to engage in the actual hunt but its 
inhabitants remained buyers and traders of whales.  Whale landings by Pamilacan fishers on 
Lila by the 1990s had decreased dramatically due to the scarcity of the whales.  Hence, in 
1997 when the whaling ban was implemented, it barely elicited a reaction from the Lila 
community.   
Developments on mainland Bohol from the middle of the twentieth century brought 
some livelihood opportunities to people in the Province.  As mentioned in Chapter three, 
several men from coastal towns, including Lila were employed as construction workers for 
government development projects or as clerks in municipal offices.  With improvements to 
inter-island sea and land transport systems, others took jobs elsewhere or engaged in small 
businesses. Those who had access to farming land turned to agriculture. Boats were either 
sold or abandoned to rot.  Sons and nephews of former hunters received education and went 
on to take jobs not related to fishing.  Former whale hunters who are still alive today (2012) 
rely on their children who are employed in the city or work overseas for support. 
The former whaling villages of Camiguin adapted in a similar manner to the Bohol 
fishers.  From hunting whales they shifted to hunting whale sharks until the ban on whale 
sharks and manta rays was imposed in 1998. Since then fishers have engaged in other types 
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of fisheries, targeting reef fish and other demersal species.  Most Camiguin fishers also 
engaged in small-scale farming and dependence on other forms of livelihood also increased 
as the limitations on fishing increased.   
Although they were also affected by the bans, their reactions to it were not as intense 
as the Pamilacan fishers.  Respondents admitted that life before the bans was more 
comfortable because of the income they earned from whaling or whale shark hunting.  They 
said that unlike other fisheries, when a whale or whale shark was caught, everyone in the 
village benefitted.  As described by elderly respondents, prior to the bans, the village was 
“alive and animated” when there was a catch. Similar to the Pamilacan fishers, they blame 
the bans for their difficulty from then on because they depended on fishing to live
530
.  Their 
resentment was also similarly expressed:  “...prisuhon mi nga kana among pangkanabuhi?” 
[...they will imprison us when this is our livelihood?]
531
.   
“Basta dagat gyud among saligan. Karon, gani sa balaod pag abot nagdugang gyud amo 
kalisod.” [It is so that the sea is indeed what we depend on.  Now, because of the ban it has 
come about that our difficulty has increased (became worse).]532  
 
Some added that it was not only the bans that made life more difficult but the decline in fish 
stocks which they readily pointed out was due to the large-scale or commercial fishers
533
. 
“ Kanang mga dagkong mananagat ba, kanang likum534, mao man nakakuan sa amo 
pangisda, naka kumpetensya. Nawala na ang among isda kay basin siguro nahurot na kay 
inigtaktaki nila sa likum, kanang usa ka grupo wa man gyud ana pagkagawas. Tua man gyud 
tanan sa likum. Mao gyud nakawala sa among isda dinhi ma’am. Naglisod mi kaayo nga ang 
mga mananagat dinhi kay mao ra gyud among pagpangita, kanang manulingan, kaning 
nukos...” [Those big fishers (commercial fishers), those seine (net), that is what has affected 
our fishing, has competed.  Our fish has gone probably because they were already depleted 
because every time the seine is dropped, that one group (of fish) cannot go out (escape).  All 
of it is in the seine.  That is indeed what caused the disappearance of our fish here, ma’am.  
We have had extreme difficulty since for fishers here, that is the only source of income, that 




                                                   
530 Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay. 
531 Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay. 
532 Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay. 
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 Interview respondents used the term “likum” or “likom” synonymously with a commercial fishing 
boat.  This is most likely because most, if not all, commercial fishing boats that they see or know of 
use ring nets.  In fishery literature however, it refers to a ring net or a seine net (Dugan 2003; Green et 
al. 2004). 
535 Interview, 101030_001, Manong Conrad, Sagay. 
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Others also, expressed further resentment towards the government not only because 
they have done nothing to control the commercial fishers but also because of the marine 
sanctuaries that have been established all around their island.  They described it as if: “the 
sea was corralled” or “has been turned into an aquarium”
536
 and “everywhere you look now 
they have fenced it off”
537
.  “If you fish inside the area corralled, you will be imprisoned”
538
. 
They likened it to being “strangled”.  As if “the government has gotten rid of us”
539
.  They 
believed the marine sanctuaries prevented them from fishing their former fishing grounds, 
making life even more difficult for them.  This is similar to what Eder (2005, 159) and 
Fabinyi (2012, 131) found in Palawan wherein the poorer fishers were negatively affected by 
the creation of the MPAs because it prohibited them from fishing in their former fishing 
grounds close to shore. 
However, all the Camiguin respondents also expressed the same sense of acceptance 
of the new life they had to face with the implementation of the bans.  When asked what they 
did when the hunting for the “big fishes” was banned, they said they “fished for something 
else” or turned to farming.  “They had no choice.”  According to respondents, they were 
informed about the ban through a seminar conducted by “someone from the fisheries” and it 
was enforced by the municipal government.  Everyone followed the law and no one persisted 
to hunt.  To some fishers, however, complying with the law did not necessarily mean they 
believed it was legitimate.  One former hunter did not believe the ban was necessary because 
he refused to believe that whale stocks were declining. 
Pero dili man ko pagkatuo dana ma’am. Kay sukad sa wala pa ko entra sa pagpanguha naa 
naman dana ang balyena. Akong mga uyuan, akong amahan, nanguha naman nga bata pa 
ko. Hangtod naman na ako na sad suway sa pagpanguha naa man gihapon ng balyena. Wa 
pa man mawala. Di lang kong pagkatuo sa ilang mga balaod. [But I do not believe in that, 
ma’am.  Because ever since, when I have not entered into the taking (the fishery) the whales 
were already there. My uncles, my father, they were already taking when I was still young.  
Until it was my turn, since the start of fishing, the whales are still there. They did not 
disappear. I do not believe in their laws.]540  
 
This is a similar point of view to the reaction of the sperm whalers of Limasawa.  Although 
not warned through a seminar, the municipal government enforced the bans immediately and 
the fishers complied.  One whaler, the most prominent in their village, however, was in fact 
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“apprehended” for taking a sperm whale after the ban but because he persuaded the mayor 
that he was not aware of the new ban he was let off with a warning
541
.  He was the first and 
only fisher reprimanded.  He was also the last to take a sperm whale from Limasawa. Since 
then, no one has ever defied the ban.  Even the ban on hunting for manta rays was taken 
seriously.  Fishers and local government officials from Limasawa said that many residents 
helped enforce the law by reporting fishers from Bohol who were landing or selling rays on 
the island.  Former sperm whalers and ray hunters shifted to squid, shark and other fisheries. 
Others supplemented their income by planting crops during the off-fishing season.  The 
island’s most prominent sperm whaler is now the captain of one of the passenger ferry boats 
that transport people to and from Burgos on Southern Leyte. 
Based on the case studies presented, it would appear that a community’s ability to 
adapt to the changes brought about by the introduction of the bans, and, the ecological 
changes in the Bohol Sea, is dependent on the state of their natural environment and their 
access to resources within it. Likewise, their access to resources was either hampered or 
facilitated by the existing social and governmental institutions around them.  The fishing 
communities of Lila, Sagay, Guinsiliban, and Limasawa are located in areas where there was 
access to agricultural lands, relatively good fishing grounds for other species of fish, and 
other jobs.  The community on Pamilacan on the other hand, live on a 135-hectare island, 
with limited arable land, no fresh water supply, surrounded by a relatively degraded reef, in 
a sea of diminishing marine resources. In the aftermath of the introduction of the ban, with 
little or virtually no assistance and support from their own local government, Pamilacan 
residents were left to their own devices to cope with changes in their life and work.  
6.3.3 Adaptations and resilience in the Jagna ray fishery 
In Jagna, the transformation of the fishery was more complicated due to technological 
developments. The Jagna fishers transformed their sail boats to pumpboats in 1978 and by 
1985 to bigger, more powerful “canter”
542
 boats. They replaced their harpoons with nylon 
nets to catch rays also around 1978. As with whaling, this process was symptomatic of the 
decline in catches of manta rays. This decline prompted fishers to find ways to increase their 
fishing efficiency, in order to catch the ever dwindling stocks. It did not take long for the 
fishers to further modify their nets by increasing the length and mesh size, only to again 
revert back to the original mesh size in 1990
543
. With the use of nets the entire fishing 
                                                   
541 Interview, 101105_001, Manong Damian, Limasawa. 
542 A canter refers to a particular boat with a Mitsubishi Canter engine.  This is usually a 4DR5 engine 
used in trucks. 
543 Mesh size is about 1.8288 meters (equivalent to 1 dupa). 
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strategy changed, into a driftnet fishery.  Fishing was conducted at night.  Fishers dropped 
nets in areas where rays were previously caught and they left them overnight for about five 
to six hours.  They hauled in the nets with their catch of Mobula rays and if they were lucky, 
a manta ray.  Catches were taken on board and landed at Jagna at dawn, the following 
morning.  This shift in strategy allowed fishers to catch more with less effort, especially 
smaller species of rays which composed the majority of their catch composition.  A new 
market for mobula rays, as a substitute for the now scarce manta ray, opened up.  This shift 
in target species was more incidental than intended;  fishers simply caught what was in 
greater abundance and the market readily accepted this change. This shift in demand also 
meant that the scarcity of the manta ray placed it on the top of the price ladder for rays and 
fishes in general.  Some respondents say that the price of manta rays rose in the 1990s when 
the trade for ray gill rakers was renewed by a new buyer from China
544
.  Pamilacan buyers 
and middlemen from Cebu facilitated this trade. With the high price that dried gill rakers 
fetched, the price of a whole manta ray increased as well.  While this increased value of the 
manta ray pleased boat owners and fishers in terms of greater economic gain, some 
labaseros or buyers were concerned because they needed more capital investment now to 
purchase a manta.  This led to some re-organization in the community.  Certain buyers now 
cooperated with others, sharing the cost of a manta. Most cooperated with other buyers from 
within the community while some had to turn to “new” buyers from other municipalities.  It 
also led to the entry of “new” buyers and boat owners from balikbayan or returning 
residents, who worked overseas or as mentioned in Chapter five people who married Jagna 
residents. 
 The ray fishery was flourishing in the late 1990s.  The higher income to be earned 
from the fishery attracted more people to get involved.  More boats were built and more men 
were needed as crew.  During the peak fishing season, more labourers were needed too.  This 
now included young men who opted to earn money rather than stay in school.  A barangay 
councillor lamented that recently, many “boys” in the village have stopped going to school 
because they saw how much one can earn in the fishery.  Most of these boys start as 
apprentice labourers, carrying rays from the beach to a buyer’s home or vehicle.  They 
slowly move up in the business by learning to cut-up rays.  Others, mostly those whose 
fathers or male relatives were fishermen became apprentice boat crew.  An elder fisher from 
the village also lamented over this increasing dependency on the fishery.  He saw it as “the 
wrong way to go” for young people in the village.  He believed it was sad that young men 
instead of getting educated and finding well-paying, stable jobs outside the municipality or 
                                                   
544 Interview, 121209_002, Manong Ben, Jagna. 
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province, stayed to become fishermen.  He said most fishers grow old as fishers with their 
children and grandchildren becoming fishers too, thus remaining poor.  He was referring to 
the younger generation of fishers in the village whom he called “drunkards” and who did not 
know how to use their money well.  They ended up living in a vicious cycle of debt and 
dependency, which they passed on to their children.  He presented himself as an example of 
how someone who grew old as a fisher, but had still managed to save money to send his 
children to school.  Today, he said he can live comfortably, and although still engaged in the 
fishery as a boat owner and buyer, he no longer totally depends on the fishery.  He said 
whenever he needs help financially, he would just ask his children who now live and work 
overseas and outside Bohol, and they would readily send him money
545
. 
6.3.4 Unstirred by the ban 
FAO 193 did not appear to have hindered the fishery in Jagna.  Respondents recalled that not 
long after the ban was announced, fisheries officials from Manila came to the village to 
monitor the fishery.  They were told that there was a temporary lifting of the ban for two 
seasons to assess the fishery (See Chapter five). At the end of the monitoring period, 
although the ban was enforced again, they continued fishing for rays. Community residents 
also remembered several news reporters coming to the village to document the fishery.  
Manong Ben also spoke of a foreign researcher who lived at his house for several months to 
study the fishery sometime in early 2000.  Everyone in the village, the municipality and the 
entire Province are aware that catching, transporting, selling and buying manta rays are 
prohibited. At the same time, everyone, including local government officials and local police 
know that residents of the village have depended on the ray fishery for several generations. 
There is an unspoken agreement between the fishing community and local government 
officials and law enforcers.  Catches of manta rays are kept discreet, if not secret.  When a 
manta ray is caught, the animal is not processed out in the open but rather hidden behind 
houses or in the interior of the village, far away from the beach.  Dried meat, although still 
displayed in market stalls or make-shift stalls along the road remain hidden to the untrained 
eye as it looks similar to any other dried ray meat.  In return for this discretion and the 
occasional slab of free meat given to local law enforcers, they turn a blind eye to the hunting. 
 In recent times, due to renewed attention given to the fishery by the news media, the 
villagers have become suspicious of outsiders, such as myself appearing on the beach.  They 
become especially agitated when they hear news (via text message) of a manta ray catch 
from the fishers at sea while an outsider is present at the beach or in the village.  There was 
                                                   
545 Interview, 100418_003, Manong Ben, Jagna.  One of his children lives and works in Sydney, 
Australia while another is in Cagayan de Oro, Misamis Oriental. 
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one day in April 2010, when a group of returning fishers, who caught a manta, refused to 
dock at the village because they knew I was there.  They feared that I was going to report 
them to the police. This incident occurred during the beginning of my research.  Since then, 
although people are still wary of outsiders, residents, boat owners and fishers have been 
most cooperative and forthcoming with information.  They maintain that catching a manta 
ray is incidental and their target species are the mobulas.  They justify the processing and 
selling of a caught manta as making use of an animal that is already dead, because  “they 
cannot throw it back into the sea and let it go to waste.” 
6.4 Contested fishery: Ray fishery in the Bohol Sea 
Contestations over the fishery for rays began in 1994.  It developed during a time when 
attitudes and values towards nature, and particular species were changing.  A different 
perception of the value placed on species emerged between what used to be considered for 
consumptive or productive use as opposed to non-consumptive use.  There was an increased 
awareness of the vulnerability of certain species of large marine vertebrates to 
overexploitation.   This view point was compounded by the perception that these large 
marine vertebrates were declining in numbers because of unsustainable fishing practices. 
This so-called new environmental discourse was adapted by a group of influential people, 
namely scientists, key figures in government agencies, and national and multi-national 
groups whose decisions affected the lives of fishers and other disadvantaged or marginalized 
peoples.  In 1998, this discourse materialized into law and with a stroke of a pen turned a 
long-practised fishery into an illegal act. 
The events that led to the banning of the hunting of dolphins, whales and whale 
sharks were described earlier in this chapter.  However, what needs to be explained here was 
how and why manta rays were included in the ban for whale sharks in 1998.  Unlike the 
dolphins, whales and whale sharks, for which considerable attention was given because of 
the data presented by scientists and researchers, the manta rays appeared to have remained in 
the background until they were written into FAO 193, almost as an afterthought 
Based on oral history information and several historical documents, the hunting for 
rays most likely pre-dates hunting for whales and whale sharks
546
.  Catch landings of rays 
were also noted at the same time as the catches for whales, dolphins and whale sharks, at 
least for most of the sites mentioned in this Chapter.  Yet, the intensity of the concern to 
protect the manta rays was not the same, in fact, it was almost absent in the Philippines.  If it 
                                                   
546 Interview, 100722_001, Sisinando Oculam, Lila; Interview, 100529_002, Lumad, Pamilacan.  
Ignacio Francisco Alcina noted in 1668 the hunting of a variety of species of rays by the Visayans 
using nets and spears and the extraction of oil from the liver of the “saranga” or manta (Kobak and 
Gutiérez 2004, 329-333). 
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was not for the “in-passing” mention during the IATFMMC meetings and the memory of the 
BFAR official, who made the final version of FAO 193, it probably would not have been 
included in the ban.  However, despite its inclusion in the ban, the taking and trade of manta 
rays and by-products continues to this day.  On the other hand, the hunting for whales, whale 
sharks and dolphins ceased almost immediately at the sites mentioned earlier in the chapter 
after the respective bans were issued, with the exception of a few cases of whale sharks 
caught and butchered in 1999 and more recently, in 2010 and 2011 (Dedace 2010, Cupin 
2011).  Some would argue that whale sharks and dolphins are still being caught, not directly, 
but as by-catch, accidentally in other fishing gears. The incidents are not reported because of 
the widespread awareness of the laws.  The fishery remains but has simply gone 
“underground”. 
I argue that in the case of the manta ray fishery, this non-compliance is due to the 
recognized lack of legitimacy of the ban. Fishers, coastal community residents and even 
local government officials and fisheries officers do not recognize the ban on manta rays as 
legitimate.  This attitude can be traced back to several reasons: first, the belief that the 
number of manta rays are not declining hence, there is no need to stop catching it; second, 
and closely linked to the first reason, the belief that manta rays (like whales, dolphins, and 
whale sharks) will never run out; third, it was unjust to prohibit hunting for manta rays 
because it is the only large species left in the sea that the fishers can depend on and lastly, 
the fishers as the real stakeholders were not consulted before the issuance of the ban. 
The majority of the fishers interviewed do not believe that the stocks of manta ray 
and other large marine vertebrates are declining.  Nor do they believe that their current 
fishing activities can cause a decline in stocks
547
.  Respondents stated that “this fish will 
never run out” because they are “seasonal”.  They believe that it is not possible to catch all 
of them in the sea because they leave at the end of the season annually and return every year.  
Despite explaining to them that these animals only give birth to one offspring every year or 
two (which they are well aware of because they have seen pregnant females many times), 
respondents insisted that because mantas do not “stay” or “live” in the Bohol Sea and that 
their fishing is seasonal, they cannot possibly catch all of them. 
On the other hand, scientists, conservationists and fisheries officials do not have 
concrete data to validate their claims of declining manta ray stocks.  Although manta rays 
                                                   
547 A few elder fishers however, believed that there has been a noticeable decrease in the numbers of 
manta rays based on the decline in catches compared to back in the 1950s and 60s. Some of them 
believe that the reason for this is the increase in the number of fishers from outside Bohol taking 
mantas while others believe that it was because fishers now they no longer practice the traditional 
fishing ceremony or “buhat-buhat”. 





” type species hence, are prone to overexploitation, without baseline 
data on stock abundance and sufficient catch landing data to show trends, it is almost 
impossible to verify a claim of declining stocks.  This lack of “proof” and differing 
perceptions and understandings between fishers and scientists undermines the main basis for 
the imposition of the ban – the declining stocks of manta rays, and putting them at risk of 
becoming “endangered”. 
For the fishers of Pamilacan, banning hunting for whale sharks was bad enough that 
it crippled their livelihood but including the manta rays in the ban sealed their fate. As 
eloquently described by fishers earlier in this chapter, fishing was their way of life and for 
some fishing for large marine vertebrates was their primary, if not sole, source of livelihood.  
Thus, with the banning of hunting for “big fish” compounded by the declining stocks of 
other species, the hunting for manta rays was their last resort.  In the fishing communities of 
Pamilacan and Jagna, this claim and justification appeared to be valid.  Respondents 
perceived the ban as unjust. 
mao lagi, di man gyud mapugnan ikinabuhi ug tao, asa man manulis? Ug, asa ka dapita 
ana? Sa tinarong nga pinamaagi na to. Mag-shabu ka, asa man ka? Maayo pang klarong 
managat ka nga inosente lang imong pagpanagat, di lang mugamit ka ug illegal. Inganang 
mga shabu daghan pang tao ma pilde na kay tungod anang ..o..unya, kanang amo 
pagpanagat ra..unsa may maapektuhan namo ana? Ang gusto nila nga, ang ilang negosyo 
muy patunghayon, ang among intawon i-sulud sa kaldero, maoy wa yamo nga i-sulud? Nga 
ang amo mabuhi lang man mi..aw, malipay lang mi makakaon sa matag-adlaw. [Precisely, 
you cannot stop people on how they go about their lives, what then, rob people?  So which 
would you prefer? We go by the righteous way. Would you opt for trafficking/selling shabu 
(metamphetamine)? It is better to go fishing when your fishing method is innocent, so long 
as you do not use illegal (methods).  With such things as shabu (metamphetamine) many 
people will be detrimentally affected (or will be harmed), while with our way of fishing, 
what will that affect (or harm)?  What they want is that their own business will prosper, 
while we are left with nothing to fill our cooking pots?  When all we want is just to live 
(survive), we are quite happy just to be able to eat every day.]549  
 
In this respect, fisheries officials, policy makers and even scientists can be blamed for this 
serious oversight.  There was no socio-economic impact assessment conducted to determine 
how the ban would affect the livelihood of fishing communities.  Neither was the actual 
extent of the fisheries known, because of the lack of fishery assessments. What species were 
being caught? What percentage of the catch was manta compared to mobulas? How many 
fishers were engaged in the fishery? How dependent were they to the fishery for their 
livelihoods? How extensive was the trade?  What were the socio-economic drivers of the 
fishery? 
                                                   
548 K-selected species are species that have delayed reproduction, produce a small number of young 
and require  greater reproductive effort (Parry 1981, 260).  See also Chapter one. 
549 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
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Lastly, and for some most importantly, the fishing communities affected were not 
consulted before the ban was issued.  This lack of communication from government officials 
was perceived by the fishers as an act of serious negligence and apathy towards their well-
being.  As for the NGO workers, scientists/researchers and media people, they were viewed 
by the fishing communities as directly responsible for directing the government’s attention 
to the fishery.  Consequently, fishers perceived them as being unsympathetic towards them. 
The lack of legitimacy of the laws resulting to non-compliance is compounded by 
the lack of capacity to enforce the ban.  There is a lack of technical knowledge in 
differentiating ray species among fisheries officials and local law enforcers, making it 
problematic to determine if the catch landed is illegal or not (Rayos et al. 2012, 20).  In some 
cases, this lack of technical knowledge has led to miscommunication regarding the ban.  
Some respondents claim that fishery officials told them during a seminar that it was a certain 
species of mobula that was prohibited and not the manta
550
.  There were also instances, 
whereby even officials from the Department of Agriculture demonstrated uncertainty 
regarding the species protection status in the country (Adraneda 2002, Oneocean.org 2002). 
Furthermore, the local government units lack financial capacity and man-power to enforce 
the law.  Each municipality usually has only one or two fishery technicians who are often not 
only underpaid and overworked but also lack the will and resources to monitor fish landing 
sites spread out over great distances within their jurisdictions. 
  In 2009, protests against the continuing ray fishery in the Bohol Sea resurfaced in 
conservation circles in the Philippines and abroad through social media networks, news and 
society forums.  In response, a rapid-resource assessment of devilrays was again conducted 
by the BFAR from March to May 2010 to determine if the FAO 193 was warranted (Rayos 
et al. 2012, 20). This assessment was undertaken on the premise that other Mobulid species 
were mistakenly included in the ban due to difficulty in differentiating them with the manta 
ray (Ibid.).  Comparing the data obtained during this assessment period with that from 2002-
2003 it was concluded that there was no decline in catch and that the species was not 
overfished (Ibid., 22). However, as will be discussed in the next chapter, these catch studies 
conducted in the past were problematic in many ways, making management decisions also 
problematic.   
As discussed in Chapter five, between 2010 and early 2012, several bills were 
proposed intending to ban the shark and ray fisheries.  Proposed by several politicians, 
including former president Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo, the bills could be traced to the work of 
                                                   
550 The former barangay captain of Pamilacan stated that during a training they (fishers) were told that 
the species of ray that is prohibited is the one which was brown or khaki-coloured with a bulge on the 
base of the tail – the species they (fishers) believe is found in Surigao (100611_003, Pamilacan). 
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an NGO, the Save Philippine Seas.  Most noteworthy is House Bill 5412 or the Shark’s Fin 
Bill.  The bill was the brainchild of the same group of environmentalists from Save 
Philippine Seas and led by the daughter of a prominent environmental lawyer in the 
Philippines.    Again, similar to past laws of the same nature, no consultations were 
conducted, not even with scientists. Furthermore, comments from the BFAR scientists were 
ignored.  With this renewed clamour for a total ban on the catching of all species of sharks 
and rays, there is an urgent need to upgrade the monitoring of the fishery, examine the 
feasibility of enforcing such fishery laws and explore alternative avenues of management.     
6.5 Conclusion 
In the latter part of the twentieth century, the fishing communities of the Bohol Sea were 
increasingly subjected to changes in their socio-economic, political and ecological 
environments. They were forced to adapt to these changes accordingly.  Attitudes and 
worldviews towards nature and large marine vertebrates evolved within different groups in 
Philippine society which differed markedly from their own perceptions and values.  The 
actions of these small but influential groups have affected, possibly unknowingly, the lives 
of increasingly marginalized peoples across the Bohol Sea.  This happened amidst already 
increased pressures impinging on the fishing communities.  Prohibitions on the hunting of 
large marine vertebrates and limited access to former fishing grounds coupled with declining 
stocks of other marine resources pushed some of these communities to the economic brink.  
Communities who proved to be more resilient to the impacts of these socio-ecological 
changes were those who lived in a richer, more diverse environment where they had access 
to various resources.  There were communities, however, who lived in less well-endowed 
environments with little support from local and national institutions. They persisted to hunt 
large marine vertebrates despite on-going protests against their long-practised fishery.  
Years of escalating tensions between groups and communities broke out into open 
conflict in 1998.  The conflict was over access to marine resources perceived to be declining.  
Over a decade after the introduction of the ban on hunting for large marine vertebrates, 
contestations continue, contestations that I argue are rooted primarily in the lack of 
legitimacy of particular laws.  The Bohol Sea has become what is called a “politicized 
environment” (Alejo 2000, 17), wherein, in the process of environmental changes occurring 
in the Sea, different actors claiming a stake in the resources clashed, and the social and 
political ramifications of these changes impacted adversely on communities that depended 
on such resources.  With conflicts unresolved and contestations persisting, the fisheries for 
large marine vertebrates of the Bohol Sea, or what remains of them, stand to be scrutinized 
in order to devise appropriate management solutions, an issue we turn to in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7  
The persistence to hunt and the failure of the law 
“…na well-known jud na Jagna ra man makadakop ingana, nay panagat na ingana.”[…it 
has been well-known that only Jagna can catch that (manta), the one with that kind of 




“Murag halos dili na sila mu respeto na hinoon sa panggobyerno kay labon kuno nga illegal 
jud na… illegal na negosyo, illegal kuno nga panghinabuhi, ngano wa kuno ma-solbar? 
Unya nganong kami… nganong dakpon man (kuno) kung makakuha sa sanga? Wa man 
(kuno) nila tuyu-a ug kuha, kinabuhi man gani ang kuan ang silbing gi taya ba. Para lang 
na makapanagat sila, makakuha sila…Unja sayun-sayunun raba kuno pagdakop nga wa 
gani sila katulog entero gabi-i, kay magbantay lagi ug nalihok nab a ang pukot kay naay 
isda…Wa sila kahibawo unsa to na isda-a..”[They (fishers) almost do not respect/heed the 
government/law because those truly illegal…illegal business, illegal livelihood, why has it 
not been resolved? And why are we (fishers) arrested if we catch a manta when it is not 
intentionally caught, we put our lives on the line every time we go out to fish. It is just for us 
to be able to fish, to be able to catch (ray)…and they just arrest us that easy, we actually do 
not sleep the entire night just to guard the net and check if we caught something. They 





 “…nganong kanang mga…nagkuan ug droga, dakpan na, mga dagkong shabu, ga-
pabrika..mao nay lutuson sa gobyerno! Kini intawon panghinabuhi, arun mabuhi ang 
pamilya mao pang lutuson? Kinaluoyan kaayo! “[…why is it that those…those who traffic 
drugs, apprehend them, the big metamphetamine traffickers, those with factories (of 
drugs)…those should be prosecuted by the government! Instead, this livelihood, for 
sustaining a family is the one prosecuted? (We are) the most pitiful!] – former whale, whale 





This chapter describes and analyses the current state of the fisheries for large marine 
vertebrates in the Bohol Sea.  I argue that the characteristics of the ray fishery in the Bohol 
Sea are different from other current ray fisheries in Southeast Asia.  Thus, in order to 
develop appropriate management strategies, a more contextualized approach must be taken.  
This chapter also investigates why the policies that govern large marine vertebrates are 
effectively enforced in some communities but not in others. Building upon the contentious 
issues pertaining to fisheries raised in the previous chapter, this chapter focuses on the 
current ray fishery, but also considers cases of dolphin by-catches and whale shark slaughter 
in the Bohol Sea.  Views of fishers on the current policies and their reasons for persisting to 
                                                   
551 Interview, 100412_001, Manang Susan, Jagna. 
552 Interview, 100412_001, Manang Susan, Jagna. 
553 Interview, 120504_002, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
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hunt will be presented. This chapter will also attempt to explain the drivers of the ray fishery 
in the Bohol Sea in order to better understand and devise an appropriate management plan. 
7.2 Ray fisheries in Jagna today (2010-2012) 
The fisheries for mobulids are poorly documented (White et al. 2006, 66). There are only a 
few places in the world where these fisheries are described in any detail.  Some are directed 
catches while others are by-caught that may not have developed into a target fishery.  In the 
Gulf of California they are taken using harpoons and gill nets while in New Zealand, and the 
tropical Western and Central Pacific purse seine tuna fisheries, mobulids are incidentally 
caught (White et al. 2006, 66). In the Indonesian artisanal gillnet fishery, mobulid rays are 
also taken as by-catch (Ibid.).  According to recent reports, directed fisheries also occur in 
Sri Lanka, India and Thailand (Compagno and Last 1999, 1525; White et al. 2006; Heinrichs 
et al. 2011).  In a report by the Manta Trust (Fernando and Stevens 2011, 8) on Sri Lanka’s 
manta and mobula fishery, it states that rays are mostly caught as by-catch in gill nets.  As 
noted in Chapter two, the most similar fishery to that of the Bohol Sea is located in Eastern 
Indonesia where fishers of whales and whale sharks also take rays, using handheld harpoons 
(Barnes 1996, White et al. 2006). According to Dewar (2002), in Lamakera this fishery has 
recently shifted to targeting manta rays.  
In the Philippines, the most detailed study on the fishery for mobulids is that of 
Alava et. al. (2002) in the Bohol Sea.  Their study presented most of the information known 
about the Philippine mobulid fishery until 2002.  However, as their study did not focus 
exclusively on the mobulid fishery, and, catch landing information combined manta rays and 
mobulas, this study presents a more detailed picture of the fishery.  Based on Alava’s study, 
as of 1997 there were 21 active fishery sites whose primary targets were manta rays (See 
Table 7.1). In their study, Pamilacan was identified as a secondary manta fishery site while 
Jagna was a newly identified site that was not confirmed or monitored during their study.  
This study on the other hand focuses on the current mobulid fishery in Jagna with some 
minor attention paid to Pamilacan.   
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Table 7.1 Active ray fishery sites in 1997 and in 1998 
 1997 1998 
 Primary Secondary  
Visayas    
Bohol    
Baclayon (Pamilacan Is.)  X X 
Garcia-Hernandez X   
Jagna X  X 
    
Cebu    
Argao  X  
Caseres  X  
Oslob  X  
Santander  X  
    
Negros Oriental    
Dauin (Apo Is.) X   
Siaton X   
    
Mindanao    
Camiguin     
Catarman (Looc) X   
Mahinog (Mantigue Is.) X   
Sagay (Balite) X   
Sagay (Manuyog) X   
    
Misamis Occidental    
Dapitan (Aliguay Is.) X   
Dapitan (Selinog Is.) X   
Lopez-Jaena (Katipa) X  X 
Lopez-Jaena (Puntod) X  
Plaridel (Dukaling) X  X 
Plaridel (Kauswagan) X  
Plaridel (Looc) X  
Plaridel (Poblacion) X  
Plaridel (Usocan) X  
    
Surigao del Norte    
Hibusong Is.   X 
    
Zamboanga del Norte    
Dipolog   X 
    
Source: Alava et al. 2002, 134, Table 1 for sites in 1997 and field work 2010 and 2011 for sites in 
1998. 
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Since the ban took effect in 1998, there are only six sites known to remain active in the ray 
fishery in the Bohol Sea. These are Pamilacan and Jagna in Bohol; Hibusong in Dinagat; 
Plaridel and Lopez Jaena in Misamis Occidental; and, Dipolog in Zamboanga del Norte
554
.  
All sites except Pamilacan and Jagna were confirmed as active fishery locations by interview 
respondents of this study.   
One site confirmed by this study, a fishing village on Hibusong Island is a recent 
fishery.  As discussed in Chapter three, this fishery begun in 2002 and was patterned upon 
the Jagna fishery and provides a supply of mobulas to Pamilacan Island during the off-
season months in Bohol. During the time of my site visit in 2010, there were four boats 
active in hunting rays. 
In this study, the catch landings of rays were monitored in the fishing village of 
Bunga Mar, Jagna for portions of the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 seasons. Since it was not 
this study’s main objective to calculate for the total catch landings per season or to calculate 
the catch per unit effort (CPUE), only a small sample of the landings each season was 
documented.  The species was only identified up to the genus level, hence numbers were 
only given for Manta birostris and Mobula spp.   
At the start of this study in April 2010, there were 16 fishing boats in Jagna that 
targeted mobula rays (See Plate 7.1). This figure stands in stark contrast to the six boats 
listed in the municipal fishing boat inventory report of the agriculture office of Jagna in the 
same year
555
. In 2011, there were 17 boats operating from Jagna.  But by May 2012 there 
were only 15 fishing boats left targeting rays. 
 
                                                   
554 Only three out of these six were confirmed by this study. 
555 Municipal Fishing Boat Inventory Form, 2010, Jagna, Bohol. 




Plate 7.1  Canter boats in Jagna, Bohol, 2010 (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
A fishing trip lasts for 15-20 hours.  Boats leave between 1 and 3 pm, depending on where 
their fishing destination is located.  Their fishing grounds range from the north eastern part 
of the Bohol Sea towards Surigao del Norte, near the passage to the Surigao Strait and the 
southern part of the Bohol Sea close to Camiguin Island.  The fishing grounds vary 
depending on the direction of the currents which according to fishers change as the fishing 
season progresses.  At the beginning of the season, fishers go south towards Camiguin, by 
late January or February the fishers move towards Limasawa on the northeast and by the end 
of the season, they will be fishing near the Surigao Strait.  All fishing grounds can be 
reached within four to six hours from Jagna.  The current ray fishing grounds are different 
from those identified by Alava et al. (2002, 138) which were concentrated at four sites
556
 
(see Map 7.1).  According to respondents this change in fishing grounds is due to the decline 
in catches in their former fishing grounds which led fishers to explore new grounds. 
 
                                                   
556
 According to Alava et al. (2002, 138) hunters from Bohol frequented five fishing grounds: Site A – 
north western part of the Bohol Sea, waters off Jagna to Garcia-Hernandez (before Guindulman Bay); 
Site B – south eastern part of the Mindanao Sea, waters off Salay and Binuangan municipalities in 
Misamis Oriental; Site C – southern part of Cebu Strait, fronting municipalities of Oslob and 
Santander, in Cebu Province; Site D – southern part of Tañon Strait; Site E – south eastern part of the 
Sulu Sea.  The map was reconstructed in Map 7.1 to compare with current fishing grounds. 




Map 7.1  Former and current ray fishing grounds in the Bohol Sea. (Top: Ray fishing 
grounds in 1997 according to Alava et al. 2002 ;  (Bottom) Ray fishing grounds in recent 
years according to Boholano fishers (JMV Acebes, fieldwork 2010-11). 
 
Fishers do not use maps, GPS (Geographic Positioning System) units or fish finders to locate 
their fishing grounds.  Fishers rely on the boat “operator’s
557
” past experience and local 
knowledge in locating their grounds.  The nets are dropped as soon as they arrive at their 
fishing ground and are allowed to soak for about four to five hours. This period can be 
shorter if a manta ray or a huge number of mobula rays are caught, in which case, the fishers 
rapidly pull the nets out of the water.  The boats drift with their nets in the direction of the 
prevailing currents. 
                                                   
557 The operator is essentially the boat captain and is the leader of the fishing crew.  He is often the 
oldest and most experienced among the crew. 
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The fishing season begins in November and ends in May
558
. At the beginning of the 
season only a few boats go out to “to test” if the rays have “arrived”. Once these boats return 
with a good catch, other boats follow suit.  When the season is in full swing, boats go out 
every day, whenever the weather is favourable.  The only exceptions are days just prior to a 
fiesta
559
 in the villages of Jagna and adjacent towns and church feast days, or holy days of 
obligations, recognized by the Catholic Church (i.e. Christmas, New Year, Easter, Good 
Friday, Feast of the Immaculate Conception). 
In 2010, for a period of 16 days, from 12 April to 8 May a total of 297 mobula rays 
and 13 manta rays were landed (See Table 7.3).  For a period of 14 fishing days from Dec 
2010 to Jan 2011, a total of 84 mobula rays and 1 manta ray were landed.   On 10-11 Feb 
2011, 8 mantas and 7 mobulas were landed while for the entire month of March 10 mantas 
were landed with an unknown number of mobula rays. For 5 fishing days in April 2011, two 
mantas and 18 mobula rays were landed.   In the months of April and May 2010, an average 
of 5 boats went out each day while in the months of December 2010 and January 2011, an 
average of 7 boats went out to sea. In April 2011, an average of 5 boats went out per day. 
Table 7.3.  Number of manta and mobula rays landed at Bunga Mar in 2010 and 2011 
 2010 2011 





























 53 31 7 No 
data 
18 22 
         
Source: JMV Acebes, field work from April to December 2010 and January to December 2011. 
                                                   
558 In 1997, according to Alava et al. (2002, 139) the season started on September and ended on May 
or June with the peak months on November and December at most sites in the Bohol Sea. 
559 A fiesta is a celebration that commemorates the feast day of the patron saint of a barangay 
(village) or municipality (town). The province of Bohol is known for having fiestas almost every day 
during the month of May. It is said that in May, every day there is a fiesta in a village or town 
somewhere on the Island and Boholanos travel great distances to attend such celebrations. 
560 The month of May is the month of fiesta in Bohol and in 2010 it was the period when catches were 
highest.  May is also the end of the ray fishing season.  There are no data available for other years 
hence, the significance of this cannot be assessed however, it is possible that this accounts for an 
increased fishing effort in order to earn more during fiesta and before the season ends. 
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Given the sporadic periods of monitoring, it was difficult to make a quantitative analysis of 
the catches.  However, it can be seen just how unpredictable the fishery can be, as it is the 
nature of fishing to be uncertain (Acheson 1981, 276).  Fishers can go out for several days or 
weeks without catching a single manta, or just a handful of mobulas.  On the other hand, 
they can go out for one day and all boats can return with at least one manta each.  While on a 
single fishing day one boat could come back with 25 mobulas while another has none and 
the rest of the boats could have a catch ranging from one to 13 mobula each. 
The Jagna fishery is closely linked with the Pamilacan fishery.  Several boat owners 
from Jagna cooperate closely with Pamilacan boat owners. Pamilacan fishers for instance, 
sometimes sell any excess catch to buyers from Jagna and vice versa.  Pamilacan fishers 
deliver their catches directly to Bunga Mar by boat while Jagna sellers deliver whole animals 
to Pamilacan buyers via Baclayon, transporting it by land where a boat from Pamilacan 
awaits to pick it up.  When a manta is caught by Bunga Mar fishers however, Pamilacan 
buyers often pick up the catch directly from Bunga Mar by boat. 
Mantas are usually landed alive while mobulas are usually landed dead with the tails 
cut-off.  Buyers hire canvassers who board the boat to select an animal.  Once selected, the 
canvassers take the animal and drag it to shore for the owner to inspect.  Negotiations then 
take place between the boat owner and prospective buyer.  Once a sale is made, which is 
often by credit the labourers hired by the buyer cut up the animal(s) and carry it to the place 
or vehicle designated by the buyer. Labourers are licensed by the barangay (village).  Each 




   
Several women are designated by the barangay to monitor the landings.  Two or 
three women monitor each side of the beach – west and east of the fishing port.  Each 
woman is assigned to monitor the catch landings of particular boats.  The women give 
“tickets” to the boat owners which correspond to the number of mobulas or mantas their boat 
caught and they need to pay a corresponding fee
563
 to the barangay.  Each buyer is also 
given a ticket for every mobula or manta they buy.  A ticket for a mobula costs Php 10 (US$ 
0.23 while that for a manta is Php 100 (US$ 2.31)
564
.  Each woman earns 25% from the total 
amount of earnings she collected per day, the rest goes to the barangay treasury.  It is in this 
manner that the barangay earns income from the fishery. 
                                                   
561 Interview, 111222_001, Manang Tess, Jagna. 
562 To obtain a license each labourer pays Php75 (US$0.54) per season to work on mobulas while to 
work on a manta ray they have to pay Php100 (US$2.47) per season. 
563 The ticket fee for the boats is of the same rate as the ticket paid by the buyers for each manta and 
mobula. 
564 In 2011, the average annual conversion rate is 1US$ = Php43.31. 
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Mobulas are usually bought whole although some buyers cooperate to buy a large 
mobula which they divide among themselves.  A manta is rarely bought whole by one buyer 
because of the high price it can fetch.  However, a Pamilacan buyer has been known to buy 
whole mantas from Bunga Mar.  The meat is the main product of this fishery.  Once the ray 
is cut up all the skin is carefully removed and the meat is stripped from the cartilage (Plate 
7.2).  As described in Chapter three the meat is sliced thinly into strips and dried in the sun.  
The skin is also dried.  The gill rakers are removed and processed separately.  These are also 
dried.   The head and internal organs are chopped up into smaller pieces and are either 
distributed among the labourers and canvassers with some portion retained by the family of 
the boat owner.  Some of the cartilaginous parts such as the head can also be sold in the 
market.  The liver of the manta is the exception since this organ is a prized delicacy. It is 
either sold to villagers or retained by the boat owner to be cooked and eaten.  The tail of a 
mobula is usually cut off from the base (including the claspers for males) by the fishers 
before landing.  These are retained by the crew and divided amongst themselves for 
consumption.  The tail of the manta, however, is usually kept by the boat owner. 
 
 
Plate 7.2.  Processing of manta and mobula meat (Photo by JMVAcebes) 
 
Mobula meat is sold fresh and dried (Plate 7.3).  The market (retail) price of fresh 
meat ranges from Php 50 to Php 60 (US$ 1.15-1.38) per kilo. The price varies depending on 
the part, with the fleshy part being more expensive and the smaller cartilaginous part (head 
part) the least expensive. Dried meat is categorized as dark and white with dark meat being 
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more expensive.  However sometimes dark and white mobula meat are mixed together. 
Dried mobula skin is sold is also sold per kilo. 
Manta ray meat is usually only sold in the market dried (Plate 7.3).  There was one 
occasion during the study period in April 2011when fresh manta meat was sold in the Jagna 
market.   
 
 
Plate 7.3  Dried ray meat in the market (A); Fresh mobula meat from the market (B); Dried 
gill rakers (C) (Photos by JMVAcebes) 
 
Dried gill rakers are also categorized as dark and white and in contrast to dried meat, dark 
gill rakers are more expensive.  For a detailed breakdown of prices of manta and mobula 
meat and by-products see Table 3.3 in Chapter 3. 
The meat and skin of manta and mobula are primarily sold locally, within Jagna, 
adjacent towns and around the Bohol Province. Buyers are local, from within Jagna and 
adjacent towns and Pamilacan Island.  The dried gill rakers, however, are sold to a 
middleman from Cebu who then exports them to buyers in China. Respondents were not 
forthcoming with details regarding the trade for gill rakers.  Respondents who were buyers 
and boat owners did not seem to know exactly where the gill rakers were sold or exported, or 
what they were used for.  All respondents stated that local buyers sell them to middlemen 
either in Cebu or Tagbilaran who then sell them onward to China or Manila, respectively.  
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They also stated that they think gill rakers are used by the Chinese as medicine for particular 
kinds of ailments. 
In several reports (published and unpublished)
565
 released recently, several 
misconceptions have arisen regarding the ray fishery in the Philippines, specifically referring 
to the fishery in the Bohol Sea.  As we shall see, most misconceptions stem from 
generalizations derived from fisheries in other countries and past publications.  
Unfortunately, until now no recent reports on the Philippine ray fisheries have been made 
accessible to managers, policy makers and researchers in order to clarify these 
misconceptions. 
In the most recent report on the global status of manta and mobulas (Heinrichs et al. 
2011, p 15), the authors cite Alava et al.’s (2002) report on the Bohol Sea ray fishery and 
state that “fishermen reported a 50% decline in manta ray landings from the 1960s to 
1990s.”  Upon careful review of Alava et al.’s (2002) report, however, there is no mention of 
the “50% decline” nor is it implied.  Instead, based on a reconstruction from the memory of 
some fishers, they concluded that there was a decrease in landings of mantas since the 1960s 
(Ibid., 145).  There was no actual catch data for mantas presented in Alava et al. (Ibid., 144) 
and they found that determining historical catches of mantas based on fishers’ memories was 
unreliable for several reasons.  The fishers had difficulty segregating catches into species 
and catch numbers were invariably underestimated (Ibid.). This apparent difficulty was also 
the reason why the annual catch of “over 1,000 manta rays” has been cited even by the 
IUCN (Marshall et al. 2012) when in fact the 1,000 mobulids indicated in Alava et al.’s 
(2002, 145) report referred to all rays (mantas and mobulas). 
The same report (Heinrichs et al. 2011, 17) further pointed out that the primary 
driver for mobulid fisheries is the “emerging market for dried gill rakers” and further added 
that the fishery was also “boosted” by shark population declines because “the rays provide a 
cheap substitute for shark cartilage used in nutritional supplements.”  Based on sites they 
have studied, they concluded that “without the gill raker trade, income from directed 
fisheries for manta and mobula rays may not even cover the cost of fuel.” (Ibid.)  Based on 
the information gathered by this study, I argue that all the points mentioned above are not 
true for the Bohol ray fishery.  The market for dried gill rakers in the Bohol Sea, although of 
relatively recent origin, cannot be considered as new because it began in the 1960s.  
                                                   
565 The Manta Ray of Hope is a project founded by Shark Savers and WildAid.  The project released 
their 2011 report on “The Global Threat to Manta and Mobula Rays”.  The Manta Trust, a UK-based 
charity formed in 2011 also cites on their website the Philippines as one of the countries with a manta 
fishery. The NFRDI published a paper on the “Devil Ray Resources in Bohol Sea, Philippines” during 
the SEAFDEC Regional Expert Meeting on Commercially Exploited Aquatic Species: Sharks on 
October 2012.  The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species website also stated information on the ray 
fisheries on the Philippines mainly based on Alava et. al.’s 2002 publication.  
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Although this market indeed increased in volume and value in the late 1990s, it has since 
remained relatively stable over the past decade based on the number of boats, as evidenced 
by data shown in Chapter 3.  I also argue that although the market for dried gill rakers is a 
significant component of the market for ray products, the primary product of the fishery is 
the meat.  Aside from the meat the dried skins and internal organs (except the stomach) are 
also consumed locally as a food source.  The greater part of the cartilage is the only part of 
the animal that is usually discarded.  The tail of the manta is dried and kept for use “to ward 
off evil spirits”.  Contrary to what reports say, income derived from just the meat and skins 
is quite substantial for Boholano fisherfolks.  Since an average-sized mobula ray and a manta 
ray can sell for at least Php 1,200 (US$ 27.71) and Php 35,000 (US$ 808), respectively, a 
boat owner could earn back his/her expenses for a single fishing trip plus some profit if only 
a single manta or at least seven mobulas are caught
 566
.  A fisherman can possibly earn 
between Php 3,290 (US$75.96) and Php 200 (US$4.62) in a day if one manta or three 
average-sized mobulas are caught, respectively on such a fishing trip. 
However, due to the unpredictability of the fishery, wherein catches are not 
guaranteed for every trip, boat owners and fishers are often tied up in a system of credit and 
debt.  It is this system of credit and debt that sustains the fishing cycle despite days of low or 
no-catch.  Boat owners would want his/her boat to go out as often as possible in order to 
recover their losses, hence they borrow money from financiers which they need to return 
with interest.  Similarly, fishers prefer to go to sea whenever possible because they also need 
to pay back what credit they owe
567
 the boat owner during periods of no or low catch. 
Unlike other countries in Asia wherein mobulids are mainly taken as incidental 
catch, the Bohol fishery for mobulas is a targeted fishery while mantas are by-catch.  
Although this reversal of mobulas from by-catch to directed catch only began in the late 
1970s and for mantas vice versa after 1998, this is one major difference that needs to be 
accounted for. 
Based on Heinrichs et al.’s (2011, 21) extrapolations, the Philippines rank last 
among the countries in the world known to have directed and by-catch fisheries for manta 
and mobula rays.  According to their report, in the Philippines only three mantas and 80 
mobulas are caught annually.  The data is deficient and unverifiable, and presenting such 
information does not help much in establishing the actual state of the fishery in the 
                                                   
566
 Examples of calculations for income earned per fishing trip was shown in Chapter 3. 
567 This debt accumulates through credit in the form of an “advance” share commonly referred to as 
“bale” which is usually in the form of goods (i.e. uncooked rice, canned food) or less often in small 
amounts of cash.  The equivalent amount of which is deducted from their share from the sales of the 
catch. 
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Philippines nor does it assist in making projections that could be used for management and 
policy purposes.   
According to a recent IUCN assessment report for Manta birostris, it is the “recent 
demand for branchial filaments [gill rakers]” which led to the 
dramatic increases in fishing pressure for mobulids throughout South East Asia and Eastern 
Africa, causing a switch from subsistence fisheries to commercial export fisheries. (Marshall 
et al. 2006) 
 
The reports on manta catches in the Philippines cited by Marshall et al. (2006) are also 
misleading and contradict a more recent report by Rayos et al. (2012).   The numbers of 
catches stated in Alava et al.’s (2002) study were based on non-species-specific counts 
wherein mantas and mobulas were combined resulting in a catch estimate in the thousands 
annually.  Rayos et al.’s (2012) on the other hand, based estimates on a small sample size 
taken inconsistently within two seasons.  Furthermore, the number of mantas caught stated in 
Rayos et al.’s (2012) was over a hundred less than what was mentioned by Marshall et al. 
(2006) despite referring to the same data source.  As mentioned in Chapter five, past studies 
on the catches of manta and mobula rays in the country have been wrought with problems 
making them unreliable.  Yet, precisely because data are sparse, the same reports are 
repeatedly cited in recent assessments. 
This fact emphasises the need for an improved research design for manta and 
mobula studies. In order to have a better understanding of the state of the fishery it is 
necessary to conduct a more thorough study about the fishing effort, market and trade of 
manta and mobulas in the Philippines.  Catch landing monitoring must cover a substantial 
period of the fishing season across a long period of time in order to determine trends.  It is 
also necessary for the monitoring to be species specific in order to estimate the catch-per-
unit-effort for each fishing site. So far, there are no estimates of the size of the fishing fleet 
of the ray fishery in the Bohol Sea. This study has made the first attempt to do that by 
counting the number of fishing boats targeting rays in the villages studied and estimating the 
average number of boats that went out per day.  
Based on the data gathered it appears that the size of the fishery in Jagna has 
decreased from its heyday at the beginning of the twentieth century. As mentioned in 
Chapter two, the ray fishing boats in Jagna in the 1920s numbered in their hundreds, a 
striking difference from the 15 boats that still remained in 2012.  This, however, was not a 
slow progressive decline but instead occurred in waves in direct response to ecological 
changes, technological developments, economic trends, fluctuating market demands, and 
fishery policy changes.  It appears that the initial decline occurred during the period 
immediately prior to, and following the Second World War.  Respondents stated that many 
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boats were left to rot on the beach or were destroyed during the war.  There was a slow 
increase in the fishery during the period of reparation in the late 1940s and early 1950s. In 
the 1950s, the shift to motorized boats happened gradually, as it was not cheap to own a boat 
engine or build new boats.  The fishery reached new levels in the 1990s but according to 
respondents there were no more than twenty boats left by then.    Since 1998, there have 
been a few new boats in the village but with every new boat there have been one or two 
others that stopped operations for various reasons.  Based on observations and respondents’ 
opinions the ray fishery in Jagna appears to have reached a plateau because as one new boat 
is built per year, another boat tends to cease operation.  This is mainly attributed to the 
increasing costs of boat building and maintenance, nets and fuel in conjunction with the 
increased unpredictability of ray catches.   
7.3 FAO infarctions in the Bohol Sea 
Since the imposition of FAO 193 on 1998, only one apprehension for transporting whale 
shark products has been reported
568
. This was less than a year after FAO 193 took effect. As 
discussed in Chapter five, these were the Pamilacan fishers who persisted to hunt in defiance 
of the ban (Gallardo 1999). 
For manta rays, only one case of seizure of a large shipment of ray and shark by-
products has been reported (Santos 2012).  The container van seized was reportedly intended 
for export.  Despite the report being deemed high profile, and featured in the headlines of 
national newspapers with the BFAR and Bureau of Customs leading investigations, no one 
was convicted.  This raises the possibility that corrupt practices hindered prosecution. 
Several news articles, blogs and online postings in social media pages cite reports of 
manta rays being caught and sold in fishing villages and markets around the country
569
.  
Most reports, however, could not be verified for accuracy of identification of the species 
(whether it were indeed Manta birostris), while others were from reliable sources such as 
WWF-Philippines
570
.  An informant of this study stated that during his visit to Pamilacan 
                                                   
568 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
569 A few examples are from a blog by Marketman: “Sanga & Pagi/Manta & Sting Ray Meat” 27 
Sept. 2005 http://www.marketmanila.com/archives/sanga-pagi-manta-sting-ray-meat. and  a posting 
from a tourist: “Slaughter of the manta rays”. 
http://www.virtualtourist.com/travel/Asia/Philippines/Province_of_Bohol/Pamilacan_Island-
1387717/Off_the_Beaten_Path-Pamilacan_Island-TG-C-1.html#tip=1363780#ixzz1YqTToFG3. As 
well as a posting on a yahoogroup’s page: “Pamilacan’s Manta Trade”. Yeb Sano. 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/diversions/message/5499 
570 Katherine Adraneda. “DA unaware of manta ray fishing in Bohol”. Feb 23, 2002. 
http://www.philstar.com/nation/151609/da-unaware-manta-ray-fishing-bohol. “Endangered 
‘Mameng’, Protected Species Openly Traded (VERA files). April 6, 2011.   
http://wwf.org.ph/wwf3/news/article/34 
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Island on 2010 he saw huge pieces of whale shark meat being processed
571
.  The same 
individual also reported the landing of manta rays at the port of Baclayon in January 2010 
where he provided photographs and a video clip (See Plate 7.4).  The Baclayon port, recently 
referred to as Punta baluarte is a relatively popular public place where locals and tourists 
visit and sometimes swim.  It is also where tourists board boats to go on dolphin watching 
trips around Pamilacan Island.  This incident demonstrated the relative recognition and 
“openness” of the fishery for manta rays. 
More importantly, the by-catches of manta rays in Jagna and the continued trade for 
its meat and gills remain “untouched” by law enforcers.  This is also the case for by-catches 
of dolphins in Pamilacan and Jagna
572
. However, unlike manta rays, incidences of by-catches 
of dolphins are kept extremely discreet and meat is only sold in villages by word of mouth or 
through a vendor that visits the villages on foot (Plate 7.5). 
 
 
Plate 7.4 A cut-up manta ray landed at Punta Baluarte, Baclayon (Photo by interview 
respondent 100416_003, Baclayon) 
 
                                                   
571 Interview, 100416_003, Baclayon.  The respondent’s claim could not be verified because of the 
lack of photographs and other evidence to show that it was a whale shark. 
572 Several respondents of this study admitted to the author that they have accidentally caught 
dolphins while fishing or that dolphin meat is sold in the village.  The author has also found dolphin 
skulls, tail and other skeletal remains on the beach of two villages.  On April 2011, the author was 
offered dolphin meat from an animal caught in a drift gill net. 




Plate 7.5  By-caught dolphins in Jagna: Dolphin jaw found on the beach of Jagna, 2010 
(Left); cooked dolphin meat, 2011 (Right) (Photos by JMV Acebes). 
 
In 2006, the town of Sangay, Camarines Sur reportedly filed a “criminal complaint” against 
three people for “causing the death of a female whale shark” (Escandor 2006). The outcome 
of the complaint was not indicated in the report.  There are two recent reports of whale 
sharks captured for their fins. One 5.5m whale shark was found dying in the shallow waters 
of Tingloy, Batangas in February 2010 with all its fins cut off (Lesaba and Papa 2010).  
Despite monetary rewards offered for information on the culprits, this case remained 
unresolved (AP 2010).  In June 2011, a smaller whale shark was caught and slaughthered at 
Laua-an, Antique (Cupin 2011).  Local authorities apprehended the owner of the boat used 
to catch the animal but the fishers remained elusive. There was no mention in the report of 
the boat owner being imprisoned or fined. 
In summary, since the implementation of the fisheries administrative orders of 1992, 
1997 and 1998 no one has been convicted, imprisoned or fined for violating these acts.  This 
is despite numerous reports of infarctions of these laws.  This clearly demonstrates that the 
laws meant to protect the large marine vertebrates are not as effective as thought was the 
case, in part because of a lack of proper implementation by enforcement agencies. 
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7.4 The persistence to hunt 
The hunting of large marine vertebrates has been prohibited for over 14 years but clearly 
some fishers of the Bohol Sea persist in hunting them.  One respondent believed that the 
fishers of the Bohol Sea will always be hunters because “it is who they are and fishing is 
what they are used to doing”
573
.  This sense of self and identity was validated by the fishers 
themselves when they repeatedly emphasised that “fishing is their way of life.”
574
 Another 
way to understand their response is that being a hunter of large marine vertebrates such as 
whales and whale sharks is a true demonstration of their manhood or masculinity.   
Men being men…Men are men and they really want to go out and hunt. They won’t sit down 
and weave mats…It is a macho thing.575   
 
This cultural perception and attitude has traditional roots.  The harpooners and hookmen of 
the Bohol Sea were the “heroes” of their day.  It was a privilege and honour that was not 
inherited but rather earned.  The risk involved in their task, and the dependence of the 
success of the fishery on their skills, made the harpooner and hookman one of the most 
prominent individuals in their communities.  This notability has not faded to this day.  The 
biggest trader and boat owner on Pamilacan Island was one of the most successful hookmen 
on the Island.  Although he no longer joins the fishing trips, he is still looked upon as the 
fishing expert on the Island.  Similarly in Jagna, one of the most prominent harpooners is 
also the owner of one of the most successful fishing boats in the village.  He, not 
surprisingly, is still respected in all matters pertaining to the ray fishery.   
Although the role of the harpooner and hookman has disappeared with the change in 
the fishing technology, belonging to a ray fishing boat group still has a certain prominence 
attached to it.  It may not involve the same kind of skill and courage but the mere difficulty 
of life at sea and the risk of engaging in an unpredictable endeavour amidst the hazards of 
the sea brings its own merit and rewards.  These attributes of bravery and masculinity 
attributed to fishers for their ability to catch “big fish” and overcome dangerous difficulties 
at sea are not unique and have been also described in other types of fisheries in other places 
in the Philippines (Fabinyi 2012, 111; Russel 1997, 85; Dumont 1992).  As Fabinyi (Ibid., 
112) notes, however, fishing remains a low-paying and difficult job despite the “status, pride 
and satisfaction” ascribed to it. However, with the ray fishery, there is a possibility of 
“making it big” or earning a windfall income depending on one’s perseverance and “luck”.  
It is this possibility that continues to lure newcomers into the fishery and encourages “old 
                                                   
573 Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella Dolar, Dumaguete City. 
574 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
575 Interview, 100504_001, Dr. Louella Dolar, Dumaguete City. 
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timers” to stay in the industry.  This undue economic dependence on the fishery is discussed 
in the next section. 
7.5 What are the drivers of the fishery? 
The main driver of the fisheries for large marine vertebrates is economic. In an archipelagic 
country like the Philippines, where approximately 82% of its provinces are bounded by the 
sea and almost 65% of its municipalities lie along the coasts, more than half of the 
population live in coastal areas and many of its rural peoples depend on fishing for their 
livelihood (Delos Angeles 1990, 1).  Fishing provides income to over 1.8 million fishers and 
their families in the Philippines (FAO 2004) and the average monthly income per household 
in fishing communities is Php4,000 (US$ 71.38)
576
 (Green et al. 2003, 7), compared to the 
average monthly family income in the Central Visayas region of Php10,000 (US$179.93)
577
.  
Therefore, it is not surprising that access to large animals that fetch a high price in the 
market (local and international) provides a compelling incentive for the fishers to continue 
hunting them, despite the risks.  According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (2004), 
the municipal fishing communities in the Philippines are the “poorest among the poor”.  It 
adds, that in 2000, the daily income of a fisher was approximately equivalent to the “retail 
value of 2kg of fish” and that households whose heads were fishers had a “significantly 
higher poverty incidence than [other] households in general.”(FAO 2004) 
Among the directed fisheries for large marine vertebrates described in this study 
only the ray fishery has been confirmed to persist until today; hence this chapter will focus 
only on the main drivers of this fishery, with emphasis on Jagna.  The capital investment 
required to engage in the ray fishery is substantial. As mentioned earlier in Chapter three 
(sec. 3.2.1.2), the start-up capital required is valued at a half a million pesos (US$11,544.68).  
Annual maintenance costs are estimated at Php10,000 (US$230.89). Daily fishing trip 
expenses on the other hand amount to an average of Php 2,000 (US$46.18) to 4,000 
(US$92.36) depending on the fishing grounds.  Such capital and running costs can only be 
afforded by a few individuals in the village of Jagna.  They are mostly well-established 
former hunters and traditional boat owners in the village.  As mentioned in the previous 
chapter, however, in recent years, “new” boat owners and financiers have emerged.  
This group constitutes only a minority of the population of the village.  The largest 
subgroup involved in the fishery is composed of the actual fishers.  Fishers need not have 
any monetary investment to engage in the fishery but they are the most dependent on it for 
                                                   
576 The average annual exchange rate in 2004 was 1US$ = 56.04. 
577 This is based on the average annual family income in 2003 in Central Visayas of Php121,000 by 
the National Statistical Coordination Board (http://www.nscb.gov.ph/secstat/d_income.asp). 
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their livelihoods.  The second largest subgroup are the canvassers, labourers and processors. 
The third is the market or retail vendors who are closely tied to the group of buyers or 
labaseras.  The last subgroup also require some cash investment but not as big as the first.  
The group of market vendors and buyers, however, are assisted by creditors and middlemen 
who provide them with some cash in return for certain favours in the form of discounts or 
preference (i.e. “suki”).  The credit system is also availed upon by some buyers in return for 
a small interest payment. 
Fishing is the primary source of livelihood of the people in the village and the ray 
fishery is the highest income earner compared to other fisheries (i.e. flying fish, scombrids, 
squid).  In chapter three, it was noted that the entire village comes “alive” during the ray 
fishing season.  It is in a way the equivalent of the harvest season in agricultural 
communities, a time of plenty, when the people “stock-up” on their supplies of dried ray 
products or set aside money (savings) because when the season ends it is these resources that 
will sustain them until the next season.  The off-fishing season is seen as the time to turn 
over the cooking pots (“tag-taklob ug kaldero”
578
) or the time of slaughtering dogs (“tag-
bitay ug iro”
579
). It is what villagers call the period of hunger, when people tighten their 
belts. Although there is some income earned from minor sources of livelihood by other 
members of the family or fishers from other types of fishing, it is nothing compared to what 
they can earn from the ray fishery. 
..mao na kami, bisag kay kanang sanga gi-ban na man gyud na, manguha gyud mi ug sanga, 
ingna ngano? Unsa may among i-buhi ng among pamilya? [That is why we, despite the 
manta ray being banned,  will still take manta ray, you ask why? What will we do to sustain 
our family?] – former whale, whale shark hunter and current ray fisher in Pamilacan580  
 
It is also important to recognize that although the primary driver of the fishery is economic, 
other factors may be simultaneously at play, making it a quite complex picture.  It was 
pointed out earlier in this study how it was important to examine the socio-cultural context 
of the fisheries.    In a village like Bunga Mar that has practiced hunting rays for over a 
century, this way of life has become embedded in their culture, making ties to it ever 
stronger. All respondents interviewed in the village openly admitted that their village 
specializes in ray fishing.  During conversations about the fishing practice, especially with 
elder members of the community, they emphasised that the fishery has been practiced “since 
olden times” (“karaan na ni”) or in the past (“kiniadto”).  Elder fishers when asked who 
                                                   
578 Interview, 100412_001, Manang Susan, Jagna. 
579 Interview, 100412_001, Manang Susan, Jagna. 
580 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
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taught them how to catch rays or who started the fishery responded: “our elders” (“akong 
mga tiguwang”) or “my great grandfather” (“akong kina lo-lolohan”).  This was how they 
expressed the historical roots of the cultural-ecological practice and their traditional ties to it.  
In more recent times, this social-cultural identification of the community with the ray fishery 
has been signified in other ways among the younger generation.  The village of Bunga Mar, 
for example, calls its local basketball team the “Bunga devil rays”.  In 2007, an emblem of 




Plate 7.6.  The “Bunga devil rays” team emblem at the elementary school basketball court in 
2007 (Photo by JMV Acebes) 
 
The entire municipality of Jagna takes pride in the fact that they are known for their ray 
fishery.   One obvious sign of this is the depiction of manta rays in their official municipal 
seal wherein it is described that the sanga (manta ray) is a “seasonal fish specie…abundant 
in Jagna Sea.” (Municipal Planning and Development Office Jagna 2010) (Figure 7.1).  It 
further adds that “only the fishermen of Jagna and Baclayon are engaged in “sanga” fishing 
or manta ray catching.”(Ibid.).  Some people will even go as far as saying that Jagna is 
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known for two things: the “calamay”
581
 and the “sanga”.  In 2005, I interviewed the mayor 
of Lila and when I told him my father was from Jagna, he quipped:  
…when travelling south in Bohol, you can tell if you are passing through Jagna without even 
looking because you can smell drying manta meat. 
 
In the same way, a labasera from Jagna when she described the quality of dried manta meat 
in the village, proudly said that: 
parehas sa calamay ba nga na mu ingon calamay sa Jagna, sus! Pero ug Albur murag less 
ang kuan, palit pero calamay sa Jagna, kuan kaayo, palit kaayo..ingana ra na. [it is the same 
as calamay, that when one says calamay from Jagna, Jesus! But if from Albur, it is less (of 
lower) value but the calamay from Jagna sells very well…that’s the way it is.]  
 
 
Figure 7.1 Official Municipal Seal of Jagna 
 
In the village, being a fisher was considered a “noble” occupation and being a ray fisher was 
considered of even higher status.  As mentioned in Chapter five, being a boat owner and 
buyer (labasero/a) is considered even more prestigious because of its historical and 
economic implications.  Traditional boat owners and hunters were both respected for their 
skills in hunting manta rays and their financial position and status because in the past they 
owned the boats and fishing implements.  They provided the means to hunt the “big fish” for 
                                                   
581 The calamay is also depicted in the official municipal seal of Jagna and is described as: “a product 
or delicacy obtained from the coconut fruit; the original calamay that is imitated but never been 
equalled.” (Municipal Planning and Development Office Jagna 2010). 
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their families and the entire village.  Elder ray hunters and labaseros/as were often referred 
to as “suheto” or experts. In recent times, many boat owners and buyers are descendants of 
these people and hence, maintained their ancestors’ status in the community. 
Many respondents stated how they or their children “were put through school by the 
ray fishery”.  On more than one occasion, respondents pointed out to me that my own father 
“became a lawyer because of the manta ray.”  This was in reference to my grandparents 
working as labaseros in the manta ray fishery in the late 1940s and 50s. This discourse was 
meant to establish their direct link to the traditional ray fishery and to emphasize that the 
income they earned from the fishery was substantial enough that they or their children were 
able to afford an education
582
.  It can also be interpreted as giving the fishery bona-fide 
legitimacy as a source of livelihood and a living tradition. 
 
7.6 The fisherman’s discourse: “the poor moral fisher” 
In this section, I apply Fabinyi’s (2012) discourse of “the poor moral fisher” in order to 
understand how Bohol Sea fishers relate to the politics of their environment. Similar to the 
fishers of Calamianes Islands, Palawan (Ibid.), the fishers of the Bohol Sea perceived their 
fishing practices as harmless to the environment and not impacting fish stocks. Secondly, 
they represented their fishing practices as closely tied to their conditions of poverty and that 
any interventions to limit such practices only further impinged on their poor status and 
circumstance and their “right to live” (Plate 7.7).  
 
                                                   
582 Education being highly valued in Filipino society is often used as a reference to higher income 
status.  Although primary and secondary public education tuition fees are free there are miscellaneous 
expenses (i.e. uniform, school supplies) involved that people from very low income backgrounds still 
cannot afford to send their children to school.  College or university education is not free and fees can 
be considerable even in a province like Bohol. 




Plate 7.7  A young mother feeds the youngest of her three children, Bunga Mar (Photo by 
JMV Acebes) 
 
The fishing community of Jagna and Pamilacan view the ray fishery as harmless to the 
environment and people, hence it is a “moral” livelihood practice.  In addition they present it 
as a “tradition”, or way of life engaged in by the “poor”. This stands in marked contrast to 
“illegal” fishing practices such as dynamite and cyanide fishing and large commercial 
fisheries which they see as the actual practices respectively “destroying” the environment 
and “taking all the fish”.  
This was clearly expressed by the Pamilacan fisher quoted earlier when he compared 
fishing for rays with illegal fishing and other illegal activities such as drug trafficking and 
robbery: 
It is better to go fishing when your fishing method is innocent, so long as you do not use 
illegal (methods). With such things as shabu (metamphetamine) many people will be 
detrimentally affected, while with our way of fishing, what will that affect?583 
 
Here he distinguished between what is illegal and what is not based on the damage it causes 
to the environment, as ray fishing is harmless while illegal fishing practices are hazardous.  
In this way he legitimizes manta ray fishing and denies its “illegal” status. He further added 
that the government should concentrate on stopping the “true” illegal fishing practices. 
Similarly in Jagna, the fishers questioned the ban on manta rays and resented the fact 
that the government was adamant in persecuting them for inadvertently catching manta rays. 
                                                   
583 See Chapter 5, Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
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They questioned why the government was so eager to apprehend them when they live such 
difficult lives as fishers while the persistent problem of other “truly illegal” practices have 
never been solved.  A Bunga Mar barangay official was proud to say that they are fortunate 
because no one in her village uses dynamite and their fishing practices are “clean”
584
.  
However, she emphasized that they are helpless when it comes to “likum”
585
 (ring net) 
fishers because they do not have boats to go after “illegal” fishers nor do they have money to 
pay lawyers to prosecute them.  She emphasized that since they are only fishers and 
therefore poor, they have no chance of winning the legal battle against commercial fishers 
who are “millionaires” (“mga milyonaryo”)
586
.  She said that the problem in their 
municipality is when commercial fishers encroach in their waters and they do not have 
ordinances with teeth to prohibit it.   
In almost all my conversations with fisherfolk, they referred to themselves as being 
“only fishers” (“mananagat ra man mi”) and when describing their livelihood they said: “we 
are poor…since we are just fishers” (“mga pobre man me…mananagat ra gud”).  They 
would often describe their situation as “pitiful” (“luoy”) and that their occupation is 
“difficult” (“lisod”).  The uncertain nature of fishing and the risks involved in venturing out 
to sea characterises fishing as a difficult and dangerous occupation (Acheson 1982, 276; 
Fabinyi 2011, 112). This further resonates how members of the fishing community of the 
Bohol Sea equate poverty with fishing, and framing their fishing practices as synonymous 
with “legality”. 
The fishers also perceived government and non-government interventions such as 
the enforcement of fishery bans, promotion of tourism as an alternative livelihood and the 
creation of marine protected areas, as an impingement of their rights to access traditional 
marine resources therefore, “the right to live” or “making the poor even more poor”
587
.   This 
was clearly expressed by Manong Jose in his response to a local 




                                                   
584 Interview, 100412_001, Manang Susan, Jagna. 
585 “Likum” or “Likom” is a ring net, a rectangular-shaped net used to encircle a shoal of fish (Dugan 
2003; Green et al. 2004).   Under R.A. 8550 (the Fisheries Code) and FAO 201, it is defined as an 
active gear thus its use within the municipal waters is prohibited. 
586 Interview, 100412_001, Manang Susan, Jagna. 
587 Interview, 101030_001, Manang Lita, Sagay. 
588 The local businessman was the head of Ayala Foundation, a non-profit organization that was 
working in Baclayon focusing on assisting the LGU develop its tourism.  They were helping develop 
the municipality’s dolphin and whale watching enterprise by offering to convert some fishing boats to 
dolphin watching boats. 
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sir, mu undang ko sir ug naay ahong kuan, saktong pangita naho. Unsay pag-undang , unsa 
may intawon daghan mga apo na ho. Unsa may akong ipakaon dana? Unya, kamo ra pud 
mabuhi. Imbis nga masapian ta, kamo ra pud mudu-ot sa mga pobre. Maayo lang sila kay 
kuwartahan man na sila.[Sir, I will stop sir if I have substantial livelihood. How can I stop 
when I have many grandchildren?  What will I feed them? So, only you will live.  Instead of 
us benefitting, it is you who will take from the poor. It is good for them because they are 
rich.]589 
 
Here he invoked the “right to live” or Blanc-Szanton’s (1972:129) the “right to survive”. Just 
like other fishers in the Bohol Sea, this fisher claimed that their fishing practice only gave 
them enough income to live barely above the subsistence level.  
Although this discourse was expressed by fishers at all four study sites, it was 
advocated most strongly by the fishers of Pamilacan and Jagna.  The discourse was adopted 
by fishers during the height of the contestations over the ban on hunting manta rays and has 
formed the main basis for their non-compliance with the law. Furthermore, this discourse has 
been instrumental in the local governments’ and enforcers’ seemingly apathetic attitude 
towards the issue. This response is similar to what Fabinyi (2012, 11) described as a 
consequence of the impact of the discourse of “the poor moral fisher” in affecting the 
outcomes of environmental regulatory interventions in the Calamianes. However, unlike in 
the Calamianes where fishers were able to influence regulations on the live fish trade in their 
favour, in Bohol, the fishers were not involved in the process of making or amending the 
laws. However, through the use of a powerful discourse, they managed to be “exempted” 
from it in the eyes of their respective LGUs and local law enforcers.  This was clearly 
demonstrated when the fishers from Pamilacan were apprehended transporting whale shark 
meat in 1999 (Gallardo, 1999).  The provincial governor at that time “assisted” them so that 
they were “released”
590
.   
o. ug wa pa gyud mga politico nga ga pugong namo, nakapugong namo ana, wa na, kulba na 
mi kaldero. [If there were no politicians who took care of us/adopted us, who helped us with 
that (the fishery), our food pots would have turned over.] 591 
 
In the above quote, the fisher inferred that they needed help from local politicians or people 
in power in order to survive. The fisher implied that they were able to continue fishing for 
rays despite the ban because of the special consideration afforded to them by politicians. 
More explicitly, this “exemption” was exacted every time a manta ray was landed on 
the beach or sold in the market in Jagna and Baclayon.  Fishers argue that manta rays are no 
longer targeted in the current fishery yet the fact that the gear used is known to catch a 
                                                   
589 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
590 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
591 Interview, 110604_004, Manong Jose, Pamilacan. 
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protected species and the fishery is allowed to continue, points to the reluctance of the LGUs 
and law enforcers to address the issue.  Not to mention the fact that it is illegal to transport, 
sell or possess manta rays and their by-products.  It is clear that this discourse has been 
effectively used by fishers to gain informal exemption from the ban.  The municipal profile 
of Jagna describes the economic significance of manta ray fishing this way: 
The high price accounts to the fact that, although sanga fishing is risky, hundreds take the 
risk simply being it’s a means to live. (Municipal Planning and Development Coordinator 
Office Jagna 2010, 7) 
 
More interestingly, on the same page of the municipal profile, the LGU seems to contradict 
itself by concluding the section on manta ray fishing with a statement emphasising that the 
practice has been banned and the law is strictly enforced: 
The strong implementation of the law issued by the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic 
Resources of the Department of Agriculture banning sanga catching or fishing, has been 
observed and strictly ensued by the local government of Jagna.(Ibid.) 
 
This apparent contradiction or “dilemma” of the government and local law enforcers 
between theory and practice also appears to be reflected at the national level.  The Secretary 
of Agriculture was quoted saying that: 
the problem is that while there is a ban, it is a livelihood issue for the people of 
Pamilacan…the implementation (of the ban) is difficult (Adraneda 2002). 
 
Just like in coastal Palawan and many other places in the Philippines, one of the most 
common illegal fishing activities identified by fisher respondents in the Bohol Sea was the 
intrusion of commercial fishing vessels into municipal waters (Fabinyi 2012, 98).  All 
respondents pointed to commercial fisheries as the cause of the decline in fish stocks.  
Respondents often claimed that the government has not done anything about illegal fishing 
by commercial fishers or “big fishers” (“dagkong mananagat”) but rather have focused on 
curtailing the livelihood of “small fishers” (“gagmay na mananagat”) when they are “poor” 
(“pobre”).  This statement was referring specifically to the banning of the hunting for 
whales, whale sharks and manta rays. 
None of the respondents from the fishing communities in the Bohol Sea 
acknowledged that their fishing practices could cause the decline of the stocks of manta rays, 
mobulas or other large marine vertebrates. The reasons they stated were based on their local 
ecological knowledge. Fabinyi (2012) clearly notes, fishers’ local knowledge of their marine 
environment and resources are not lacking but are of a different type or focused on only 
certain aspects.  In the case of the fishers of Calamianes, their knowledge is primarily based 
on how and where to find the fish in space and time and how to catch them (Ibid., 102). This 
knowledge however is lacking when it comes to aspects of reproductive biology and stock 
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dispersal (Sabetian and Foale 2006: 8 in Fabinyi 2012, 102).  I argue further that in the case 
of the Boholano fishers, their local marine ecological knowledge is extensive yet is limited 
to what they can see and observe at sea such as external physical features of different 
species, sex and some behaviour.  These are aspects of the animals they catch that can easily 
be observed and validated through years of experience.  However, other aspects of the 
animals’ ecology are vague to them such as migratory movements, feeding ecology and roles 
in the overall marine ecosystem. 
7.7 Were the laws effective or not? 
Researchers, fisheries managers and NGO workers interviewed are unanimous in their 
response to this question.  They all believe that the laws were effective because the directed 
catches of whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays to a large extent have ceased.  
They gave as an example the closure of the whale and whale shark fisheries in Bohol, 
Camiguin and Misamis Occidental.  However, they do qualify their statements by saying that 
they believed that some directed and by-catches still persist but have gone “underground”.  
With the increased awareness of fishers regarding the laws, it has been nearly impossible to 
detect directed or accidental catches of these large marine vertebrates. This is particularly 
true for areas where there is little or no local fishery governance, NGO presence, tourism 
activities or media exposure.  Fisher respondents admitted that accidentally caught dolphins 
for instance are chopped up onboard while still out at sea to avoid detection at landing sites.  
Dolphin meat is not displayed or sold in public markets but instead sold “door-to-door” or 
consumed by the families of fishers. 
When the same respondents were asked why they thought the laws were not “fully” 
effective, the responses were both varied and qualified.  FAO 185-1 was effective in 
stopping the hunting for whales because the market and stocks were on the brink of closure 
and collapse by the time it was imposed in 1997.  FAO 185 was not completely effective in 
stopping the dolphin catches for two reasons: first, dolphin meat is a cheap, good source of 
protein for poor fishing communities.  Rising prices of fish and other food products 
combined with declining fish stocks makes the accidental catch of dolphins a “blessing”, 
particularly on a day of no or little fish catch. Secondly, as mentioned previously, it is almost 
virtually impossible to monitor catches of dolphins (direct or accidental) given the vast 




                                                   
592 In 2007, there were 565 commercial fishing vessels in the Central Visayas alone while there were 
6,371 in the entire country. In 2000, there were 56,142 municipal fishing boats in the Central Visayas 
and 469,807 in total for the entire country.  Source:  BFAR. Philippine Fisheries Profile 2011 
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Responses regarding the effectiveness of FAO 193 were varied markedly.  A 
respondent clearly stated that although it was effective in stopping the whale shark fishery it 
did not stop the manta ray fishery, primarily because the fishing communities were not 
consulted beforehand.
593
  The respondent believed that the top-down approach for 
implementing FAO 193 is the root cause of the non-compliance of the fishing communities 
adversely affected.  Another respondent believed, however, that political patronage and lack 
of local governance are the causes of the ineffectiveness of FAO 193 in protecting manta 
rays in Bohol
594
. He believed the manta ray fishery is controlled by several local financers 
who have strong ties with local government officials, providing them with “immunity” from 
the law.  He further added that past local government officials also lacked the political will 
to enforce this ban due to fear of losing votes and hence, their positions in office. 
7.8 Why the fisheries laws are ineffective 
In Chapter 5, the lack of legitimacy of the laws was discussed in detail, from the perspective 
of the fishers’ non-compliance.  Here, the laws will be examined to determine how they fell 
short of fulfilling their purpose of species protection. 
The three fisheries ordinances (FAO 185, 185-1 and 193) lack implementing rules 
and regulations detailing how particular agencies should enforce these laws. For example, 
monitoring the accidental catches of cetaceans and mantas by commercial fishing vessels 
requires monitoring on-board and at landing sites.  This initiative would require a huge pool 
of skilled man-power and resources given the large number of fishing vessels and ports in 
the country.  More importantly, it requires the expertise of cetacean and mobulid species 
identification which, based on respondent interviews, appear to be lacking in the fisheries 
department.   Obviously, effective implementation also necessitates the cooperation of 
fishing corporations to allow observers on board their vessels.   
There are some legal conditions that tend to be self-implicating for the fisher in terms of by-
catch, making it almost impossible to comply with: 
It shall, likewise, be unlawful to wound or kill dolphins in the course of catching other 
species of fish. Dolphins, which are accidentally included in the catch by any gear shall 
immediately be released unharmed in the sea; otherwise, the liability shall be deemed to still 
exist.(Section 2, Prohibition, FAO 185595) 
 




 Interview, 100408_003, Dr. AA Yaptinchay, Taguig City. 
594 Interview, 100408_002, Lory Tan, Taguig City. 
595 Fisheries Administrative Order no. 185 series of 1992, Ban on the taking or catching, selling, 
purchasing, transporting and exporting of Dolphins. 
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Among fisher respondents the issue of by-catch and their liability in the eyes of the law has 
been a major concern.  Fishers reason that when dolphins are caught accidentally in their 
nets they are often already dead by the time they pull them up
596
.  They do not report such 
incidents to the authorities because they fear the financial penalty and punishment (as it is 
clearly indicated in the FAO). Hence, they tend to cut up the dolphin, hide it until they dock 
and eat or sell it once they are home. 
None of these laws provided guidelines and corresponding funding to enable the 
implementing agencies to address the fisheries issues.  The issue of by-catch, for example, 
requires technical considerations on how to modify fishing techniques and gear to either 
prevent or minimize accidental captures of dolphins and manta rays.  For fisheries that are 
heavily depended on by large number of fishers, a “grace period” should be granted to give 
individuals ample time to divert to other types of fisheries or livelihoods, if possible.  None 
of these laws currently allow for that.  The effectivity of the laws was immediate. In 
addition, no compensation for loss of livelihood or for modifying fishing techniques was 
provided. Neither did they provide alternative livelihood opportunities for affected 
communities. 
The fines and sanctions for violating these laws were so low that they did not discourage 
fishers or traders.  The penalties for violating FAO 185, 185-1 and 193 are practically 
identical: 
Violation of this Order shall subject the offender to a fine of not less than five hundred 
(P500.00) pesos to not more than five thousand (P5,000) pesos or imprisonment from six (6) 
months to four (4) years, or both such fine and imprisonment depending on the discretion of 
the court: Provided, That the Director of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources is hereby 
empowered to impose upon the offender an administrative fine not more than five thousand 
(P5,000.00) pesos or to cancel his permit or license or to impose such fine and to cancel his 
permit or license at his discretion including the confiscation of the whale shark and/or manta 
rays for proper disposition/documentation of the government. (Section 3, Penalty, FAO 
193)597 
 
The fines were far too low compared to the potential income to be earned from the fishery 
(i.e. maximum fine of Php5,000 (US$123.58)  for catching a whale shark or manta ray).  
Confiscation of the catch (or processed by-products) and the boat could be imposed which 
would result in substantial losses for the boat owner but this research has not revealed any 
example of this occurring.  This fine, however, is not a deterrent to the primary traders or 
                                                   
596 This is especially true for the drift gill net fishery because nets of more than 1,000m long are left to 
soak at night for hours. This makes it difficult for fishers to determine if a dolphin or manta ray is 
caught.  If this is detected early, the only way to disentangle a dolphin or a manta ray is to cut the net, 
which most fishers will not be willing to do given the costs involved in repairing it. 
597 Fisheries Administrative Order no. 193, Ban on taking or catching, selling, purchasing and 
possessing, transporting and exporting of Whale Sharks and Manta Rays. 
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exporters since they do not own the boats and can earn potentially hundreds, even thousands, 
of dollars more than their local counterpart.  More importantly, considering the ease of 
avoiding being caught for the reasons mentioned earlier, the potential gains far outweigh the 
improbable risks.  This ineffectiveness of the policy on confiscation and apprehension is 
similar to the situation of Bajo shark fishing in the Australian fishing zone (Stacey 2007, 
154-155).  Australian policy appears inept in deterring Bajo fishers, who are “caught in a 
cycle of indebtedness and poverty” that fuels their need to fish despite the associated risks 
(Stacey 2007, 155). 
These technicalities enumerated are compounded by the overall lack of capacity to 
enforce the law.  The de-centralization of the government also played a part in the inefficient 
enforcement of these laws.  Municipal governments have jurisdiction over their municipal 
territory including municipal waters (15 kms from shore) and are responsible for translating 
national laws into municipal ordinances. This devolution of power also entails the 
responsibility of enforcing these laws at the local level.  But without the political will of 
local government officials and the delegation of the accompanying resources required, laws 
such as these cannot be enforced effectively. 
7.9 Conclusion 
Jagna and Pamilacan are the two primary ray fishery sites in the Bohol Sea and key centres 
of the ray fishery in the Philippines. Although this study was not able to gather data on the 
Pamilacan fishery to the same extent as in Jagna, it is clear that it plays a significant role in 
the fishery by being direct fishers and suppliers for Jagna. 
There appears to have been an increase in the number of fishers and communities 
engaged in the ray fishery from the early twentieth century to the late 1990s.  Looking at 
Jagna, however, the decrease in the number of fishing boats is striking - from hundreds in 
the 1920s down to 15 in 2012
598
. In the past three years, there seems to have been a 
levelling-off in the number of fishing boats in Jagna.  But for the entire Bohol Sea, without 
adequate information on the size of past and current ray fisheries in other fishing 
communities, it cannot be determined whether the overall trend is increasing or decreasing.  
A more comprehensive study on all existing ray fishery sites in the region and the country is 
needed in order to confirm this pattern. 
The ray fishery in the Bohol Sea differs markedly from other ray fisheries in Asia.  It 
is necessary to recognize these differences in order to design appropriate management 
strategies.  In examining the errors in the assumptions of previous research about the ray 
                                                   
598 This is based on comparison between accounts of Yap (1925) and testimonies of interview 
respondents of this study. 
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fishery I do not claim that the stocks of manta rays have not declined or that the fishery for 
rays is sustainable. In fact, based on oral history data gathered for this study I believe the 
population of manta rays has indeed declined and their distribution has changed.  In addition, 
I believe that manta and mobula rays in the Bohol Sea are indeed under threat of stock 
depletion and the fishery may have reached its maximum capacity.  I have argued that past 
studies on the fishery are inadequate and problematic. I emphasize that there is a need to 
improve the study of this fishery in the Philippines if better management strategies are to be 
developed.  Fishery studies need to have a long time series and be species-specific but in a 
fishery such as this where data are fragmented it is necessary to make use of non-traditional 
sources of data.  Historical data in various forms need to be taken into account when 
assessing fisheries such as this where data are sparse (McClenachan et al. 2012). 
 The policies designed to protect large marine vertebrates have varied in 
effectiveness.  Although it had been more effectively enforced for whales and whale sharks 
it had been largely ignored for manta rays and, to some extent dolphins.  Various reasons 
were presented for the ineffectiveness of the policies.  In order to understand the basis of 
some of these reasons, it is necessary to recognise the current discourses used by the 
communities relating to the livelihood issues surrounding the fishery. Recognizing these 
discourses will help one understand its outcome in relation to enforcement. 
The primary driver of the fisheries for large marine vertebrates is economic.  The 
fishing communities who engage in it are inextricably tied up in a cycle of debt and 
dependency.  Without other financially viable alternatives, if the fishery closes down, the 
losses incurred will be significant. It is necessary to address this basic economic imperative 
and driver in order to solve the problem of the future of the ray fishery.   
In conclusion, current or planned studies about the ray fishery should be improved in 
order to develop a better understanding of it while, at the same time, making use of historical 
data to create baselines.  These data should be analysed in the context of the socio-economic 
conditions of the people and the prevailing cultural and political discourses in the 
community.  This will entail a multi-disciplinary team of researchers working together to 
understand the complexity and unpredictability of the ray fishery and its people in the Bohol 
Sea. 




This final chapter brings together the findings of my research to answer the research 
questions presented earlier in this study.  This study aimed to answer five main questions.  
First, how did large marine vertebrates affect the fishing practices of the people in the Bohol 
Sea region?  The second question is two-pronged, namely have the stocks of large marine 
vertebrates in the Bohol Sea changed over the long-term?  If so, did the fisheries for large 
marine vertebrates cause these changes?  Third, how did the fishing communities respond to 
the ecological, socio-economic and political changes in the Bohol Sea across time?  Finally, 
were state efforts to conserve whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays in the 
Philippines effective? In an attempt to answer these questions this thesis depicts the history 
of the Bohol Sea over a century of human-environment interactions amidst changes in 
ecology, technology, economics, politics and society. Recommendations are also presented 
on how existing and future fishery policies can be modified and designed, to suit the 
Philippines local context.   
Marine Environmental history of the Bohol Sea 
Based on oral history, ethnographic information, archival data, recent scientific data on 
fisheries and species ecology, this study attempts to reconstruct the marine environmental 
history of the Bohol Sea from the 19th century to the present.  It describes the changes that 
occurred in both the large marine vertebrate populations and their environment and the 
fishing communities that depended on them.  This study contributes to sorely needed 
environmental history data on marine areas in the Philippines and fisheries in general.  It 
also provides valuable ethnographic insight into the lives of a little known group of coastal 
peoples in the Philippines, the “big fish” hunters of the Bohol Sea. 
The importance of exploring the historical context of both ecological and social 
systems in order to understand the causes of resource management problems cannot be 
overemphasized.  Using historical data when investigating abundances of marine species 
populations allows for “more accurate assessments of extinction risk, better-informed 
recovery targets, and more robust and ecologically grounded assessments of fisheries stock 
status” (McClenachan et al. 2012, 354).  It has been shown in other fisheries studies that 
when calculating extinction risks and rates of recovery, truncating time series data 
significantly lowers the estimates of risk or increases the baselines or pre-exploitation 
numbers (Ibid.,353). Using these estimates therefore could lead managers to think that the 
fish stocks are not so bad and mislead them to aim for lower recovery targets and allow 
higher fishing quotas.  The use of historical data helps managers avoid the “shifting baseline 
syndrome” (Pauly 1995).  Furthermore, in fisheries studies where data are scarce it is even 
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more important to make use of non-traditional historical data to set baselines for marine 
animals and ecosystems (McClenachan 2012, 356). 
Similarly, it was important to examine the history of the people’s interactions with 
their marine environment which in this case was focused on the fisheries for large marine 
vertebrates.  This study provides a more in-depth examination of the technical side of the 
fisheries and the lesser known social and economic dimensions of it. Given the dearth of 
available literature and data on this type of fishery and the people engaged in it in the Asian 
region, it was necessary to utilize a combination of unpublished and published documentary 
materials and the ethnographic evidence from oral history.   
Hunting ‘big fish’ 
The Bohol Sea is one of the most biologically diverse regions in the Philippines.  As chapter 
one illustrated, the Bohol Sea is home to a vast array of large marine vertebrates such as 
whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays.  As part of the complex ecological system of 
the Bohol Sea these “big fish” are all subjected to very similar stressors.  This study focused 
on the anthropogenic stressors and more specifically, the impact of fisheries on these large 
marine vertebrates.  These marine animals which are generally referred to by Visayan fishers 
as “big fish” or “dakong isda”, have certain common biological characteristics, life history 
traits and ecology which make them susceptible to overexploitation by humans.  Similarly, 
the peoples of the Bohol Sea have common socio-cultural histories and origins.  Most 
importantly as this study demonstrates, these coastal communities all depended on the Bohol 
Sea and its resources.  It was the Bohol Sea and the “big fishes” that connected and sustained 
the coastal peoples. By following the fish, the people met and interacted with others hunting 
the same target species.  Fishing communities in the study sites of Lila, Pamilacan and Jagna 
in Bohol, Sagay in Camiguin and Limasawa in Southern Leyte, hunted all or most of these 
large marine vertebrates.  They shared the same fishing grounds, used very similar hunting 
techniques and were socially organized in a similar fashion.  Through years of interactions in 
the Bohol Sea, relationships between different communities developed and these social and 
economic ties between peoples still exist to the present day. 
Chapter two establishes the foundations for the rest of the thesis by presenting the 
baselines on what the Bohol Sea was like from the early 19
th
 century to the beginning of the 
twentieth century. Utilizing oral history and documentary narratives and ships’ logs, I show 
how the Bohol Sea was formerly abundant in whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays.  
The chapter describes how the coastal maritime peoples designed their hunting techniques 
based on the ecology of the large marine vertebrates and the nature of the Bohol Sea.  Their 
hunting methods and approach were primarily based on their local ecological knowledge.  
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Their traditional methods were devised to capture the “big fishes” most efficiently given the 
fishing technology available to them.  These fishing communities’ livelihoods depended 
upon the Bohol Sea and hence, they were organized in a manner suited for their 
environment.  Cooperation within and between the communities was based on kinship and 
close family ties helping them sustain the fisheries during unpredictable times. 
The third chapter describes in detail the fisheries of the different communities in the 
Bohol Sea from the late twentieth century to the present time.  In so doing, I depict the 
changes in the fisheries that occurred from the time of sails, hooks and harpoons to that of 
motorized boats and nets during the last quarter of the twentieth century, when 
mechanization began to really take hold. Despite changes in technology, the system or form 
of the fisheries remained predominantly unchanged.  The shifts were primarily in response to 
changes in the abundance and distribution of the large marine vertebrates.  This chapter also 
demonstrates how the fishing communities of Jagna, Pamilacan, Lila, and Sagay were 
connected by the fishery for large marine vertebrates, and also traces how the fishery was 
transplanted to other areas in the Bohol Sea by enterprising Jagna fishers.  However, the 
sperm whale and ray fishery in Limasawa Island was treated separately because of some 
apparent differences with the aforementioned communities.  Yet despite these differences, 
the fishery techniques they employed and their social organization were similar.  Once again, 
it was the similarity in the ecology of the target species and dependence on the Bohol Sea 
that facilitated movements between islands and communities and fostered ties that bind 
among them. 
Chapters two and three address the first research question of this study.  They 
showed that the fishing practices of these communities in the Bohol Sea were closely 
adapted to the nature of the large marine vertebrates.  The fishers devised hooks and 
harpoons that could secure a whale, whale shark or manta ray.  They used their boats and 
floaters to slow down the animals as they tried to escape.  Harpooners and hookmen 
mastered the dangerous technique on how to approach, strike and kill the “big fishes”.  The 
fishers followed the “big fishes” as they moved around the Bohol Sea. They hunted them in 
their seasonal feeding and breeding grounds.   
These chapters also show how the abundance and distribution of large marine 
vertebrates have changed through time.  As early as the 1970s, fishers observed that their 
target species were no longer as abundant as in the past, hence, with motorized boats they 
were able to venture further away and explore new fishing grounds.  By the 1980s the ray 
fishers of Jagna had also modified their fishing technique.  Armed with nets, they were now 
able to continue to catch manta rays more efficiently and were also able to take other mobula 
rays.  But this increased efficiency in fishing masked signs of declining stocks.  The exact 
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cause of this decline cannot be determined at this time.  There is a lack of scientific baselines 
on past population sizes of these different species compounded by the lack of data on various 
other factors that can influence populations, such as fisheries outside the Philippines, 
overfishing for other species, as well as climate change (Simmonds and Isaac 2007; Harley 
et al. 2006; Perry et al. 2005; Walther et al. 2002). Hunting for whales, whale sharks and 
manta rays in other areas in Southeast Asia and the western north Pacific could have 
significant effects on these populations.  Without knowing the exact relationship of the 
populations found in the Bohol Sea with other populations existing along possible migratory 
routes, it is difficult to assess the overall impacts upon these fisheries.  Furthermore, the 
ecosystem effects of other fishing activities and other environmental factors cannot be 
determined by this study nor can they be discounted.  In the case of whaling, given the small 
number of animals taken annually by local hunters, it is unlikely that it affected the 
population. This is especially true for the case of sperm whaling in Limasawa. Although this 
study showed that there were changes in the abundance and distribution of the large marine 
vertebrates in the Bohol Sea, it did not find sufficient evidence to show that local fisheries 
were solely responsible for these changes.   
A Contested Fishery in the Bohol Sea 
While there were changes in technology and patterns of fishing for large marine vertebrates 
in response to changes in the abundance and distribution of the large marine vertebrates, the 
fifth chapter discusses the concurrent socio-economic and political changes in the Bohol Sea 
from the late nineteenth to the twenty-first century.  With increasing population, worsening 
economic conditions, and declining fish stocks in the Philippines in the late twentieth 
century, the Bohol Sea fishing communities’ dependence on the fisheries for large marine 
vertebrates increased.  These factors compelled fishers to catch more with the technology 
they had available.  This pragmatic expansion was facilitated by developments in the 
transport system, road networks, communication and access to markets.   
It is in the context of these changes in the communities and across the country that 
differing perceptions about the nature of the animals and how they should be managed arose.  
From these differences contestations developed.  By the 1990s, the Philippine legislative 
frameworks had evolved into a more protectionist stance particularly with respect to large 
marine vertebrates.  Fishery policies prohibiting the hunting for whales, dolphins, whale 
sharks and manta rays and limiting access to former fishing grounds, added more pressure to 
the already marginalized communities.   Fishing communities affected by the bans of the 
1990s reacted in various ways.  Those living within an environment with more natural 
resources providing other options for a livelihood shift were able to adapt and complied with 
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the fishery laws.  On the other hand, communities who heavily depended on the sea and the 
fishery for large marine vertebrates were left with few options, compelling them to resist 
and, persist in hunting. 
The contestations regarding the fishery for large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea 
are unique compared to other types of fisheries because of the biological nature of the target 
species.  Unlike other types of fisheries that target more common food fish species such as 
sardines, mackerel and tuna, the fisheries for whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta rays 
are more vulnerable to overexploitation because these “big fish” are slow to mature, long-
lived, and slow to reproduce (Bonfil 1994).  Further, some whale species belonging to a 
small subpopulation that exhibits fidelity to particular geographical areas where they 
congregate and with little interchange with other subpopulations can be prone to depletion 
even with short-term exploitation (Danner et al. 2006, 134). Although some of these species 
are well-studied in other parts of the world, in the Philippines little is known about them 
making management more difficult.  Abundance and distribution of these species in the 
country are virtually unknown and baselines referred to by managers and policymakers are 
either very recent or inadequate.   
The contestations are also due to differing perceptions of people regarding the nature 
of these species.  The image of the “charismatic megafauna” which is often used by 
conservationists, managers, policymakers, and, sometimes even scientists to put forward 
their conservation agendas has become a source of contestation on how the species are to be 
treated or managed.  The aforementioned groups have a “moralistic perspective” (Fabinyi 
2012, 108) of the fishery for these “charismatic megafauna” which influence their perception 
and opinion of what should be considered illegal.  They consider the hunting practices as 
morally wrong, hence they should be illegalised. Bohol Sea fishing communities in contrast, 
perceive these animals as “big fish” to eat and utilize just like any other marine resource.  
The animals’ large size, abundance (in the past) and relative predictability of occurrence in 
the Bohol Sea have made them a precious source of protein that sustained entire villages for 
several months each year. From its beginnings as a subsistence, small-scale fishery hunting 
“big fish” evolved to a medium-scale fishery that continues to provide significant income to 
thousands of people involved in the fisheries.  A similar conservation struggle between 
advocates of sustainable use and total protection of marine mammals has been documented 
around the world (Robards and Reeves 2011, 2771).  
For the people who continue to practice this contested fishery, the discourse of the 
“poor moral fisher” (Fabinyi 2012) has gained ground in their struggle against the imposition 
of fishery laws.  By equating poverty and morality with their fishing practices, the fishers of 
the Bohol Sea continue to seek legitimacy for their livelihood in a heavily “politicized 
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environment”(Alejo 2000, 17).  Through their powerful discourse, the fishing communities 
invoked their “right to survive” (Blanc-Szanton 1972, 129) by means of the customary 
practice of a traditional fishery and questioned the illegality of the practice.  This study 
shows that the use of the discourse of the “poor moral fisher” affected the enforcement 
outcomes of the fishery bans in the Bohol Sea. 
The current fisheries for large marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea are examined in 
Chapter six to assess the effectiveness of the fishery laws and to determine the drivers of the 
fisheries.  Although the fishery laws governing whales, dolphins, whale sharks and manta 
rays in the Philippines had some impact, there are still reports of by-catches and directed 
takes all over the country.  The ineffectiveness of these fishery laws are traced to three main 
factors: the lack of legitimacy of the laws from the perspective of some of the fishing 
communities; the lack of financial and labour resources to enforce the laws; and, the 
technical inadequacy of the laws, including absence of implementing guidelines, low fines 
and  penalties. 
The fisheries for large marine vertebrates are driven primarily by the economic 
dependence of the fishing communities of the Bohol Sea.    This was demonstrated by 
examining the current fishery for rays in Jagna and Pamilacan, the principal ray fishing sites 
in the Bohol Sea and possibly the Philippines.  It was evident in the case studies presented 
that although the main driver of the ray fishery in the Bohol Sea is economic, there are also 
socio-cultural drivers at play as well.  It is necessary to identify and understand the various 
drivers of the fisheries and how they interact in order to devise appropriate management 
schemes.  
The legality of the ray fishery remains contested up to the present day.  The current 
lobbying and protests of conservationists and increased public clamour for the strict 
enforcement of the ban on hunting for manta rays and a total ban for hunting of all species of 
sharks and rays highlight the urgent need of applying a more contextual-based approach to 
fisheries management in the Philippines.  Similar to issues pertaining to the illegality of 
certain fishing activities in other parts of the world, there is a need for fisheries management 
to take into account the cultural, social and economic dimensions of resource use (Stacey 
2007, 193; White et al. 1994, 9). 
Contribution to marine resource management and fishery policy development  
This study contributes to the broad literature on the “politics of environmental use” (Fabinyi 
2012, 6).  By providing insight into the discourses adopted by fishers of the Bohol Sea, this 
study shows the value of using a cultural-ecological approach in trying to understand the 
local practices of environmental politics (Ibid., 192). Although much has been written about 
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coastal resource management and Integrated Conservation Development Projects (ICDPs) in 
the Philippines, these works mainly represent the perspectives of conservationists, scientists 
and resource managers. This study attempts to highlight the perspective of the fishers, 
particularly elder fishers and other members of the fishing communities such as women, a 
group that has often been taken for granted. An effort has been made to strike a balance 
between the fishers’ perspectives of the marine resources and their environment, and, the 
changes happening from the perspectives of biologists and conservationists represented by 
myself, and other respondents from non-government, government agencies and academic 
institutions, and the current literature consulted. 
In tracing the history behind the fishery policies on large marine vertebrates, this 
study also provides a better understanding of the motivations of the personalities involved in 
their creation. The study shows how total fishery bans have adversely affected the lives of 
people and provides insights into the socio-cultural contexts behind some of the fishing 
communities’ non-compliance with these laws.  In doing so, this study advocates the need 
for the use of a “social-ecological systems” approach (Berkes et al. 2003) in marine systems 
(Perry et al. 2010, 336) and ecosystem-based fisheries management (EBFM) (Pikitch 2004) 
in trying to resolve issues about contested marine resources such as those in the Bohol Sea. 
These are areas for future research that could be applied to this study.  It is hoped that this 
study provides evidence for the need to incorporate local people and their views in the 
management of marine resource use.  Hence, the study also contributes to the field of marine 
resource management and policy development in the Philippines.   
The Future of Fishery policies in the Philippines 
As discussed in Chapter five, during the period of this study, several fishery policy bills were 
filed in the Philippine Congress.  These proposed bills appear to be a re-enactment of FAO 
193.  Fishing communities known to hunt for sharks and rays in the Philippines were not 
consulted prior to its drafting. No socio-economic impact assessments were conducted. 
BFAR officials’ and researchers’ recommendations were either ignored or not solicited.   
These bills were mainly based on numbers taken from other countries and generalized 
reports due to the lack of data on shark and ray catches and trade in the Philippines.  What is 
unique about House Bill 5412 is the inclusion of a clause prohibiting “destroying their 
habitats” and the “selling and serving of shark and ray derivatives and by-products and 
menus with reference to shark and ray derivatives and by-products.”
599
  In addition, there 
was a provision for a “phase out plan for serving shark’s fin soup and menus with shark and 
                                                   
599 House Bill 5412, “Sharks and Rays Conservation Act of 2011”, Section 5, 6 and 7. 
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ray derivatives and by-products in restaurants”
600
.  Although the bill was more thorough in 
describing how the information regarding the bill was to be disseminated, just like the FAO 
193, there were no provisions on how to address potential economic impacts on fishing 
communities.  The impacts of the bill’s passage were immediate and there was no phase out 
plan for fishers involved in the fishery for sharks and rays.  The penalties for the violation of 
this Act were also higher and more severe than the previous bans: 
catching, causing to be caught, selling, purchasing and possessing of sharks and rays, their 
derivatives and by-products – imprisonment of a minimum of (1) year to twelve (12) years 
and a fine of five thousand pesos (P5,000.00) per individual item, and/or if in liquid such as 
soup or oil, per 16 oz. as assessed by the nearest BFAR office. (House Bill 5412, Section 6, 
b) 
 
The creation of this bill and others similar to it demonstrates that the trend in policy making 
and governance in the Philippines is top-down with little or no consideration for socio-
economic impacts on affected stakeholders, who are primarily artisanal fishers.  The bill’s 
existence demonstrates how there is a serious lack of understanding of the social and 
economic impacts of current fishery management schemes on artisanal fishing communities.  
In stark contrast, it is evident that this bill pays attention to larger industries, namely 
restaurant companies and commercial traders as shown in the provision for a “phase out 
plan” for them. 
As discussed previously, it is imperative that this system of policy-making and 
structure of governance be revised, in order to produce more socially just, economically 
feasible and enforceable fishery policies in the country.  Existing fishery laws, including the 
proposed bills should be amended to ensure adequate transition or phase out periods are 
given to affected stakeholders, particularly fishers. Most importantly, these laws should 
allocate specific funds to compensate affected fishers in the form of viable alternative 
livelihoods as well as the necessary technology and other resources for the modification of 
fishing gear, if applicable.  Implementing such rules and regulations should be drafted in 
close consultation with all stakeholders, specifically fishers, fisheries managers, scientists 
and law enforcers to ensure that they are both practical and feasible. Clarifications should be 
made on terms and provisions with respect to the technicalities of the fishery, such as in the 
case of non-directed catch of dolphins or manta rays.  As mentioned in Chapter seven, the 
provision about the FAO 185 on accidentally caught dolphins in fishing gear is difficult to 
comply with because fishers are penalized regardless of their intent.  Dolphins and manta 
rays are often non-targeted (non-directed) but are acquired for consumption or trade.   These 
animals usually die from drowning or suffocation when entangled in gillnets and purse 
                                                   
600 House Bill 5412, “Sharks and Rays Conservation Act of 2011”, Section 7, Lead Agency.”  The 
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) was tasked to prepare the phase out plan. 
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seines, however, in some instances they are killed deliberately when captured alive (i.e. 
manta ray non-targeted catches in the Bohol Sea) (Robards and Reeves 2011, 2774).  Hence, 
making a distinction between categories of non-targeted acquisitions will be useful.  Robards 
and Reeves (2011) differentiates “Non-Targeted-Salvage” or the acquisition of a carcass 
from accidental drowning in fishing gear, from “Non-Targeted-Deliberate” or the acquisition 
of a carcass from “deliberate killing while targeting fish”. With the “Non-Targeted-Salvage” 
acquisition, namely the fishers did not intend to catch the animal nor did they intend to kill 
it.  On the other hand, in “Non-Targeted-Deliberate” although the fishers did not intend to 
catch the animal, they did intentionally kill it.  Since there are economic incentives to retain 
and kill dolphins and manta rays, making these distinctions are important in considering 
enforcement procedures.  Obviously, penalizing fishers for non-targeted catch regardless of 
intent does not help in encouraging reporting.  Moreover, it is difficult in practice to 
distinguish between “non-targeted-deliberate” and “non-targeted-salvage”. 
Consideration should also be given in re-framing current fishery policies and 
fisheries management strategies in the country.  It has been shown in recent literature that 
the success or effectiveness of fisheries management policies, especially in developing 
countries like the Philippines is largely dependent on compliance and factors that influence 
compliance are varied and should be examined (Boonstra and Nguyen 2010, Hauck 2008, 
Nielsen 2003).  The practicality of enforcing total bans in the country should be scrutinized.  
Seasonal closures or catch size quota systems may deserve some investigations.    
Furthermore, establishment of marine sanctuaries has been shown to gain success in other 
areas around the world (Roberts 2012).  Yet again, it must be emphasised that these fishery 
management schemes should be designed with careful consideration of socio-cultural and 
economic contexts in a smaller-scale.  They must fit the local ecological situation, both 
human and biological.  Fisheries management is after all a “human phenomenon” 
(McGoodwin 2001,1).   
What needs more emphasis in fisheries management science, practice, and policy, is that the 
fisheries are a human phenomenon…Clearly, then, the fisheries are much more than 
geographic regions, fishing methods, types of fishing gear, particular fish species, natural 
resources, or economic domains – something much more human. (Ibid.) 
 
The conduct of a socio-economic impact assessment of artisanal fishing should be 
incorporated as mandatory in the process of designing future fishery management schemes.  
This could be done in accordance with suggested evaluation methods as part of the 
Ecosystems Based Fisheries Management (EBFM) approach (Vieira et al. 2009).  In relation 
to the case of shark and ray fisheries in the Bohol Sea, the conduct of a socio-economic 
impact assessment similar to the study conducted by Vieira and Tull (2008) on the artisanal 
shark and ray fishery in Cilacap, Indonesia, could prove useful if detailed catch records and 
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income data are available.  A movement towards the “comanagement” (Jentoft 1989; 
Pinkerton 1989, Berkes et al. 1991, Berkes 1994) of fisheries is recommended.   
In this respect, the Local Government Code of 1991 (Berkes et al. 2001, 195) and 
the Philippine Fisheries Code of 1998 strengthened policy and legal support for co-
management in the Philippines by giving the municipal government jurisdiction over 
nearshore waters and creating the Municipal/City Fisheries and Aquatic Resources 
Management Councils (M/CFARMCs), respectively.  The fisheries co-management 
approach has been shown to be effective in some places in the Philippines such as San 
Salvador in Zambales (Ibid., 196) and holds promise in others (Baticados and Agbayani 
2000, Pomeroy and Pido 1995).  As shown in this study, the conventional top-down and 
centralized management approach to fisheries is not suited for a developing archipelagic 
country like the Philippines where there are very limited funds and expertise to manage 
fisheries resources scattered across vast fishing grounds (Berkes et al. 2001, 197).    
For the ray fishery in the Bohol Sea, a collapse of stocks may be imminent.  Given 
the heavy economic dependency of thousands of fishers and their families, and the absence 
of other viable livelihood opportunities it is important to take immediate steps to address 
these issues.  This study has attempted to understand the fishery for large marine vertebrates 
in the Bohol Sea in order to provide new insights into the issues surrounding the fishery and 
present recommendations to policy makers and fisheries managers in the Philippines. By 
identifying shortfalls in current fishery management schemes, it is my hope that this study 
will be used to stimulate research into this fishery, as well as improve research methods 






Appendix 1  Interview Guide Questions 
Note:  Questions were translated to Cebuano.  Questions were modified based on the 
respondent’s background (i.e. fisher, NGO worker, government worker). 
 
Date of Interview: 
Place of Interview: 
Name: 
      PARTICIPANT PROFILE 
1. When were you born? 
2. Where were you born? 
3. Where do you live? 
4. What is your ethnic origin? 
5. Where are your parents from? 
6. How long have you lived in this town? 
7. What is your highest level of educational attainment? 
8. Are you married? 
9. Do you have children? How many are dependents? 
10. Do you have other household dependents? (relatives staying in the same household) 
11. What is your occupation? Or means of living? 
12. How long have you been engaged in this occupation? 
13. What are the reasons for engaging in this line of work? 
14. Will your children follow the same line of work? 
15. Do any of your relatives follow the same line of work? 
 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FISHERY 
16. Have you ever caught a whale/dolphin/whale shark/manta ray? 
17. If yes, when was the first time you caught a whale/dolphin/whale shark/manta ray? 
18. What kind of whale/dolphin/shark/ray do you hunt?  Please describe and look at 
photos and identify which one.  Is there a local name for it? 
19. If no, what kind of fish do you catch? Please give local names. 
20. What do you use to catch them?  Please describe how and what 
materials/instruments and boats you use. 
21. How many people are involved in the hunt?  Please describe their roles and the 
relationship between these people. 




23. Where do you hunt?  Please point on the map the areas where you hunt or used to 
hunt. 
24. When do you hunt them? Month? Time of day? 
25. How often do you catch them? How many times a day/week/month/year? 
26. How much do you catch in a day/week/month? (in kilos and/or number of animals) 
27. How long does each fishing trip last? 
28. How is the animal divided among the crew of hunters/fishers? 
29. Who is in-charge of the division of the animal or catch? 
30. How is the catch distributed among the community?  Sold or given away or 
exchanged?  
31. If sold, for how much?  
32. To whom do you sell it to? 
33. Who is in-charge of the selling or distribution? 
34. How is the animal consumed? Eaten? Cooked? Body parts used? 
35. Do you preserve any proportion of the catch or parts of the catch? How? (i.e. salting, 
drying) 
36. From whom did you learn to catch whales/dolphins/whale sharks/ manta rays? 
37. How long have people been hunting these animals in your village/town? 
38. How many fishers or boats are engaged in the same type of fishery in your 
village/town? 
39. When was the first time you tasted its meat?  From whom did you get it? 
40. When was the last time you tasted its meat? From whom did you get it? 
41. When was your last fishing trip? 
42. Where did you fish? 
43. How many fishermen including you were on board for your last trip? 
44. How long were you away on your last trip? 
45. How much did you catch on your last trip? (in kilos and/or number of animals) 
46. What price did you get for your last catch? 
47. Based on your knowledge, where did the technology/knowledge of hunting for these 
animals in your town come from?  Was it taught? 
48. Do you know of any other place where people hunt these animals?  Other 
communities that hunt them? 
 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE MARINE RESOURCES 
49. Do you have any traditional/superstitious beliefs about whales/dolphins/whale 




50. Do you have any traditional ceremonies or rituals associated with the fishery? Please 
describe. 
51. What do you think of whales/dolphins/whale sharks/ manta rays?  (perception) What 
are they? What is their significance to you? Please describe. 
52. Why do you choose to catch whales/dolphins/whale sharks/manta rays? Please 
explain. 
53. How do you identify fishing spots/localities in your area? 
54. Have you noticed any changes in the abundance or distribution of these animals? 
Please describe.  
55. When did the change occur? Why do you think the change occurred? 
56. In your opinion, who owns the sea and the fish/animals in it? Please elaborate. 
57. Do you think these animals will ever run out or decrease in number? Why or why 
not? 
58. Is there a need to conserve these animals? Why? 
 
TRANSFORMATIONS/ KEY EVENTS 
59. Have you noticed any drastic change in the number of catches in your area? When 
did this happen? 
60. Do you know of any changes in the method of fishing?  Change in gears?  What 
were the changes? When did it change? Why did it change? How did it change? 
61. Do you know of any changes in the system of division of the catch among the 
crew/fishermen?  
62. Do you know of any changes in the marketing of the catch? Change in prices? 
63. Do you know of any event (i.e. typhoon, war, decline of catch, fishery ban) that you 
think significantly affected the fishery or your livelihood?  
64. Was there any significant change in your community? (i.e. lifestyle, demographics) 




66. Are there any rules set by fishermen for the catching of whales/dolphins/whale 
sharks/manta rays? Please state your knowledge of this matter. 
67. Are there any rules set by the government for the catching of whales/dolphins/whale 
sharks/manta rays? Please state your knowledge of this matter. 





69. Do you think the ban on hunting affected the livelihood of the people in your town? 
If so, how? 
70. What do you think of the laws against hunting/eating/selling/possessing of 
whale/dolphin/whale shark/manta ray meat/parts?  Why was there a ban? 
71. If these bans were lifted, would you hunt again? 
 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND INCOME FROM FISHING 
72. How much do you earn per day/month/year?  
73. From what sources do you earn from? (i.e. fishing, agriculture, marketing) Can you 
break it down to how much per source? 
74. How much do you spend per day/month/year? On what (i.e. food, utilities, 
education, housing)? 
75. Do you have other sources of income? From where? 
76. Do you own properties?  What is their value? 
77. Do you own your own boat/net or other fishing implements?  
78. How much did it cost when you bought it? 
79. How much money do you spend each month for maintenance and repair of your boat 
and/or equipment? 
80. How much money was spent on each item on your last trip? Gear, Fuel, Bait (if 
applicable), Ice (if applicable), Food, Other. 
81. Did the crew share these trip expenses? 
82. Do your crew members have jobs other than fishing? 
83. How much in gross sales does your boat usually make every year? 




Appendix 2  Summary profiles of key informants 
Note: Pseudonyms were used to protect the identity of some of the key informants. The ages 
of the informants, when indicated, were at the time of fieldwork. The location of the 





Sisinando Oculam, Taug  
- Former whale, manta and whale shark hunter; jumper;84 years old; oldest living 
former hunter in Lila 
- Provided information on the technique of hunting, distribution of the catch, market 
and trade of whale, manta and whale shark products; and on the traditional fishing 
ceremony (dangkoy-dangkoy) 
- Shared his experience during the Second World War and the Japanese occupation of 
Bohol 
- Source of information on other sources of income for fishers in the village based on 
his own experience (i.e. construction worker and tobacco trader) 
 
Manong Magno, Taug 
- Former whale, manta and whale shark hunter; a contemporary of Sisinando; 84 years 
old. 
- Provided information on the technique of hunting, distribution of the catch, market 
and trade of whale, manta, whale shark ; and on the origins of whaling practice 
 
Manong Elias, Taug 
- Former whale, manta and whale shark hunter; jumper, boat owner; 72 years old. 
- Provided information on the technique of hunting, distribution of the catch, market 




Manong Jose, “Tondo side” 
- Former whale, whale shark and manta hunter; most prominent jumper and trader in 
Pamilacan; current boat owner; 59 years old. 
- Provided information on the technique of hunting, distribution of the catch, market 
and trade of whale, whale shark and manta; Surigao ray fishery. 
- Shared experience and opinion on the bans on hunting whales and whale sharks; the 
WWF-Philippines project and the tensions within the community during that period. 
- Has been interviewed by many researchers before me. 
 
Manong Juan , “Tondo side” 
- Former whale, whale shark and manta hunter; boat owner; prominent fish trader in 
Pamilacan 
- Provided information on the history of the village settlement on the Island; 
technique of hunting, distribution of the catch, market and trade of whale, whale 
shark and manta. 




- Provided information on the current sea cucumber fishery on the Island; fisher folk 
cooperative and women’s group in the Island. 
 
Manong Elvis, “Tondo side” 
- Former hunter 
- Corroborated testimonies of Lila fishers that whaling started in Lila and Pamilacan 
fishers followed 
- Described how life in Pamilacan was better before the ban on whale shark hunting. 
- Provided information on the technique of hunting and distribution of the catch. 
 
Lumad and Manong Berto, “Chapel side” 
- Father and son, respectively; Both former whale, manta and whale shark hunter; 
Lumad is 88 years old and is the oldest living former hunter on the Island. 
- Provided a rich description of the tensions that developed between the two sides of 
the Island community 
- Provided information on the technique of hunting, distribution, market and trade of 
whales, whale sharks and manta rays 




- Member of PIDWWO 
- Shared her experience and opinion on the dolphin watching tourism enterprise 
introduced by the WWF project; other alternative livelihoods introduced to the 
community; tensions that developed within the community right after the ban was 
implemented. 
- Provided valuable information on how PIDWWO was run during and after the 





Manong Ben, Bunga Mar 
- One of the most prominent fisher in the village; former manta hunter; boat owner; 
64 years old. 
- Provided valuable information on the history and evolution of the manta ray fishery; 
technique of hunting, distribution of the catch, and the market and trade of ray 
products. 
- Shared his local knowledge on and perception of the manta rays and other large fish, 
including distinguishing characteristics, local names, and ecology. 
- Provided information on other areas in the Bohol Sea engaged in the ray fishery. 
 
Manong Afin, Bunga Mar 
- Former manta ray hunter and trader; 79 years old. 
- Provided valuable information on the origins of the gill raker trade; market and trade 
of other ray products; traditional fishing ceremony (buhat-buhat). 







Manang Tess, Bunga Mar 
- One of the women tasked to collect ‘tickets’ from ray fishing boats; works as a 
‘processor’ in the ray fishery. 
- Provided information on the processing of the ray catches, sales and system of 
‘ticketing’ in the village.  
 
Manang Susan, Bunga Mar 
- Labasera; village councillor (barangay kagawad); originally from Cagayan de Oro 
- Provided information on the general perception and feeling of the fishing 
community regarding the ban on manta ray hunting (FAO 193); and other fishery-
related issues. 
- Provided information on the recent (current) system of distribution, processing, 
market and trade of the rays in the village. 
 
Ex-Kapitana, Bunga Mar 
- labasera; former village captain (barangay captain) 
- Provided information on the history of the ray fishery 
 
Manong Galamiton, Bunga Mar 
- former manta ray hunter; 88 years old; oldest living former hunter in the village 
- Provided a rich description of the village of Bunga Mar and Jagna in the past; 
information on the traditional technique of hunting, distribution, market and trade of 
manta rays, including the fishing ceremony (buhat-buhat). 
 
Manang Dikia, Bunga Mar 
- labasera; boat owner 
- Provided valuable information on buyers of ray products, particularly on the gill 
raker trade. 





Manong Conrad, Balite 
- Former whale, manta and whale shark hunter; 80 years old; oldest living former 
hunter in Sagay. 
- Provided valuable information on the technique of hunting, distribution, market and 
trade of whales, whale sharks and manta rays in Camiguin 
- Provided a rich description of the changes in livelihood of the villagers after the 
implementation of the whaling ban. 
- Shared his opinion on the effects of the creation of marine sanctuaries and 
encroachment of commercial fishing vessels in their municipal waters. 
 
Guinsiliban 
Severino Rivera, Imbatuhon 
- Former manta ray hunter in Camiguin; former harpoon owner; 66 years old. 
- Provided a rich description of the abundance of large fish in the past. 
- Shared his opinion on the effects of the creation of marine sanctuaries and 
encroachment of commercial fishing vessels in their municipal waters. 





Candido Uayan, Sagay 
- Former boat owner; former hunter of whale, whale shark and manta ray; 42 years 
old. 
- Provided information on market prices of large fish products; technique of hunting 
and the change in technology of the fishery. 
 
Limasawa 
Manong Damian, Lugsongan (birthplace: Liloan, Southern Leyte) 
- Most prominent sperm whale hunter in the Island; former fisher and trader; 59 years 
old. 
- Provided valuable information on the origins of sperm whaling in Limasawa; 
technique of sperm whale hunting, distribution, market and trade of whale products. 
- Shared his local knowledge on sperm whales and other cetaceans. 
 
Manong Isaias 
- Former sperm whale tooth trader; 81 years old. 
- Provided valuable information on the market and trade of sperm whale teeth 
- Shared his local knowledge on sperm whales 
 
Manong Julio & Manong Pedro, Magallanes 
- Brothers; Former manta ray hunters; Manong Pedro is 64 years old. 
- Provided valuable information on the technique of hunting of manta rays, 




Manong Jun, Hibusong 
- Ray fisher, trader and boat owner 
- Provided information on the technique of hunting, distribution, market and trade of 
rays 
- Shared his local knowledge on the distinguishing characteristics of the rays hunted 




Dr. Louella Dolar 
- Former researcher at Silliman University 
- Shared first-hand accounts of the events that led to the discovery of the whale and 
whale shark hunting in Pamilacan Island; research conducted on accidental and 
directed catches of cetaceans in the Central Visayas, Philippines 
- Provided valuable information on key figures in marine mammal research in the 
Philippines; unpublished data and photographs of direct and indirect catches of 








Jose Ma. Lorenzo Tan 
- CEO of WWF-Philippines 
- Provided valuable information regarding the history of the creation of the 
IATFMMC; the drafting of FAO 185, 185-1 and 193; early marine mammal 
research expeditions in the Philippines 
 
Dr. Arnel Andrew Yaptinchay 
- Former WWF-Philippines Programme Director 
- Shared first-hand accounts of the WWF-Philippines project implementation in 
Pamilacan Island 
- Provided information on the drafting of FAO 185, 185-1 and 193; history of the 
discovery of Donsol as a site of whale shark congregation and the events 
surrounding the reported killing of whale sharks prior to the ban on whale shark 
hunting. 
 
Dr. Mudjekeewis Santos 
- NFRDI staff; former BFAR staff 
- Provided information on the history of the drafting of the FAO 185-1 and FAO 193 
and the circumstances surround it. 





Appendix 3.  Perception of respondents 
The perception of respondents regarding the changes in the abundance, distribution and 
catches of whales, whale sharks and manta rays were quantified and presented below as 
percentage of the total respondents to the relevant questions (Table A and B.).  The rationale 
given by the respondents were then grouped into themes and quantified as percentage of the 
total respondents who gave the rationale (Table C). 
Table A.  Perception of changes in abundance and distribution of whales, whale sharks and 
manta rays. 
Locality No. of 
respondents 








Bohol 19 1 11 7 3 
Camiguin 5 0 4 1 1 
Limasawa 6 1 0 5 1 
TOTAL 30 2 15 13 5 
  7% 50% 43% 17% 
 
Table B. Perception of changes in the catches of whales, whale sharks and manta rays 



















Bohol 15 2 8 2 3 2 2 
Camiguin 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 
Limasawa 6 0 0 1 5 0 1 
TOTAL 26 2 11 3 10 2 3 
%  8% 42% 12% 38% 8% 12% 
 
Table C. Rationale for the perception of changes in the abundance, distribution and catches 
of whales, whale sharks and manta rays. 
Rationale Bohol Camiguin Limasawa 
Animals moved further away from shore or a 
different place 
27% NA NA 
Animals no longer “appeared” since the ban NA 80% NA 
Whale sharks increased in number since the ban 5% NA NA 
Whales decreased in number because of increase of 
fishers from other places 
18% NA NA 
Whales are abundant & will never “run out” NA 100% 83% 
Whales increased in number NA NA 17% 
Decrease in catch of mantas because of more fishers 
from other places 
25% 100% NA 
Increase in catch of mantas because of use of nets 25% NA NA 
Decrease in catch because of the ban 13% NA NA 
Decrease in catch because fishers no longer practice 
ceremonies 
13% NA NA 
In the past, more mantas than mobulas were caught 
because of change of fishing gear to nets 
100% NA NA 





Appendix 4  Income classification for municipalities, provinces, and cities 
Source: 1997-2013, National Statistical Coordination Board, Makati City, Philippines. 
http://www.nscb.gov.ph/activestats/psgc/articles/con_income.asp accessed 9 May 2013. 




Class Average Annual Income (in Php) 
First 450 M or more 
Second 360 M or more but less than 450 M 
Third 270M or more but less than 360 M 
Fourth 180 M or more but less than 270 M 
Fifth 90 M or more but less than 180 M 
Sixth Below 90 M 
 
Cities 
Class Average Annual Income (in Php) 
First 400 M or more 
Second 320 M or more but less than 400 M 
Third 240M or more but less than 320 M 
Fourth 160 M or more but less than 240 M 
Fifth 80 M or more but less than 160 M 
Sixth Below 80 M 
 
Municipalities 
Class Average Annual Income (in Php) 
First 55 M or more 
Second 45 M or more but less than 55 M 
Third 35M or more but less than 45 M 
Fourth 25 M or more but less than 35 M 
Fifth 15 M or more but less than 25 M 




Appendix 5  Copy of FAO 185 
 
Republic of the Philippines 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Office of the Secretary 
Elliptical Road, Diliman, Quezon City 
 
FISHERIES ADMINISTRATIVE) 
ORDER NO. 185 : 
Series of 1992..........) 
SUBJECT: Ban on the taking or catching, selling, purchasing possessing, 
transporting and exporting of Dolphins. 
 
Pursuant to Sections 4 and 7 of P. D. No. 704, as amended, and the Convention on 
International Trade of Endangered Species (CITES) the following rules and 
regulations for the protection and conservation of dolphins in Philippine waters are 
hereby promulgated: 
SECTION 1. Definition. - As used in this Order, the following terms are defined, as 
follows: 
a) Dolphins. - Any of certain small-toothed marine mammals of the Order Cetacea 
having beaklike snouts, the neck vertebrae of which is partially fused.  
b) Take or catch - includes the killing, capturing, trapping, snaring and netting of 
dolphins.  
c) Sell - includes barter, exchange, or offering or exposing for sale.  
d) Purchase - means to buy and includes agreeing or offering to buy.  
e) Possess - means to have actual or constructive possession or control thereof.  
f) Transport - means to carry or move or cause to be carried or moved.  
g) Export - means to send or ship out of the country. 
SEC. 2. Prohibition. - It shall be unlawful to take or catch dolphins in Philippine 
waters or to sell, purchase, possess, transport, or export the same whether dead or 
alive, in any state or form whether raw or processed: Provided, That the Secretary of 
Agriculture, upon the recommendation of the Director of Fisheries and Aquatic 
Resources, may issue a special permit in favor of any government or private agency 
or institution engaged in research work on dolphins, including those to be used for 
exhibition or show purposes subject to such terms and conditions as the said 
Secretary may deem wise to impose.  
It shall, likewise, be unlawful to wound or kill dolphins in the course of catching 
other species of fish. Dolphins, which are accidentally included in the catch by any 
gear shall immediately be released unharmed in the sea; otherwise, the liability shall 
be deemed to still exist. Dead dolphins that are washed to the seashore shall be 




SEC. 3. Penalty. - Violation of this Order shall subject the offender to a fine of not 
less than five hundred (P500.00) pesos to not more than five thousand (P5,000.00) 
pesos or imprisonment from six (6) months to four (4) years, or both such fine and 
imprisonment in the discretion of the Court: Provided,That the Director of Fisheries 
and Aquatic Resources is hereby empowered to impose upon the offender an 
administrative fine of not more than five thousand (P5,000.00) pesos or to cancel his 
permit or license or to impose such fine and to cancel his permit or license at his 
discretion including the confiscation of the dolphins for proper disposition of the 
government. 
SEC. 4. Effectivity. - This Order shall take effect fifteen (15) days after its 
publication in the Official Gazette and/or in two (2) newspapers of general 
circulation. 
Issued on this 16th day of December , 1992. 
 




GUILLERMO L. MORALES 
Director 








Appendix 7  Copy of FAO 193 
Republic of the Philippines 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Office of the Secretary 
Elliptical Road, Diliman, Quezon City 
March 25, 1998 
FISHERIES ADMINISTRATIVE) 
ORDER NO.193 : 
Series of 1998 . . . . . . . . . . ) 
SUBJECT:  Ban on the taking or catching, selling, purchasing and possessing, 
transporting and exporting of Whale Sharks and Manta Rays 
Pursuant to Sections 65 and 107 of RA No. 8550 otherwise known as the Philippine 
Fisheries Code of 1998, the following rules and regulations for the protection and 
conservation of whale sharks and manta rays in Philippine waters are hereby promulgated: 
SECTION 1. Definition. – The terms used herein shall be construed as follows: 
a.  Whale shark – a large elasmobranch of the family Rhincodontidae, of the species 
Rhincodon typus characterized externally by a broad, flattened head, a very large and 
nearly terminal mouth, very large gill slits, three prominent longitudinal ridges on its 
upper flanks, a large first dorsal fin, a semi-lunate caudal fin and a unique 
“checkerboard” pattern of light spots and stripes on a dark background 
b.  Manta Rays – a large elasmobranch of the family Mobulidae, synonymous with the 
giant Atlantic manta (Manta birostris). 
c.  Take or catch – includes the killing, capturing, trapping, snaring and netting of whale 
shark and manta rays. 
d.  Sell – includes barter, exchange, or offering or exposing for sale. 
e.  Possess – means to have actual or constructive possession or control thereof. 
f.  Transport – means to carry or move or cause to be carried or moved. 
g. Export – means to send or ship out of the country. 
SEC. 2. Prohibition. – It shall be unlawful to take or catch whale shark and manta rays in 
Philippine waters or to sell, purchase, possess, transport, or export the same whether dead or 
alive, in any state or form whether raw or processed. 
It shall likewise, be unlawful to wound or to kill whale shark and manta rays in the course of 
catching other species of fish. Whale shark and manta rays which are accidentally included 
in the catch by any gear shall immediately be released unharmed in the sea; otherwise the 
liability shall be deemed to still exist. Dead whale shark and manta rays which are drifted to 
the seashore shall be surrendered to the nearest Department of Agriculture (DA) Regional 
Field Unit or Bureau of Fisheries Regional or Provincial Fishery Office, as the case may be 
for proper disposition. 
SEC. 3. Issuance of Permit to Conduct Research and/or Collect Specimens for 




recommendation of the Director of the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR), 
may issue a Special Permit in favor of any government or private institution engaged in 
purely research work on whale shark and manta rays, subject to such terms and conditions as 
the DA Secretary may deem wise to impose. 
SEC. 4. Penalty. – Violation of this Order shall subject the offender to a fine of not less than 
five hundred (P500.00) pesos to not more than five thousand (P5,000) pesos or 
imprisonment from six (6) months to four (4) years, or both such fine and imprisonment 
depending on the discretion of the court: Provided, That the Director of Fisheries and 
Aquatic Resources is hereby empowered to impose upon the offender an administrative fine 
not more than five thousand (P5,000.00) pesos or to cancel his permit or license or to impose 
such fine and to cancel his permit or license at his discretion including the confiscation of 
the whale shark and/or manta rays for proper disposition/documentation of the government. 
SEC. 5. Repealing Clause. – All existing administrative orders, rules and regulations which 
are inconsistent with the provisions of this Order are hereby repealed. 
SEC. 6. Effectivity. –This Order shall take effect fifteen (15) days after its publication in the 
Official Gazette and/or in two (2) newspaper of general circulation. 
(SGD.) SALVADOR H. ESCUDERO III 
Secretary 
RECOMMENDED BY: 
(SGD.) DENNIS B. ARAULLO 
Director 
Published: Manila Bulletin & Phil. Star – March 27, 1998 
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